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About This B(i)ok
This book describes the principles of operation of the IBM 5080 Graphics System.
It is also a comprehensive reference source of information about 5080 system

channel commands, structured fields, instructions, status/ sense data, and graphic
orders.

Who Should Read This Book?
This book is for system programmers who are developing programming support
for the IBM 5080 Graphics System.

What Is in This Book?
This book contains six chapters and five appendixes. They are:
Chapter 1. General Description
Chapter 2. Host Interface to the IBM 5080 Graphics System
Chapter 3. Graphics Processor Architecture
•

I

Chapter 4. Channel Commands, Structured Fields, Instructions, and
Status/Sense Information
Chapter 5. Graphic Orders

,

~

Chapter 6. RS232C Attachment
•

Appendix A. 3250-Compatible Channel Commands and Graphic Orders
Appendix B. TCF Number Representation and Mathematics of the
Transformation Process

•

Appendix C. Summary of Status/Sense Byte Bit Assignments

•

Appendix D. 5080 Graphics System 3270 Feature
Appendix E. 5080 Graphics System I/O Interface Codes

Related Publications
Important related publications with which you should be familiar include:
IBM 5080 Graphics System: Operation and Problem Determination,
GA23-0133
IBM 5 080 Graphics System: Programmer's Reference Card> SX23-0257
IBM 5080 Graphics System: Setup Instructions, GA23-0130

u

IBM 5 080 Graphics System: Site Planning and Preparation Guide,
GA23-0129
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•

IBM 5080 Graphics System.: System Planning and Installation, GA23-0135

•

IBM 5080 Graphics System: System Problem Determination, GA23-0132

•

IBM 3250 Graphics Display System ,Component Description, GA33-3037

•

IBM System/ 3 70 Principles of Operation, GA22-2700

Other publications you may find helpful in using this book are:
•

OEM/ Channel-to-Control-Unit Interface, GA22-6974

•

OEM/ Power Sequencing, GA22-6906

•

IBM 32 70 Information Display System Data Stream Programmer's Reference,
GA23-0059

•

Systems Network Architecture Concepts and Products, GC30-3072
Systems Network Architecture Format and Protocol Reference Manual:
Architectural Logic, SC30-3112
IBM Synchronous Data Link Control General Information, GA27-3093
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Chapter 1. General Description

u

Introduction
The IBM 5080 Graphics System provides powerful graphics functions featuring
high user interactivity capabilities, high performance, and an ergonomically
advanced design. System features include a choice of color or monochrome
high-resolution raster displays, a range of performance capabilities, including
advanced graphics functions, a selection of graphics input/ output devices, and
IBM 3250 Display System compatibility.
An optional feature allows the 5080 workstation to operate also as a member of
the 3270 family of displays. Thus, a workstation user is able to work alternately
with graphics applications and 3270 data bases and management information
systems. Both the graphics applications and 3270 applications may be
concurrently active and are interchangeably displayable with the pressing of a
single key. Logon/logoff actions are not required after the sessions have been
activated.
Steady, clear displays of sharp, clearly delineated images in color or monochrome
enable prolonged operator interaction by minimizing fatigue.
The 5080 Graphics System is designed for placement within the normal office
environment. The workstation units are compact, consistent in appearance, and
unobtrusively cabled.

l .)

The primary components of the 5080 Graphics System are:
•

The 5081 Display
The 5085 Graphics Processor
The 5088 Graphics Channel Controller

A Graphics System Workstation
A workstation in the 5080 Graphics System (see Figure 1-1 on page 1-2) consists
of two major components and a number of peripheral devices and features.
The two major components of a workstation are:
The 5081 Display, available in a color model and a monochrome model.
The 5085 Graphics Processor, containing an attachment processor, a serial
interface processor, system memory, a display storage contained within
system memory, and a display processor.
For graphics applications, the workstation communicates to a host CPU (IBM
System/370/ 43XX/30XX) through a 5088 Graphics Channel Controller or a
3258 Control Unit. The 5088 Graphics Channel Controller provides a channel
interface to the host system and a serial interface to the attached 5085 Graphics
Processor (or 3255 in a 3250 system).
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S370/ 43XX/30XX Series

Channel

ICA/TCU

Graphics
Mode

5088
Graphics
Channel
Controller
3270 Mode

5085
Graphics
Processor

Plotter

/'343

Monitors

Dials

Figure 1-1. IBM 5080 Graphics System Configuration
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5081 Display
The 5081 Display is physically separate from the processor. It is offered with a
choice of monochrome and color models, each with tilt-swivel bases. The design
of the display incorpdrates advanced human factors considerations to encourage
fatigue-free, high use~ interactivity. It is compact and designed for desktop or
tabletop placement irl normal office environments.

5~81

Each model of the
Display offers high resolution (1024 x 1024 pixels),
50Hz noninterlaced ~efresh rates, and a bright, sharply defined image. Each
model has a 19-inch (diagonal) screen on which the image is displayed in an area
approximately l l .21ches (284 mm) square.
Either a color or monpchrome display may be attached to a graphics processor. If
desired, additional monitors of either type can be attached to a graphics processor
as external output-only units.
.

I

I

The display with the beripheral connection assembly (shipped with the processor)
inserted (by the user) in its base is the main, or interactive, monitor. Additional
displays cannot accommodate peripheral attachments because the necessary
connection facility (d;ne peripheral connection assembly per 5085) will have been
inserted by the user iili the base of the main, or interactive, monitor. The
peripheral connection !assembly (PCA) enables the connection of an alphanumeric
keyboard, tablet, lighred program function keyboard, and the dials feature to the
workstation.
1

I,

Refer to IBM 5080 Graphics System: Planning and Installation, GA23-0135, for
details on attaching tditional displays to a processor.
i

I

~

5085 Graphics Processor
!

The 5085 Graphics Processor attaches to the 5088 Graphics Channel Controller
(or a 3258 Control ubit) and provides the buffering and control necessary to
support all workstatidn functions. The input/ output peripherals connect to the
processor through th~ PCA inserted, as described above, in the tilt-swivel base of
the 5081 Display and! are controlled by the processor. The processor is contained
in a slim, compact housing designed for floor placement alongside a desk or table.
The standard featureJ included in this unit are described in the following
paragraphs. See Figurle 1-2 on page 1-4 for an overview of the 5085 architecture.
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System Memory

(

The base graphics processor provides 128K bytes of system memory, including
64K bytes for the processor control program. Of the remaining 64K bytes, an
additional 8K bytes is required for such functions as area fill workspace,
temporary storage of color palettes, and future expansion. This leaves 56K bytes
for display storage and user-defined memory areas containing programmable
character sets, larger area fill work areas, and so on. This memory is contiguous
and can be shared by all of the 5085's processors, as can all expansion memory.
System memory is not associated with any specific function.

:

~

Expansion to 1.1 megabytes is provided in increments of 512K bytes.
Serial Interface Processor
The serial interface processor is a separate microprocessor that handles data
transfers between the 5085 and the 5088 on a high-speed serial link.
High-Speed Serial Link: One-million- or 2-million-bits-per-second rate for
processor-to-channel-control- unit (3258 or 5088, respectively) communications
via SDLC protocols. Attachment can be up to 5000 meters from the channel
control unit, provided special low-loss coaxial cable is used.
Attachment Processor
The attachment processor is a microprocessor that interfaces with the serial
interface processor and, jointly with the serial interface processor, controls
communications with the host (CPU and application). The attachment processor
also controls the keyboards and other attached input/ output hardware, manages
the display storage, and interfaces to the display processor and 3270 feature.

\..........)

Display Processor
The display processor consists of a 16-bit-slice microprocessor, working storage,
control storage, and double-frame buffers (pixel memory). The double-frame
buffers permit instantaneous display image replacement that produces smooth
picture transition without blanking or flashing. The display processor executes the
display program, which drives a selected list of converters, such as:

•

Order decoder
Vector-to-raster converter
General area fill process
Character generator
Programmable vector character generator
Transformations that use a high-speed multiplier
Circle generator

Diskette
A floppy diskette drive is provided for Initial Program Load (IPL), error
recording, and problem determination dumps. Configuration setup input is
retained on the system diskette for use in subsequent IPLs. Because the system
diskette is used for online error recording, it must remain mounted during normal
operation of the graphics system.

(

i

\..._)
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Audible Alarm

An audible alarm with volume control is provided so the host system can alert the
workstation operator in both graphics and 3270 modes of operation.

.

1\

~

5088 Graphics Channel Controller
The 5088 Graphics Channel Controller is plug-compatible with the 3258 and
provides functional enhancements beyond those of the 3258. The controller
attaches to a standard IBM System/370 block multiplexer, selector or byte
multiplexer (burst mode) channel interface, and IBM System/ 43XX/30XX
channel interfaces. It presents the appearance of a 3 25 8 to the host system. It
sustains a burst mode data rate of at least 1 million bytes per second when the
rate is not limited by the channel transfer rate. The controller can also operate
with a channel at data rates up to 2.5 megabytes per second in data streaming
mode.
The controller supports the attachment of four high-speed serial links. A
maximum of 16 processors may be spread across these links and attached to the
controller in any combination (for example, all 16 processors on one link or 4
processors on each link). This is possible due to daisy chaining techniques
through passive connections employed in the processor. The total length of these
links can be up to 5000 meters.
The controller is offered in two models. Model 001 can attach up to 16
processors or 3251/3255 stations, or a mix of each not to exceed 16. Model 002
can attach up to 32 processors or 3251/3255 stations, or a mix of each not to
exceed 32.
The presence of a 3255 Display Control Unit on a 5088 Model 001 reduces the
data rate between the controller and all attached 3255s or 5085s to 1 megabit per
second. Because the 5088 Model 002 is, conceptually, two 16-port Model OOls,
the presence of a 3255 on one 16-port side reduces the data rate between the
controller and all attached 3255s or 5085s, on that 16-port side only, to 1 megabit
per second. If the other 16-port side has only 5085s attached, it will operate at 2
megabits per second.
The presence of a 3270 and RS232C Attachment Feature on any processor
attached to a controller or 3258 decreases the number of 5085s or 3251/3255s
attachable to that 5088 Graphics Channel Controller or 3258 Control Unit by
one for each of the two possible RS232C ports present and active. (See
"Addressing Devices Attached to the IBM 5085" on page 2-1.)

Input I Output Devices
Alphanumeric Keyboard (ANK)

This required feature is a low-profile, cable-attached EBCDIC typewriterlike
keyboard that can be adjusted easily to any of three surface inclinations matching
the preferred hand position of the user. It provides keys for all characters of the
supported character set, keys for raising I/ 0 interruptions to the host system,
cursor control keys, and other special function keys.
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The keyboard has 104 or 106 (for Katakana) keys that may be operated with or
without audible feedback. The key arrangement is in four clusters: Three are side
by side (left to right); the fourth is located at the rear center. The clusters are:

I

\_)

10 keys (2 x 5) for special functions.
•

59 (61 for Katakana) keys for graphics, engineering graphics, APL graphics,
shifts, and certain controls.

•

11 keys for cursor control and special functions such as shifting between
graphics mode and 3270 mode.

•

24 program function (PF) keys arranged in two horizontal rows of 12 each.
In graphics mode, these PF keys can be used in place of the first 24 lighted

program function keyboard (LPFK) keys if lighted keytops are not required.
They can also be used as a unique set of 24 program function keys by any
graphics application. Normal PF key functions are supported in 3270 mode.
APL Keyboard

The APL keyboard has modified keytops to allow the entry of 81 specific APL
characters. Exit from and entry to APL mode is controlled through a special APL
ON/OFF key. APL mode is recognized only when the graphics system is in 3270
mode. In other respects the APL keyboard resembles the alphanumeric keyboard.
Audible indication of character input to the 5080 system is provided.
Note: Only 12 PF keys operate in APL mode.
Lighted Program Function Keyboard (LPFK)

The lighted program function keyboard (LPFK) is a separate assembly with 32
keytops. An amber-colored light-emitting diode (LED) is embedded in each
keytop. The profile of the housing and the tilt adjustment are designed to match
those of the alphanumeric keyboard.
The amber LEDs are under program control. They may be turned on or off to
indicate which keys may be selected at a given moment. A unique signal is
returned to the application program when a key is pressed. The keyboard
functions operate compatibly with 3250 programs.
The LPFK is designed to accept overlays. This feature permits users to prepare
and retain application-specific overlays.
5083 Tablet

The IBM 5083 Tablet may also be attached. The tablet is a thin, flat-surfaced
compact unit that offers a comfortable, easy way for users to interact with the
5081 Display. It has a palm rest and a tilt height adjustment for the user's
convenience. User interaction with the graphics processor from the tablet is
through either the stylus or the cursor special feature. The X-Y coordinate
position of the stylus or the cursor is transmitted to the 5085 Graphics Processor
as either of these units is moved within the boundaries of the tablet's active
surface area.
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The cursor is a convenient handheld "mouse-sha ped" unit. Four buttons are
provided for application use. Precise alignment and accurate digitizing of source
data is facilitated through the use of a fine crosshair.
The stylus is a penlik:e device for user interaction with the display. When the user
presses the stylus against the surface of the tablet, a switch in the tip of the stylus
causes an impulse to be sent to the application program. Tactile feedback from
the stylus indicates to the user that the switch has been closed.
Either the stylus or the cursor may be used as a system pick device.
Only one of the two features may be connected to the tablet at one time.
Dials Feature

The dials feature consists of eight cone..shaped dials placed on a flat, compact,
low-profile, desktop unit. The dials can be turned easily by finger pressure along
the edge, or by two or more fingers, as the user prefers. The dials are
continuous- turn types. The direction and the extent of dial rotation is transmitted
to the processor, where it is converted to a value relative to the value that existed
when the dial was last reset for interpretatio n by the application. Translation,
scaling, and rotation of two- and three-dimen sional images are typical
applications of the dials feature.

3270 and RS232C Attachment Feature
The RS232C attachment portion of this feature provides a general-purpose
RS232C interface capable of supporting asynchronous protocols. It has two
attachment ports for plotters or other devices. The host is responsible for the
RS232C protocol processing and formatting. The 5085 provides the attachment
buffering and a set of orders that allows the user to perform the protocol
processing and formatting. The IBM 73 7 4 or 73 7 5 Color Plotter or equivalent
pen plotter is recommend ed for the range of medium to high pen-plotting
requirements. (See "3270 Mode Feature," which follows, for an explanation of
the 3270 portion of this "combined" feature.)

3270 Mode Feature
The 5085 Graphics Processor provides a 3270 capability. The 3270 portion of the
3270 and RS232C Attachment Feature permits a 5080 system user to access 3270
applications in host systems that support an SNA/SDLC attachment. A separate
microprocessor is also provided with this feature to permit 3270 processing in
parallel with all other processor operations; thus, separate and simultaneous
interactions with 3270 and graphics applications can be maintained. Although
3270 and graphics images cannot be displayed concurrently, the integrity of the
display images for both applications is preserved by the 5085. The operator may
alternate between graphics and 3270 images on the 5081 Display by pressing the
Jump Screen (Jmp Ser) key on the alphanumeric keyboard.
With this feature, a single workstation can support the data and the graphics
computing requirement s of engineering and other technical disciplines.
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The following 3270 functions are supported:
(
)
\.._.../

•

Base 3270 functions.
14 colors (on 5081Model002-color display) using regular and high intensity
for each of seven specifiable colors plus black.
Screen sizes ( 80 characters per line):
12 lines (960 characters)
24 lines ( 1920 characters) - the default
32 lines (2560 characters)
43 lines (3440 characters)
Multiple partitions
Extended highlighting:
Blinking
Reverse video
Underscore
Field validation
Audible alarm
Alphanumeric keyboard with 24 program function keys
APL using the APL keyboard and 12 of the 24 program function keys.
Teleprocessing communications using:
SNA and SDLC protocols
External, self-clocking modems only, at speeds up to 96 baud

To achieve color support (seven colors each with two levels of intensity), at least
one expansion pixel memory feature must be added to the 5085 when a color
5081 Display is the interactive display.

Graphics Display

u
/
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The image displayed at the 5081 Display may contain a mixture of markers, lines
(vectors), fixed alphanumeric and programmed characters, circles, pixel arrays,
and area fill primitives.
Each displayable primitive results from the display processor in the 5085
processing orders and data in a user-defined display program.
The display program may be written to regard groups of primitives as segments.
Each primitive or segment may be assigned different attributes (for example, blink
pattern, color or grayshade, line type, character set identifier, and so on). The
programmer may also set different pick modes for primitives or segments to
enable or inhibit use of the pick device on the primitives or segments, and to
determine the response of the program when the operator uses the pick device to
select a primitive or segment.
The 5080 system correctly maintains the coordinates of image primitives in a 64K
( ± 32K) virtual world coordinate space. In the base system, only a 4K x 4K
virtual image space (for example, 4K x 4K virtual pixels) can be displayed. This is
called the visible area. The image primitives created by the user with the base
system may be specified in greater than 4K coordinates; however, only that
portion within the 4K x 4K visible area can be displayed. The 5080 system maps
the visible area to the lK x lK display screen.
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If the Transformation and Clipping Feature (TCF) is installed and active, the

programmer can create two-dimens ional (2D) and three-dimen sional (3D) images
in the± 32K (X, Y, or Z direction) virtual world coordinate space. The
programmer is provided with orders to automaticall y position that portion of the
image to be displayed into the 4 K x 4 K visible area.

The image is rastered into one of two frame buffers of the same size as the display
screen before it is actually displayed. The current image visible on the screen is
generated out of one frame buffer while the next image is being rastered into the
other. When the next image is ready to be displayed, the frame buffers are
"swapped" and their roles are exchanged.
Each frame buffer can contain from two to eight bit planes, allowing 4 to 256
colors or grayshades to be displayed simultaneously in the same image. The bit
planes contain the number (actually, the color or grayshade assigned to the image
primitive or segment) of the Color Table entry to be used when displaying the
image on the screen.

Display Program
A display program is executed by the display processor of the 5085 to generate
the image on the display and to allow the operator at the 5080 Graphics System
workstation to interact with the host system and the display program itself using
the various devices at the workstation (tablet, keyboards, dials feature).
Display programs consist of orders interleaved with data. An application in the
host system generates the display program. The application program, using I/ 0
channel commands and structured fields, loads the display program into the
processor display storage and begins execution of the display program.

Base Graphics Processor Display Program Orders
The base 5080 Graphics System provides display program orders to allow the user
programmer to perform the following functions:

•
•
•
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Frame bufferI plane control
Output primitive generation
Circle generation
Segment definition
Attribute control
Stack definition and control
Positional device control
Pick control
Branch control
Arithmetic operations
Data movement
Polygon area fill
Definition and use of programmab le character sets
Configuratio n data storing
RS232C port input/ output control
3250-compa tible orders

\
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Trans/ormation and Clipping Feature (TCF)
I

\_,)

Additional advanced programming functions are available with the 5080 Graphics
System and require the Transformation and Clipping Feature (TCF) in the 5085
Graphics Processor. This feature includes the following advanced graphic order
capabilities in addition to those provided as standard (area fill and circle
generation) in the graphics processor to perform 2D and 3D transformation and
clipping (that is, translation, scaling, and rotation within a ± 3 2K world
coordinate space).

•

Transformation and viewing
Advanced arithmetic
Additional stack control

Host Software Support
5080 Graphics System Software Support
Programming Support
All functions of the IBM 5080 Graphics System, including a subset that provides
compatibility with the IBM 3250 Graphics Display System, are supported by
Release 2 of the IBM Graphics Access Method/System Product (GAM/SP).
Under GAM/SP Release 1 with VM/SP, or the Graphics Access Method (GAM)
subcomponent of the Graphics Programming Services component in MVS,
MVS/XA, or VS/l, support of the 5080 Graphics System is limited to the 3250
subset.

\_)

The following table shows the support elements and the system control programs
under which they operate.
Element

VM/SP

GAM/GPS
GAM/SP Release 1

X

GAM/SP Release 2

x

MVS

MVS/XA

VS/1

x

x

x

x

x

Application Support
IBM CAD/ CAM application support of the 5080 Graphics System is available in
the CAD AM, CATIA, CAEDS, and CBDS2 application products.
CADAM (a registered trademark of CADAM, Inc.) stands for ComputerGraphics-Augmented Design and Manufacturing.
CATIA (a registered trademark of Dassault Systems) stands for
Computer-Graphics-Aided Three-dimensional Interactive Application.
CAEDS (a registered trademark of Structural Dynamics Research
Corporation) stands for Computer-Aided Engineering Design System.
•

CBDS2 stands for Circuit Board Design System 2.
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3270 Feature Software Support
The 3270 feature can operate with host systems that support the SNA/SDL C
3270 attachmen t and applications that use the supported features. IBM-provided
programs (for example, TSO, CICS, and IMS) will also operate with the 5080
Graphics System 3270 feature.

I\
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Migratio n/ Conversion

3250 Compati bility
Because the 5080 Graphics System uses a raster display to emulate a directed
beam display (in the case of the 3250), and due to certain other characteristics of
the 5080, some difference s with the 3250 Graphics Display System do exist.
These are discussed extensively in Appendix A.

3258 Compatibility
The 5088 Graphics Channel Controller provides full 3258 compatibility as a
subset. Refer to Appendix A for details.

3270 Feature
5080 Graphics System operation in 3270 mode requires the 3270 and RS232C
Attachme nt Feature on the 5085 Graphics Processor. To achieve color support
(seven colors each with two levels of intensity), at least one expansion pixel
memory increment should be added to a processor driving a 5081 color display.
Existing 3270 programs can operate with the 5080 system using host systems that
support the SNA/SDL C 3270 attachmen t, and applications that use the
supported features. IBM-provided programs (TSO, CICS, IMS, and so on) will
also operate with the 5080 system when it is equipped with the 3270 and RS232C
Attachme nt Feature.

),
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The 3270 family of displays supports a broad range of functions and attachmen ts.
The 5080 Graphics System 3270 feature, like other members of the 3270 family,
does not support the full range. A few 3270 functions and attachmen ts are not
supported (see Appendix D for details on the 3270 feature).

Reliability, Availability, and Serviceability (RAS) Highlights
The maintenan ce philosophy for the 5080 Graphics System provides maximum
system reliability and availability to the customer. Online diagnostics (operating
with the host system) are provided in the 5085 Graphics Processor. Individual
processors may be tested without affecting other units attached to the same
channel control unit. In addition, the 5088 Graphics Channel Controller may be
tested offline without affecting other channel control units. The 5080 Graphics
System is designed for customer setup (CSU) of the processor and the display.
(The controller requires installation by a field engineer.)
For details, refer to IBM 5080 Graphics System: System Planning and Installation,
GA23-013 5; IBM 5080 Graphics System: Setup Instructions, GA23-013 0; IBM
5080 Graphics System: Operation and Problem Determination, GA23-013 3; and
IBM 5080 Graphics Systems: System Problem Determination, GA23-013 2.
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Customer Setup
Certain system functions and parameters that have an effect on the display
program and the operator's interactive capability may be specified at system
installation time, or subsequently at IPL time, or even online, depending on the
function or parameter. The areas of the processor that are dependent on setup are
mentioned in this document where discussion warrants it. Most of these functions
and parameters have system-provided defaults, whereas others must be specifed.
Refer to IBM 5080 Graphics System: System Planning and Installation,
GA23-0135; IBM 5080 Graphics System: Operation and Problem Determination,
GA23-0133; and IBM 5080 Graphics System: Setup Instructions. GA23-0130 for
details on the setup function.

"-./
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Mode Switching
The preceding sections in this chapter indicate that there are three modes among
which the operator may switch the processor. Switching from one mode to
another allows the operator to perceive the graphics system workstation as being a
5080 system graphics device, a 3270 type device, or a setup input device that
allows the specification and/ or modification of various 5080 system parameters.
When the processor is operating in a particular mode, that mode is said to be
"active." The "inactive" modes continue to function in the background (with the
exception of setup) such that when any mode again becomes "active," the
operator correctly perceives the latest state of that mode.

u

To change from one mode to another involves making the current mode inactive
and the desired (or target) mode active. A mode change may be initiated in either
of two ways: by the operator as a result of pressing the Jump Screen or SetUp key,
or by the setup function initiating a restore mode sequence as a result of the
operator terminating setup mode.
Pressing the Jump Screen key in either graphics mode or 3270 mode invokes the
other mode (3270 or graphics). Pressing the SetUp key when in either graphics
mode or 3270 mode invokes the setup function. When the setup function is
terminated, the mode that was active when the SetUp key was pressed is restored.
Note: If a static image is being displayed in graphics mode (that is, the frame
buffer nonswitch option is selected or if a portion of the image is protected at
buffer regeneration time), the image will not reappear when the graphics mode is
restored. (See "Graphics/3270/Setup Mode-Switching Considerations" on page
3-45.)
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Chapter 2. Host Interface to the IBM 5080 Graphics System
~:

The 5085 Graphics Processor is a special-purpose processing unit that, in addition
to providing interactive graphics capabilities for its host systems, provides
functions and advanced graphics capabilities to allow significant offloading of a
host processor.
The IBM 5080 Graphics System provides the required capabilities through the use
of a command set that is composed of both IBM System/370-43XX-30XX
channel command words (CCWs) and structured fields within a structured field
buffer that is the object of a Write Structured command. (See "Write Structured"
on page 4-12 and "Structured Fields" on page 4-13.) The command set is rich in
the sense that there are many alternatives open to the host application, and
different commands and formats may be selected, depending on the specific
requirements.
There are circumstances in which display programs running in the 5085 can cause
conditions that require host program intervention. The graphic orders, how they
are used, and what they can do for your application are described in "Display
Programs" on page 3-3. Refer to it for a more complete understanding of display
programs and how they operate.

Hardware Considerations

/
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The 5085 Graphics Processor does not execute IBM System/370-43XX-30XX
CCWs directly; it accepts, over a serial link, command frames sent by the channel
control unit (that is, the 5088 Graphics Channel Controller or 3258 Control Unit)
to which the processor is attached. In general, there is a one-to-one relationship
between the IBM System/370-43XX-30XX CCWs accepted by the control
unit and the command frames sent to the graphics processor. Since the 3258
accepts only a subset of the commands processed by the 5088 Graphics Channel
Controller, and the 3255 accepts only a subset of the command frames processed
by the 5085 Graphics Processor, compatibility with all possible hardware
configurations may be a concern that the host programmer must address. (See
Appendix A for details on 3250 compatibility and "5085 Attachment to a 3258"
on page 3-46.)

Addressing Devices Attached to the IBM 5085
The IBM 5088 Model 1 supports up to 16 IBM System/370-43XX-30XX I/O
device addresses. These are translated into link addresses and used, via the serial
link, to select 5085s and/ or 3255s. An IBM 5088 Model 2 is logically two 5088
Model 1 controllers. Each logical controller has its own set of IBM
System/370-43XX-30XX device addresses and its own link to select its
independent group of 5085s and/or 3255s.
Each 5085, depending on the installed features, may respond to one, two, or three
link addresses generated from the IBM System/370-43XX-30XX 1/0 device
addresses. The link addresses, and therefore IBM System/370-43XX-30XX
1/0 device addresses, assigned to a single 5085 need not be sequential; they are

u
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independently established each time the 5085 is IPLed. The following can have
device addresses assigned to them:
•

The graphics device-that is, a 5081 Display.
RS232C Port A, if the 3270 and RS232C Attachment Feature is installed.
RS232C Port B, if the 3270 and RS232C Attachment Feature is installed.

Each 3 25 5 attached via the serial link also responds to one link (and therefore
device) address. It responds to more than one if certain features are attached.
The 5085 supports concurrent operations for the devices attached to it. Devices
physically attached to the same 5085 are logically separate entities and may be
thought of as having a unique and dedicated graphics processor at their disposal.

Useful Background Reading
The information contained in the following documents is pertinent to the
discussions in this chapter. Take the time to become familiar with them in order to
gain a knowledge of the graphics system environment.

•
•
•

IBM System/ 3 70 Principles of Operation, GA22-2700
IBM 3250 Graphics Display System Component Description, GA33-3037
OEM/ Channel-to-Control-Unit Interface, GA22-697 4
OEM/ Power Sequencing, GA22-6906

Appendix A of this document also contains useful 3250 reference material that
describes the 3250 commands and orders and how they function in the 5080
environment.

Graphics Channel Controller Commands
Listed below in alphabetical order are the IBM System/370-43XX-30XX
channel commands and structured fields processed by the 5085 Graphics
Processor and accepted by the 5088 Graphics Channel Controller. Along with
each is a description of a routine task performed using the command or structured
field.

No-Operation-This command is used to show that the path to the 5088 or
3 25 8 controller is operational.
•

Read Manual Input-This command is used to retrieve the contents of the
manual input register, which may have been set by an end user interacting
with the 3251 or 5081 Display keyboard or program function keys.

•

Read Memory Area-This command is used in conjunction with the Select
Read Memory Area command to specify the starting address of an input area,
and its length, in IBM System/370-43XX-30XX memory into which data
returned from the graphics processor is to be placed.
Select Read Memory Area---This command can be used to specify the starting
address and length of data in graphics processor memory to be returned to the
host.
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•

Select Write Memory Area-This command can be used to specify the starting
address and length of data or display programs to be written to the graphics
processor.
Sense-This command is used to retrieve device-specific sense data, for
example, the current X-Y -Z position. It is normally issued as a response to an
interrupt from the device.
Sense ID-This command is used to retrieve the control unit and device
model numbers of the addressed device.

•

Set Mode-This command is used to transmit modal information to the
addressed graphics processor; for example, to set the number of sense bytes to
be retrieved from the addressed processor when a subsequent Sense command
is issued to a device attached to the graphics processor.

•

Write Memory Area-This command is used in conjunction with the Select
Write Memory Area command to specify the starting address and length in
IBM System/370-43XX-30XX memory of the data or display programs to
be written to the graphics processor.
Write Structured-This command is used to specify the starting address and
length of a buffer that contains one or more structured fields to be processed
by the graphics processor. A structured field is a contiguous block of data
defined by a length, command code, and any parameters associated with the
command. The structured fields processed by the 5085 Graphics Processor
are:

/
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Set Display Storage Address Register-This structured field can be used to
set the display storage address register for later use when starting a display
program in graphics processor memory.

\_,)

Start Display Program-This structured field starts a display program at
the address contained in the display storage address register.
Stop Display Program-This structured fieldl stops a display program if
one is running in the addressed device.
Sound Alarm-This structured field is used as an auditory feedback
mechanism to the 5085 user. It activates, for a short period, a
single-stroke audible alarm at the selected 5080 Graphics System
workstation.
Set All Indicators-This structured field is used as a visual feedback
mechanism to the user of a lighted program function keyboard (LPFK). Its
function is to light and extinguish the lamps under the LPFKs according
to a host application's specification. This form is convenient for some
applications.
Set Selected Indicators On-This structured field is used as a visual
feedback mechanism to an LPFK user. It allows a host application to set
on only the selected indicators without affecting the settings of other
indicators.
/
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Set Selected Indicators Off-This structured field is used as a visual
feedback mechanism to an LPFK user. It resets the selected indicators
only.
Set Cursor Address Register-This structured field is used to allow
end-user input from the alphanumeric keyboard and to indicate from
which field it is desired.
Reset Cursor Address Register-This structured field is used to disable
end-user input from a processor keyboard.
Load Blinking Patterns-This structured field is used to to allow a host
application programmer to add his own blinking patterns to a table of
display program selectable blinking patterns.
Load Line Patterns-This structured field is used to allow a host
application programmer to add his own line patterns to a table of display
program selectable line patterns.
Define Memory Area-This structured field can be used to prepare for the
loading of programmable character sets. It assigns graphics processor
memory partitions to special-purpose functions. (See "Memory Areas" on
page 2-6 for more information on the concept of memory areas.)
Delete Memory Area-This structured field is used to free graphics
processor memory partitions for later use in display storage or for other
special-purpose functions. (See "Memory Areas" on page 2-6 for more
information on the concept of memory areas.)
Rename Memory Area-This structured field can be used to reassign
graphics processor memory partitions to functions other than the one
originally designated. (See "Memory Areas" on page 2-6 for more
information on the concept of memory areas.)
Details on the parameters associated with these channel commands and structured
fields are given in Chapter 4.
In addition to the commands in the preceding list, the standard Transfer in
Channel command (TIC), which is processed by the IBM
System/370-4 3XX-30XX channel, may appear in channel programs directed at
devices attached to the IBM 5085 Graphics Processor. Details on the parameters
associated with these channel commands are given in "Graphics Channel
Controller Channel Commands'' on page 4-3.

Using Controller Commands to Perform Operations with RS232C Devices
Since some of the commands in the foregoing list are not appropriate for an
RS232C-attach ed device, they may perform no operation (NO-OP) when
addressed to a device attached to an RS232C Attachment Feature. See Chapter 6
for details associated with the limitations of the RS232C attached devices and the
differences in display programs written for them.
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Returned Status Conditions
The following may cause an input/ output interrupt to occur and a channel status
word (CSW) to be stored:
•

Termination of a channel program.

•

A change in device state-for example, from not ready to ready.
Display program execution.

•

End-user manual interaction.

•

A hardware problem.

The unit and channel status bytes (bits 32-4 7) of the CSW should be
interrogated to see if additional action is needed. Specific actions may be
required, depending on the type of interrupt.
Interrupt conditions may be placed in either of two general classes:
1.

Ending status: received at the termination of the channel program.

2. Asynchronous status: an unsolicited interrupt that signals a need for attention
to the device.

(

The 5085 Graphics Processor provides both types of status in a normal application
environment.
'

·'-/

Ending Status
After an IBM System/370-43XX-30XX channel program is directed at a
5085-attached device and the Start I/O instruction is successful, at least one
interrupt may be expected. Depending on the commands in the channel program,
different ending status conditions may result. If the ending status presented is
Channel End with Device End, and no other status bits are set, the channel
program completed successfully. If the ending status is anything other than
Channel End with Device End, it is necessary to initiate a Sense operation and,
from the received sense data, determine the recovery action required.

Asynchronous Status
The following conditions arising in the graphics processor cause an Attention
interrupt to be presented to the host processor:
The graphics processor is ready-that is, it has come "online."
An ENTER, Cancel (Cncl), or program function key (LPFK or ANK) is
pressed by an end user.
A pick device detection occurred or a Store Device Input (GSDEVI) order
requesting an interrupt is interpreted in a running display program.

u

•

An End Order Processing (GEOP) order is interpreted in a running display
program.
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•

A display program error is detected.
A display program loop causing a 30-second timeout is detected.
An uncorrectable hardware error is detected.

Depending on the status and sense data received, any of a number of actions
could be initiated. For example:
In response to a 5085 Graphics Processor device that has become ready, use
the Set Mode command to allow the full complement of sense to be retrieved
(24 bytes).
In response to an ENTER, Cancel, or program function key being pressed
(status is Attention with no Unit Check), use the Read Manual Input
command to retrieve the identity of the pressed key.
In response to a pick device detection (status is Attention with Unit Check;
Pick Detect sense bit is set) or GSDEVI interpretation (status is Attention
with Unit Check; Pick Detect and GSDEVI sense bits are set), use the Sense
command to retrieve the X-Y-Z coordinates of the pick.
In response to a GEOP order interpretation (status is Attention with Unit
Check; End Order Sequence sense bit is set), the action is
application-dependent.
In response to a display program error (status is Attention with Unit Check;

Display Program Error sense bit is set), the action is application-dependent.
•

In response to a display program loop (status is Attention with Unit Check;
Buffer Program Loop sense bit is set), the action is application-dependent.

•

In response to an uncorrectable hardware error (status is Attention with Unit

Check; Hardware Error sense bit is set), log the error and terminate
processing.

Memory Areas
Graphics processor storage may be dynamically partitioned into memory areas
that can be assigned to special-purpose functions. For the graphics display, as
memory areas are defined by the user, the storage associated with them is taken
from the device's display storage. The storage assigned to a memory area may be
returned to display storage when the function that required the storage is no
longer in use. Commands defined in "Graphics Channel Controller Commands"
on page 2-2 allow application programs to manipulate the memory areas
conveniently.

Functions That Require Memory Areas
A memory area must be defined in order to use:
•
•

Area fill graphic orders
Programmable character sets

The area fill processor requires a work area for its intermediate results. Only one
work area is required and may be defined for each graphics processor. Depending
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on the complexity of the figure being filled, more or less storage should be
assigned to the work area. See "Area Fill Orders" on page 5-80 for details on
how to use the area fill orders.
When a display program requires programmable character sets, the sets must be
preloaded into a defined memory area. Data written into memory areas tagged
with a programmable character set type require special processing that allows the
data to be used as programmable character sets during the execution of the
display program.
The Define Memory Area, Rename Memory Area, and Delete Memory Area
structured fields are used to assign an area, reassign an old area to a new use, and
remove an.area, respectively. The formats of these structured fields and their
parameters are detailed in "Memory Area Control Structured Fields" on page
4-14.

System-Defined Memory Areas
For the purpose of convenience, some memory areas are defined at IPL time by
the graphics processor initialization process. For each logical device present (that
is, graphics device, RS232C port A, and RS232C port B), a memory area is
identified and associated with the display storage for that device. A memory area
is also defined, again for each logical device, that contains graphics processor
control blocks describing the memory areas allocated to the device. The aggregate
of these control blocks is referred to as the Memory Area Control Table for that
device.

u

As a convenience to the user, the initial process defines a memory area, associated
with the graphics display, which is an area fill work area. The initial area fill work
area may be deleted and redefined as required. The keys to accessing a memory
area are the device address and the memory area identifier, which is a 16-bit
number. The identifier of a memory area containing display storage for each
device is X'FFFE'. The identifier of a memory area containing a Memory Area
Control Table is X'FFFF'. The identifier of the memory area defined by the
initialization process as an area fill work area is X'FFFD'.

User-Defined Memory Areas
If your application requires a large area fill work area or the use of programmable

character sets, you will have to define a memory area for that use. The following
should be determined before any code is written to define the memory area:
The size of the area required, expressed in units that are multiples of 2048
bytes, because memory areas are allocated in blocks that are 2048 bytes long.
The type of the area required, whether it is an area fill work area or a
programmable character set area.
The identifier to be assigned to the area. This identifier must be unique in the
environment in which it will be used. It cannot be X'FFFF', which is assigned
to the Memory Area Control Table, or X'FFFE', which is assigned to the
device's display storage, or X'FFFD', which is assigned to initial area fill work
area if it exists, or X'OOOO', which is reserved, or any other identifier that may
be currently defined. To determine the identifiers currently in use, read and
analyze the Memory Area Control Table.
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Use the detailed information on the Define Memory Area structured field in
"Memory Area Control Structured Fields" on page 4-14 to generate and issue the
structured field. If the parameter s are appropriate and enough memory exists in
the display storage area to form the requested memory area, the memory area will
be defined.

Algorithm Used in the Assignment of Memory Areas
When the system defines memory area X'FFFD' (area fill work area) or a user
defines a memory area, the storage allocated to them is taken from what was the
display storage area. Since the define/ delete memory area process dynamically
changes the amount of display storage available to the user, it is important to
understan d the algorithm used in allocating storage to and reclaiming storage from
defined memory areas.
The graphics processor memory area manager uses display storage as if it were a
free space. In the simple case, memory partitions are taken from the top of the
free space and returned to the top of the free space when the memory area with
which they are associated is deleted.
Because a number of memory areas may be defined, the last one defined, which is
adjacent to the free space, is not always the first one to be deleted. What occurs
in this case is the phenomen on known as memory fragmentation and is a problem
common to most memory allocation schemes. The graphics processor memory
area manager maintains entries in the Memory Area Control Table describing
memory fragments as well as defined memory areas. The storage assigned to all
the defined memory areas and fragmentary memory areas is referred to as the
memory area storage pool. The memory area storage pool can be thought of as the
storage, which, at initialization time, belonged to the display storage area for the
device but which does not currently.
When a request to define a memory area is received, a best-fit search is performed
to determine if there is a memory fragment that can satisfy the request. If a best
fit is found, the memory area is assigned to the memory fragment. If no fit is
found, storage for the memory area is taken from the top of the remaining free
space.
When a request to delete a memory area is received, the Memory Area Control
Table is scanned to determine if the now fragmentary memory area can be
combined with other adjacent memory area fragments and/ or combined with the
free space, returning it to display storage. The memory area manager attempts to
provide optimal storage management, but there may be times when, in a very
dynamic environment, storage fragmentation will exhaust its resources. The
access method or application may want to provide a method for "garbage"
collection. It is possible to do this by:
Reading the Memory Area Control Table to find the defined memory areas.
•

Retrieving the data from defined memory areas.
Deleting all existing memory areas.
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Defining the required memory areas.

u
(

Writing the required data back into the memory areas.
There are limits enforced in the memory area definition process; see "Memory
Area Control Structured Fields" on page 4-14 for the details.

Analysis of the Memory Area Control Table
Associated with each memory area are the following attributes:
A 16-bit identifier assigned by the application.
•

A size, in 2048-byte blocks, assigned by the application.

•

An area starting address assigned by the graphics processor.
A current transfer address assigned by the graphics processor.
A type, assigned by the application. Types include:
Area fill work area
Programmable character set area
Display storage (this type may not be defined by an application)

•

A state code, assigned by the graphics processor, which is used for
housekeeping.

•

Special processing flags assigned by the graphics processor. Bit 0 indicates
read/write or read-only memory status.

For each memory area there is a descriptor in the Memory Area Control Table
that contains all of the attributes listed above. The addresses in the memory area
descriptor, area starting address, and current transfer address are 5085 24-bit
absolute system memory addresses. The address is righthand-adjusted in a 4-byte
field and padded to the left with a zero byte. They are used by the graphics
processor whenever a memory area is selected for a data transfer by a Select Read
Memory Area command or Select Write Memory Area command. They have no
effect on any other graphics processor control registers; for example, there is no
effect on the display storage address register.
The Memory Area Control Table is itself contained within memory area X'FFFF'.
This memory area cannot be defined, renamed, or deleted by an application and is
a read-only memory area.
The Memory Area Control Table has a header that describes:
The total number of 2048-byte blocks of memory assigned to the device's
display storage at initialization time.

I
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The total number of 2048-byte blocks of memory currently assigned to the
device's memory area storage pool. With the exception of areas X'FFFF' (the
Memory Area Control Table) and X'FFFE' (display storage), all memory
areas are in the pool.
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•

The maximum number of memory area descriptors in the Memory Area
Control Table.

For a more detailed layout of the Memory Area Control Table, see "Memory
Area Control Table" on page 2-11.
The device's display storage is the first entry to be placed in the Mem0ry Area
Control Table. This is done at initialization time by the 5085 Graphics Processor
when the extent of available memory is determined. The device's display storage
has the identifier X'FFFE'. A display storage area cannot be defined, renamed, or
deleted by an application.

Using the Information in the Memory Area Control Table
Most of the information in the Memory Area Control Table is useful for the
application/ access method when dealing with complicated memory area
allocations. Here are some uses that are foreseen for the information:
In the Memory Area Control Table header:

The first field (initial device display storage size) can be used to
determine the limits of the largest possible memory area storage pool.
The second field (current memory area storage pool size) can be used to
determine the current display storage size or the room for expansion in
the memory area storage pool.
The third field (maximum number of memory area descriptors) is very
important for the application/ access method to know, because this is a
limiting factor on the number of memory areas that can be defined. It can
be used to tell how many, if any, additional memory areas can be defined.
In the memory area descriptors:

The first field (memory area identifier) uniquely identifies the memory
area for subsequent references. All references to the descriptor are
qualified by this value.
The second field (memory area size) defines the extent of the memory
area or storage fragment.
The third field (memory area starting address) is important to note when
debugging programmable character sets, because they cannot span a 64K
boundary.
The fourth field (current transfer address) is useful only during error
recovery procedures during the execution of some Select Read Memory
Area or Select Write Memory Area channel commands.
The fifth field (memory area type) is used when a memory area
checkpoint is performed, so that the proper area type may be redefined
later.
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Type codes are assigned as follows:
X'OO'
X'Ol'
X'02'
X'03'
X'04'
X'OS'
X'06' to X'FF'

Reserved
Reserved
Display storage
Programmable character set
Area fill work space
Reserved for IBM use
Reserved

The sixth field (memory area descriptor state code) is used to indicate if
the descriptor:
1. Is in use or is simply a placeholder in the table. A state code of X'OO'
indicates a placeholder. The descriptor is not in use and has no
memory assigned.
2.

Defines a memory fragment. The state code for this is X'O 1 '.

3. Defines an active memory area. The state code for thls is X'02'.
This is useful in identifying which descriptors to interrogate when
determining how much fragmented memory exists.
The seventh field (memory area special processing flags) is useful for
determining the cause of some program error conditions. The high-order
bit (bit 0) is used to indicate read/write status of the area. If the bit is set,
it indicates that the area is a read-only memory area.

Memory Area Control Table
Field Definition

Offset

Length

Initial device
display storage
size in
2048-byte blocks

Memory area
X'FFFF'+O

2 bytes

Current device
memory pool size
in 2048-byte blocks

Memory area
X'FFFF'+2

2 bytes

Maximum number (n)
of memory area
descriptors in this
Memory Area
Control Table
(see Note)

Memory Area
X'FFFF'+4

2 bytes
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Field Definition

Offset

Length

First memory
area descriptor
in this Memory
Area Control Table

Memory area
X'FFFF'+6

16 bytes

nth memory area
descriptor in
this Memory Area
Control Table

Memory area
X'FFFF'+6+ 16x(n-1)

16 bytes

Note: n indicates the number of memory area descriptors in the Memory Area
Control Table for this device. For the graphics devices, n is 9; for the RS232C
port devices, n is 1.

Memory Area Descriptors
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Field Name

Offset

Length

Memory area ID

Memory area
descriptor+ 0

2 bytes

Memory area size
in 2048-byte blocks

Memory area
descriptor+ 2

2 bytes

Memory area
starting address
in 5085
system memory

Memory area
descriptor+ 4

4 bytes

Memory area current
transfer address
in 5085
system memory

Memory area
descriptor+ 8

4 bytes

Memory area type

Memory area
descriptor+ 12

1 byte

Memory area
descriptor state
code

Memory area
descriptor+ 13

1 byte

Memory area
special
processing flags

Memory area
descriptor+ 14

1 byte

Reserved

Memory area
descriptor+ 15

1 byte

i,~
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Display Storage
The IBM 5085 Graphics Processor contains either one or three physical display
storage areas, depending on whether the RS232C Attachment Feature is
included. Channel I/ 0 commands direct data to the appropriate display storage
according to the device address.
The first, or graphics, display storage is associated with the 5081 Display and
consists of a minimum of 32K bytes of random access memory (RAM). This
storage is used to hold the display program and data that control activity at
the 5080 Graphics System workstation. Although the 5085 comes with a
56K-byte display storage area, the user may reduce the size of this area to
32K bytes through the use of memory area definitions.
•

Two additional display storage areas are associated with the RS232C
Attachment Feature and consist of 16K bytes of RAM each. These are used
to hold programs and data that control the RS232C ports. Refer to Chapter 6
for details.

The display storage area associated with the 5081 Display contains pages of 64K
(65,536) bytes. The last page may range from 2K bytes to 64K bytes, but, if only
one page exists, it must never be less than 32K bytes. A Branch Page (GBPAGE)
order and a Branch after Push Link (GBAPL) order are provided to transfer
control between pages. The result of any attempt to cross the display storage page
boundary without using these orders is unpredictable. The pages are numbered
from zero upward. Programs can reference pages other than zero only by using
the Write Structured and memory area channel commands and the GBP AGE and
GBAPL orders.
Each pair of display storage bytes, beginning with bytes 0 and 1, forms a display
storage word. Graphic orders are aligned on word boundaries, and each order
occupies an integral number of words. Graphic and alphanumeric data fields are
word-aligned, each field occupying one or more words.
The display storage must contain a display program in order for the graphics
system workstation to become active. This program controls the display of
graphic and alphanumeric data on the display, as well as the actiOJ.1 taken upon
detection by the pick device of a line, marker, character, and so on, within the
displayed image. The display program also coordinates the generation of
interrupts due to keyboard action at the workstation and at other input devices,
such as the dials feature.

Frame Buffers

u

The processor is a raster device that employs frame buffers to hold the image that
is ultimately displayed on the display. As the processor interprets the display
program in display storage, the image data produced by such functions as
line-to-raster conversion, character generation, and so on, is stored into the frame
buffer. The stored data is scanned and converted to video signals and passed to
the display.
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Each frame buffer is 1024 x 1024 pixels (bits) and may be up to eight planes in
depth. The processor provides options of 2-, 4-, 6-, and 8-bit planes. The
number of bit planes controls the number of colors or grayshades that you may
simultaneously display.

'\.....,)

The bit planes are numbered as follows:
High Order

0

1

2

Low Order

3

4

5

6

7

I

2 bit planes

4 bit planes
6 bit planes
8 bit planes
If a processor has less than eight bit planes, the high-order bits are discarded and

the remaining bits are loaded according to the diagram above.
To avoid flashing on the display screen (due to dynamic image updating and
graphic monitor refresh memory contention), the processor is equipped with a
double buffer. This provides two sets of frame buffers and enables preparation of
a new image in one frame buffer while the other frame buffer is used for
refreshing the image being displayed. After preparing the new image, the buffers
are switched. The buffer having the new image is used to refresh the display
image, and the one having the old image is used for preparing the next new image.
The frame buffers are switched at vertical retrace time in order to keep the image
from breaking up.
The frame buffers are switchable and erasable under display program control.
(See "GBGOP-Begin Order Processing" on page 5-8.)

Display Storage Page Numbering
The graphics processor supports a maximum of 17 pages; accordingly, valid page
number values are in the range X'OOOO' to X'OOlO'. However, the number of
pages supported by your processor may be less, depending on the amount of
storage installed, and may vary from time to time, depending on whether a
memory area storage pool exists and, if it does, how large it is.
You may calculate the number of pages available at any time in your processor,
and, by doing so, the valid page number values, by issuing a Store Configuration
Data (GSCONF) order and reading back the configuration data stored in display
storage. Then, from parameter 2 (graphics system storage size) extract the
number of 2K blocks of storage assigned to display storage. Divide this number
by 32; the quotient gives you the number of full 64K pages available for display
storage use and the remainder, if not zero, indicates that you have an additional
(last) page of 2K to 64K. (See "Memory Areas" on page 2-6 for details.)
An attempt to branch to an invalid page results in a display program error.
Contact your system programmer for details on page numbers available to your
application.
3-2
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Display Programs
A display program, which consists of graphic orders interleaved with data, is
contained in one or more areas within display storage.
The graphic orders and data that form a display program are assembled by
software in the host CPU. The host CPU software also transmits the display
program to the display storage and initiates execution of the display program using
the commands described in "Graphics Channel Controller Commands" on page
2-2.
Each display program must contain either a Begin Order Processing ( GBGOP) or
Start Regeneration Timer (GSRT) order. If a display program executes for 30
seconds without encountering either a GBGOP or GSRT order, program
execution is terminated and an Attention/Unit Check interrupt is presented to
the host system.
Management of display storage is a user function for which host software
conventions or controls are required. The display storage can contain orders and
data not in the flow of control of currently executing display programs.
After the host has initiated the execution of a display program (with a Set Buffer
Address Register and Start command or a Start Display Program structured field),
execution proceeds continuously until terminated either by the host, a pick detect
interrupt, an End Order Processing ( GEOP) order or other similar condition (see
"Display Program Termination" on page 3-10).
If the switch buffer mode is invoked by a GBGOP order (with d=O), or a GSRT

order (by default), the frame buffers are switched during execution of the
GBGOP or GSRT order. The frame just executed (and rastered) is displayed, and
the next frame is rastered into the alternate frame buffer. Frame buffer switching
is synchronized with video refreshing; the display program processor does not
complete execution of the GBGOP or GSRT order until frame buffer switching
and clearing are complete. During the clearing operation, only those frame buffer
bit planes with the corresponding write protect mask bits set to zero are cleared.
If the nonswitch frame buffer mode is on (GBGOP order, with d=l), the frame

buffers are not switched or cleared.
Notes:
1. A GBGOP or GSRT order should begin each display program to ensure the
appropriate states are set and that the frame buffer is cleared. However,
display programs that do not begin with a GBGOP or GSRT order will
execute.

2. A GBGOP or GSRT order must be issued to cause an image to be displayed
on the display screen. Execution of a GEOP order does not result in
switching the frame buffers. Therefore, a simple program starting with a
GBGOP or GSRT order and ending with a GEOP order will not result in the
displaying of an image.
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3.

Due to the speed of the host link, it may be possible to load, start, and stop
a
display program before image generat ion and frame buffer switchin g can
take
place. Accordi ngly, the user should use a timer in any host applicat ion that
would behave in such an unsolici ted mode, to ensure that the image is
displaye d.

\~

Displa y Program Processor
The followin g register s and table are maintai ned by the display program
process or
to control executio n of the display program :

•

Display storage address register
Regene ration address register
Attribu te register s
Stack register s
Cursor address register
X-Y-Z position register s
Conditi on code register
Color Table

Display Storage Address Registe r (DSAR)
The display storage address register, which contain s a page number and
an
address within that page, controls display storage access during certain channel
comman ds.
The content s of the display storage address register may be changed by:
Executi on of a Write Structur ed comman d contain ing a Stop Display Program
or Set Display Storage Address Registe r structur ed field issued by the host
system.
In the context of 3250 compati bility, the DSAR and buffer address register
(BAR) of the 3250 are equivale nt. Accordi ngly, the content s of the DSAR
are
also changed by the followin g 3250-co mpatibl e comman ds:
A Set Buffer Address Registe r and Stop comman d issued by the host system.
The page number is set to zero.
A Set Buffer Address Registe r and Start comman d issued by the host system
(also sets the regener ation address register ). The page number is set to zero.
•

Executi on of a Write Buffer comman d issued by the host system.
Executi on of a Read Buffer or Read Cursor comman d issued by the host
system.

The display storage address register is set to zero at power-o n or system
reset, that
is, address zero of page zero.

u
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Notes:

1. During Read Buffer, Read Cursor or Write Buffer commands, the display
storage address register is incremented to address each word sequentially in
the buffer.
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2. During Select Write Memory Area, Select Read Memory Area, Write Memory
Area, and Read Memory Area channel commands, the display storage address
register is not changed. In addition, the memory area control structured fields
have no effect on this register.
Regeneration Address Register (RAR)

The regeneration address register, which contains a page number and an address
within that page, controls the processing of instructions in the display program.
The contents of the regeneration address register may be changed by:
Normal display program processing.
A Write Structured command containing a Start Display Program structured
field (at the next GBGOP or GSRT order if the display program is running).
A Set Buffer Address Register and Start command issued by the host system
(the DSAR is copied into the RAR). The page number is set to zero.
The regeneration address register is set to zero at power-on or system reset, that
is, address zero on page zero.
Attribute Registers

Attribute registers contain the current values of blink, line type, marker, image
plane control, highlight control, colorI grayshade attributes, pick controls, and so
on. Attribute registers may be changed during execution of a display program to
assign different attributes to components of the image.
For further details on these registers, their control and default settings, see
"Attribute Control Orders" on page 5-31.
Stack Registers

Stack registers contain the stack size, location, and stack current pointer. Stack
registers may be changed during execution of a display program.
For further details on stack registers, their control and default settings, see "Stack
Control Orders" on page 5-57.
Cursor Address Register (CAR)

The cursor address register contains the display storage address and page number
of the character mode data field to which the cursor is assigned. Entering an
alphanumeric character places the character code into the addressed data field
and, normally, moves the cursor to the next character location in the data list. For
further details, see "GDCHAR-Draw Character" on page 5-24 and "ANK
Input and the Cursor" on page 3-12.
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The contents of the cursor address register are also updated by the host system
with an Insert Cursor or Remove Cursor command or a Set Cursor Address or
Reset Cursor Address structured field.
The cursor address register is set to zero at power-on or system reset.
X-Y-Z Position Registers
X-Y-Z position registers show the coordinate s of the currently addressed point, or
current draw position (CDP), in world coordinate space. They are maintaine d as
signed 16-bit pretransfo rmation world coordinate values in the range of -32K to
+32K. Negative values are maintaine d in twos compleme nt form. (See
"Coordina te System Specificat ion" on page 3-27 .)
The contents of the X-Y-Z position registers may be interrogat ed by the host
system by issuing a Sense command. Bytes 14-19 of the sense data contain the
X-Y-Z values of the X-Y-Z position registers. If the Sense command is issued in
response to a pick deteCt (see "Pick Control" on page 3-19), the X-Y-Z values
should be interprete d as follows:
In graphics mode the X-Y-Z values represent the coordinate s of the current
draw position.
•

In character mode, if the character set ID ( CSID) in attribute register 18 is
X'OO', the X-Y-Z values represent the center point of the character following
the character upon which the detect occurred.
In character mode, if the CSID is not X'OO', the X-Y-Z values represent the
lower left corner point of the character following the character upon which
the detect occurred.

•

If the Sense command is issued and the pick interrupt was the result of a Store

Device Input (GSDEVI ) order causing byte 1, bit 6 of the sense data to be
set, the value of the X-Y-Z coordinate s returned represents the current tablet
(stylus or cursor) position. The Z value is set to zero.

If the Sense command is not sent in response to a pick detection interrupt, the

value of the X-Y-Z (current draw) position registers is returned, but the
significance of the value depends on the display program and the point at which it
was last stopped.

The Store Device Input (GSDEVI ) order may also be used to access the X-Y-Z
position registers from a display program.
The contents of the X-Y-Z position registers may also be interrogat ed (in
3250-com patibility mode) by issuing a Read X-Y Position Register command or a
Store X-Y Position Registers ( GSXY) order. In this case, the Z value is ignored
and the four high-order bits of the X and Y values are set to zero.
The X-Y-Z position registers are set to zero at power-on or system reset.
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The Z value is maintained even if the Transformation and Clipping Feature
(TCP) is not installed or is installed and 3D mode is not active. If output primitive
(graphic) orders are not used that specify a Z coordinate, the Z register remains
zero. If orders specifying a Z coordinate are used, the Z register is updated
accordingly. In those cases where the TCP is not installed or 3D mode is not
active, the Z coordinate and/ or the Z register is ignored during vector-to-raster
(line-to-raster) conversion.
Condition Code Register

A 2-bit condition code register is provided to retain certain conditions that may
occur while processing display programs. The contents of this register can be
tested by the Branch on Condition ( GBC) order (see "Branch Control Orders"
on page 5-53 for details).
The condition code register is set under the following conditions:
Setting
Condition

L;

00

01

10

11

GSRT
GBDD
GBND
GBGSEG
SBA Start
WS Start

PI off and
TSI off

PI off and
TSion

Not set

Not set

GEAF
GESEG
GLATR
GDPXL
GD CIR
GB GOP

PI off and
TSI off

PI off and
TSion

PI on and
TSI off

PI on and
TSion

GADD

Sum=O

Sum< 0

Sum> 0

Overflow

GSUB

Diff. = 0

Diff. < 0

Diff. > 0

Overflow

GCOMP

Equal

1st oper
low

1st oper
high

Not set

GMUL

16-bit
product

32-bit
product

Not set

Not set

GDIV
GSHIFT

No
overflow

Overflow

Not set

Not set

GSDEVI

All switches
off for
referenced
device

AU switches
on for
referenced
device

Out of
presence

Device not
installed

GTM

All Os

Mixed Os and ls

Not set

All ls

Notes:
1.

See "Pick Detection Modes and Indicators" on page 3-20.

2. For a more complete description of the condition code settings, see the
individual order descriptions.
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3.

The RS232 C Attach ment Featur e has separa te condit ion
code registe rs (see
"RS23 2C Port Condi tion Codes " on page 6-5 for details ).

None of the remain ing orders affect the condit ion code setting
; it is preser ved
until chang ed by one of the above condit ions.
Color Table (CT)
The Color Table (CT) contro ls the graysh ade level on 5081
monoc hroma tic
model s and the color on 5081 color model s.
The Color Table is loaded by the Load Color Table ( GLCT
) order execut ed by
the display proces sor, and allows flexibility to choose the colors
or graysh ade
levels that are used concu rrently from a larger numbe r of
potent ial colors or
graysh ades.
The Color Table contai ns 256 locatio ns for color or for monoc
hrome . Each
locatio n is 12 bits wide.
In a monoc hroma tic model , all 12 bits contro l the graysh
ade level. In a color
model , the 4 high-o rder bits contro l the intens ity of the blue,
the next 4 bits
contro l the intens ity of the green, and the low-or der 4 bits
contro l the intens ity of
the red.

On a color system there is a choice from a range of 4096 possib
le colors, up to
256 of which can be active at one time, depen ding on the
numbe r of planes in the
frame buffer . A monoc hrome system suppo rts the simult aneous
display of up to
256 graysh ades, depen ding on the numbe r of planes in the
frame buffer .
In summ ary, the Color Table provid es a means of transla
ting the output of the bit
planes in the frame buffer to actual colors / graysh ades on
the display.

Figure 3-1 on page 3-9 illustra tes the forma t and use of the
Color Table and its
relatio nship to the frame buffer bit planes .
Defau lt Color Table
At system initial ization time the Color Table is loaded with
defaul t values.
The first eight entries (0-7) simula te 3250-c ompat ible intens
ity levels, provid ing
varyin g shades of gray increa sing in intens ity from entry 1
to entry 6. Entry 0
specifi es black and entry 7 specifi es white. The entries are:
Entry Numb er

Color Value

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

X'OOO'
X'333 '
X'666 '
X'999 '
X'AA A'
X'BBB '
X'DD D'
X'FFF '

For 2-bit planes , value is X'BBB '
For 2-bit planes , value is X'CC C'
For 2-bit planes , value is X'FFF '

The remain ing entries are loaded with variou s colorI graysh
ade values to ensure a
display if the entry is refere nced.
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Notes:
1. The same values are loaded whether the 5081 is a color or monochrome
model.
2.

Color Table entries 3, 15, 63, and 255 are loaded with a value of X'FFF' to
generate a white color I grayshade. These entries constitute the logical end of
the Color Table for systems with 2-, 4-, 6-, or 8-bit planes.
- - - - - 1 2 bi t s - - - - - - -

Monochromatic

1
Posn

Index

1

I
-

Frame
Buffer

-

Value
MSB

I

Color/Grayshade Control
12 bits

Color

I

I

I

I

256

I

Posn
Index

1

{

\,,_,)

Value
MSB

Frame
Buffer

I

I

Blue

Green

Red

Figure 3-1. Color Table Use and Structure
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Displa y Program Initiation
A display program is started upon:

•

\

v

Receipt from the host of a Write Structur ed command containing a Start
Display Program structur ed field (code X'27'). The program is started at the
storage address currentl y set in the display storage address register. If the
display program is already running, it continues until it encounters a GBGOP
or GSRT order; then it is immediately restarted.
Receipt of a Set Buffer Address Register and Start command from the host
CPU. The program is started at the new display storage address contain ed in
the command. If the display program is already running, it is immediately
termina ted and restarte d.

Display Program Termination
A display program is termina ted by any of the following events:
1. The program is asynchronously termina ted upon:
Receipt from the host CPU of a Write Structured command containing a
Stop Display Program structur ed field (code X'07').
Receipt of a Set Buffer Address Register and Stop comman d from the
host CPU.
•

Receipt of a Set Buffer Address Register and Start command from the
host CPU. The program is termina ted and restarte d from the new storage
address contain ed within the command.

\

._,/

\.

Note: A Write Structur ed comman d containing a Start Display Program
structur ed field (code X'27') from the host does not termina te the display
program; the program continues to run to the next GBGOP or GSRT
order, at which point the program is restarted.
See "Graph ics Channe l Controller Comma nds" on page 2-2 for the
associated channel actions.
2.
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The program is termina ted upon execution of:
•

End Order Processing (GEOP ) order.

•

Permit Detect Interrup t (GPDI) order if a previous pick detect is currently
remembered (pick indicator on);

•

Store Device Input (GSDE VI) order, if the switch on the position entry
device is closed and the order has enabled a switch interrup t (GSDE VI
order with i=l).

•

A pick control order that sets pick immediate interrup t mode and a
previous pick detect is currently remembered (pick indicator on), and not
reset by the order, or the pick indicato r (PI) is set on by the order.

•

A Branch Page (GBPA GE), Branch after Push Link (GBAP L) or Move
Data Block (GMVB LK) order specifying an invalid page number.

\

,)
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•

A stack error.

•

An uncorrectable memory error.

•

A Transformation and Clipping Feature (TCF) error (see "TCF Error
Conditions" on page 3-45).

•

A GBGOP or GSRT order not encountered for 30 seconds.

3. The program is terminated during interpretation of a data list due to:
•

Following an output primitive order [for example, a draw line or marker
order, or a character mode, Draw Pixel Array (GDPXL) order, or Draw
Circle (GDCIR) order], if a pick detect occurs on the data to be displayed
and the program is in the immediate interrupt state (see "Pick Control"
on page 3-19 and "Pick Control Orders" on page 5-50).
A TCF error (see "TCF Error Conditions" on page 3-45).
An uncorrectable memory error.

•

A GBGOP or GSRT order not encountered for 30 seconds.

As a result of either 2 or 3 above (but not 1), a control-unit-initiated status
sequence will be attempted. See Appendix C for definitions of the resulting status
and sense.
In all the preceding cases, the status of the display program (attribute and stack
register settings, current draw position, pick modes, graphics mode, and so on) is
preserved until default values are reset by a subsequent Set Buffer Address
Register and Start command or a GBGOP or GSRT order.
Following termination of the display program, character input to the keyboard is
ineffective. The lighted program function keyboard (LPFK) keys, the
alphanumeric keyboard (ANK) program function (PF), ENTER, and Cancel
( Cncl) keys remain effective; the tablet and the dials feature are rendered
ineffective.

Interruption from the Keyboards
In addition to the situations described in the preceding section, the display
program allows an interrupt at the host CPU with the pressing of certain keys at
the ANK or LPFK (see Appendix C for resulting status and sense). However, in
these circumstances the display program is not terminated and execution
continues in normal order sequence.
Interruption occurs during execution of a display program if an LPFK key, an
ANK PF key, ANK ENTER key, or ANK Cancel key has been pressed since the
last GBGOP or GSRT order. Execution of the GBGOP order can also simulate
the pressing of an LPFK key, ANK ENTER key, or Cancel key. (See "Frame
Control Orders" on page 5-6 for details.)
Pressing any other ANK key does not result in an interrupt at the host CPU. (See
"GDCHAR-Draw Character" on page 5-24 for details.)
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1/0 Operati on
Alphan umeric Keyboard (ANK)
Characte r Mode Data Fields
A characte r mode order (GD CHAR or GECM) is followed by a data list. Each
byte of the data list contains an extended binary coded decimal interchan ge code
(EBCDI C) characte r.
The data list is terminat ed when a subseque nt set mode (SM) control byte (X'28',
X'2A', X'2C', or X'2E') is encounte red. Because a data list may be terminat ed on
an odd boundary , the set mode control of a subseque nt order may have to be
preceded by a single set mode control.
The data list is seen as a characte r mode data field on the screen when a display
program is executing.
ANK Input and the Cursor
Using the ANK, the operator can enter characte rs into that part of display storage
occupied by a data list defined by an unprotec ted characte r mode order
(GDCHA R or GECM) that contains a cursor. The data list is seen by the viewer
as a characte r mode data field on the screen. When received, the characte r code
is inserted into the display storage location to which the cursor is assigned,
replacing the code currently in the location. The cursor is automatically assigned
to the next sequentia l location in the data list unless it is currently in the last
position of an unprotec ted field; then, it is not moved. Further characte r codes
entered from the ANK will not replace the last position, in this case, unless the
Reset key has been pressed.

\._)

The insertion of a cursor does not disturb the data in that location. The cursor is
displayed only if it is associated with a characte r (unprote cted), which is itself
displayed on the screen, or with a space. A cursor associated with a null,
backspac e, new-line, or a set mode characte r is not displayed. The cursor is
affected by the blink and colorI grayshad e attribute s that apply to the associated
characte r. If the cursor does not currently satisfy the requirem ents for data entry,
it can be moved to the next unprotec ted characte r field using the Tab key on the
ANK. Pressing the Cursor Right, Cursor Left, or Tab key at the ANK moves the
cursor correspondingly. After the required character s have been entered, the user
can cause an int.errupt by pressing ENTER. The host CPU program can then
retrieve all or part of the entered characte r string from display storage (via the
channel) .
Notes:
1. The characte rs can be entered or displayed only if a display program is
executed , subseque nt to keying into an unprotec ted field containin g the
cursor, thus creating an image in the frame buffer.
2.

New-line and backspac e (reqd.) are supporte d only when the CSID is X'OO'.
\

'J
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Cursor Left and Cursor Right Keys: The Cursor Left and Cursor Right keys move
the cursor on the screen within an unprotected data list (or field). If the data list
is defined by a GDCHAR order [that is, the character set identifier (CSID) in
attribute register 18 is X'04' or greater], the cursor can move only to the left or
right within a single line on the screen because the new-line functions are not
supported by the GDCHAR order. If data entry on the next line is required by
the display program, it will have defined a new data list beginning at the next line.
In this case, the Tab key must be pressed to move to the next line. When the
CSID is X'04' or greater and new-line control is encountered in the data list, it
performs no function and is displayed as a hyphen.

If the data list is defined by the 3250-compatible GECM order (that is, the CSID
= X'OO'), movement to new-line codes is controlled by new-line codes contained
within the data list.

Backspace (Reqd.) Key: If the Backspace key is pressed when the cursor is

positioned in an unprotected data list (field) defined by a GDCHAR order (that
is, CSID in attribute register 18 is X'04' or greater), the control code generated by
the Backspace key is treated as an undefined control code and is displayed as a
hyphen.
If the unprotected data list (or field) is defined by a 3250-compatible GECM

order (that is, the CSID in attribute register 18 is X'OO'), this key causes a
backspace control code to be entered into the data list at the present cursor
location.
The result of a character-backspace (reqd.)-character sequence is to display the
second character superimposed on the first.
The cursor is not displayed when it is located at a backspace code. Note that the
cursor is displayed when it is located at either of the two displayable characters
that make up the superimposed character.
Rate of ANK Cursor Movement and Character Display
The rate of movement of the ANK cursor and the display of input characters
depends on the image generation cycle of the user's display program.
Accordingly, the user is ultimately responsible for satisfactory cursor movement
and character display rates by organizing applications with the following
understanding of cursor movement and character display in mind.
When the Tab key is pressed, the display processor of the 5085 effectively
scans the display storage to locate the next unprotected data field. This scan
does not begin until the next GBGOP or GSRT order is executed, thus
imposing a delay that, on the average, is equal to the image generation cycle.
Note that this is not a scan in the sense that the display processor is devoted
to locating the next unprotected field; it looks for the next field as it is
normally interpreting orders. The cursor is removed from the screen during
this process and is not displayed again until the next unprotected field is
entered (that is, a GD CHAR or GECM order specifying an unprotected field
is interpreted).

,/
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•

Although characters are stored into display storage as the appropriat e keys are
pressed (as long as the cursor is in an unprotecte d field), they are not
displayed until the next GBGOP or GSR T order is processed. If the
regenerati on cycle is prolonged for too much time, the display of characters
and cursor movement will lag behind the keystroking process and the display
may come in groups of 2 or 3 or more as the length of the regenerati on cycle
increases.

ANK-LP FK and Manual Input Register
Pressing ENTER, Cancel, one of the 24 program function keys (PF)keys on the
ANK, or any of the 32 keys on the LPFK sets data into the manual input register
and raises an I/ 0 interrupt on the host system. After the register has been set
and the interrupt raised, data sent to the manual input register is inhibited,
pending receipt of a Read Manual Input command or the pressing of the Reset
key. This command can be issued while the display program is executing, without
affecting execution of the display program. The 3 bytes that are read contain the
following codes identifyin g the keyboard:

ANK
ByteO

Byte 1

Byte 2

lOec 0000

0000 0000

0000 0000

Bit 0 of byte 0 is set to 1.
Bit 2 of byte 0 is set to 1 for an ENTER key operation (e).
Bit 3 of byte 0 is set to 1 for a Cancel key operation (c).
AU other bits of the 3 bytes are reset to zero.
LPFK
Byte 0

Byte 1

Byte 2

0100 0000

OOOk kkkk

1111 1111

Bit 1 of byte 0 is set to 1; the remaining bits of byte 0 are set to zero.
Byte 1 contains the binary number of the pressed key. (Bits 0, 1, and 2 of byte 1
are not used and are set to zero.)
Example:

Pressed Key
0
1

0000 0000 (X'OO')
0000 0001 (X'Ol')

30
31

0001 1110 (X'lE')
0001 1111 (X'lF')

Byte 2 is set to X'FF'.
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Key Code
Byte 1
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ANK Program Function (PF) Keys
Byte 0

Byte 1

Byte 2

0100 1000

OOOkkkkk

11111111

Bit 1 and bit 4 of byte 0 are set to 1 ; the remaining bits of byte 0 are set to zero.
Byte 1 contains the binary number of the pressed key (bits 0, 1, and 2 of byte 1
are not used and are set to zero).
Example:

Pressed Key

Key Code
Byte 1

1
2

0000 0000 (X'OO')
0000 0001 (X'Ol ')

24

0001 0111 (X'l 7')

The user may choose to treat a response from the ANK program function (PF)
keys as coming from a unique source of 24 keys. Optionally, by ignoring the
setting of bit 4 of byte 0, the user may treat a response from the ANK PF keys as
an alternative LPFK input source of 24 keys, regardless of whether an LPFK is
configured at the processor.

(
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A setup option is also provided at the processor to allow the user to specify the
setting of bit 4 of byte 0. The system default is to set bit 4 of byte 0 to 1,
indicating the ANK as the source.

'

Tablet
The processor supports the IBM 5083 Tablet, which can be used as a picking
device and for drawing by specifying a series of coordinate positions to a display
program.
The tablet can be featured with either:
•

A cursor feature that provides the user with a convenient handheld
"mouse-shaped" unit having four buttons (function keys) and a fine-crosshair
for precise alignment.
A stylus feature that provides a penlike device with a tip switch.

In general, both the cursor and the stylus features are supported by the processor

in the same ways. When either the cursor or stylus is in presence with the tablet
surface, coordinates are received by the processor and processed according to the
active tablet mode, as defined below. The cursor buttons and the stylus tip
switch, when pressed, provide an indication to the processor and/ or the user's
display program that a selection (or pick) has been made. In addition, if the
cursor is attached, the user is also given a hexadecimal code indicating which
button was pressed.
The 5083 Tablet has an actual active area of 11.5 x 11.5 inches and a resolution
of 200 lines (or points) per inch. Therefore, it is possible to receive pointings
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ranging from 0 to 2299. Because the display virtual image space is 4096 x 4096
pixels, it is necessar y to map (or convert) to 4096 space, the pointings received.
This is done by defining a 2048 x 2048 line (or point) virtual active area on the
tablet, leaving a dead zone of 126 lines (or points) around the perimeter. This
results in a tablet surface consisting of an active area of 10.24 x 10.24 inches,
with an inactive perimete r of approximately 0.63 inch. Thus, when an X-Y
coordina te pair is received from the tablet, each coordina te is selected and
mapped to the display virtual image space. If the value is equal to or greater than
126, or less than or equal to 2173, the coordina tes are consider ed to fall within
the active area. In this case, 126 is subtracte d from the received pointing and
multiplied by 2 to convert it to 4096 space.
Tablet Support Modes
The processo r provides two modes of tablet operation : user control mode and
system pick device mode. These modes may be selected by invoking the system
setup function from the alphanum eric keyboard (ANK) and following the
prompts. (Refer to IBM 5080 Graphics System: Operation and Problem
Determination, GA23-01 33, for details.) The system default is the system pick
device mode.
User Control Mode: In the user control mode, the tablet and tablet stylus or cursor
may be used to interact with the display program and perform functions similar to
those associate d with a light pen. The level of function used is at the discretion of
the user and is under control of the user's display program.

In this mode, coordina te data can be stored in display storage by using the Store
Device Input (GSDEV I) order, addressing device number 1. Stylus tip switch or
cursor button indicatio ns may also be stored in display storage when the GSDEVI
order is issued. Subsequ ent action depends on the user's display program and the
use of the GSDEVI order and/or the 3250-com patible Draw Symbol (GSYMB )
order.
In addition, the GSDEVI order may be used to generate an interrupt to the
channel. The GSYMB order may be used to define a pick detect window on the
display and, optionally, to draw a tracking symbol. The pick detect window can
produce a simulated light-pen detect, after which the processor will react under
existing mode control as for the system pick device mode.
System Pick Device Mode: When the system pick device mode is selected, the
tablet and tablet stylus or cursor are generally under system control. If the stylus
or cursor is in presence with the tablet surface, moving the stylus or cursor across
the surface and/ or pressing the stylus tip switch or a cursor button yields the same
results as if a picking device (for example, a light pen) were moved across the
surface of the display. A pick window is moved across the virtual image space in
correspo ndence with the location of the stylus or cursor on the tablet. (The
system default pick window is 24 virtual pixels, but it can be changed through the
setup function .) All graphic orders, switches, registers, and indicator s associated
with a picking device (for example, a light pen) are valid for tablet operation
when in this mode.

At the option (via setup) of the user, in system device pick mode a
system-g enerated tracking symbol appears on the display centered on the pick
window when the stylus or cursor is brought into presence with the tablet. (The
tracking symbol is a 25 x 25 real pixel cross.) The tracking symbol provides visual
tracking of the stylus or cursor (crosshair) pointing on the tablet surface,
3-16
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indicating its relationship to the display surface as the stylus or cursor moves.
When the stylus or cursor is removed from presence with the tablet surface, the
tracking symbol disappears.

u
Tracking Symbol Update

The 5080 Graphics System dynamically updates the location of the system
tracking symbol on the display screen while the next image is being rastered. This
is done approximately 25 times per second while the stylus or cursor is in presence
with the tablet surface.
The processor, at each update, erases the previous tracking symbol, reads the
current coordinates of the stylus or cursor, and rewrites the tracking symbol at the
comparable coordinates on the display screen. In addition, the tracking symbol is
always updated during the execution of a GBGOP or GSRT order.
The pick window is also cleared and rewritten each time the tracking symbol is
updated such that the center of the symbol and the pick window coincide.
Note: If there is heavy use of the following orders in the display program during
the current image generation cycle, the cursor speed may degrade:

•

Begin Area Fill (GBGAF)/End Area Fill (GEAF)
Draw Pixel Array (GDPXL)
Load Color Table (GLCT)
Move Data Block ( GMVBLK)
Draw Circle (GDCIR)
Draw Symbol ( GSYMB)

Destructive versus Nondestructive Tracking Symbol
Writing and erasing the tracking symbol repeatedly during an extended image
generation time can be destructive to the image on the display. The degree of
nuisance that this creates for the operator depends on the image generation time,
complexity of the image, density of the image, and the setting of the background
color. In a complex dense image, a trail of symbols in background color trails
behind the current tracking symbol, leaving holes in the image. These holes
disappear when the next image is displayed, at which time a new trail of holes
begins.
In recognition of the human factors characteristics of a destructive tracking
symbol, the processor provides a nondestructive tracking symbol capability as well
as the default destructive cursor. For those images in which the density is not
high, the image generation time is not long, and the background color is set
correctly, the destructive symbol is adequate. In cases where the destructive
cursor causes a human factors problem for the operator, the nondestructive
symbol option can be selected. This requires the dedication of bit plane 7 to the
tracking symbol.
Destructive Tracking Symbol

L>

When the default destructive tracking symbol is used, the processor writes the
tracking symbol regardless of the frame buffer bit plane erase protect mask set by
the previous GBGOP order. In this case, the third entry (counting from zero) in
the Color Table is used to generate the color or grayshade of the symbol and the
first (zero) entry is used to erase the symbol. The symbol is erased by rewriting
the symbol in the color or grayshade specified by Color Table entry zero.
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Accordingly, the user can specify the color or graysha de of the symbol by loading
the third Color Table entry with the appropr iate value. In addition, the first
(or
zero) entry of the table should be loaded with the desired backgro und color
or
graysha de value so the erased trail of symbols will blend into the backgro und.

\
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Nondestructive Tracking Symbol
If the user wants a nondest ructive tracking symbol, bit plane 7 of the frame
buffer

must be dedicat ed to the tracking symbol (that is, avoid specifying color or
graysha de entries that result in bit plane 7 being set). In addition , the Color
Table must be loaded appropriately, as describe d below, and the nondest ructive
tracking symbol load bit should be set on in the GLCT order.

When the nondest ructive tracking symbol option is selected, the process or
writes
or erases the cursor by protecti ng all existing bit planes except bit plane 7 and,
as
a result, writes or erases only in bit plane 7. (Erasin g is perform ed by writing
zeros.) The frame buffer mask in attribut e register 5 is ignored when the tracking
symbol is being updated .
Because bit plane 7 is always the low-ord er plane regardless of the number
of bit
planes installed, the effect is that when the symbol is written, odd-num bered
Color Table entries are used to display the part of the image where the symbol
occurs. Conversely, where the symbol does not exist (or where it was erased)
,
even-nu mbered Color Table entries are used to display the image. Therefo
re, the
user may specify the color or graysha de of the symbol by loading every other
Color Table entry (odd entries) with the color or graysha de value desired.
Notes:
I
I

1. This option reduces the number of concurr ent colors or graysha des that
may
be displayed in an image as follows:

•
•
2.

8 bit planes from 256 to 128
6 bit planes from 64 to 3 2
4 bit planes from 16 to 8
2 bit planes from 4 to 2

The default value provide d by the system for attribut e register 3 (color value
used when drawing ) is 5, an odd value. Be sure to specify an even-nu mbered
value for attribut e register 3 if you use the nondest ructive tracking symbol
option. This is done because the odd-num bered entries in the Color Table
are
reserved for the tracking symbol.

Tracking Symbol Contras t
In an image in which many colors or graysha des are used, it may be difficult
to see

the tracking symbol when it moves through a portion of the image that is
approxi mately the same color or graysha de as the symbol itself. The
nondest ructive tracking symbol option just discussed is useful in solving this
problem. A differen t color or graysha de value can be loaded into the
odd-num bered entries of the Color Table such that the symbol displays in
a
differen t color or graysha de, dependi ng on the portion of the image through
which it passes.
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Tracking Symbol and Frame Buffer Nonswitch Mode
If the frame buffer nonswitch mode option is specified on a GBGOP order and

)
l
~

there is a reason (or cause) to track the stylus or cursor on the tablet, the
destructive tracking symbol could ultimately destroy the image on the screen.
However, the nondestructive tracking symbol option allows symbol tracking, even
in this case, without harming the image°"

Dials Feature
The processor dials feature provides eight cone-shaped dials, each of which may
be turned continuously in either direction. Upon rotating the dials, a range of
scalar values indicating direction and extent of rotation (since last reset) are input
to the processor. A display program can read and interpret these scalar values for
any suitable purpose, such as translating, scaling, and rotating two- or
three-dimensional images when the Transformation and Clipping Feature (TCP)
is installed. The dial values are read by issuing a GSDEVI order addressing
device number 2. (See "GSDEVI-Store Device Input" on page 5-45 for
details.)
Each dial has a possible 256 increments (interrupts/revolution) in the 360
degrees the dial can be turned. The dials feature supports seven interrupt settings
that can be specified by using the setup option (see IBM 5080 Graphics System:
Operation and Problem Determination, GA23-0133, for details). The specifiable
interrupts are 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, and 256 possible points.
Because each dial is a high-resolution potentiometer, an electrically inactive area
(dead zone) of approximately 1/16th (20 degrees) of the total potentiometer area
exists. Thus, only 242 (00-240 and 248) interrupt values out of a total
granularity of 256 are ever transmitted. The value 248 is transmitted only on
interrupt settings greater than 16. Accordingly, only 62, 122, and 242 points are
transmitted for interrupt settings of 64, 128, and 256, respectively.

u
Pick Control
Tablet Interactions

A pick module that compares the coordinates of the pickable primitives (for
example, lines, markers, and characters) performs a correlation with a pick
window established around an X-Y point in virtual image space.
The pick window can be set directly from the tablet in the following manner:
From the tablet X-Y value. This value may be updated periodically during
the processing of a display program, provided there has been no GSYMB
order since the last GBGOP or GSRT order.
•

I

i
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From a GSYMB order. If the d bit of the GSYMB order is set to 1, the pick
window defined in the GSYMB order overrides any previous settings and
prevents further dynamic updating from the tablet. If the d bit is set to zero,
GSYMB does not have any effect on the setting of the pick window.

Note: The GSYMB order is a 3250-compatible order. When a GSYMB order is
encountered in display storage, the tablet system pick device mode (if active) is
negated. Picking is now done based on the current draw position when the
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GSYMB order was issued. Tablet system pick device mode will be reinstate d
upon executio n of the next Set Buffer Address Register and Start Comman d or
Start Display Program structure d field.

Pick Detection Modes and Indicators
Two modes and four indicator s per processor interact to define the pick detect
environm ent at any instant during display program execution. These modes and
indicators are defined below along with brief descriptions of their use. Precise
definitions of their interactio ns and relation to the use of the stylus, stylus switch,
and executio n of the graphic orders are detailed in a set of decision tables. In
addition, a less formal description of each graphic order is given, and the action of
each order is defined with reference to the modes and indicators.
The two pick modes determin e whether a pick detect is allowed, and, if it is
allowed, what the reaction to the detect will be. A pick detect occurs when the
modes are set appropriately, and displayed data of adequate intensity (color or
grayshad e) is seen by the pick module. [If the Load Attribute Register ( GLA TR)
order is used, adequate intensity is assumed; if the 3250-com patible Load
Attribute Register (GLAR) order is used, intensity must be set appropriately.] See
"Interact ion with Pick Indicato rs" on page 3-24 for a definitio n of the conditions
required for a pick detect. See Appendi x C for the status and sense data for an
interrupt resulting from a pick detect.
The pick modes are pick detect mode and pick interrupt mode.
Pick Detect Mode: Possible states are switch enabled (S), nonswitc h enabled (N),

and disabled (D).

No pick detects can occur during the disabled (D) state.
One pick detect interrupt can occur per stylus switch closure during the switch
enabled (S) state.
Multiple pick detects can occur in a display program executio n cycle during
the nonswitch enabled (N) state; these are independ ent of the use of the
stylus switch.
(Both nonswitc h enabled and switch enabled detects can occur in the same
executio n cycle.)
Pick Interrupt Mode: Possible states are deferred (d) and immediate (i).

In the deferred state, if a pick detect occurs, an indicator (the pick indicator,
or PI) is set in the processor and display program execution continues
normally (the detect is "rememb ered").
In the immediate state, if a pick detect occurs, display program execution
ceases immediately and an I/ 0 interrupt is sent to the host CPU.
The two modes, pick detect and pick interrupt , areindep endent of each other,
thus giving six possible combined states: Sd, Nd, Dd, Si, Ni, and Di.
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The four indicators are:
\

Abbreviation

I

~)

PI
PBI
SDI
TSI

Name
Pick indicator
Permit branch indicator
Single detect indicator
Tip switch indicator

Each of the four indicators has two possible states: on (1) and off (0). The
descriptions below list the means of setting each indicator on or off as well as the
functions whose action is modified by the state of the indicator.
Note: The setting and resetting of the PI and TSI may affect the condition code
(see "Condition Code Register" on page 3-7 for details).
Pick Indicator (PI)
The pick indicator (PI) is in attribute register 13.
The PI is set on by:

•

The pick module detecting the intersection of a line, character, pixel array,
area fill, circle, or marker independent of the color I grayshade with the pick
window (previously set by the pick device, that is, the tablet or a GSYMB
order). When the pick detect mode is in either the switch enabled or
nonswitch enabled state, the pick interrupt mode is in the deferred state.
Note: This comparison is independent of the frame buffer mask, frame buffer
function, pixel array, and area fill pattern values.
A Load Attribute Register (GLATR) order (to attribute register 13).

The PI is set off by:
Execution of a GBGOP or GSRT order.
Execution of a Branch on Deferred Detect (GBDD) or Branch on No-Detect
(GBND) order.
Receipt by the processor of a Set Buffer Address Register and Start command
or Write Structured command containing a Start Display Program structured
field.
•

A Begin Segment (GBGSEG) order.
A GLATR order (addressing attribute register 13).

The PI is used to determine the action of the following orders:
•
•

Branch on No Detect (GBND)
Branch on Deferred Detect (GBDD)
Permit Detect Interrupt (GPDI)
Branch on Condition ( GBC)
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Permit Branch Indicat or (PBI)
The permit branch indicator (PBI) is in attribu te register 13 and indicat
es a closed
switch state with no pick.
The PBI is set on by:
Execut ion of a GBGO P or GSRT order when the stylus switch is closed.
•

Execut ion of a GSDEV I order when the unit's switch is closed or the
functio n
keys of the unit are pressed.

•

Receip t of a Set Buffer Addres s Registe r and Start comma nd or Write
Structu red comma nd contain ing a Start Display Progra m structu red
field
when the stylus switch is closed.
A GLAT R order (addres sing attribu te register 13).

The PBI is set off by:
A pick detect when the pick detect mode is in the switch enable d state.
•

Execut ion of a GBGO P or GSRT order when all stylus switches are
open.

•

Receip t of a Set Buffer Addres s Register and Start comma nd or Write
Structu red comma nd contain ing a Start Display Progra m structu red
field
when all stylus switches are open.
Execut ion of a GBND order when the pick detect mode is in the switch
enable d state.
A GLAT R order (addres sing attribu te register 13).

The PBI is used to determ ine the action of:
Branch on No Detect (GBND ) order.
Single Detect Indicat or (SDI)

The single detect indicator (SDI) is in attribu te register 13 and is used
to preven t
multiple picking during the time the switch is closed.
The SDI is set on by:
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•

A pick detect when the pick detect mode is in the switch enable d state.

•

A GSDE VI order interru pt from a closed unit switch or a pressed program
functio n key.

•

A GLAT R order (addres sing attribu te register 13).

I
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I
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The SDI is set off by:
•

Execution of a GBGOP or GSRT order when all stylus switches are open.
Receipt of a Set Buffer Address Register and Start command or Write
Structured command containing a Start Display Program structured field
when the pick stylus switch is open.

•

Receipt of a Set Buffer Address Register and Start command or Write
Structured command containing a Start Display Program structured field
when the processor has an outstanding pick interrupt or a GSDEVI order
interrupt.

•

Any processor reset.
A GLATR order (addressing attribute register 13).

The SDI is used to determine the action of:
•

A pick detect when the pick detect mode is in the switch enabled state.
A GSDEVI order interrupt.

Tip Switch Indicator (TSI)

The tip switch indicator (TS!) is in attribute register 13 and indicates the state of
the tablet stylus switch.
The TSI is set on by:
I
\

~

I

Execution of a GB GOP or GSRT order when one or more stylus switches is
closed or one or more of the tablet function keys is pressed.
•

Receipt of a Set Buffer Address Register and Start command or Write
Structured command containing a Start Display Program structured field
when one or more stylus switches is closed or one or more of the tablet
function keys is pressed.
A GSDEVI order with t= 1 if the referenced unit switch is closed or one or
more function keys of the referenced unit is pressed (at the previous GBGOP
or GSRT order).

•

A GLATR order (addressing attribute register 13).

u
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The TSI is set off by:
•

Execution of a GBGOP or GSR T order when the pick stylus switch is open.

I
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•

Receipt of a Set Buffer Address Register and Start command or Write
Structured command containing a Start Display Program structured field
when the stylus switch is open.

•

A GSDEVI order with t= 1 if the referenced unit switch was open and no
function key was pressed (at the previous GBGOP or GSRT order).

•

A GLATR order (addressing attribute register 13).

The TSI is used to determine the action of:
•
•
•

A Branch on Switch Open (GBSO) order.
A Branch on Condition (GBC) order.
A pick detect when the pick detect mode is in the switch enabled state.

Interaction with Pick Indicators
This section defines those functions that interact with the settings of the pick
indicators. The definitions are presented in the form of decision tables. The
actions indicated by an X in the tables are taken only if all tests in the same
column are satisfied. A test without a YES or NO indicated is always satisfied.
Within a table the columns are mutually exclusive (that is, one set of tests cannot
satisfy two columns). However, the set of columns does not always include all
possible combinations of the tests. Any combinations not shown result in no
action (that is, no-operati on).
1. The Begin Order Processing (GBGOP) and Start Regenerat ion

Timer (GSRT) orders test:

Is stylus switch
closed?

YES

NO*

x
x

x

Actions:
Set PI off
Set PBI on
Set PBI off
Set SDI off
Set state to Si
Set TSI on
Set TSI off

x
x

x
x
x
x

* SDI and PBI are set off only if all stylus
switches are open and no function key is pressed.
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2. The Set Buffer Address Register and Start command and Start
Display Program structured field test:
Is tip switch closed?

YES

YES

NO*

NO*

Is an enable switch
detect interrupt
pending?

YES

NO

YES

NO

x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x

Actions:
Set PI off
Set PBI on
Set PBI off
Set SDI off
Set state to Si
Set TSI on
Set TSI off

* SDI and PBI are set off only if all stylus
switches are open and no function key is pressed.
3. The Branch on Deferred Detect (GBDD) order tests:
Is PI on?

YES

NO

Actions:
Branch to target
address

x

Set PI off

x

4. The Branch on No-Detect (GBND) order tests:
Is state = Si or Sd?
Is state = Ni or Nd?
Is PBI on?
Is PI on?

YES
NO
YES
NO

YES
NO

NO
YES

NO
YES

YES

NO

YES

NO
NO

Actions:
Branch to target
address
Set PBI off
Set PI off

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

I
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5. The Permit Detect Interrupt (GPDI) order tests:
'\

Is PI on?

YES

\.-vi

NO

Actions:
Interrupt

x

Set pick detect
mode from deferred
to imtriediate (i)
state

x

6. The Branch on Switch Open (GBSO) order tests:
Is TSI on?

YES

NO

NO

YES

Actions:
Branch to target
address

7. The Store Device Input (GSDEVI) order tests:

Is I= 1?
Is tip switch closed? or
Is any PF key pressed?
Is SDI off?

NO

YES
YES
YES

Actions:

x
x

Interrupt
Set SDI on

8. System action when a pick detect occurs:
Adequate colorI
grayshade for pick
device? (see Note)
Is state= Si?
Is state = Sd?
Is state= Ni?
Is state= Nd?
Is SDI off?
Is TSI on?

YES
NO
NO
NO
NO

YES

YES

YES
YES

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

Actions:
Interrupt
Set PI on
Set PBI off
Set SDI on

x

x

x
x
x

Note: Test applies only if 3250-compatib le GLAR order used.
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Coordinate System Specification
The processor supports a world coordinate system extending from ±32K (-32768
to +32767) for X,Y, and Z coordinates. The visible region of the coordinate
space is called the virtual image space. (See Figure 3-2.)
Coordinates existing completely outside the virtual image space should be
specified only if the Transformation and Clipping Feature (TCF) is installed and
active; otherwise, the results are unpredictable. Lines beginning in the virtual
image space, or passing through it, may wrap. (For an explanation of the uses of
world coordinate space, refer to the description of the TCF on page 3-37.)

Virtual Image Space
There are 4096 addressable points in each of the X (horizontal) and Y (vertical)
dimensions of the virtual image space; the bottom left point is 0,0 and the top
right point is 4095 ,4095. The viewable area is the 4096 x 4096 space, which is
mapped by the raster generator into "screen space" (1024 x 1024) by truncating
the 2 low-order bits.

Coordinate Addressing for Lines and Markers
· Any point in the world coordinate space may be addressed by graphic orders in
the display program.
The coordinates contained in a graphic data list may be absolute, incremental, or
relative, depending on the graphic order that precedes the list.
Absolute Coordinates: When a graphic order specifies absolute coordinates,
X-Y (and Z) values from the data list replace the current value in the X-Y-Z
position registers. Thus, a move or draw occurs from the previous current
draw position to the new position, or a marker is plotted at the new position in
the same way.

•

Incremental or Relative Coordinates: When a graphic order specifies
incremental or relative coordinates, X-Y (and Z) values from the data list are
added to the current value in the X-Y-Z position registers, creating a new
current draw position. Thus, a move or draw occurs from the previous current
draw position incremented by the value in the data list, or a marker is plotted
at the new position in the same way.

Coordinates outside the virtual image space are usually not specified as absolute
coordinates unless coordinate values are specified using a 16-bit signed binary
number. However, 12-bit absolute, incremental, and relative coordinates could
produce requests to place the current draw position outside the image area. The
display of markers and lines is inhibited outside this area. In particular, a line
having some part outside the virtual image space has that part inside the area
displayed correctly up to the edge of the area.
Note: This "clipping" of lines at the virtual image space boundary is not
compatible with the 3250, which would blank the entire vector.

The processor maintains logically correct X-Y-Z values within the limits -32768
and +32767 even if several consecutive movements remain outside the virtual
image space. Attempts to increment these coordinates outside these limits causes
an undefined current draw position.
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Figure 3-2. Base 5080 Coordinate Space
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The host system may determine the contents of the X-Y-Z position registers by
issuing a Sense channel command in response to a pick detect or at any other
time. (See "X-Y-Z Position Registers" on page 3-6.) The GSDEVI order
optionally returns coordinate values in the range of -32768 to +32767 to the
display program.
The X and Y coordinate values returned to the host system by the
3250-compatible Read X-Y Position Register command, or stored in the display
storage by the Store X-Y Position Registers (GSXY) order, are modulo 4096. The
processor drops the Z coordinate value and sets the 4 high-order bits of the X and
Y coordinates to zero in processing these functions. In this case, it is not possible
to determine from the contents of the X- Y position values whether the current
draw position is outside the virtual image space and, hence, outside the
displayable area.

Specification of Coordinate Values
With the exception of character mode orders, output primitive (graphic) orders
contain one or more groups of words specifying values of a coordinate point.
There are three types of coordinate value specifications: absolute-relative,
incremental, and long. The description of each order indicates which
specification type is valid for that order.
Incremental Specification (6-Bit)
Programmable character set definitions (see "Type-1 Character Definition" on
page 3-36) consist of a list of incremental-type point coordinate values in format
12. The incremental values are from -64 to +63 for X and Y coordinates.
I

·.
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Format 12. Group contains incremental X and Y coordinate values.
sxxx

syyy

xxxw

yyyb

s

Sign bit (O =positive, 1 = negative); negative numbers are in twos
complement notation.

b

Blanking bit; if b= 1, the primitive is blanked, causing movement without
display.

w

Must be set to 1 to avoid possible interpretation of data field as an order.

Absolute-Relative Specification ( 12-Bit)
Absolute-relative graphic orders are followed by groups of one, two, or three data
words. Each group defines the position of the next endpoint, and there may be
zero or more groups comprising the data list. In the following definitions, b is the
blanking bit, s is the sign bit, and X, Y, and Z bits represent X, Y, and Z
coordinates that are integers. Note that the sign bit is included with all
coordinates.

Format 1. Group contains X coordinate value.
lbOs

u

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

X coordinate

Format 2. Group contains Y coordinate value.
I

lb ls

yyyy

yyyy

yyyy

Y coordinate
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Format 4. Group contains X and Y coordinate values.
ObOs
OOOs

xxxx
yyyy

xxxx
yyyy

ocxxx

I

~yyy
I

!\
I

X coordinate
Y coordinate

I

I

Format 7. Group contains X, Y, and Z coorOinate values.
I

I

Obos
Olls
OOOs

xxxx
yyyy
zzzz

xxxx
yyyy
zzzz

?cxxx
I

'f'YYY
~zzz

X coordinate
Y coordinate
Z coordinate

I

b

Blanking bit. If b= 1, the primitive is planked, causing movement without
display.
I

i

I

s

Sign bit (O = positive, 1 = negative). Negative numbers are in twos
complement notation.
'
I,

Absolute Specificatio n (16-Bit)
The Draw Line Absolute 3D 16 Bits (GDL.4.3L) order is the only order
containing the long type specification of coordinate values of a line (format 14).
I

Format 14. Group contains absolute 16-bit X, Y, and Z values.
I

I

sxxx
syyy
szzz

xxxx

xxxx

YYYY

yy~y

YYYY

zzzz

zz~z

zzzz

I

I

xxxx

I

s

Sign bit ( 0 = positive, 1 = negative); pegative numbers are in twos
complement notation.
'
I

I

I

Note: Blanking is specified via the mode c01hrol byte of the order (see "Order
Format" on page 5-1 ).
I

1

Table of Valid Coordinate Formats by Order
The table below indicates the valid formats
graphic orders.
Graphic
Order
GDLA2
GDMA2
GDLRl
GDMR2
GDLR2
GDMR3
GDLR3
GDLA3L

the line drawing and marker

Format
Number(s)
4
4
1,2
4
4
7
7
14
I

Note: Format 12 is used for programmab le qharacter set (PCS) definition.
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Order Addressing and Data Modes
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The first word of each order is a set mode (SM) byte that can have a hexadecim al
value of X'28', X'2A', X'2C', or X'2E'. Not only does the SM byte allow the
processor to detect the beginning of an order and, hence, the potential end of a
data list, but its value indicates the addressing and data modes employed in the
order specificati on. Absolute and relative addressing and indirect and immediate
data fields may be specified in this manner.
Absolute versus Relative Addressing
If the addressing mode is specified as absolute addressing , the absolute address
from the start of display storage is contained in the address word of the order.
If the addressing mode is specified as relative addressing , the processor calculates
the effective address by adding the address word to the address of the first word
of the order (that is, the address of the SM byte). In this case the address word
contains a 15-bits plus sign (negative numbers are in twos compleme nt) number
relative to the address of word 1 of the order.

In the processor it may be advantage ous for the user to write display programs
using relative addressing so they may be relocated as subroutine s, and so on.
Immediate Data versus Indirect Data
If the data mode is immediate , the data is contained in the order itself in a data
word (and in successive words, if necessary) .
If the data mode is indirect, the first and only word of the data field contains an
address that points to the display storage location of the data word or words. This
allows the user to isolate orders from data in writing display programs.

For more informatio n on the SM byte order formats and addressing and data
modes, see "Order Format" on page 5-1.

Summar y of Graphic Order Function s
The 5080 Graphics System graphic order set consists of those orders that,
together with 3250-com patible orders, are implemen ted on the 5080 system and
required in accessing and using graphics system functions. Graphic orders are
divided into the functional sets described in the following sections of this chapter.
Detailed description s of individual graphic orders are given in Chapter 5;
3250-com patible graphic orders are described in Appendix A.

Frame Control
The frame control orders start display program execution, clear and swap frame

buffers, set system initial conditions , set the proper system modes that apply to the
overall display program, and terminate the program.

Image Generation and Mode Setting

(

\ ._.....,.,/

Output primitive orders are used to draw images on the graphics system display
screen using the image coordinate system. These orders generate pixels, markers,
lines, and characters . The marker, line, and character orders are mode-sett ing
orders; each order is followed by a data list. Data lists following marker and line
';
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orders contain one or more groups of point coordinate values, as defined in
"Specification of Coordinate Values" on page 3-29. Data lists following
character orders contain EBCDIC characters and selected control codes.

Segment Definition
A segment is a logically related collection of output primitives that can be
manipulated as a whole. A bracketing pair of segment orders is provided that
delimits one or more orders that comprise a segment. Each segment is assigned a
2-byte name.
Segment nesting is permitted. Stack control orders (defined later in this chapter)
can be used to save and restore the state of the prior segment(s).

Attribute Register Control
The processor allows the user to specify a number of attributes relative to the
display image. These attributes, as well as default attributes, are maintained by
the graphics system in attribute registers. Although many of these registers are
reset to a default value by the GBGOP or GSRT order, they can be set and
accessed under display program control using the GLATR and GSATR orders.
The displayed color/ grayshade is determined by the contents of an attribute
register and a color/grayshade lookup table (the Color Table) that is loaded
through a GLCT order.
Orders are provided to load the Color Table and load and store attribute
registers.

Positional Device Control
A positional device control order stores X-Y position coordinates of the current
draw position of the tablet or a signed value representing the amount of change in
the dials feature since last accessed.

Pick Control
Pick control orders control the system pick function of the processor. Orders are
provided to test conditions and transfer control, set pick windows, and set pick
attributes.

Branch Control
The four branch control orders cause a transfer of control to a new address in
display storage.

Stack Control
Stack control orders specify the size and location of the graphics system stack and
push or pop information into it or from it. The stack is used to store orders
requested by stack control orders. Each push order writes an appropriate display
program order into the stack; each pop operation reads and processes the order on
top of the stack.

Arithmetic Functions
Arithmetic orders add data, subtract data, divide data, compare data, shift data,
and test data under masks. TCP provides additional arithmetic functions (see
"TCP Advanced Arithmetic Orders" on page 5-97).
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Data Move
Data move orders move addresses, move data, and move blocks of data.

No-Operation
A 2-byte no-operation order and a 4-byte no-operation order are provided that
perform no operation and can be used to reserve words within display storage.

Con/iguration Data Storing
The GSCONF order stores the system configuration in display storage.

Graphics System Character Set Generation
The character set generation function of the processor consists of:
Two orders: the Draw Character (GDCHAR) order and the Enter Character
Mode (GECM) order for 3250 compatibility.
Character set ID (CSID) attribute register (see "GLATR-Load Attribute
Register" on page 5-34 ).
Programmable character set (PCS) description.
Character Set Operation

Three methods of drawing characters are provided by the processor according to
the value of the CSID attribute:
1.

CSID X'OO' to X'07'
These CSIDs specify hardware-generated characters.
•

CSID=X'OO': 3250-compatible character mode
Orders operate as described in the 3250-compatible Enter Character
Mode (GECM) order. (See "GECM-Enter Character Mode" on page
A-13.)

•

CSID = X'Ol' to X'03': Reserved
CSID = X'04' to X'07': These are the graphics system base character sets
and are processed as described in "GDCHAR-Draw Character" on page
5-24.

2.

CSID = X'08' to X'BF'
These CSIDs specify programmable character sets using 1-byte code points.
Each 8-bit byte within the data list defines one character.
Characters are drawn using descriptions of a preloaded programmable
character set (PCS). The format of the PCS is described in "Programmable
Character Set Descriptor Record," which follows.
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These CSID values are used to select a PCS that has been loaded into the
system storage by Select Write Memory Area and Write Memory Area
commands addressing a user-defined PCS-type memory area.
The EBCDIC value of the character (from the data list following the
GD CHAR order) is used as an offset into the PCS index, in the PCS
descriptor record, to select the appropriate programmable character
description.
For the effect of attribute registers 17, 29, and 30 on drawing of the PCS, see
"GDCHAR -Draw Character" on page 5-24.
The p (protected) bit, when 1, prevents manual changes from the
alphanumeric keyboard.
Cursor handling (and display) is identical to that for basic GDCHAR order
fields.
Each character is a "primitive" for pick purposes, and acts in the same
manner as base characters.
3.

CSID

= X'CO' to X'FE'

These CSIDs specify programmable character sets using 2-byte code points.
Each 16-bit word within the data list defines one character, thus allowing for
character sets containing more than 256 characters (for example, Kanji).
Otherwise, all other functions are the same except that keyboard cursor
tracking is not provided, except for Kanji.
Note: CSIDs X'OO' to X'lF', X'CO' to X'CF', and X'FF' are reserved for IBM
use.
Programmab le Character Set Descriptor Record

A PCS descriptor record contains data describing a programmable character set.

It is loaded into a user-defined memory area using a Write Memory Area

command chained from a Select Write Memory Area command. The descriptor
record consists of control data followed by individual character definitions.

P and Q together define the character box within which a normal character will
fit. The values of P and Q are defined in virtual image space ( 4K x 4K) and
control spacing between .characters and "new line" spacing. The bottom left
corner of the box is 0,0 and the top right corner is P,Q.
Notes:
1.

Characters may extend outside this box; P and Q control only the
intercharact er spacing.

2. The value of P defined in the PCS descriptor record may be overridden if
desired, by specifying a character inline spacing value in attribute registers 29
and 30.
Undefined character codes (codes outside the range CPO-CPn, or those with an
index value of zero) are displayed as hyphens.
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Byte

Field
Length

Content

Meaning

0

2

Length

Total length of structure (PCS descriptor record),
including length field.

2

4

Reserved

X'OOOOOOOO'

6

1

Bits 0- 2-Reserved
Bits 3 - 7 (type) define the data format for the
definitions of the programmable characters. One
is defined:
'OOOOl'B =type 1
Reserved (must be zero)

7

1

8

1

Character Set ID

This field is used to identify the programmable
character set.

9

1

Segment ID

If the CSID is larger than X'BF', this byte

contains the first byte of the 2-byte character code of
the programmable characters defined in this PCS
descriptor record. If the CSID is from X'Ol' to X'BF',
this, byte is ignored.

(

10

2

p

Range of X (between 0 and P)

12

2

Q

Range of Y (between 0 and Q)

14

1

CPO

Starting character code within this PCS (in
the range X'41' through X'FE')

15

1

CPn

Last character code within this PCS. If this
operand is zero, X'FE' is assumed. CPn must
not be less than CPO.

16 ton

v

PCS Index

This field contains 2 bytes of data per programmable
character described in this PCS descriptor record.
(See definition of format type 1 for function and
description of these bytes.)

n+l tom

v

CDEF (CPO-CPn)

PCS definitions, starting at character code
point CPO, in ascending order. (See below
for format type 1.)

I

\_,,I

Note: Up to 48 PCS descriptor records may be loaded into processor storage

using the memory area channel commands and the structured fields described in
Chapter 4. This is dependent on the amount of storage installed in your

processor.
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Type-1 Character Definition
The definitions start with an index of (CPn + 1 - CPO) 2-byte values. Each
index value is the offset from the start of the PCS descriptor record that points to
the actual character definition. This index must always be represente d in its
entirety, even if not all of the characters in the code range are defined. The
maximum length of the index, if CPO is specified as X'41', and CPn as X'FF', is,
therefore, 191x2 bytes. Undefined values should be represente d by a zero in the
index.
Each character is defined as a series of moves or draws that define the shape of
the character. The moves and draws are specified as X-Y pairs of signed relative
values (relative to the previous ending point, or to the bottom left of the character
box for the first X-Y pair). Each X-Y pair is specified using format 12 (see
"Specifica tion of Coordinat e Values" on page 3-29). If the first X-Y pair is a
draw rather than a move, the line is drawn from the bottom left corner of the
character box. A move is specified by the low-order bit of the Y -value byte being
on; a draw is specified by the low-order bit being off. The last X-Y pair in the
series of moves and draws for the character is followed by 2 bytes containing the
value X'2AFE'. This format of the data for an individual code point symbol is
illustrated below:
sxxxxxx

1

syyyyyy

b

2 bytes

sxxxxxx

1

syyyyyy

b

2 bytes

sxxxxxx

1

syyyyyy

b

2 bytes

X'2AFE'

2 bytes

Loading Programm able Character Set Descripto r Records
A single PCS descriptor record must be loaded into a user-defin ed memory area
as a single entity in one of two ways:
1.

As a result of a single Select Write Memory Area command chained to a
Write Memory Area command -that is, loaded in a single write.

2.

As a result of multiple Select Write Memory Area commands chained to Write
Memory Area commands specifying strictly ascending memory area offsets.

This is required because the graphics processor must perform certain
postproces sing steps in order for the PCS descriptor record to be usable. If the
user does not load the PCS descriptor record in one of the preceding ways, the
postproces sing algorithm may fail. At that time a "Program Error" will be
declared. The user should then reload the entire PCS descriptor record.
Multiple PCS descriptor records may be loaded into a user-defin ed memory area
using either of the above techniques by:
Chaining together the Select Write Memory Area/Wri te Memory Area
command sequence( s) for one PCS descriptor record to the next, and so on.
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Issuing unique Select Write Memory Area/Write Memory Area command
sequence(s) for eac4 PCS descriptor record and recording the data block
count of the previous record (Select Write Memory Area) so the data block
offset can be calculated for the next Select Write Memory Area command,
and so on.
Reading the Memory Area Control Table to acquire the current transfer
address to be used as the data block offset on a subsequentSelect Write
Memory Area command.

If more than one PCS descriptor record is written into a single memory area, the

descriptor records must be contiguous-that is, if a PCS descriptor record ends at
byte n_. the next PCS descriptor record must begin at byte n + 1. Note that, in
this case, byte n is determined by the length field of the descriptor record, which
may actually be specified to indicate that the PCS descriptor record ends a
number of bytes beyond the last PCS definition. This allows the user to define a
PCS type memory area that crosses a 64K system memory boundary by defining
an appropriate gap between the actual end of the PCS definition data and the
64K boundary at which the next PCS descriptor record may begin. In this case,
the PCS memory area postprocessing is not impacted by this gap.

Area Fill
The area fill orders define the perimeter of an area to be filled and specify the
related area fill controls or the pattern to be used during the fill operation.
These orders provide a polygon fill function with the following capabilities:

•

Use of solid fill or user-defined patterns .
Filling of two-dimensional (2D) objects, including those being dynamically
transformed and clipped.
Filling of circles as well as concave and convex objects.

•

Filling of multiple overlapped and disjointed polygons that contain shapes
("islands") and/ or crossing sides ("bow ties").

Circle Generation
A circle order specifying a radius is provided to control the drawing of circles
outboard of the host in the processor.

Transformation and Clipping Feature
A two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) Transformation and
Clipping Feature (TCP) is available on the graphics system to perform such
graphics functions as scaling, clipping, rotation, translation, perspective, and
mapping of coordinates outboard of the host system.
The TCP integrates two-dimensional and three-dimensional functions into a
single definition, with the 2D and 3D orders common but for a few exceptions. In
general, the differences between 2D and 3D functions are the presence of the Z
coordinate in the graphic order data lists, the dimensions of the transformation
matrix when in 3D mode, and optional perspective operation.
(

:

\..._,,)
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Functions supported by TCF include:
•
•
•

•

Matrix loading/ storing facility
Matrix concatenation
Transformations
Translation
- Scaling
- Rotation
Clipping
- Nonperspective clipping (box)
- Perspective clipping (truncated pyramid)
Perspective
Window-to-viewport mapping
Additional stacking orders
Additional arithmetic orders

The basic function provided by TCF is to transform and clip coordinate values of
an image in world coordinate space and map them from a window in world
coordinates into a viewport in virtual image (coordinate) space to be displayed.
(See Figure 3-3.)
In a 3D application, the image is projected into a 2D window in world coordinates
before being mapped into the viewport. World coordinate space extends ±32K in
X, Y, and Z directions. (See Figure 3-4.) Virtual image space extends from 0 to
4095 in X and Y directions (see "Virtual Image Space" on page 3-27).
The TCF also provides additional orders to set clipping boundaries, transform
matrixes, and perspective viewpoint and viewport boundaries.
Hardware-gene rated character strings can be transformed (except for scaling of
the individual characters) and clipped by TCF (see "TCF Character Mode
Orders" on page 5-88). Programmable characters or markers, however, can be
transformed, clipped, and mapped (see "Programmable Character Set Descriptor
Record" on page 3-34).
Additional stack control orders and arithmetic orders are also provided by TCF.
Only the high-order 15 bits of the coordinate values are retained for TCF
calculations.
TCF Three-Dimensional Assumptions
The TCF 3D coordinate system is left-handed; that is, the value of an X
coordinate increases by moving from left to right, the value of a Y coordinate
increases by moving up, and the value of a Z coordinate increases by moving
away from the viewer into the device. Positive rotations are clockwise. The
projection or viewplane is the X-Y plane located at Z = 0. The perspective
viewpoint is on a negative Z axis and, for parallel projection, the direction of
projection is perpendicular to the view of the (X-Y) plane.
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Figure 3-3. 5080 Transformation and Clipping Feature Two-Dimensional (20) Coordinate Space
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Figure 3-4. 5080 Transformatio n and Clipping Feature Three-Dimensional (3D) Coordinate Space
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TCF Modes of Operation
The TCP operates in five TCP-unique modes in addition to the base system
modes, which continue to apply when TCP is active. The five TCP modes are
shown in the following table:
Mode

ON

OFF

M
p

Mapping

No mapping

Perspective

No perspective

D

Three-dimensional

Two-dimensional

T

Transformation

No transformation

c

Clipping

No clipping

TCP modes are controlled by bits 2 through 6 of attribute register 19 (see
"Attribute Register Control" on page 3-32 and "Attribute Control Orders" on
page 5-31), and may be set, changed, stored, or pushed into the stack by using the
GLATR, GSATR, or GPATR orders.
The default modes at power-on, system reset, selective (device) reset, and
GBGOP and GSRT order time are:

•
•

No transformation
Two-dimensional
No clipping
No perspective
No mapping

Trans/ormation Mode: In the transformation mode each point is transformed
under control of the transformation matrix. A 4-bit power-of-two exponent
called the scale factor is associated with each transformation matrix. The scale
factor is used only when scale-up is required (see "Number Representation" on
page B-1 for details of the transformation process).
If the transformation mode is off, points are not transformed. (See "Coordinate

Addressing for Lines and Markers" on page 3-27 for a description of the formats
of coordinate values for various transformation modes.)
Note: When the transformation mode is set, the current X-Y-Z position is not
changed.
Two-Dimensional Transformation Mode
In the 2D transformation mode, X and Y ceordinate values in the range from
-32768 through +32767 are recognized and processed by TCP. If relative
coordinates or conversion cause an X or Y coordinate value to exceed this
range, no overflow indication is given. Exceeding this range is handled by
wrapping from +32767 to -32768 and vice versa.

•

Three-Dimensional Transformation Mode
In the 3D transformation mode, TCP recognizes and processes the Z (or

\._)

depth) coordinate in addition to the X and Y coordinates. The range of Z
coordinates handled is the same as X and Y above.
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Clipping Mode: When the clipping mode is set, the functions performed depend
on the other TCP modes active at the time the coordinate data is processed.

•

No-Transformation Mode
In this case, the X,Y, and Z coordinates in virtual image space are compared
with the clipping rectangle set by the Load Clipping Boundaries (GLCB)
order.

Lines that lie entirely outside this rectangle are discarded (that is, not passed
to the raster generator). Lines that cross the edges of the rectangle are
clipped; in other words, only that part of the line that lies on or within the
rectangle is.represented in the image. Lines entirely inside the rectangle are
handled normally.
•

Two-Dimensional Transformation Mode
In this case, the posttransformation X-Y coordinates are compared with the
clipping rectangle set by the GLCB order.

Lines that lie entirely outside this rectangle are discarded (that is, not passed
to the raster generator). Lines that cross the edges of the rectangle are
clipped; in other words, only that part of the line that lies on or within the
rectangle is represented in the image. Lines entirely inside the rectangle are
handled normally.
•

Three-Dimensional Transformation, No Perspective Mode
In this case, the transformed X-Y-Z coordinates are compared against the
viewbox defined by the X, Y, and Z boundaries set by the GLCB order.

Lines that lie entirely outside this rectangle are discarded (that is, not passed
to the raster generator). Lines that cross the edges of the rectangle are
clipped; in other words, only that part of the line that lies on or within the
rectangle is represented in the image. Lines entirely inside the rectangle are
handled normally.
•

Three-Dimensional Transformation, Perspective Mode
In this case, the transform ed X-Y-Z coordinates are compared against the
view volume, a truncated pyramid. The apex of the pyramid is the perspective
viewpoint, the intersection of the pyramid and the X-Y viewplane is bounded
by X and Y clipping boundaries, and the pyramid is truncated by Z plane
clipping boundaries.

Lines that lie entirely outside this view volume are discarded. Lines that cross
the edges of the view volume are clipped; in other words, only that part of the
line that lies on or within the view volume is represented in the image. Lines
entirely inside the box are handled normally.
Perspective Mode: When perspective mode is specified, the viewpoint must also be
specified. The viewpoint constitutes the apex of the viewing pyramid, which is
expressed as a negative Z coordinate value. This value ranges from -2, the X-Y
viewplane (display screen), outward toward the viewer to a maximum negative
value of -32K. The viewline is assumed to lie through the center of the view
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volume. The image is projected on a window (bounded by X and Y clipping
values) in the viewplane by dividing the X and Y coordinates by a perspective
parameter derived from the viewpoint value and the Z coordinate values.
If no-perspective mode is specified, the viewpoint is at minus infinity and the view

volume is a rectangular box bounded by X, Y, and Z values of the clipping
boundaries. The image is projected on a window by simply dropping the Z
coordinate values.
Mapping Mode: In this mode, the X and Y values of the clipping boundary
defined by a Load Clipping Boundaries (GLCB) order are used to define a
rectangular window in world coordinate space. That portion of the image in
world coordinate space that falls within the window is mapped into a rectangular
viewport in virtual image space specified by a Load Viewport Boundaries
(GLVB) order. The mapping operation is a scale-translation operation. After
mapping, the X and Y coordinates are passed to the raster generator for drawing
of the image.
If the mapping mode is off, the 16-bit world coordinate values are truncated to 12

bits by dropping the 4 high-order bits; then they are passed to the raster
generator.
Hardware-generated characters ( CSID = X'OO' and X'04' to X'07') are discarded
if the character cell is not entirely within the viewport when in the mapping mode.
Note: The use of the new-line character code in conjunction with mapping to a
viewport is not supported and may give undesirable results.
(

\.._..)

I

Programmable character sets (CSID = X'08' to X'FE') in a data list following a
Draw Character (GDCHAR) order are transformed and clipped at the stroke
(incremental coordinate) level.
In no-clipping mode, all lines with endpoints in the range handled by TCP are

processed as in base mode (clipped at the virtual image space boundary). All
character data list entries, including "new-line" characters, are also treated as if in
base mode.
TCF Transformation, Clipping, and Mapping Scenario with Perspective
Figure 3-5 illustrates the transformation process provided by the TCP. The user's
data is provided in a pretransformation world coordinate space of ± 3 2K in X, Y,
and Z. The data may be scaled, rotated and translated into a coordinate system
that is, again, ±32K. This data can then be clipped to a user's specified set of
clipping boundaries; then, mapped to a two-dimensional window in X and Y. The
window is also within a ± 32K frame of reference.

u
(
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Finally, the data in the window may be mapped to a viewport in virtual image
space. The viewport is in the range of zero to 4K. After mapping, the X-Y
coordinates are passed to the raster generator for drawing of the images on the
display screen.
The example in Figure 3-5 shows a single viewport. However, multiple boundary
conditions and multiple viewports in various sections of the display could be
specified on the 5080 Graphics System.
TCF Pixel Arrays
The TCF does not operate on pixel arrays.
TCF Area Fill
The TCF provides a two-dimensional area fill capability only. If
three-dimensional mode is specified, area fill defaults to two-dimensional mode
and the Z coordinates are ignored.
When the TCF is installed and active, area fill operates on the posttransformation
coordinate data; that is, the fill is performed in "screen space." Only the screen
X-Y coordinates of the perimeter are accumulated. If pattern fill is specified, the
patterns are not transformed.
If the clipping mode is on, the area fill is clipped to the X-Y clipping boundaries
on the screen or the default. If the clipping mode is off, the area fill is not clipped
and the result of area fill boundaries going off the screen is indeterminate.

TCF Error Conditions
I

\._../

TCF-unique error conditions that can occur during TCF operation are:
•

TCF Matrix Element Overflow
This error condition occurs during a Load Transformation Matrix ( GLTM)
order if concatenation causes the resultant scale factor to exceed the
allowable value.
This error condition causes the display program to be terminated and a Unit
Check sent to the host system. Bit 7 of byte 1 is set in the sense data together
with bit 4 in byte 4 (see "Sense Information" on page 4-29).

•

Transformed Coordinates Overflow and Underflow
These error conditions occur when, while performing a transformation,
projection or mapping operation, a resultant coordinate value exceeds the
range of -32K to +32K. No overflow indication is given. Exceeding this
range is handled by wrapping from +32767 to -32768 and vice versa.

Graphics/3270/Setup Mode-Switching Considerations
There are three modes between which an operator may switch the graphics
processor:

•

Graphics mode
3270 mode (see Appendix D)
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•

Setup mode (see IBM 5 080 Graphics System: Operation and Problem
Determination, GA23-0 133)
\

Switching from one mode to another allows the operato r to perceive the graphics
system workstation as a 5080 graphics device, a 3270 type device, or a setup
input
device that allows specification and/ or modification of various 5080 system
parameters.

\___}

When the graphics processor is operating in a particular mode, that mode is
said to
be "active. " The "inactiv e" modes continue to function in backgro und (with
the
exception of setup) such that when any mode becomes "active, " the operato
r
correctly perceives that latest state of that mode.
The Jump Screen key must be pressed to switch the graphics processor from
graphics mode to 3270 mode or vice versa. The Setup key is pressed to change
from graphics mode or 3270 mode to setup mode. When changing from graphics
mode to either 3270 mode or setup mode, if no display program is running, the
mode change is executed immediately. If a display program is running, the
graphics processor waits until the display program stops normally (for example
, as
a result of a GBGOP or GSRT order) unless a Set Buffer Address Register and
Start (or Stop) command is received before the mode switch is performed.
When a mode switch back to graphics mode is made, the display program is
restarte d from the order following the GBGOP (or GSRT) order or the address
specified in the optional address word of the GBGOP order, when appropriate
(see "GBGO P-Begi n Order Processing" on page 5-7). If a Set Buffer Address
Register and Start command or Set Display Storage Address Register structur
ed
field followed by a Start Display Program structur ed field was the last comman
d
received by the graphics processor while 3270 mode or setup mode was active,
the
display program is restarted at the new address. If a Set Buffer Address Registe
r
and Stop command or a Stop Display Program structured field was the last
command received in 3270 mode or setup mode, the display program is not
restarted.
Each mode must use the frame buffers to generat e its own display. If a static
image was previously generat ed and is being maintai ned on the screen as a result
of specifying the frame buffer nonswitch mode on the GBGOP order or by
protecting a portion of an image by using a frame buffer mask in attribut e register
5 (see "GLAT R-Loa d Attribu te Register" on page 5-34), the static portion
of
the image will not reappea r when graphic mode is restored. To minimize this
problem, the graphics processor sets a mode switch indicator in attribut e register
10 when the display program is restarte d after a GBGOP order if a mode switch
occurred. Accordingly, if mode switching is to be allowed by your application,
be
certain to test the mode switch indicato r when your display program is restarte
d,
and, if it is on, regener ate the static portion of the image.

5085 Attachment to a 3258
Channel Command Set
When a 5085 Graphics Processor is attache d to a 3258 Channe l Control Unit,
the
5085 responds compatibly with the 3250 command set described in IBM 3250
Graphics Display System Component Description, GA33-3 037, except as otherwi
se
indicated in this document. See Appendix A for 3250-compatible channel
commands and graphic order descriptions.
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Although most processor functions can be used through attachment to a 325 8
using the 3250 channel command set, doing so results in a significant loss in
capability. These limitations are described below.

5085/3258 Attachment Function Limitations
Certain 5085 Graphics Processor functions are precluded or limited in scope when
the processor is attached to a 3258 because the functions are dependent on the
new channel commands and structured fields supported by the processor and the
5088 Graphics Channel Controller. These functions include the following:
•

Multiple display storage pages
The user is limited to the first page of display storage. Even if expansion
memory is installed, it cannot be accessed. Required page number
specifications in orders must be set to page number zero or a program error or
inconsistent results may occur. Orders of concern are:
GPAGE
GLSR
GBAPL
GMVBLK

•

Programmable character sets
The use of programmable character sets is prevented. When using the
GLATR order, the user is limited to the use of the system-defined fixed CSID
settings X'OO' or X'04' to X'OT in attribute registers 18 and 20.

•

Area fill
Area fill work areas cannot be defined. The area fill process is limited to
shapes whose edge control information can be contained in the 2K system
default area fill work area.

•

Loadable line patterns
The loading of user-defined line patterns is prevented. This limits the user to
four system-defined line types (Oto 3) that provide a 3250- compatible set of
line types. Accordingly, the user should limit line type specification in
attribute register 2 to values in the range 0 to 3. If a value representing a
loadable line pattern is set into attribute register 2 when using the GLATR
order, the line type displayed is defaulted to a solid line.

•

Loadable blink patterns
The loading of user-defined blink patterns is prevented. This limits the user
to the use of the two base blink patterns.
Sense data
Only 4 bytes of sense data can be returned to the host, restricting X-Y -Z
position retrieval to the GSDEVI order and limiting the level of error recovery
and problem determination that can be performed by the host and/ or host
application.
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Chapter 4. Channel Commands, Structured Fields, Instructions, and Status/Sense
Information

Channel Command Set
The 5080 Graphics System channel command set is described in this chapter and
consists of the following commands:

•
•
•

•

No-Operation
Read Manual Input
Read Memory Area
Select Read Memory Area
Select Write Memory Area
Sense
Sense ID
Set Mode
Write Memory Area
Write Structured

The 5088 Graphics Channel Controller, with the 5085 Graphics Processor, also
accepts and operates on the 3258 channel commands in the manner described in
IBM 3250 Graphics Display System Component Description, GA33-3037, except
as otherwise indicated in this document. (Also see Appendix A for
3250-compatible channel commands and graphic orders.)

Graphics Processor Memory Management Considerations
Processor storage (that is, the storage associated with the 5081 Display) is divided
into two or more memory areas, where memory areas X'FFFE' and X'FFFF' are
permanently assigned to display storage and the Memory Area Control Table,
respectively. (See ''System-Defined Memory Areas" on page 2-7.)
Display storage is divided into pages. In an environment in which user-defined
memory areas exist, the last page may be from 2K to 64K bytes in length. All
other pages other then the last page are 64 K bytes in length. The graphics
processor memory manager ensures that a minimum of 32K bytes is always
assigned to display storage (memory area X'FFFE').
The page number is defined in those Write Structured command structured fields
that specify display storage addresses. The display storage address for the device
is set by the last unpacked field of the most recent Write Structured command
structured field containing a page number and address.
Select Write Memory Area and Select Read Memory Area commands are used to
set the current transfer address for the subsequent write or read memory area
operation unless the addressed memory area is X'FFFF'. These commands do not
have any effect on the display storage address register set by the preceding
structured fields or the channel commands.
The default at processor power-on is page 0. The Branch Page (GBPAGE) order
does not change or set the current page in the display storage address register or
the current transfer address for channel commands.
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The commands Write Structured, Select Write Memory Area, Set Mode, Select
Read Memory Area, Read Memory Area, and Write Memory Area are accepted
by the 5088 controller only if addressed to a 5085 Graphics Processor. If
addressed to devices attached to a 3255, they are rejected by the controller with
the Command Reject bit set in the sense byte.

RS232C Attachm ent Feature Memory Management Considerations
As in the case of the processor storage associated with display storage, the storage
assigned to each RS232C Attachme nt Feature port is divided into memory areas.
Each port has two permanen t memory areas, X'FFFE' and X'FFFF', assigned to
its 16K buffer and Memory Area Control Table, respectively. This allows the
memory area commands Select Read Memory Area, Read Memory Area, Select
Write Memory Area, and Write Memory Area to function properly with the
RS232C Attachme nt Feature. Additional memory areas cannot be defined by the
user, however; if any of the memory area control structured fields are addressed
to an RS232C port, they are rejected with a structured field error.

Graphics Channel Controller Parity Checks
For all commands involving the transfer of data from the channel to the
controller, the controller parity checks the data bytes as they are received from
the channel interface. Detection of a channel bus-out parity error terminates the
operation to prevent the possible display of erroneous data. This is signaled to the
device as a Selective Reset request. Channel End, Device End, and Unit Check
status bits are generated and the Bus-Out Check bit is set in sense byte 0.
The commands (and their codes) supported by the controller and the processor
are:

5080 Graphics System Commands

Hex
Code

Type

Na-Opera tion
Read Manual Input
Read Memory Area
Select Read Memory Area
Select Write Memory Area
Sense
Sense ID
Set Mode
Write Memory Area
Write Structured

03
OE
OA
2B
FB
04
E4
F7
09
05

Control
Read
Read
Control
Control
Sense
Sense
Control
Write
Write

Notes

1
1
1

1
1
1

Notes:
1. These commands result in a Command Reject sense indication if issued to a
3255/Rele ase 1 device.

2. All other command codes except those defined in Appendix A may result in a
Command Reject sense indication.
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The following I/ 0 instructions, requests, and conditions are also supported:
•

•
•

•

Start I/0 (SIO)
Start I/O Fast Release (SIOF)
Test I/0 (TIO)
Halt I/O
Halt Device
Clear I/O
Selective Reset
System Reset
StackStatus
Command Chaining

Graphics Channel Controller Channel Commands
This section describes 5088 Graphics Channel Controller/5085 Graphics
Processor channel commands as implemented by the controller and processor.
(See Appendix A for descriptions of 3250-compatible commands.)

No-Operation
The No-Operation command performs no operation. It is an immediate command
and no data bytes are transferred. The status response is Channel End and
Device End status indications.

Read Manual Input

(

~/

}

The Read Manual Input command transfers alphanumeric or lighted program
function keyboard information to the channel. Pressing the alphanumeric
keyboard (ANK) ENTER or Cancel (Cncl) key, any program function key or
simulating these keys via a Begin Order Processing ( GBGOP) order causes the
Attention bit to be set in the status byte if the status and sense registers are clear.
The Attention status is passed from the processor to the controller at the first
opportunity. The controller passes the Attention status to the channel at the
earliest appropriate time, such as at the end of current channel operations, causing
a separate asynchronous I/ 0 interrupt.
When an ENTER key, Cancel key, or a program function key is pressed, the
keyboards remain logically locked until the channel program responds with a
Read Manual Input command to determine which key was pressed. This
command does not affect graphic order processing. The Read Manual Input
command or the pressing of the ANK Reset key resets the data and unlocks the
keyboards if they are locked. If there is no manual input data, the data returned is
zeros in the first 2 bytes and X'FF' in the third byte.
The Read Manual Input command provides Channel End and Device End
together.
When the graphics system is powered on, the manual input data is reset.
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Alphanumeric Keyboard (ANK)
If an alphanumeric keyboard ENTER or Cancel key caused the Attention status,

the processor sends 3 bytes to the channel in response to a Read Manual Input
command. Bits 0 and 1 of byte 0 are set to 10 to indicate that an alphanumeric
key was pressed. Bytes 1 and 2 always contain all zeros.
Byte 0

Byte 1

Byte 2

I 1Oec 0000 I 0000 0000 I 0000 0000 I
0

7

0

7

0

7

Notes:
1. Bits 0 and 1 of byte 0 are 10, indicating the response is from the
alphanumeric keyboard.
2. Bit 2 of byte 0 is 1 if the ENTER key caused the Attention status.
3.

Bit 3 of byte 0 is 1 if the Cancel key caused the Attention status.

4. All other bits of the 3 bytes are reset to zero.
Lighted Program Function Keyboard (LPFK)
If the lighted program function keyboard caused the Attention status, the

processor sends 3 bytes to the channel in response to the Read Manual Input
command. Bits 0 and 1 of byte 0 are set to 01 to indicate that one of the 32
LPFK keys has been pressed. Byte 1contains a5-bit binary code that
corresponds to the number of the key.
Byte 0

Byte 1

Byte 2

I0100 0000 I 000 key code I 1111 1111 I
0

7

0 23

7

0

7

Notes:
1. Bits 0 and 1 of byte 0 are 01, indicating the response is from the LPFK. The
remaining bits of byte 0 are reset to zeros.
2.

The relationship of the key code in byte 1 to the pressed key is:
Pressed
Key

Key Code
(Bits 3-7)

0
1

00000
00001

30

11110
11111

31

3. Byte 2 is set to X'FF'.
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ANK Program Function (PF) Keys
If an alphanumeric keyboard (ANK) program function (PF) key caused the

Attention status, the processor sends 3 bytes to the channel in response to the
Read Manual Input command. Bits 0 and 1 of byte 0 are set to 01 and bit 4 of
byte 0 is set to 1 to indicate that one of the 24 program function keys has been
pressed. Byte 1containsa5-bit binary code that corresponds to the number of
the key.
Byte 0

Byte 1

Byte 2

I 0100 0000 I 000 key code I 11111111 I
0

7

0 23

7

0

7

Notes:
1. Bits 0 and 1 of byte 0 are 01 and bit 4 of byte 0 is 1, indicating the response
is from an ANK PF key. The remaining bits of byte 0 are reset to zero.
2.

The relationship of the key code in byte 1 to the pressed key is:
Pressed
Key

u
3.

Key Code
(Bits 3-7)

1
2

00000
00001

24

10111

The user may choose to treat a response from the ANK PF keys as coming
from a unique input source of 24 keys. Optionally, by ignoring the setting of
bit 4 of byte 0, the user may treat a response from the ANK PF keys as an
alternative LPFK input source of 24 keys, regardless of whether an LPFK is
configured at the graphics system.

Read Memory Area
The Read Memory Area command defines the data input area address in the host
system's memory and then transfers data from the controller to the System/370
channel. A Select Read Memory Area command must precede and be executed in
the graphics processor to read the data block from the memory area to the
controller before the Read Memory Area command is processed. If the previous
command is not a Select Read Memory Area command, the Read Memory Area
command is not processed and the command is terminated with Channel End,
Device End, and Unit Check bits set in the status byte and a Command Reject bit
(byte 0, bit 0) set in the sense byte. This command does not update the current
transfer address of the memory area referred to.

(
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The length of the data block transmitted by executing the Read Memory Area
command is equal to the lesser of the counts in this command and the preceding
Select Read Memory Area command. If the Select Read Memo~y Area command
count is greater than the Read Memory Area command count, the excess data is
not held in the controller after the end of the Read Memory Area command. If
the Select Read Memory Area command count is not equal to the Read Memory
Area command count value, an incorrect length is indicated if the SLI bit is off.
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If a 5085 hardware error occurs during the read operation, the command is
terminated with Device End and Unit Check bits set in the status byte, and
Hardware Error (byte 1, bit 4) and Memory Error (byte 5, bit 0) set in the sense
byte.

A Read Memory Area command chained from a Select Read Memory Area
command returns a Channel End status indication at the end of data transfer,
followed by a separate Device End status indication.

Select Read Memory Area
The Select Read Memory Area command transfers a block of data from a
processor memory area to the controller. The memory area is identified by a
name (identifier). The identifier of the memory area, 2 flag bytes, address of the
data block to be transmitted (that is, data block offset), and the size of the data
block are defined in a 10-byte field transmitted from the System/370 channel.
The format of these 10 bytes is:
Bytes 0-1
Byte 2

Byte 3

Bytes 4-7
Bytes 8-9

Memory area identifier
Common flags
Bit 0
Data block offset validity
Bits 1-7 Reserved
Memory area type-dependen t flags
Bit 0
Read to the cursor indicator for type X'02'
Bit 1
Read cursor address indicator for type X'02'
Bits 2- 7 Reserved
Data block offset
Data block count

Memory Area Identifier: The memory area identifier (bytes 0 and 1) specifies a

predefined memory area (see "Memory Areas" on page 2-6).
Common Flags: The functions defined for the common flags (byte 2) apply in the
same manner to all memory area types.

Bit 0 of the common flag byte is the validity bit. If this bit is zero, bytes 4 through
7 contain a valid data block offset. If this bit is 1, the contents of bytes 4 through
7 are ignored and the current transfer address is used to define the start of the
data block to be transmitted.
If the memory area identifier is X'FFFF', these flags are ignored.
·Memory Area Type-Dependent Flags: The functions defined for the memory area

type-dependen t flag (byte 3) depend on the type of the addressed memory area.
The meaning of bits 0 and 1 when the memory area type is X'02' (display storage)
is:
•

Bit 0 = 1 : The transfer of data from display storage to the controller is
terminated when either the number of the data bytes transferred is equal to
the value of the count field or a display storage location to which the cursor is
assigned is enconntered.
Bit 0 = 0: The transfer of data from display storage to the controller is
terminated when the number of the data bytes transferred is equal to the
value of the count field.
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Bit 1 = 1: A 4-byte offset of the cursor is transferred to the controller. The
values of bit 0 of byte 2, bit 0 of byte 3, and bytes 4 through 7 are ignored.
•

Bit 1

= 0:

Normal Select Read Memory Area command operation.

Data Block Of/set: Data block offset (bytes 4 through 7) is a 4-byte field that
specifies the address of the first byte of the data block to be transmitted. This is
not an absolute processor memory address; it is the relative address of the first
byte of the data block with respect to the beginning of the memory area. Data
block offset values range from 0 through n, where n is the number of 2K blocks
assigned to the specified memory area times (x) 2048 bytes minus 1. If the
validity bit is zero, the data block offset is added to the starting address of the
memory area by the processor to generate the current transfer address (see
"Memory Area Control Table" on page 2-11). The value of the current transfer
address in the Memory Area Control Table is not replaced by the contents of the
data block offset field if the validity bit is 1.
Data Block Count: The data block count field (bytes 8 and 9) contains the length,
in bytes, of the data block to be transmitted. The maximum allowable value is
32,768.

I
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When the processor receives a Select Read Memory Area command, the data is
sent to the controller. The value of the current transfer address in the Memory
Area Control Table is incremented as data is read from the memory area. The
controller stores the data. It does not send it across the channel to the host
system until the data is fetched from the controller to the CPU by a chained Read
Memory Area command. If no command is chained or the chained command is
not a Read Memory Area command, the data stored in the controller is not
retained.
The length of the data transmitted to the controller in response to a Select Read
Memory Area command is determined by the data count passed by that
command. The data transmitted across the interface in response to a subsequent
chained Read Memory Area command is the smaller of the channel control word
(CCW) count fields in that Read Memory Area command and the data count
passed by the preceding Select Read Memory Area command. Incorrect length
(generated by the channel if the SLI bit is off) is returned with the chained Read
Memory Area command if the preceding Select Read Memory Area command
passed a different count value. A Read Memory Area command chained to a
Select Read Memory Area command returns a Channel End status indication at
the end of data transfer, followed by a separate Device End.
If the Select Read Memory Area command count is greater than the channel Read

Memory Area command count, the excess data is not held in the controller after
the end of the Read Memory Area command. In other words, it is not possible to
command-chain multiple Read Memory Area commands to pick up data from a
single Select Read Memory Area command.
Note: Data chaining may be used to transfer data betweell: the System/370 CPU
and the channel, as data chaining is a channel function and not a control unit
(controller) function.

u
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Channel End and Device End status indications are returned separately for the
Select Read Memory Area command. Channel End is presented when the
command and the count value are accepted by the controller. Device End is
presented when the requested data is stored in the controller and the dialogue
between the controller and the processor is complete.
The following exception conditions cause Device End and Unit Check to be
presented. Sense byte 1, bit 7 (Program Error) is set to 1. The exception
conditions are:
•

The addressed memory area does not exist; that is, the memory area has not
been defined previously by a Define Memory Area or Rename Memory Area
structured field and is neither memory area X'FFFF' nor X'FFFE'.

•

The data block offset is larger than the size of the addressed memory area or
the data block offset plus the data block count exceeds the size of the memory
area (that is, wrap would have occurred). If the latter is true, sense byte 4, bit
6 (Invalid Memory Area Address) is also set on. The current location is not
changed.

The following exception condition causes Device End and Unit Check to be
presented and sense byte 0, bit 0 (Command Reject) to be set to 1.
•

Length of the data associated with the command is less than 10.

If the processor is busy processing the data for more than the device working

timeout period (about 3 seconds), Device End and Unit Check are presented and
Device Working Timeout (sense byte 4, bit 1) is set.
,

Any Unit Check status error causes chaining to be broken. The integrity of the
data in the controller is not guaranteed under these circumstances.
If a hardware error occurs during a read operation, the Select Read Memory Area

command is terminated with Device End and Unit Check bits set in the status
byte and Hardware Error (byte l, bit 4) and Memory Error (byte 5, bit 0) set in
the sense bytes.

Notes:
1. A Read Memory Area command chained to a Select Read Memory Area
command addressing memory area X'FFFF' can be used by the application
program to obtain the hexadecimal image of a segment of, or the entire,
Memory Area Control Table.
2. If the value of the data block count field exceeds 32, 768 bytes, the Select
Read Memory Area command is rejected with Device End and Unit Check
status indications; and Command Reject (sense byte 0, bit 0) is set.
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Select Write Memory Area
The Select Write Memory Area command selects a processor memory area for
subsequent write operations. The name of the memory area (memory area
identifier), a flag byte, the address of a location within the named memory area
from which the writing is to start, and the size of the data to be written are
transmitted from the channel in a 10-byte field in the following format:
Bytes 0-1
Byte 2

Byte 3
Bytes 4-7
Bytes 8-9

Memory area identifier
Common flags
Bit 0 Data block offset validity
Bits 1-7 Reserved
Reserved
Data block offset
Data block count

Memory Area Identifier: The memory area identifier (bytes 0 and 1) specifies a
predefined memory area (see "Memory Areas" on_ page 2-6).
Common Flags: The functions defined for the common flags (byte 2) apply in the
same manner to all memory area types.

Bit 0 of the common flag byte is the validity bit. If this bit is zero, bytes 4 through
7 contain a valid data block offset. If this bit is 1, the contents of bytes 4 through
7 are ignored and the current transfer address is used to define the address where
the first byte of the data block to be transmitted is to be stored.
Data Block Of/set: Data block offset (bytes 4 through 7) is a 4-byte field that

specifies the address of where the first byte of the data block to be transmitted is
to be stored. This is not an absolute memory address; it is the relative address of
the first byte of the data block with respect to the beginning of the memory area.
Data block offset values range from 0 through n, where n is the number of 2K
blocks assigned to the specified memory area times (x) 2048 bytes minus 1. If the
validity bit is zero, the data block offset is added to the memory area starting
address contained in the Memory Area Control Table to generate the current
transfer address (see "Memory Area Control Table" on page 2-11). If the
validity bit is 1, the value of the current transfer address in the Memory Area
Control Table is not changed.
Data Block Count: The data block count field (bytes 8 and 9) contains the length,
in bytes, of the data block to be transmitted. The maximum allowable value is
65,536.

The Select Write Memory Area command initializes the current transfer address
of the memory area.
Channel End and Device End status indications are returned separately for the
Select Write Memory Area command.
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An exception condition causes Device End and Unit Check to be presented; the
current transfer address is not changed. Sense byte 1, bit 7 (Program Error) is set
to 1. The exception conditions are:
•

The addressed memory area does not exist; that is, the memory area has not
been defined previously by a Define Memory Area or Rename Memory Area
structured field and is neither memory area X'FFFF' nor X'FFFE'.

•

The addressed memory area is a read-only memory area.
The data block offset is larger than the size of the addressed memory area or
the data block offset plus the data block count exceeds the size of the memory
area (that is, wrap would have occurred). If the latter is true, sense byte 4, bit
6 (Invalid Memory Area Address) is also set on. The current location is not
changed.

The following exception condition causes Device End and Unit Check status bits....
to be presented and sense byte 0, bit 0 (Command Reject) to be set to 1.
Length of the data associated with the command is less than 10.
If the processor is busy processing the data for more than the device working

timeout period (about 3 seconds), Device End and Unit Check status bits are
presented and sense byte 4, bit 1 (Device Working Timeout) is set.
Any Unit Check status error causes chaining to be broken.

Sense
'

The Sense command obtains data relative to the status of the addressed device. It
can be issued by the host system at any time, but is usually the response to a Unit
Check status. When a Sense command is issued at any other time and status is
pending for another device on the controller, the controller responds with Busy
and Status Modifier at initial selection.
The amount of sense data returned depends on the type of device, controller, and
mode setting (see "Sense Information" on page 4-29). The error indicator
portions of the sense data are reset following successful completion of this
command. Additional· conditions for the resetting of sense data are defined in
"Sense Information."
Selections to other devices are allowed while one or more devices are in a Sense
command pending state, because the controller maintains the sense data
individually by device.
The Sense command provides Channel End and Device End together.
Determining X-Y-Z Position

The host system, when communicating with a 5085 Graphics Processor attached
to a 5088 Graphics Channel Controller, may retrieve the X-Y-Z position registers
associated with the display by issuing a Sense channel command in response to a
pick detect or at any other time. See "X-Y-Z Position Registers" on page 3-6 and
Appendix C for details.
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This technique for retrieving position registers should be used in lieu of the
3250-compatible Read X-Y Position Registers channel command when writing
5080 system applications when attached to a 5088 Graphics Channel Controller.

/

Sense ID
The Sense ID command initiates the transfer of 7 bytes of data to the channel.
These bytes contain the control unit type and model number, and device type and
model number, of the addressed device. The controller accepts this command
regardless of the type and state of any attached devices. Channel End and
Device End status bits are returned together.
The device type and model number reflect the last known powered-up device
attached to that controller address. In the case of a device address for which no
device had ever powered up, the device type and model number are not valid.
The valid Sense ID values in hexadecimal representation are:
Bytes

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

5085 Device

FF

50

88

00

50

85

00

3255 Device

FF

50

88

00

32

55

00

Set Mode
The Set Mode command transfers, to the processor, 2 bytes of data that are
retained in the processor on a device basis. Channel End and Device End status
indications are returned separately. If either zero or 1 byte is passed from the
channel to the controller, the command is not executed and is terminated with
separate Channel End and Device End/Unit Check status, and Command Reject
(byte 0, bit O) is set in the sense data. If the count field in the CCW specifies
more than 2 bytes, an incorrect length is indicated, unless the SLI bit is on in the

Li

ccw.

The following two values are defined for processor use:
X'OOFO'-Indi cates that only sense bytes 0-3 are to be retrieved by the
controller. This is the default mode.
•

X'OOFE'-Indi cates that the full complement of sense bytes is to be retrieved
by the controller.

All other values are reserved for future use.

Write Memory Area

L)
I

The Write Memory Area command causes the data received from the channel to
be placed into the consecutive locations of a memory area selected by the
preceding Select Write Memory Area command. The Write Memory Area
command should be chained to the Select Write Memory Area command. The
write operation starts at the memory area current transfer .address, which is either
taken directly from the Memory Area Control Table (validity bit= 1) or is
calculated by adding the starting ·address of the memory area to the data block
offset parameter of the Select Write Memory Area (validity bit= 0). The length
of the data stored in the memory area by executing the Write Memory Area
command is equal to the lesser of the counts in this command and the preceding
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Select Write Memory Area command. The command is terminated normally,
even when the counts do not match, if the SLI bit is on. The memory area current
transfer address is updated appropriately at the end of the write operation.
Note: When the target memory area is the display storage (memory area
X'FFFE'), the write operation does not affect either the display storage address
register (DSAR) or the regeneration address register (RAR).
The exception conditions that may be encountered during Write Memory Area
command processing are given below.
If the previous command is not a Select Write Memory Area command, the

Write Memory Area command is not processed and the command is
terminated with Device End and Unit Check bits set in the status bytes and
the Command Reject bit (byte 0, bit 0) set in the sense bytes.
•

If a 5085 hardware error occurs during the write operation, the Write Memory

Area command is terminated with Device End and Unit Check bits set in the
status byte and byte 1, bit 4 (Hardware Error) and byte 5, bit 0 (Memory
Error) set in the sense bytes.
If the maximum number ( 48) of character sets allowed is exceeded while

writing in a programmable character set type memory area, the command is
terminated with Device End and Unit Check bits set in the status byte, and
sense byte 1, bit 7 (Program Error) set to 1.
•

If a memory area type-dependent data error is encountered during the

processing of a programmable character set type memory area, the command
is terminated with Device End and Unit Check bits set in the status byte, and
sense byte 1, bit 7 (Program Error) set to 1.
If the processor is busy processing the data for more than the device working

timeout period (about 3 seconds), Device End and Channel End status bits are
presented and sense byte 4, bit 1 (Device Working Timeout) is set.
A Write Memory Area command chained to a Select Write Memory Area
command returns Channel End and Device End status bits separately at the end
of data transfer.
Note: Incorrect Length (IL) is always returned if the SLI bit is off.

Write Structured
The Write Structured command transmits a block of data from the host system to
the processor. A block of data can be a maximum of 512 bytes in length. Each
block can contain one or more structured fields describing changes to be made to
display storage and/ or commands to the graphics system.
This command is executed whether or not the addressed device is executing a
display program (display program running).
A Write Structured command buffer, separate from display storage, stores the
structured data transmitted by a Write Structured command until processing is
completed. The display storage address register is not changed by transmission to
the Write Structured command buffer.
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If a Bus-Out Check bit is detected, the controller prevents the processor from

starting the unpack process.
Note: The controller is not aware of the contents of the data block.

Channel End and Device End status bits are returned separately for the Write
Structured command. Channel End is presented as soon as the data transmission
is completed between the channel and the controller; Device End is presented
when the structured fields (that is, the last structured field) transmitted by the
command have been processed. The processor will be busy until the structured
fields have been processed. If an error occurs while a field is being processed,
further fields are not processed and Device End/Unit Check status is returned. A
following Sense command returns a structured field error in sense byte 1, bit 7
(Program Error) and byte 4, bit 0 (Structured Field Error); and sense bytes 2 and
3 contain the address of the first byte of the structured field in error, where the
address origin is the beginning of the data block transmitted with the Write
Structured command.
If insufficient data to complete unpacking is sent, the processor returns a
structured field error. If more than 512 bytes are transmitted, the data wraps in

the structured field buffer and indicates a structured field error at the end of link
transfer. In this event, the structured field error in the sense data indicates a
count of X'OOOO'. The controller continues to transfer data across the link until
the channel count is exhausted.
If the processor is busy unpacking for more than the device working timeout

period (about 3 seconds), Device End and Channel End status bits are presented,
and sense byte 4, bit 1 (Device Working Timeout) is set.

Structured Fields
Message blocks sent using the Write Structured command are sets of one or more
structured fields. Each structured field is at least 6 bytes long in the following
format:
0

2
4

Length
Type

I

Reserved

1

Code

= 00

6
Data
(variable length)

n

Length: The 2-byte length subfield is a 16-bit positive integer that defines the
total length of the structured field in bytes. This count includes the 2-byte length
subfield itself. It can have a minimum value of 6 and a maximum value of 512. If
the controller does not transfer at least 6 bytes or transfers more than 512 bytes, a
structured field error is indicated and sense bytes 2 and 3 are set to zero,
indicating that no unpacking has been attempted.
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Type/ Code: The type/ code values defined in "Summary of Structured Field
Codes and Types" on page 4-24 are the only valid structured field type/code
values. All other values are reserved and, if used, result in structured field error
indications.
•

Type
The 1-byte type subfield is always set to X'7 l '.

•

Code
The 1-byte code subfield defines the nature of the accompanying data and is,
in effect, a command for the processor. The permissible values of the code
subfield are defined in "Summary of Structured Field Codes and Types" on
page 4-24. Other values result in a structured field error.

Reserved: This 2-byte field is reserved and should always be X'OOOO'. Any other
value results in a structured field error.
Data: The data subfield may be between zero and 506 bytes in length. Proper
interpretation of this subfield is based on the value in the accompanying code
subfield. The maximum length of a Write Structured command data transmission
is 512 bytes. Any number of structured fields may be contained in this data
block, providing the sum of the lengths of the individual structured fields is equal
to the sum of the lengths specified in the headers of the structured fields and to
the transmission count. Violation of these rules results in a structured field error.

The following sections describe the structured field codes and formats supported
in the base processor. For all fields, if the length is less than 6 bytes (or less than
the minimum specified for each code), a structured field error is indicated; sense
bytes 2 and 3 indicate the address of the first byte of the structured field in error.
The unpacking process always works from the length defined in the field for all
codes and does not rely on fixed lengths. If the length exceeds the required value,
the extra bytes are discarded by the graphics system. A structured field error is
indicated if the count exceeds 512.

Memory Area Control Structured Fields
This section describes the structured fields used to control processor memory area
management.
Define Memory Area
The Define Memory Area structured field defines a memory area and its
associated type and allocates one or more 2K blocks of storage to it. The format
of the Define Memory Area structured field is:
12

0

X'41'

2

X'71'

4

Reserved= X'OOOO'

6

Memory Area ID

8

Memory Area Type

10

Memory Area Size

12
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Memory area ID

u

Memory area ID is a 2-byte number. (For definitions of this parameter, see
"User-Defined Memory Areas" on page 2-7 .)
Memory area type
This 2-byte field contains the memory area type code to be assigned to the
defined memory area. The graphics processor records this code in the
Memory Area Control Table (see "Memory Area Control Table" on page
2-11) for use in processing subsequent define requests and memory
management commands.
Valid memory area type codes are:
X'0003' =Programmab le character set
X'0004' =Area fill work area
Note that the graphics processor discards the high-order byte, which must
always be zero, storing only the low-order byte in the Memory Area Control
Table.
Memory area size
Memory area size is a 2-byte binary number that specifies the size of the
storage partition to be allocated to this memory area and assigned to the
memory area storage pool. It is specified in the number of contiguous 2K
blocks of display storage.

u

The conditions that cause a structured field error are:
The memory area ID is not valid; where an invalid memory area ID is a
memory area ID that matches that of an existing memory area or the ID
equals X'FFFF', X'FFFE', or X'OOOO' (which is a reserved memory area ID).
The memory area type is not valid (type code=X'02' or type code=X'04' if a
memory area of type area fill work space already exists) or if type code is not
in the range X'03' to X'05'.
The requested number of contiguous 2K blocks of storage is not available in
the memory area pool.
•

The Memory Area Control Table is full; all entries are assigned; no more
areas may be defined.
Satisfying the defined request would reduce the display storage assigned to
the graphic device to less than 32K bytes. This is not allowed.

(

i

~

The next available storage partition that will satisfy a request for type = area
fill work area crosses a 64K boundary in system memory. This would cause
inconsistent results in the area fill process. Accordingly, the user should
attempt to define another area. This may be done by first examining the
Memory Area Control Table and reserving the appropriate number of 2K
blocks or performing another required Define Memory Area of another type
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that will force the next allocation to begin beyond the 64K boundary. If this
cannot be accomplished, the Define Memory Area structured field request
may have to be resequenced.
Note: If a Define Memory Area structured field with type=programm able
character set is processed and the assigned partition of storage crosses a 64 K
system memory boundary in the processor, no error is reported. However, if an
individual programmable character set definition in the 1-byte case or segment
definition in the 2-byte case crosses a 64K system memory boundary, the results
of the character generation are undefined for that definition. Accordingly, the
user must determine whether or not the resultant programmable character set load
crosses a 64K boundary, and, if it does, must strategically arrange the definitions
on either side of the boundary. In addition, the length field of the last character
set or segment definition must be adjusted to include any unused space between
the end of the last definition on the lower side of the 64K boundary and the first
definition on the upper side of the 64K boundary or a PCS integrity check (that
is, a program error) will result.
Rename Memory Area
The Rename Memory Area structured field changes the memory area identifier
and memory area type of an existing memory area. The new memory area is
allocated the same number of 2K blocks of storage at the same processor storage
location as the old memory area. The format of the Rename Memory Area
structured field is:
0

12

I

2

X'71'

4

Reserved = X'OOOO'

6

Old Memory Area ID

8

New Memory Area ID

10

New Memory Area Type

X'42'

12
Old memory area ID and new memory area ID
Old memory area ID and new memory area ID are 2-byte numbers. (For
definitions of these parameters, see "User-Defined Memory Areas" on page
2-7.)
New memory area type
This 2-byte field contains the memory area type code to be assigned to the
renamed memory area. The graphics processor records this code in the
Memory Area Control Table (see "Memory Area Control Table" on page
2-11) for use in processing subsequent define requests and memory
management commands.
Valid memory area type codes are:
X'0003' =Programmab le character set
X'0004' = Area fill work area
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Note that the graphics processor discards the high-order byte, which must
always be zero, storing only the low-order byte in the Memory Area Control
Table.

~)

The conditions that cause a structured field error are:
The old memory area ID is not valid; where an invalid old memory area ID is
a memory area that does not exist or the ID equals X'FFFF', X'FFFE' or
X'OOOO'. (Memory area X'OOOO' is reserved.)
The new memory area ID is not valid; where an invalid new memory area ID
is a memory area ID that matches the ID of an existing memory area or the ID
equals X'FFFF', X'FFFE', or X'OOOO'.
The new memory area type is not valid (type code=X'02' display storage) or
is not in the range X'03' to X'05'.
The new memory area type = area fill work area and the assigned storage
partition crosses a 64K boundary in system memory. This will cause
inconsistent results in the area fill process. An attempt should be made to
"define" a new memory area for the area fill work area.
•

The new memory area type = area fill work area and an area fill work area
already exists.

Delete Memory Area

u

The Delete Memory Area structured field deletes an existing memory area from
the Memory Area Control Table and the memory area storage pool, and returns
the storage partition assigned to it to display storage. After this structured field is
processed, any reference to the deleted memory area is invalid. The format of the
Delete Memory Area structured field is:

0

1

8

I

2

X'71'

X'46'

4

Reserved= X'OOOO'

6

Memory Area ID

8
•

Memory area ID
The memory area ID is a 2-byte number identifying a defined memory area.
(For a definition of this parameter, see "User-Defined Memory Area" on
page 2-7.)

The condition that causes a structured field error is:
The memory area ID is not valid; where an invalid memory area ID is a
memory area that does not exist or the ID equals X'FFFE', X'FFFF', or
X'OOOO'.
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Set Display Storage Address Register
The Set Display Storage Address Register structured field sets the display storage
address register for the addressed device at the processor. Display program
processing is not affected. The format of this structured field is:
0

10

I

\,·\J
~

1

2

X'71'

4

Reserved

6

Page Number

8

Display Storage Address

X'17'

= X'OOOO'

10

The Set Display Storage Address Register structured field does not affect the
current transfer address of any memory area, including memory area X'FFFE'
(display storage). The display storage address register is used to hold the starting
address for a subsequent Start Display Program structured field for a subsequent
Read Buffer, Write Buffer, or Insert Cursor channel command.
Minimum length is 10 (X'OA'); if the length is greater, additional bytes are
discarded by the processor, although the command is executed.
Page number
Valid processor page numbers are X'OOOO' to X'OOlO'. (See "Display Storage
Page Numbering' ' on page 3-2 for information on determining valid page
numbers on your processor.) A structured field error is indicated and the
command is not executed if the page number is not valid for your processor.
Note: Only page number X'OOOO' is valid for the RS232C Attachment
Feature.

Display storage address
This display storage address field contains the address within the specified
page and can range from 0 to 65,535. If the address is not a valid address
within the page (the page is less than 64K bytes in length), a structured field
error is indicated.

Start Display Program
The Start Display Program structured field starts the display program at the
current display storage address register setting. If the display program is stopped,
this structured field starts it without resetting or modifying the attribute registers,
stack registers, or any other information relating to the processor state, except for
the condition code registers. If the display program is already running, this
structured field does not become effective until a Begin Order Processing
(GBGOP) or a Start Regeneratio n Timer (GSRT) order is executed. If an
interrupt stops the display program before the GBGOP or GSRT order becomes
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effective (including execution of a GEOP order), the pending Start Display
Program structured field is discarded.

u

0

6

I

1

2

X'71'

4

Reserved=X'OOOO'

X'27'

6

Stop Display Program
The Stop Display Program structured field causes display program processing to
stop immediately. The display storage address register is set to the next sequential
address following the last executed order.
0

6

I

1

2

X'71'

4

Reserved = X'OOOO'

X'07'

6

Note: If the display program is already stopped, the Stop Display Program
structured field performs no operation at the processor.

Sound Alarm

I

:

~I

The Sound Alarm structured field activates, for a short period, a single-stroke
audible alarm at the selected graphics system workstation. The format of the
outbound field is:
0

6 (minimum)

2

X'71'

4

Reserved = X'OOOO'

I

1

X'OB'

6

Lighted Program Function Keyboard (LPFK) Indicator Structured Fields
The lighted program function keyboard (LPFK) has 32 keys, each backlit by a
lamp. These indicators can be set on or off individually using the following
structured fields.

u
I

.
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Set All Indicators
The Set All Indicators structured field ·sets all 32 indicators either on or off
according to the user-defin ed 32-bit lamp specificati on (lampspec ) in the data
field.

0

6 +Data

I

2

X'71'

4

Reserved = X'OOOO'

6

32-bit
lampspec

1

X'lB'

10
•

32-bit lamp specificati on
If a bit is 1 in the lampspec, an indicator is turned on. If a bit is zero in the
lampspec, an indicator is turned off.

Set Selected Indicators On
The Set Selected Indicators On structured field allows users to set only the
selected indicators on without affecting the settings of the other indicators .

0

6 +Data

I

2

X'71'

4

Reserved = X'OOOO'

6

32-bit
lampspec

1

X'2B'
I

I\
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10
•

32-bit lamp specificati on
If a bit is 1 in the lampspec, an indicator is turned on. If a bit is zero in the
lampspec, there is no change to the associated indicator.

Set Selected Indicators Off
The Set Selected Indicators Off structured field resets the selected indicators only.

0

6 +Data

I

2

X'71'

4

Reserved = X'OOOO'

6

32-bit
lampspec

1

X'3B'

10
•

32-bit lamp specificati on
If a bit is 1 in the lampspec, an indicator is turned off. If a bit is zero in the
lampspec, there is no change to the associated indicator.
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32-Bit Lamp Specification
The 32-bit lamp specification (lampspec) is associated with the 4 data bytes as
follows:

(

'"'-)

Bit Position
Byte

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

2

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

3

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

Note: If the length of one of the LPFK indicator structured fields specifies more
than 10 bytes, additional data is ignored. If the length specifies less than 10
bytes, only the corresponding lamps are affected.
The operation of the LPFK indicator structured fields does not affect graphic
order processing.

Cursor Operation Structured Fields
Each graphics system has a single cursor address register (CAR). This register,
when nonnull, positions an alphanumeric cursor at the location in the display
program that is to receive the next character entered from the keyboard.
Set Cursor Address Register
The Set Cursor Address Register structured field sets the cursor address register
and, in so doing, enables alphanumeric input from the addressed location if it
represents an unprotected field in display storage.
0

10 (minimum)

2

X'71'

4

Reserved

6

Page Number

8

Display Storage Address

I

1

X'OF'

= X'OOOO'

10
Page number
Valid process,or page numbers are X'OOOO to X'OOlO'. (See "Display Storage
Page Numbering" on page 3-2 for information on determining valid page
numbers for your processor.) A structured field error is indicated and the
command is not executed if the page number is not valid for your processor.
Display storage address
This display storage address field contains the address within the specified
page and can range from 0 to 65,535. If the address is not a valid address
within the page (the page is less than 64K bytes in length), a structured field
error is indicated.
A structured field error is indicated if the page number is invalid.
Chapter 4. Channel Commands, Structured Fields, Instructions, and Status/Sense Information
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Reset Cursor Address Register
The Reset Cursor Address Register structured field resets the cursor address
register.
0

6 (minimum)

2

X'71'

4

Reserved= X'OOOO'

I

I
I

1

X'lF'

6

This structured field sets the cursor address register to null (no cursor).

Load Blinking Patterns
Blinking patterns (BPs) control the rate at which lines, circles, and so on, blink on
the display screen.
Eight BPs (0 to 7) are supported by the processor, allowing the user
simultaneously to blink different portions of the same image at different rates.
Each BP is 2 bytes long and takes the form of a 16-bit binary number. The first
two BPs (0 and 1) are system-defined and cannot be changed by the user. The
remaining six BPs (2 to 7) can be changed by the user through the use of the
Load Blinking Patterns structured field.
The format of the Load Blinking Patterns structured field is:
0

8 +Length (Data)

2

X'71'

4

Reserved = X'OOOO'

6

X'OO'

I
I

1

X'FS'
1st BP

8

Data
(in blocks of 2 bytes)

20

Data is loaded into the graphics system such that the first 2 bytes are assigned to
the BP indicated by the first BP byte. Loading continues with each successive
group of 2 bytes assigned to the next sequential BP until the data is exhausted. If
the last BP is reached before the count is exhausted, the loading continues at BP
2; that is, the operation wraps. BPs 0 and 1 cannot be changed from their default
values. Valid values for the last first BP byte are from 2 to 7. (The formats and
meanings of BPs are defined in "Attribute Control Orders" on page 5-31.)
A structured field error is indicated if:
•
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The first BP is 0 or 1 or greater than 7.
The count is not 8 plus a multiple of 2.
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Load Line Patterns
Line patterns (LPs) allow the user to specify the format of the lines to be used
when drawing lines, markers, circles, and so on, on the display screen.

Sixteen LPs ( 0 to 15) are supported by the processor, allowing the user to employ
up to 16 different line types in the same image. The first four LPs (0-3) are
system-defined and cannot be changed by the user. The remaining 12 LPs ( 4 to
15) can be changed by the user through the use of the Load Line Patterns
structured field.
The format of the Load Line Patterns structured field is:
0

8 +Length (Data)

2

X'71'

4

Reserved

6

X'OO'

I

1

X'Fl'

= X'OOOO'

I

lstLP

8
Data
(in blocks of 2 bytes)

392
Each LP is 32 bytes in length. Data is loaded into the graphics system such that
the first 3 2 bytes are assigned to the LP indicated by the first LP byte. Loading
continues with each successive group of 32 bytes assigned to the next sequential
LP, until the data is exhausted. If the last LP is reached before the count is
exhausted, the loading continues at LP 4; that is, the operation wraps. LPs 0 to 3
cannot be changed from their default values. Valid values for the first LP byte
are from 4 to 15. (The formats and meanings of LPs are defined in "Attribute
Control Orders" on page 5-31.)
A structured field error is indicated if:
•
•

The first LP is 0, 1, 2 or 3 or greater than 15.
The count is not 8 plus a multiple of 32.
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Summary of Structured Field Codes and Types
The structured field codes defined in the preceding sections are summarized
below.
Function

Type

Code

Define Memory Area (Note 1)

X'71'

X'41'

Rename Memory Area (Note 1)

X'71'

X'42'

Delete Memory Area (Note 1)

X'71'

X'46'

Set Display Storage Address Register (Note 2)

X'71'

X'17'

Start Display Program (Note 2)

X'71'

X'27'

Stop Display Program (Note 2)

X'71'

X'07'

Sound Alarm (Note 3)

X'71'

X'OB'

Set All Indicators (Note 3)

X'71'

X'lB'

Set Selected Indicators On (Note 3)

X'71'

X'2B'

Set Selected Indicators Off (Note 3)

X'71'

X'3B'

Set Cursor Address Register (Note 3)

X'71'

X'OF'

I

\....J..I

I

Reset Cursor Address Register (Note 3)

X'71'

X'lF'

Load Blinking Patterns (Note 3)

X'71'

X'F5'

Load Line Patterns (Note 3)

X'71'

X'Fl'

Notes:
1.

Structured fields with type/code hexadecimal values X'7141', X'7142', and
X'7146' are rejected with a structured field error if addressed to an RS232C
Attachment Feature port.

2. Structured fields with type/code hexadecimal values X'7117', X'7127', and
X'7107' are processed normally if sent to an RS232C Attachment Feature
port.
3.

Structured fields with type/code hexadecimal values X'710B', X'711B',
X'712B', X'713B', X'710F', X'711F', X'71F5', and X'71Fl' are processed
but have no effect if the Write Structured command is addressed to an
RS232C Attachment Feature port.

4. All nonallocated codes cause structured field errors.
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Instructions and Resets
The CPU input/ output instructions and resets operate in a manner identical to
those specified in IBM 3250 Graphics Display System Component Description,
GA33-3037; IBM System/ 3 70 Principles of Operation, GA22-2700; and OEM/
Channel-to-Control-Unit Inter[ace, GA22-697 4.

I

\'-.)

The normal interaction between the controller and its host CPU is controlled by
channel commands; these commands are conveyed to the controller by the Start
I/O (SIO) or Start I/0 Fast Release (SIOF) instructions from the CPU. Several
additional CPU instructions, including Test I/O, Halt I/O, Halt Device, and
Clear I/ 0, also give the host program a means of access to the processor.

Test 1/0
The controller responds to the Test I/O instruction, executed by the CPU, with a
status byte. If there is no outstanding status information for the addressed device,
an all-zeros status byte is returned. Status for any other device is not reset. Any
status for the addressed device is reset at the end of the sequence.
Following an initial selection sequence issued to the controller, the current poll in
progress is subjected to a controlled termination, except when the command is a
Test I/O or a No-Operation, in which case the poll in progress is allowed to
continue normally. In addition, if a poll is not in progress, a Test I/O or
Na-Operation does not prevent initiation of the next poll cycle or prevent the
presentation of data from a completed poll cycle. This allows pending interrupt
conditions to be cleared by the Test I/O loop, although this is not recommended.
The poll in progress or the next poll issued is not necessarily to the device holding
the interrupt condition, but, if sequential polling is allowed to continue, a poll is
eventually issued to the required device and the interrupt condition is cleared
from the device.

~)
Halt 1/0 and Halt Device

A Halt I/ 0 instruction may cause the channel to issue an interface disconnect
sequence to the controller, resulting in the termination of the current I/ 0
operation. This does not affect display program processing currently in progress.
The interface disconnect sequence can be issued at various phases of interface
activity, including during a data transfer. Any pending status is preserved and
provided to the channel after the sequence has been completed.
Halt Device instruction processing is similar to Halt I/ 0 processing. Refer to
IBM System/ 3 70 Principles of Operation, GA22-2700, for a description of the
differences.

System Reset

u

A System Reset causes the controller and all attached devices to be reset. A 5085,
as a result of seeing the System Reset, effects a Selective Reset to each 5085
device. Any outstanding status or interrupts are lost. The diagnostics are not run
following a System Reset. Also, the ready I not ready state of attached devices is
not changed by a System Reset, but may be changed if the reset clears inhibiting
conditions. If selected during the reset procedure, the controller responds with a
status of Busy /Modifier during its reset procedure and automatically begins
polling after the reset is complete. An asynchronous Control Unit End is
generated at this time.
Chapter 4. Channel Commands, Structured Fields, Instructions, and Status/Sense Information
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Selective Reset
The Selective Reset resets the device that is in operatio n at the time Selectiv
e
Reset is detected. The reset clears attentio n pending status and sense, if any.
In
addition, the reset clears the link between the controller and processor and
ensures that the alphanumeric keyboar d is enabled (if not the RS232C
Attachm ent Feature ). Other devices on the same controller are not affected
. If
selected during the reset procedure, the controller responds with a status of
Busy/Status Modifier and generates an asynchronous Control Unit End, if
required, at the completion of reset processing.

1

~

Status Information
The status indication is a byte of informa tion sent from the controller to the
channel:
•
•

During the initial selection sequence
At the ending phase of an operatio n
When an asynchronous conditio n (for example, pick detect) occurs

The status byte is reset after it has been accepted by the channel.

Initial Selection Sequence
During the initial selection sequence a status byte is sent in response to a
command. An all-zeros status is sent if the command is accepted, except for
the
following immediate control commands: Insert Cursor, Remove Cursor, and
Set
Audible Alarm, which return Channe l End; and No-Ope ration, which returns
Channe l End and Device End status.
If a comman d is not accepted because of error conditions, the Unit Check
bit

alone is set in the status byte; that is, for invalid command codes, Bus-Ou t Check
on the command byte, and Interven tion Required conditions.

If the controller has status pending for the addressed processor, the respons
e is a

status byte containing the pending status; for any command except Test I/O,
a
Busy status bit is included and the command is not accepted.

If the controller has status pending for another workstation, the respons
e is a Busy

bit plus a Status Modifier bit (Contro l Unit Busy) and the command is not
accepted.

If a selection is issued to a device for which the controller has returned
a Channe l

End, but Device End has not been generat ed, the response is either Busy, Status
Modifier (Contro l Unit Busy), or Busy alone, depending on timing and the
comman d in progress. The command is not accepted.
If the controller is selected during System Reset, Selective Reset, and interfac
e

disconnect processing (for example, Halt I/0), the response is Busy /Status
Modifier set in the status byte (Contro l Unit Busy), in which case Control Unit
End status is returned at the completion of reset processing.
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Ending Conditions
When a data transfer is involved in a command, the channel and the controller
work together to perform the transfer. At the end of the operation the status for
that operation is presented by the controller.
Two status conditions, Channel End and Device End, indicate the end of a
channel operation. The Channel End status condition means that the device has
finished with the channel facilities following a control or data transfer operation,
if any. The Device End status condition indicates that the device has finished the
operation and is ready to accept a new command. Device End can occur at the
same time as Channel End or later. If command chaining is taking place, a new
operation may be initiated following presentation of the Device End bit.
Disconnection from the channel will be signaled by the channel after Channel
End, if block multiplexing is taking place.
Channel End is presented with initial status and Device End is presented at the
completion of the following commands:

•

Insert Cursor
Remove Cursor
Set Audible Alarm

Separate Channel End and Device End status indications are generated and
presented to the channel at the end of data transfer for the following commands:

(

I
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Read Buffer
Read Cursor (if no cursor, or cursor not found)
Read Memory Area
Select Read Memory Area
Select Write Memory Area
Set Buffer Address Register and Start
Set Buffer Address Register and Stop
Set LPFK Indicators
Set Mode
Write Buffer
Write Memory Area
Write Structured

Channel End is presented with Device End during initial status for:
•

No-Operation

Channel End and Device End are presented together at completion for:
•

•

Read Cursor (if cursor is found)
Read Manual Input
Read X-Y Position Register
Sense
Sense ID

Unit Check may be returned either alone, with Device End, or with both Channel
End and Device End, and resets the chaining condition if the condition existed.

u
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lnte"up t Conditions
An asynchronous interrupt condition exists when the controller is not selected by
the channel (for example, the host does not have a read outstandin g), but the
controller and/ or processor have generated or detected a condition that requires
assistance from the host system. Interrupts may occur when any of the following
occurs:
•

Pick detect
Lighted program function keyboard (LPFK) action

•

Simulated LPFK action, ENTER key, or Cancel key from the Begin Order
Processing ( GBGOP) order

•

Store Device Input ( GSDEVI) order interrupt

•

ENTER, Cancel, or program function key from the alphanumeric keyboard
(ANK)
End Order Processing (GEOP) order
Uncorrect able memory error (see Note below)
Asynchronous Device End

•

Unsolicited Attention, Device End, Unit Exception status indications (the
processor becomes ready; for example, by being switched on)
Asynchronous status after a Halt I/ 0 instruction

•

Asynchronous Control Unit End status indication
Errors encounter ed during display program processing

The controller initiates a sequence to gain selection on the channel. When
selection is achieved, the controller sends a status byte containing the appropriate
bits, depending on the condition causing the interrupt. The status may also be
retrieved by a Test 1/0 instruction or Start 1/0 instruction.
When a GBGOP order simulates (via Set Manual Input) an LPFK, ENTER or
Cancel keystroke, an Attention interrupt is generated.
Unsolicited Attention /Device End/Unit Exception status indications are
generated by the controller when a not-ready device becomes ready.
Note: If an uncorrectable memory error occurs in a processor display storage at a
time when no channel command to that processor is in progress, all graphic order
processing within the processor stops and an Attention / Unit Check interrupt is
generated , with Memory Error set in the sense byte (the Unit Specify bit is set to
zero to indicate an error in the processor). Restart/re try of any operations that
were in progress vary with the application.
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Control Unit End
A Control Unit End status indication is generated at the termination of a
previously interrogated Control Unit Busy condition. It may be included with
asynchronous interrupts, that is, Attention for the same address. If Control Unit
End alone is presented, it may be identified by any address assigned to the control
unit.

Sense Information
The sense data consists of either 4 or 24 bytes:
•

A 5085 device returns 4 or 24 bytes, depending on the last Set Mode
command received.
A 3255-base device or a 5085 when attached to a 3258 returns 4 bytes.
A powered-off device defaults to 3255 base when powered on and the
controller performs initial configuration, returning 4 bytes. When a Set Mode
command specifying 24 sense bytes is received for a processor, 24 sense bytes
are returned until a subsequent power-on, at which time the default to 4 sense
bytes is reinstated. The number of sense bytes may also be set back to 4 by
issuing the appropriate Set Mode command.

The contents of the sense bytes are defined in Appendix C.
Error portions of the sense data set up by a Unit Check status bit are reset by:
The next command to that device address, with the exception of Test 1/0,
No-Operation, and Sense ID.

•

Successful completion of a Sense command .
A machine reset, system reset, selective reset, or power-on.

The display program running bit, character mode, and the display storage address
are not reset by the first two cases if these conditions are still valid.
When a Unit Check status has been accepted by the channel, the controller
contains the associated sense data in local storage and does not need to
interrogate the device for sense data; the Sense command can be handled
immediately by the controller while polling continues to other devices. Therefore,
polling may be resumed and any status returned may be presented or queued for
the channel.

(
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Introduction
Graphic orders supported by the 5085 Graphics Processor are grouped into four
major categories:
1. The base order set of the 5080 Graphics System (see "Base Order Set" on
page 5-6), which contains all the graphics system display storage orders
required if your system has no special features.
2. Feature orders containing all the display storage orders required to use the
Transformation and Clipping Feature [see "Transformation and Clipping
Feature (TCP) Orders" on page 5-87].
3. The 3250 compatibility order set containing all the orders not in the base
order set that are required to run an existing 3250 display program (see
"3250-Compatible Graphic Orders" on page A-11).
4. The RS232C port order set that contains a subset of graphic orders and
several new orders used with the RS232C Attachment Feature (see Chapter
6).

Order Format

u

The first word of each order is a set mode (SM) byte, which can have the value
X'28', X'2A', X'2C', or X'2E', followed by a mode control (MC) byte, which has a
value defining the specific operation required. These orders are defined in detail
in later sections of this document. Undefined MC bytes are treated as a 2-Byte
No-Operation (GNOP2) order.
Some orders have, following the first word, a second word, or pair of words that
extends the MC byte. This extension (if present), called the MC extension,
provides increased function control beyond that of the MC byte.
Following the order, which may be one to three words in length (SM, MC, and
optional MC extension), can be an optional address word. The address word can
contain an absolute or relative address.
Finally, the order may have one or more data words comprising a data list. A data
list contains additional parameters required by the order. These parameters may
contain immediate data, absolute pointers to data, a branch address, or a
combination of any two or three of these parameter types.
The data list may be immediate to the order or indirect. An immediate data list
follows immediately after the order or optional address word, if present. If the
data list is indirect, the first and only data word contains an absolute address
(within the current page) that points to the location in display storage of the data
list.
The unique SM byte contained within every order is provided to enable the
processor to detect the beginning of an order and, hence, the potential end of a
data list.
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The generic order format is as shown below:
ByteO
Word 1

Byte 1

Set Mode (SM)

I

Mode Control (MC)

Word 2/3

MC Extensio n (Optiona l)

Word 3/4

Address (Optiona l)

Word 4/5

Data List (Optiona l)
(one or more words)

(can be 2 words)

All the words after word 1 are optional. Whether these words are present or not
depends on the order code (MC byte), and, when present, they are always in the
order shown.
The SM byte has the following format (in binary):
0010

ladO

where the a and d bits are interpret ed as follows:
a

=0

Absolute addressing. The address word contains an absolute address
within the current page. Valid values are in the range from 0 to 65,534.

a

1

Relative addressing. The address word contains an offset (15 bits +
sign, negative numbers are in twos complement) relative to the address
of the order (word 1). The effective address is generate d by adding the
contents of the address word to the address of the order (word 1). A
relative address may be in the range from -32,768 to +32,766 .

0

Indirect data. The first (and only) word of the data list contains an
absolute address within the current page that points to the location in
display storage of the data word or words.

1

Immedia te data. The data is containe d in the data word (and successive
words, if necessary).

d

=

d

Accordingly, the resultant SM byte values assign the following meanings to the
address words and data words, respectively:
X'28'

=

Absolute addressing and indirect data

X2A'

=

Absolute addressing and immediate data

X'2C'

Relative addressing and indirect data

X'2E'

Relative addressing and immediate data

If the order has no address or data words, the a and/ or d bits are ignored.
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The only valid hexadecimal values for the SM byte are X'28', X'2A', X'2C', and
X'2E'. Any other values of the SM byte may may be treated as No-ops or data
(depending on the preceding orders).
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Note: No order or any part of an order, including the data list, should span a page
boundary. If this occurs, the action taken by the graphics system is unpredictable.

Order Classification
The orders can be classified into eight classes according to their use of the
optional words in the generic format (see "Order Format" on page 5-1):

Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4
Class 5
Class 6
Class 7
Class 8

SM/MC

MC Ext

Address

Data

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES

-

-

-

YES
YES

YES
YES
YES

YES

YES
YES
YES
YES

Notes:
1.

One or more data, MC extension, or address words can be present, depending
on the order. The data (words) list following graphics mode and character
mode orders is not part of the order structure and is treated only as immediate
data.

2.

Classes 1 and 2 have no address or data words and are not affected by the
value of the a or d bits in the SM byte.

3.

Classes 6 and 7 have no address word and are not affected by the a bit in the
SM byte.
Classes 3 and 4 have no data word and are not affected by the d bit in the SM
byte.

4.

Only Classes 5 and 8 are affected by both the a and d bits in the SM byte.

5.
Valid Set Mode (SM) Bytes by Class

The following table shows the valid SM byte values for each order class.
Class

Valid SM Byte
Values

1
2
3

2A
2A
2A,2E
2A,2E
28,2A,2C,2E
28,2A
28,2A
28,2A,2C,2E

4

5
6
7
8

~!
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Order Summary
The following table is an alphabetical list of all graphic orders defined for the
50SO Graphics System. For each order, the code point, class, and the reference
page number are given. All unallocate d and unimplem ented code points are
treated as 2-Byte No-Opera tion (GNOP2) orders during display program
execution. They are reserved for possible future extensions or uninstalled features
and, in order to avoid future incompatibilities, should not be relied on by users to
continue to behave in this manner.
Mnemonic
GADD
GB
GB APL
GBAPLS
GBC
GBCNT
GBDD
GBGAF
GBGIOP
GB GOP
GBGSEG
GBND
GBPAGE
GBSO
GCOMP
GCOS
GD CHAR
GD CIR
GDIV
GDLA2
GDLA3L
GDLRl
GDLR2
GDLR3
GDMA2
GDMR2
GDMR3
GDPXL
GEAF
GEOP
GESEG
GLATR
GLCB
GLCT
GLPAT
GLSR
GLTM
GLVB
GLVPT
GMUL
GMVA
GMVBLK

Description
Add Data
Branch Unconditi onal
Branch after Push Link
Branch after Push Link Short
Branch on Condition
Branch on Count
Branch on Deferred Detect
Begin Area Fill
Begin I/ 0 Processing
Be gin Order Processing
Begin Segment
Branch on No Detect
Branch Page
Branch on Switch Open
Compare Data
Cosine
Draw Character
Draw Circle
Divide Data
Draw Line Absolute 2D 12 Bits
Draw Line Absolute 3D 16 Bits
Draw Line Relative lD 12 Bits
Draw Line Relative 2D 12 Bits
Draw Line Relative 3D 12 Bits
Draw Marker Absolute 2D 12 Bits
Draw Marker Relative 2D 12 Bits
Draw Marker Relative 3D 12 Bits
Draw Pixel Array
End Area Fill
End Order Processing
End Segment
Load Attribute Register
Load Clipping Boundarie s
Load Color Table
Load Pattern
Load Stack Register
Load Transform ation Matrix
Load Viewport Boundarie s
Load Viewpoint
Multiply Data
Move Address
Move Data Block

Code
EE
FF
27
2S
70-7F
FO
FC
9C
S9
SA
6S
FD
F7
F5
E9
E6
40-44
9S
ES
02
B2,B3
03
A2
A3
00
AO
Al
SD
9D
Sl
61
D3
22
DO
D7
D5
20
lA
24
E4
EB
DB

Class
5
4
6
4
4
5
4
2
3
2,3
7
4
6
4
5
5
1
7
5
1
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
6
6
6
6
6
2,7
6
6
5
5
6

\......_,/

Page No.
5-67
5-55
5-62
5-63
5-53
5-53
5-51
5-SO
6-6
5-7
5-30
5-51
5-56
5-50
5-71
5-100
5-24
5-27
5-69
5-19
5-22
5-19
5-20
5-21
5-lS
5-20
5-20
5-14
5-Sl
5-12
5-30
5-34
5-92
5-31
5-S2
5-59
5-S9
5-96
5-94
5-9S
5-75
5-77

\

\J
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Mnemonic

Description

Code

Class

Page No.

GMVW
GNOP2
GNOP4
GPATR
GPCB
GP CDP
GPOPNOP
GPOP
GPSMC
GPTM
GPVB
GPVPT
GSATR
GSCB
GSCONF
GSDEVI
GSHIFT
GSJN
GSSR
GSTM
GSUB
GSVB
GSVPT
GTM
GWAIT

Move Word
2-Byte Na-Operation
4-Byte No-Operation
Push Attribute Register
Push Clipping Boundaries
Push Current Draw Position
Pop Stack and No-Operation
Pop Stack
Push Stack Marker Code
Push Transformation Matrix
Push Viewport Boundaries
Push Viewpoint
Store Attribute Register
Store Clipping Boundaries
Store Configuration Data
Store Device Input
Shift Data
Sine
Store Stack Register
Store Transformation Matrix
Subtract Data
Store Viewport Boundaries
Store Viewpoint
Test under Mask
Wait on Timer

EC
80

5
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
4
4
3
3
5
3
4
5
4
4
5
2

5-76
5-79
5-79
5-63
5-102
5-64
5-65
5-66
5-65
5-101
5-103
5-102
5-43
5-94
5-83
5-45
5-72
5-99
5-61
5-91
5-68
5-97
5-95
5-74
6-14

u

co

2B
2A
2D
A4
2F
Bl
29
lC
26
D4
23
DF
E8
E3
E7
D6
21
BF
lB
25
ED
8F

Notes:
l.

Depending on size, orientation, and protection modes of the GDCHAR order,
different mnemonics are used.

2.

For the GL TM order, if the concatenation control =00 (unit matrix),
CLASS=2; if cc=Ol, 10, or 11, CLASS=7.

3.

For the GBGOP order, if the manual input indicator (s) bit= 0, CLASS=2;
ifs= 1, CLASS=3.

Order Sequencing
For character mode and graphics mode orders that are followed by zero or more
data fields forming a variable-length data list, the next order to be executed is
precisely that order terminating the data list. The next order to be executed
following a control mode order is determined by first fixing a search start location
and then scanning each word from that location for an order (SM code in the first
byte). The search start location is either the byte following the last byte of the
current order (including its data field), or, in the case of a branch order for which
the conditions necessary for the transfer are satisfied, the target location specified
in the branch order.

u

When beginning order execution as the result of a Write Structured command
containing a Start Display Program structured field, the first order to be executed
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is found by applying the above rules as if a Branch Unconditional (GB) order had
been executed, specifying the address in the display storage address register as the
target address.
I~

The first order to be executed upon receipt of a Set Buffer Address Register and
Start command is found by applying the above rules as if a control mode Branch
Unconditional (GB) order had been executed, specifying the address received
with the command as the target address.

Base Order Set
The base order set for the 5080 Graphics System is divided into the following
subsets:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Frame Control Orders
Output Primitive Orders
Segment Orders
Attribute Control Orders
Positional Device Control Order
Pick Control Orders
Branch Control Order
Stack Control Orders
Arithmetic Orders
Data Move Orders
No-Operation Orders
Area Fill Orders
Configuration Data Order

Frame Control Orders
The frame control orders control the rate of display program execution, set system
initial conditions, set the proper system modes that apply to the overall display
program, and terminate the program.
The graphics system supports three frame control orders. Two of the orders,
Begin Order Processing (GBGOP) and End Order Processing (GEOP), are
described in this section; the third, Start Regeneration Timer (GSRT), is a
3250-compatible order and is described on page A-12.
The following table briefly states the functions of the GBGOP and GEOP orders:
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Mnemonic

Name

Function

GBGOP

Begin Order Processing

Begins execution of a display
program

GEOP

End Order Processing

Terminates execution of a
display program

GBGOP-Begin Order Processing
The GBGOP order begins execution of a display program. Its format is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

MC Extension
Word 1: Flags

MC Extension
Word 2: Erase
Protect Mask

Address Word
(optional)

1

2

3

4

The GBGOP order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A' or X'2E'
X'8A'

0-3
4
5-9
10-11
12
13
14-15

B'OOOO'
B'd'
B'OOOOO'
B'OO'
B'k'
B's'
B'tt'

Mode Control Extension
Word 2: Erase Protect
Mask

0-15

X'eeOO'

Address Word (optional)

0-15

X'aaaa'

Mode Control Extension
Word 1: Flag Word

Note: The address word is present only if B's'

= 1.

Mode Control Extension Word 1 (Flag Word) Variables
B'd'

Frame buffer switching mode indicator.
Frame buffer switching mode; switch frame buffer at
GBGOP order time.
d=l

B'k'

Frame buffer nonswitch mode; do not switch frame buffer
at GBGOP order time. Process the display program into
the same frame buffer as the previous cycle and refresh the
screen from the same frame buffer as before.

Denotes the enabled/ disabled state of the keyboards: alphanumeric
keyboard (ANK) and lighted program function keyboard (LPFK).
k=l

The ANK and LPFK are disabled.
The ANK and LPFK are enabled.

Note: Pressing the Reset key enables the keyboards.

l

~

)
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B's'

B'tt'

Manual input indicator: Set only if the 2 t bits and the address word
are to be used. Note that, if this bit is set on, the fourth word is
mandatory; the GBGOP order is 8 bytes long. If this bit is set off,
the GBGOP order is only 6 bytes long and execution continues at the
byte following the third word.
s

=0

The manual input function is not selected, the optional
address word should not be present, and only the SM value
X'2A' is valid.

s

=

The manual input function is selected, the optional address
word should be present, and the SM value can be either
X'2A' or X'2E'.

1

Denotes the type of interrupt key to be simulated.
tt = 00
tt = 01
tt = 10
tt = 11

No key; this is a test manual input
ENTER key
Cancel( Cncl) key
PF (program function) key

Mode Control Extension Word 2 (Erase Protect Mask) Variables
X'eeOO'

Denotes frame buffer bit plane erase protect. The e bits specify
which frame buffer bit planes are protected from being cleared.
Each e bit corresponds to a bit plane. Thee bit 0 (high-order bit)
corresponds to frame buffer bit plane O; e bit 1 corresponds to frame
buffer bit plane 1, etc.; e bit 7 corresponds to frame buffer bit plane
7. If an e bit is 1, the corresponding frame buffer bit plane is not
cleared. If e bits are set to X'OO', all frame buffer planes are cleared
before the following graphic order is executed. If e bits are set to
X'FF', no frame buffer bit planes are cleared.

X'aaaa'

Denotes a storage address (if s = 1):

Address Word

•

Of a word holding the value to be set into the last bytes of the
manual input (MI) register (if tt is nonzero).
To which control is transferred if the MI register is 'busy',
awaiting a Read Manual Input command from the host system (if
tt is zero).
The address may be relative or absolute, depending on the SM
byte option selected. If relative addressing is used, valid values
are in the range from -32,768 to +32,766. Negative numbers
are in twos complement. Absolute address values may be in the
range from 0 to 65,534. The low-order bit of the address is
ignored and assumed to be zero.

Although a GBGOP order should be used to begin execution of each display
program, display programs that begin without a GBGOP order still run. Also, any
display program that does not have a subsequent GBGOP order in its execution
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will run continuously only for 30 seconds until a timeout occurs terminating the
program execution (see ''Display Program Termination" on page 3-10 for further
details).
Execution of the GBGOP order (and subsequent graphic orders) is delayed to
synchronize the switching of buffers with the refresh cycle.
The actions requested by the GBGOP order do not take effect if there is an
outstanding Set Buffer Address Register and Start command when the GBGOP
order begins execution. See "Interaction with Pick Indicators" on page 3-24 for a
decision table representation of PI, PBI, SDI, and TSI indicator-setting rules.
The GBGOP order functions are:
1.

Switch/Nonswitch Buffer Mode
For a description of this mode, see "Display Programs" on page 3-2 and the d
bit definition elsewhere in this section.

2.

Frame Buffer Bit Planes Erase Protect
For a description of this operation, see "Display Programs" on page 3-2 and
the e bit definition elsewhere in this section.

3.

GBGOP Keyboard Enable/Disable
The keyboards attached to each graphics system workstation are locked or
unlocked, depending on the state of the manual input register; in the case of
the alphanumeric data keys, the keyboards are unlocked by the presence of a
cursor in an unprotected input field. The keyboard enable/ disable function
provides another level of control whereby a display program can inhibit the
keyboards. The default state, enabled, pertains after any of the following
events:
Power-on, or system or selective reset.
•

Receipt of a Set Buffer Address Register and Start command or a Write
Structured command containing a Start Display Program structured field
for that device.
Execution of a Start Regeneration Timer ( GSRT) order.
Execution of a GBGOP order with the k bit set to zero.

Note: The Set Buffer Address Register and Stop command or a Stop Display
Program structured field does not alter the enabled/ disabled state of the
keyboards.
The disabled state is set only upon execution of a GBGOP order with the k bit
set on.

u

A GBGOP order that disables the keyboards does not accept further input for
ENTER or Cancel keys while the keyboards are disabled, and it turns off the
"clicker" if one of these keys is pressed. The keyboard disabled state can be
reset (keyboard enabled) by pressing the Reset key.
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4.

GBGOP Test Manual Input (TMI)
This GBGOP function is invoked only if the s bit is set on and the tt field is
zero. It tests whether input from the interrupt -generati ng keys will be
accepted or will be inhibited pending a reset of the manual input register. If
the test indicates input would be accepted, execution continues at the next
sequential order, that is, at the byte following the fourth word. If manual
input could not be accepted immediately because the GBGOP order received
a real keyboard interrupt in response to an earlier poll, or the MI register has
not yet been cleared following an earlier keyboard interrupt (or simulated
keyboard interrupt ), control is transferr ed to the address specified in the
fourth word.

5.

GBGOP Set Manual Input (SMI)
This GBGOP order function is invoked only if the s bit is set on and the tt
field is nonzero. It sets the MI register and raises an Attentio n interrupt at
the host system. This function simulates the pressing of an ENTER, Cancel,
or LPFK key.
Pressing an interrupt -generati ng key or executing the Set Manual Input
function inhibits further keyed input until the MI register is reset. The
register is reset by the Read Manual Input command, which also causes
transmission of the 3 bytes of manual input data to the host system, or by the
pressing of the Reset key.
A GBGOP order incorpor ating a Set Manual Input request is not complete
until the Set Manual Input request is satisfied. The graphics system is
effectively stopped until the Set Manual Input request can be honored. The
Set Manual Input request is unable to complete if the MI register is "busy,"
pending receipt of a Read Manual Input command from the host system; it
completes when the MI register is cleared by that host command, at which
time the new value is set into the MI register.
If the 5085 is processing input (ENTER or Cancel key or an LPFK key) from

a real keyboard , the MI register is busy. In this case, a GBGOP order
containin g a Set Manual Input request is held off until the real keyboard
interrupt has been sent to the host and the Read Manual Input comman d has
been received and has cleared the MI register.
The Test Manual Input function of the GBGOP order and the keyboard
disable function can be used to avoid long delays in servicing Set Manual
Input requests.

For Set Manual Input requests, the fourth word of the GBGOP order specifies
the address of 2 bytes containin g the value to be placed in the last 2 bytes of
the MI register. The tt value is encoded into the first MI byte as follows:
3-Byte Manual Input Register
ENTER
Cancel
LPFK

tt

tt
tt

= 01

= 10
= 11

1010 0000 vvvv vvvv vvvv vvvv
1001 0000 vvvv vvvv vvvv vvvv
0100 0000 vvvv vvvv vvvv vvvv

where

v
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denotes the value taken from the 2 bytes at the specified address
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When an interrupt-generating key is being simulated, the location addressed
by the fourth byte of the GBGOP order should contain valid data for the key
that is being simulated.
l

~I

I

GBGOP SMI ENTER Key Simulation
To simulate the ENTER key, set tt = 01. For this version of SMI the
manual input register is set to X'AO' concatenated with a copy of the
2-byte value at the address specified in the fourth word of the GBGOP
order.
Pressing the ENTER key results in a manual input register value of
X'AOOOOO'; this same value would be set if the value addressed by the
GBGOP order were zero.
GBGOP SMI Cancel Key Simulation
To simulate the Cancel key, set tt = 10. For this version of SMI the
manual input register is set to X '90' concatenated with a copy of the
2-byte value at the address specified in the fourth word of the GBGOP
order.
Pressing the Cancel key results in a manual input register value of
X'900000'; this same value would be set if the value addressed by the
GBGOP order were zero.
GBGOP SMI LPFK Key Simulation

\..._.,,,)

To simulate a program function (PF) key, set tt = 11. For this version of
SMI the manual input register is set to X'40' concatenated with a copy of
the 2-byte value at the address specified in the fourth word of the
GBGOP order.
Pressing a PF key results in a manual input register value of X'40nnFF',
where nn is the number of the pressed key in the range X'OO' to X'lP.
To simulate the pressing of PF key 7, for example, the 2-byte data field
addressed by the GBGOP order would contain the value X'07FF'.
The second byte of manual input for a PF key interrupt defines which key
was pressed. The key number, in the range 0 to 31, is expressed in 8-bit
binary form. The third byte in the register is set to X'FF', as for real
LPFK interrupts.
Note: Only one SMI operation can be originated with the execution of a
GBGOP order.
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This order sets the condition code (cc), which may be tested by the Branch on
Condition (GBC) order, to reflect the current pick indicator (PI) and tip switch
indicator (TSI) settings.

00

cc
cc
cc
cc

01
10
11

PI off and TSI off (open)
PI off and TSI on (closed)
Not set
Not set

Note: The PI will be off after execution of the GBGOP order and the TSI will be
set/reset to match the stylus switch.
Upon completion of the GBGOP order the attribute registers and stack registers
are reset to their default values. See "GLATR-L oad Attribute Register" on
page 5-34 and "GLSR-Lo ad Stack Register" on page 5-59.

GEOP.-E nd Order Processing
The GEOP order terminates execution of a display program.
The format of the GEOP order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)
1

The GEOP order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7

X'2A'
X'81'

8-15

This one-word order causes the Attention and Unit Check bits to be set in the
status b)'i:e and the End Order Sequence bit to be set in sense byte 1. It results in
an I/O interruption at the host CPU. The display storage address of the GEOP
order plus 2 is saved as part of the sense information from the interrupting
graphics system. (See Appendix C for definitions of the display storage address
returned in the sense data.)
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Output Primitive Orders
.
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Output primitive orders are used to draw images on the graphics system display
screen using the image coordinate system (see "Coordinate System Specification"
on page 3-27). These orders generate pixel arrays, markers, lines, characters, and
circles. The marker, line, and character orders (except for GDLA3L) are
mode-setting orders; each order is followed by a data list. Data lists following
marker and line orders contain one or more groups of coordinate values, as
defined in "Specification of Coordinate Values" on page 3-29. Data lists
following character orders contain EBCDIC characters and the null code.
For output primitive· orders the color, grayshade, line type, blink, frame buffer
mask, marker character, and pick attributes currently held in the attribute
registers are applied to the image subject to the blanking bit where appropriate.
Note: The highlighting state and visibility state controls can also affect the output
primitive orders (see "GLATR-Load Attribute Register" on page 5-34).
The graphic orders used for drawing images are described in this section in the
sequence given in the following table. The table lists the mnemonic form and
name of each order and presents a brief statement of the function of the order.

\

Mnemonic

Name

Function

GDPXL

Draw Pixel Array

Writes pixel data from display
storage directly into the frame
buffer.

GDMA2

Draw Marker Absolute
2D 12 Bits

Draws markers in twodimensional (2D) space based on
absolute X- Y coordinates.

GDLA2

Draw Line Absolute
2D 12 Bits

Draws lines in two-dimensional
space based on absolute
X- Y coordinates.

GDLRl

Draw Line Relative
lD 12 Bits

Draws lines in one-dimensional
(lD) space based on relative X or
Y coordinates.

GDLR2

Draw Line Relative
2D 12 Bits

Draws lines in two-dimensional
space based on relative X- Y
coordinates.

GDMR2

Draw Marker
Relative 2D 12 Bits

Draws markers in two-dimensional
space based on relative X- Y
coordinates.

GDMR3

Draw Marker
Relative 3D 12 bits

Draws markers in threedimensional (3D) space using
X, Y, and Z relative coordinates.
If the Transformation and
Clipping Feature (TCP) is not
installed or 3D mode is not
active, the Z coordinate is
ignored during vector-to-raster
conversion.

)
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Mnemonic

Name

Function

GDLR3

Draw Line Relative
3D 12 bits

GDLA3L

Draw Line Absolute
3D 16 Bits

Draws lines in three-dimensional
space using X, Y, and Z relative
coordinates. If the Transfor mation
and Clipping Feature (TCP) is not
installed or 3D mode is not active,
the Z coordina te is ignored during
vector-to -raster conversion.
Draws lines in three-dimensional
space based on absolute
coordinates. If the Transfor mation
and Clipping Feature (TCP) is not
installed or 3D mode is not active,
the Z coordina te is ignored
during vector-to -raster
conversion.

GD CHAR

Draw Characte r

GD CIR

Draw Circle

Draws characters in any one
of four characte r sizes if the
characte r set is fixed or draws
characte rs based on a programmable
characte r set descriptor record.
Draws a complete circle in
world coordinate space.

Pixel Order
The pixel order allows the direct writing of pixel data from display storage into the
frame buffer, thereby providing an image capability.

GDPX L-Draw Pixel A"ay
The GDPXL order writes pixel data directly from display storag~.into the frame
buffer. This one-wor d order is followed by a variable-length data list. Its format
is:
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SMMC
(Op Code)

Data Word

Data Word

Data Word

Data Word

Data Word

1

1

2

3

4

5

i

Data Word
n

I

The GDPXL order contains the following values:
I

'

\.__)

Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'28' or X'2A'
X'8D'

Data Word 1:
Byte Count

0-15

X'OOOO'-X'FFFF'

Data Word 2:
X Delta

0-2
3
4-15

B'OOO'
B's'
B'x ... x'

Data Word 3:
Y Delta

0-2
3
4-15

B'OOO'
B's'
B'y ... y'

Data Word 4:
Reserved

0-15

X'OOOO'

Data Word 5:
Pixel Data

0-15

X'OOOO'-X'FFFF'
(X'OO'-X'FF' and
X'OO'-X'FF')

Data Word n:
Pixel Data

0-15

X'OOOO'-X'FFFF'
(X'OO'-X'FF' and
X'OO'-X'FF')

Data Word 1 Variable
Byte Count

The total number of bytes of pixel data contained in data words 5
to n plus 8 (the count includes data words 1-4).

B's'

Sign bit

Data Word 2 Variables

s
s
B'x ... x'

=0
=1

The sign is positive.
The sign is negative.

X delta
A 12-bit binary number representing an X delta from the current
draw position (CDP). If the sign is negative, twos complement
notation should be used.

Data Word 3 Variables
B's'

Sign bit
s
s

B'y ... y'

=0
=1

The sign is positive.
The sign is negative.

Y delta
A 12-bit binary number representing a Y delta from the CDP. If
the sign is negative, twos complement notation must be used.

u
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Data Word 4 Variable
X'OOOO'

This word is reserved and must be set to X'OOOO'.

X'OOOO'X'FFFF'

These words contain 2 bytes of pixel data each. The format
of the pixel data is 8 bits ( 1 byte) per pixel. Valid values are
in the range X'OO' to X'FF'.

Data Words 5 ton Variables

1:-7

The CDP together with the X and Y deltas (which are arithmetically added to the
CDP) define a rectangle in the virtual image space and hence, by truncation, a
rectangular portion of the frame buffer. The pixel data (packed beginning in
word 5) is loaded directly into the frame buffer in a horizontal direction
beginning at the top left corner pixel of the area. When the right edge is reached,
pixel loading continues from the left edge of the next row down.
The pixel data is loaded into the bit planes in the following manner:
Bit plane
Pixel data

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
x x x x x x x x

If the number of bit planes installed is less than eight, the pixel data corresponding

to the nonexistent bit plane will be ignored. In the case of six bit planes:
Bit plane
Pixel data

o

1 I 2 3 4 s 6 7
x x I x x x x x x

ulgnored
'

A pixel bit for a given bit plane can be stored only if the frame buffer mask for
that plane is on (attribute registers 5 and 27).

\

i\.._)

Pixel loading is terminated if the area becomes filled before the count runs out.
However, the graphics system starts looking for the next order after the list
terminates (as defined by the count).
Following execution of the GDPXL order, the current draw position registers
(X-Y-Z) contain the old current draw position value with X and Y deltas added.
If the count runs out before the area is filled, the last pixel in the data list is

replicated in the remaining locations.
The pixel array is in "primitive" form for the purposes of the pick function, that is,
the pick indicator (PI) may be set during the GDPXL order and, thus, the
condition code (cc) setting after the order reflects the PI and tip switch indicator
(TSI) settings as follows:
cc
cc
cc
cc

00
01
10
11

PI off and TSI off (open)
PI off and TSI on (closed)
PI on and TSI off (open)
PI on and TSI on (closed)

'\...)
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Notes:
1. Although the rectangular area to be loaded is defined in virtual image space
( 4096 x 4096), the pixels themselves are loaded into the "real" frame buffer
locations. If necessary, the rectangular perimeter is rounded "inward" to
define these locations. When using the GDPXL order, the user must be
aware of the "real" screen resolution.

(

~/

2. If the rectangle lies across a screen boundary, it will be clipped at the edge of
virtual image space.
3. If the GDPXL order spans page boundaries, the action that the graphics
system will take is not predictable.

Mode-Setting Orders
Each mode-setting order is followed by a data list containing fields that determine
the movement of the current draw position (CDP) in either virtual image space or
world coordinate space, depending on the order and the TCP mode. The data list
is terminated by the occurrence of any order (that is, X'28', X'2A', X'2C', or
X'2E' in the high-order, or SM, byte of the first word of a coordinate group).
Each data field in a list contains X, Y, X-Y, or X-Y-Z coordinate values (formats
1, 2, 4,·7 and 14) defining either an addressable point (absolute coordinates) or a
displacement relative to the CDP (relative coordinates). This coordinate,
coordinate pair, or coordinate triplet determines the new point to which the line
will be drawn or a move performed, that is, the new CDP. A flag within a data
field (of formats 1, 2, 4, 7, or 14) determines whether the marker or line should
be drawn (made visible). This flag is called the blanking bit.
The shape of the marker is specified by values contained in attribute registers 1
and 20. Attribute register 20 contains a character set ID (CSID) from which a
graphic character is specified by an EBCDIC character code (which is used as the
marker) in attribute register 1.
If attribute register 1 contains X'FF':

•

For CSIDs X'OO' and X'04', the marker character is a 3 x 3 pixel point
centered at the location specified for the marker.
For CSID X'06' the marker character is a 1-pixel point.
For single byte programmable character sets (CSIDs X'08' to X'BF') the user
may define the marker character (graphic symbol) for the X'FF' code point.

Note: The user should be aware that CSIDs X'CO' to X'FE' should not be used to
specify a marker character set in attribute register 20 because they represent
2-byte programmable character sets and attribute register 1 can contain only a
1-byte value. If attribute register 20 contains X'CO' to X'FE', the system
generates a hyphen for the marker character.
The default value for attribute register 1 is X'FF'; the default value for attribute
register 20 is X'04'.
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In marker drawing, a marker is displayed at the position defined by each
coordinate group in the data list. After each marker in the list has been
generated, the current draw position reflects the absolute coordinates of that
marker.
In line drawing, a line is drawn from the current draw position to the position

defined by the first coordinate group; then, the current draw position is updated
to the new endpoint. This process is repeated for each following coordinate group
in the data list, resulting in:
•

A series of displayed lines that join the initial current draw position to the first
point, and joining adjacent points in the list (if any).
The current draw position updated to the last endpoint.

For line or marker drawing, if the blanking bit is on, the result is simply that the
current draw position in the X-Y-Z position registers is updated.

Absolute Mode-Setting Orders
Two absolute drawing orders, Draw Marker Absolute 2D 12 Bits (GDMA2 ) and
Draw Line Absolute 2D 12 Bits (GDLA2) , enable the display of markers or lines,
respectively, by specifying the absolute coordinates of the endpoint to move
to/from the current draw position. The endpoint of moves and draws is in ±4096
addressable space (-4096 to +4095).

GDMA2 -Draw Marker Absolute 2D 12 Bits
The format of the GDMA2 order is:
\

SMMC
(Op Code)

Data Word

Data Word} {

Data Word

1

1

2

n

I

Data Word

I

\

n+l

Data List
The GDMA2 order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'OO'

This one-word order is followed by a data list containing an integral number of
words. The data list comprises zero or more groups of coordinate values in format
4 (see "Specification of Coordinat e Values" on page 3-29).

(J
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GDLA2-Draw Line Absolute 2D 12 Bits
I

The format of the GDLA2 order is:

\_)
SM MC
(Op Code)

Data Word

Data Word

1

1

2

.<:::::

{_Data Word

Data Word
n+l

n

Data List

The GDLA2 order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'02'

This one-word order is followed by a data list containing an integral number of
words. The data list comprises zero or more groups of coordinate values in format
4 (see "Specification of Coordinate Values" on page 3-29).

Relative Mode-Setting Orders
The Draw Line Relative lD 12 bits (GDLRl), Draw Line Relative 2D 12 Bits
(GDLR2), Draw Marker Relative 2D 12 Bits (GDMR2), Draw Marker Relative
3D 12 Bits (GDMR3), and Draw Line Relative 3D 12 Bits (GDLR3) orders
enable lines or markers to be displayed by specifying the relative coordinates of
the endpoint to which to move.
The GDMR2, GDLRl and GDLR2 orders can be used in two-dimensional (2D)
and three-dimensional (3D) modes. The values of the missing coordinates (X-Z,
Y-Z, or Z) are the same as the values of the coordinates for the current draw
position (that is, X-Y-Z position registers).
The GDMR3 and GDLR3 orders are provided to enable the drawing of markers
and lines using relative coordinates in 3D space. If the Transformation and
Clipping Feature is not installed, or, if installed and 3D mode is not active, the Z
position register is updated but the Z value is ignored in the vector-to-raster
conversion.

GDLRJ-Draw Line Relative JD 12 Bits
The format of the GDLRl order is:

, _s_M_;;;_M_c_ _
_ (Op Code)
1

.....__D_at_a_w_o_rd_..__D_a_t_a_w_or_d_~
),:
?~
1

Data Word
n

2

Data List
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The GDLRl order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'03'

This one-wo rd order is followed by a data list contain ing an integral number
of
words. The data list comprises zero or more groups of coordin ate values in
format
1 or 2 (see "Specification of Coordin ate Values" on page 3-29).

GDLR 2-Dra w Line Relative 2D 12 Bits
The format of the GDLR2 order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Data Word

Data Word:

1

1

2

i

Data Word
n

IData Word I
n+l

Data List
The GDLR2 order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'A2'

This one-wo rd order is followed by a data list contain ing an integral number
of
words. The data list comprises zero or more groups of format 4 coordin ate values
(see "Specification of Coordin ate Values" on page 3-29).

\_)

GDM R2-Dr aw Marker Relative 2D 12 Bits
The format of the GDMR 2 order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Data Word

Data Word

1

1

2

n

n+l

Data List
The GDMR 2 order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'AO'

This one-wo rd order is followed by a data list contain ing an integral number
of
words. The data list following GDMR 2 comprises zero or more groups of format
4 coordinate values (see "Specification of Coordin ate Values" on page 3-29).
5-20
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GDMR3-Draw Marker Relative 3D 12 Bits
The GDMR3 order enables marker drawing in three-dimensional mode, giving the
ability to specify 12-bit signed-binary values of X-Y-Z coordinates.
Displacements can be either positive or negative; if a negative displacement, the
data is presented in twos complement form.
The format of the GDMR3 order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Data Word

Data Word

Data Word

1

1

2

3

I
I-

f

Data Word

Data Word

I

Data Word
n+2

n+l

n

I I

Triple-Word Set

I

Triple-Word Set

Data List

The GDMR3 order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7

X'2A'
X'Al'

8-15

The one-word GDMR3 order is followed by a data list containing an integral
number of triple words. This data list contains zero or more graphic coordinate
values in format 7 (see ~'Specification of Coordinate Values" on page 3-29).
While the Z value is updated in the X-Y-Z position registers, the Z coordinate
data is ignored when drawing the line if not in 3D mode.

~)

GDLR3-Draw Line Relative 3D 12 Bits
The GDLR3 order enables line drawing in three-dimensional mode, giving the
ability to specify 12-bit signed-binary values of X-Y-Z coordinates.
Displacements can be either positive or negative; if a negative displacement, the
data is presented in twos complement form.
The format of the GDLR3 order is:

L--~~__:;_pM_c_·~_d_e_)-'-D-a-ta_w_o_rd--1.-D-at_a_w_o_rd---L-D-a_t_a_w_or_d_
1

1

I-

2
Triple-Word Set

3

-----·I

f

Data Word
n

Data Word
n+l

I w:::::J
Data
n+2

I~---- Triple-Word Set - - - - -

I- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Data List
i

I

-------------~

i

\..J
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The GDLR 3 order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Contro l

0-7

X'2A'
X'A3'

8-15

The one-wo rd GDLR 3 order is followed by a data list containing an
integral
number of triple words. This data list contains zero or more graphic
coordinate
values in format 7 (see "Specification of Coordi nate Values" on page
3-29).
While the Z value is update d in the X-Y-Z position registers, the Z coordin
ate
data is ignored when drawing the line if not in 3D mode.

16-Bi t Absolute Draw or Move Order
The Draw Line Absolute 3D 16 Bits (GDLA 3L) order is used to draw
or move
from the curren t draw position to the position specified in the order.
There is only
one group of format 14 coordinate values per order (see "Specification
of
Coordi nate Values" on page 3-29). The blanking bit is part of the order
code
(mode control field); when the bit is zero (X'B2' ), the line is drawn,
and when
the bit is set to 1 (X'B3' ), the line is blanked.

GDLA 3L-D raw Line Absolute 3D 16 Bits
The one-wo rd GDLA 3L order is followed by a three-word data list
in the
following format:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Data Word

Data Word

Data Word

1

1

2

3

- - - - - - - - Data List _ _ _ _ _ _,....
The GDLA 3L order contains the following values:
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Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Contro l

0-7

X'28' or X'2A'
X'B'
B'OOl'
B'b'

Data Word 1:
X Coordi nate

0

Data Word 2:
Y Coordi nate

0

Data Word 3:
Z Coordi nate

0

8-11
12-14
15
1-15
1-15
1-15

B's'
B'x... x'
B's'
B'y ... y'
B's'
B'z ... z'

v

I

Mode Control Variable
B'b'

(
I

\

"'-"

Blanking bit

/

('2AB2') The line is drawn to the position indicated by the
coordinates in the data list and the current draw position is
updated.
b=l

('2AB3') The line is blanked; the current draw position is
updated, but a line is not displayed.

Data Word 1 Variables
B's'

Sign bit
s

=0

The sign is positive.

s

=1

The sign is negative (negative numbers are in twos
complement notation).

B'x... x'

X coordinate; a 15-bit binary value.

B's'

Sign bit

Data Word 2 Variable

s= 0

The sign is positive.

s= 1

The sign is negative (negative numbers are in twos
complement notation).

B'y ... y'

Y coordinate; a 15-bit binary value.

B's'

Sign bit

Data Word 3 Variable

B'z ... z'

s= 0

The sign is positive.

s= 1

The sign is negative (negative numbers are in twos
complement notation).

Z coordinate; a 15-bit binary value. The Z coordinate is ignored if
the 2D mode is operative.

The GDLA3L order specifies an absolute move (b = 1) or draw (b = O) to the
position indicated by the coordinates in the data list. The X, Y, and Z coordinates
are in the range from -32768 to +32767. While the Z value is updated in the
X-Y-Z position registers, the Z coordinate data is ignored when drawing the line
if not in 3D mode.

Character Drawing Order
The Draw Character ( GDCHAR) order is used to display characters when the
character set identifier (CSID) is equal to X'04' or greater.
The GDCHAR order description that follows applies only if the CSID loaded into
the CSID attribute register (register 18) using a Load Attribute Register
Chapter 5. Graphic Orders
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(GLAT R) order is X'04' or greater . If the CSID loaded into attribu
te registe r 18
is X'OO', refer to "GEC M-En ter Charac ter Mode" on page A-13
for
inform ation (CSIDs X'Ol', X'02' and X'03' are reserve d).
Note: Attribu te register 18 is default ed to X'OO' when either a Start
Regene ration
Timer ( GSR T) order or a Set Buffer Addres s Registe r and Start comma
nd is
execut ed by the graphics system. When a Begin Order Processing
(GBGO P)
order or a Start Display Progra m structu red field is execute d, the CSID
in
attribu te register 18 is set to X'04'.

GDC HAR -Draw Character
The GDCH AR order is followed by a variabl e-lengt h data list. Its
format is:
SM MC
Data Word
Data Word ::;
.__(_O_p_C_od_e_)____ ____ ____ ____ _____..j
1
1
2

~ Data Word
~----------n

Data List
The GDCH AR order contain s the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Contro l

0-7
8-11
12
13
14-15

X'2A'
X'4'
B'O'
B'p'
B'OO'

Mode Contro l Variable
B'p'

Protect ion bit
p=O

(X'2A4 0') The charac ter field is unprot ected.

p=l

(X'2A4 4') The charac ter field is protect ed against manua l
change s from the alphan umeric keyboa rd.

A GDCH AR order is followed by a data list of zero or more words
of the form
X'aabb ', where: X'aa' are the first EBCD IC charac ter bits and X'bb'
are the
second EBCD IC charac ter bits, as shown below:
aaaa aaaa bbbb bbbb
The null charac ter can be used to pad lists contain ing an odd numbe
r of
charac ters to an integra l numbe r of words. The null charac ter is not
displayed nor
does it cause movem ent of the curren t draw position.
A set mode (SM) code byte (X'28', X'2A', X'2C' and X'2E') may
also be used in
the right (low-o rder) byte of the last data list byte and termin ates
the charac ter
string. This SM code byte is not displayed, does not cause movem
ent of the
curren t draw position, and cannot be replaced from the keyboa rd.
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The color/ grayshade, blink, frame buffer mask, character path orientation,
character rotation, character set identifier, highlighting color/ grayshade,
highlighting frame buffer mask, and pick attributes held in the attribute registers
are applied to the display of these characters.
A character mode order determines whether the characters are protected against
overwriting by manual changes from the alphanumeric keyboard.
Attribute register 18 must contain a valid CSID. Valid CSIDs are X'OO' and
X'04' to X'07' and X'08' to X'FE' if the description of the character set is already
loaded into a programmable character set (PCS) type memory area. If attribute
register 18 contains an invalid CSID, all character codes following the GDCHAR
order are processed as null and the current draw position remains unchanged,
unless the CSID is X'Ol' to X'03', in which case the result is indeterminate. If
attribute register 18 does contain a valid CSID, the undefined characters are
displayed as hyphens.
For CSIDs X'04' to X'07', code points X'Ol' to X'3F' and X'FF' are considered
to be undefined and are displayed as hyphens; in addition, an undefined character
code in the range X'40' to X'FE' is displayed as a space. For CSIDs X'08' to
X'BF', those character codes not in the range of CPO to CPN are not assigned a
graphic character and are also considered to be undefined. For CSIDs X'CO' to
X'FE' (2-byte PCSs), in addition to the conditions defined in CSIDs X'08' to
X'BF', if a segment ID with a character code does not exist, that character code is
also considered to be undefined. The codes X'28', X'2A', X'2C' and X'2E' may
not appear within the data list, as they are recognized as terminating the data list.

I
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Each displayable character (not null) occupies one character position on the
screen and is drawn within a rectangle whose lower left corner is the current draw
position; then, the current draw position is updated to locate the lower left corner
of the next available character position (see Figure 5-1).
The orientation of the character box (the rectangle within which a character is
drawn) and the direction of the line on which the next character is placed are
specified by the contents of the character path/box orientation register (attribute
register 17).
Character inline spacing, which is used to specify the number of the virtual pixels
(units in -32K to +32K coordinate space) between the lower left corners of two
successive character boxes, may be specified in attribute registers 29 and 30. If
each register contains X'FF', the default spacing value of the CSID in effect is
used.

u
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Figure 5-1. Character Box and Origin (CSID
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The default value for character inline spacing is either the width or the height of
the character box, depending on the value of the character box orientation. If the
value of the character box orientation is X'O', the default value of the character
inline spacing is the same as the width of the character box. If the value of the
character box orientation is X' 4 ', the default value of the character inline spacing
is the same as the height of the character box. The sizes of the character boxes:

'

"'-'/

For CSIDs X'OO' and X'04' to X'07' are specified as part of the description of
attribute register 18 under "GLATR-Load Attribute Register" on page
5-34.
For CSIDs X'08' to X'FE' are specified in the P and Q fields of the PCS
description under "Programmable Character Set Descriptor Record" on page
3-34.
A null character is not displayed; it can appear anywhere in the data list. Because
the null character occupies a data byte, but has no effect on character positioning,
it can be used for reserving, initializing, or filling out a string of character bytes to
satisfy a boundary requirement.
The new-line and backspace character codes are not supported for nonzero
CSIDs. If encountered, they are treated as invalid characters (displayed as
hyphens).
Clipping of hardware-generated character strings (CSID = X'OO' and X'04' to
X'07') on a character basis can be accomplished by specifying viewport
boundaries and TCF mapping mode. This function works whether or not TCF is
installed in the machine. (See "TCF Character Mode Orders" on page 5-88 for
details.)

I\_)

When processing a GDCHAR order, the graphics system maintains logically
correct X-Y-Z values for the current draw position, within the limits -32K to
+32K, even if one or more characters remains outside the image area. An
attempt to draw a character outside of these world coordinates results in an
undefined current draw position.

Circle Drawing Order
The graphics system provides an order to draw circles: Draw Circle (GDCIR).

GDCIR-Draw Circle
The two-word GDCIR order draws a complete circle (subject to the blanking bit)
in world coordinate space. The magnitude of the radius of the circle is given by
the number of pixels in the world coordinate space. The allowable range of values
is from 0 to 32,767; the center of the circle is at the current draw position.
The GDCIR order is followed by a one-word data list. Its format is:

I

\
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SMMC
(Op Code)

MC
Extension

1

2

Data Word

1--'Data List---1
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The GDCIR order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'28' or X'2A'
X'98'

Mode Control
Extension Word

0-11
12-13
14
15

B'O ... O'
B'OO'
B'b'
B'O'

Data Word:
Radius

0
1-15

B'O'
B'radius'

Mode Control Extension Word Variable
B'b'

Blanking Bit
b=O
b=l

Draw the circle.
Blank the circle.

Data Word Variable
B'radius'

The value of radius can be 0 to 32,767. The radius is always positive
and, therefore, the sign is always zero.

The circle is a "primitive" graphic order and can be picked (if the pick modes
aUow), thus setting the PI. The condition code following this order is set to reflect
the PI and TSI as:
cc=
cc=
cc=
cc=

00
01
10

11

PI off and TSI off (open)
PI off and TSI on (closed)
PI on and TSI off (open)
PI on and TSI on (closed)

The GDCIR order does not change the current draw position.
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Segments are a collection of logically related output parameters that can be
manipulated as a whole; each segment is assigned a 2-byte name. Paired segment
orders Begin Segment ( GBGSEG) and End Segment ( GESEG) delimit segments.
The GBGSEG order resets the pick indicator (P=O in register 13).
Segment nesting is permitted. For example, stack orders (GPATR, GPSMC, and
GPOP) can be used to save and restore the prior segment(s) picking state
attributes and any other information desired defining the state of the graphics
system. To save the correct state~, the stack orders are placed as follows:
GBGSEG

GPSMC
GPATR
GBGSEG

(Push stack marker)
(Push attribute registers to stack)
- Start nested segment

GESEG
GPOP

- End nested segment
(Retrieve base segment attributes from stack)

GESEG

/

I

\_/

(Start base segment)

(End base segment)

The information pushed into a stack is delimited by a stack marker being pushed
in preceding any other data. A segment must not contain a Begin Order
Processing (GBGOP) or Start Regeneration Timer (GSRT) order. Also, a nested
segment may be called by many base segments. The number of nesting levels
depends on the size of the stack (that is, the number of sets of graphics system
state information that can be pushed into the stack before it is overflowed).
The two graphic orders used for segment control are described in this section.
The following table lists the mnemonic form and name of each order along with a
statement of function.

Mnemonic

Name

Function

GBGSEG

Begin Segment

Begins a segment

GESEG

End Segment

Ends a segment

Note: The GBGSEG order and the GESEG order comprise a bracketing pair that
delimits the start and end of a segment. Therefore, there must be a terminating
GESEG order for every opening GBGSEG order.
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GBGSE G-Begi n Segment
The GBGSEG order begins a segment. Its format is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

MC
Extensio n

Data Word

1

2

1

1--nata Llst_,...I
The GBGSEG order contains the following values:

Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Control

0-7
8-15

X'28' or X'2A'
X'68'

Mode Control
Extensio n Word
(Reserve d)

0-15

X'OO'

Data Word

0-15

X'iiii'

...

..

Motle, Ccmtrol Ex.tensiQn Wend
X'QO'

Reserved

X'iiii'

This 16 .. bit data word contains the name of the segment

Data Wprd V3riable

The pick indicator is reset by this order. Accordingly, the condition code after
execution of this order always reflects the PI and TSI as follows:
cc=

00

cc.= 01
c.c = 10
cc= 1l

PI off and TSI off (open)
PI off and TSI on (closed)
Not set
Not set

The GESEG orcier terminat es a segment.
The format of the GESEG order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)
1

The GESEG order contains the following values:
..

Ntune

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7

X'2A'
X'61'

8-15
,.
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The GESEG order updates the condition code register. After execution of this
order the condition code always reflects the PI and TSI setting as:
cc=
cc=
cc=
cc=

00
01
10
11

PI off and TSI off (open)
PI off and TSI on (closed)
PI on and TSI off (open)
PI on and TSI on (closed)

Attribute Control Orders
The graphics system contains a number of attribute registers. Although many of
these registers are reset to a default value by the Begin Order Processing
(GBGOP) or Start Regeneration Timer (GSRT) order, they can be set and
accessed under display program control using the Load Attribute Register
( GLATR) and Store Attribute Register (GSATR) orders. The displayed
color/ grayshade is determined by the contents of an attribute register and a
color I grayshade lookup table that is loaded through the Load Color Table
(GLCT) order.
The three attribute control orders are described in this section in the sequence
shown in the following table. The table lists the mnemonic form and name of
each order along with a statement of function.
Mnemonic

Name

Function

GLCT

Load Color Table

Loads the Color Table
according to loading
instructions specified in a
data list

GLATR

Load Attribute
Register

Loads the attribute
register(s) stipulated in
a data list

GSATR

Store Attribute
Register

Stores the specified attribute
register(s) starting at
the word specified by
the address field

I
\

\
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GLCT--Load Color Table
The GLCT order loads the Color Table (CT). This one-word order is followed
by a variable-length data list.
The format of the GLCT order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Data Word

Data Word

1

1

2

{

Data Word

Data Word

3

n

Data List
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The GLCT order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7

X'28' or X'2A'
X'DO'

8-15

Data Word 1

tOOO 0000 aaaa aaaa

Start Address

Data Word 2

0000 OOOc cccc cccc

Count

If Color Display

Data Word 3

0000 bbbb gggg rrrr

Data Word n

0000 bbbb gggg rrrr

Data Words

If Monochrome Display

Data Word 3

0000 ssss ssss ssss

Data Word n

0000 ssss ssss ssss

Data Words

Word 1 Variables
t

Tracking bit
t

=0

Indicates that this is a normal Color Table load. The
system resets to the destructive tracking symbol.

t

=1

Indkc:ltes that this load of the Color Table is being
performed to prepare for nondestru ctive tracking symbol
use.
See "Tracking Symbol Update" and "Nondestr uctive
Tracking Symbol" on pages 3-17 and 3-18, respectively.

aaaa aaaa

Specifies the location (entry) in the Color Table at which loading
of the following data words is to start.

c cccc cccc

Specifies the count (number) of Color Table entries to be loaded.
Valid values are from 1to256.

Word 2 Variables
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If Color Display

Word 3 Variables

bbbb
gggg
rrrr

Specifies the amount of blue.
Specifies the amount of green.
Specifies the amount of red that, in combination,
will comprise the color that will be generated on the
display when the Color Table entry into which the word is
loaded is referenced via the color attribute register.

Wordn

If Monochrome Display:

Word 3 Variables

ssss ssss ssss

Word n

Specifies the grayshade that will be
generated on the display when the Color Table entry into
which the word is loaded is referenced via the color
attribute register.

Although the physical size of the Color Table is 256 entries, the logical size
available to the user depends on the number of bit planes featured on your
system:
Number of
Bit Planes

Logical Size
of Table (Note 1)

2

4

4

16
64
256

6
8

Addressable
Locations (Note 2)

0-3
0-15
0-63
0-255

Notes:
1. Represents the maximum count ( ccccccccc) value for a system featured with
the specified number of bit planes.
2.

Represents the valid addressable logical Color Table locations (that is, aaaa
aaaa) for a system featured with the specified number of bit planes.

The data words (words 3 and onward) are loaded sequentially into the Color
Table starting at the entry referred to by word 1. Loading continues until the
count expires. All other locations of the Color Table remain unchanged. If the
count has not expired at the time the logical end of the Color Table is reached, the
remaining data words are ignored.
Execution of this order is synchronized with video refresh, so the Color Table
loading is performed between refresh cycles.
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GLATR-Lo ad Attribute Register
The GLATR order loads the attribute register(s) specified in the data list; the
order is followed by a variable-length data list containing one or more words.
The format of the GLATR order is:
SMMC
DataWord ~)' Data Word
__(_O_p_C_od_e_)_________ __?~---------1
1
n
- - - - - Data List

----~

The GLATR order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'28' or X'2A'
X'D3'

Data Word

0
1-2
3-7
8-15

B'e'
B'OO'
B'ttttt'
B'c ... c'

Data Word Variables
B'e'

Last-word indicator
e=O
e=l

Not the last word; more words to follow.
Indicates last word in data list.

B't ... t'

Attribute register number

B'c ... c'

Data bits to be set into the appropriate attribute register.

GLATR causes the attribute register(s) addressed in the data list to be loaded
with the associated values contained in the c bits. Registers not referred to are
not changed.
The user is cautioned to set all reserved c bits and registers to zero to avoid
undefined results.
Each attribute register is 1 byte (8 bits) in length.
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Formats, contents, lengths, and associated default values of the attribute registers
are given in the following table.
Reg
No.

Bit
No.

Contents

0

5-7

Blinking Pattern Identifier
Marker Character Code
Line Type

1
2

4-7

No. of Valid/
Defined Bits

Format

Default
Value

3

0000 Obbb

B'OOO'

8

xxxx xxxx

X'FF'

4

0000 1111

X'OO'

xxxx xxxx

X'05'

xxxx xxxx

X'OO'

mhOO OOOi

B'O'
B'O'
B'O'

3

Normal Color/Grayshade

8

4

Reserved

0

5

Normal Frame Buffer Mask

8

6

Reserved

0

7

Reserved

0

8

Reserved

0

9

Reserved

0

Mode Switch Indicator (m)
Normal Highlighting State (h)
Visible/Invisible State (i)

1
1
1

11

Segment Name, High Byte

8

xxxx xxxx

X'OO'

12

Segment Name, Low Byte

8

xxxx xxxx

X'OO'

4
5
6
7

Pick Indicator (p)
Single Detect Indicator (s)
Permit Branch Indicator (e)
Tip Switch Indicator (t)

1
1
1
1

0000 pset

B'O'
B'x'
B'x'
B'x'
(Note 1)

1

Pick Interrupt Mode (d)
Pick Detect Mode (aa)

1
2

Odaa 0000

B'l'
B'll'

15

Reserved

0

16

Reserved

0

Character Path Orientation
Character Box Orientation

4
4

iiii rrrr

X'OO'

Character Set Identifier

8

xxxx xxxx

X'04'
(Note 2)

Transformation and Clipping
Feature Modes

5

OOmp dtcO

X'OO'

iiii iiii

X'04'

xxxxxxxx

X'05'

xxxx xxxx

X'OO'

10

0
1

7

13

14

2-3

17

0-3
4-7

18
19

2-6.

20

Marker Character Set Identifier

8

21

Reserved

0

22

Reserved

0

23

Reserved

0

24

Reserved

0

25

Highlighting Color I Grayshade

8

26

Reserved

0

27

Highlighting Frame Buff er Mask

8

28

Reserved

0

29

Character Inline Spacing, High Byte

8

xxxxxxxx

X'FF'

30

Character Inline Spacing, Low Byte

8

xxxxxxxx

X'FF'

31

Reserved

0

Notes:

u

1. When attribute register 13 is reset, the TSI (t) bit is set to zero if the pick
device (or if the device is in system pick device mode) stylus switch is open,
and is set to 1 if the stylus switch is closed.
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2.

After a Begin Order Processing ( GBGOP) order or a Start Display Program
structured field is processed, the default value is set to CSID X'04'. After a
Start Regeneration Timer ( GSR T) order or a Set Buffer Address Register and
Start command is processed, the default value is set to CSID X'OO'.

The contents and function of each attribute register are described below. All bits
set to zero are reserved for future use.
•

Register 0-Blinking Pattern Identifier
The 3 low-order bits of this register contain the blinking pattern identifier.
Each blinking pattern identifier is assigned a 16-bit binary number default
pattern:
bbbb bbbb

bbbb bbbb

where:
b=O

Image is blanked for approximately 1I 4 second.

b=l

Image is displayed for approximately 1I4 second.

Eight blinking patterns (0-7) are supported. The first two patterns (0-1)
are system-defined and cannot be changed by the user. The remaining six
patterns (2-7) can be changed by a Load Blinking Patterns structured field
(see "Load Blinking Patterns" on page 4-22).
Pattern

Default Pattern

Comment

000

111111111111 1111

No blinking pattern

001

101010101010 1010

3 25 0-compatible

010

101010101010 1010

Loadable pattern

011

101010101010 1010

Loadable pattern

100

101010101010 1010

Loadable pattern

101

101010101010 1010

Loadable pattern

110

101010101010 1010

Loadable pattern

111

110011001100 1100

Loadable pattern

Note: If the regeneration cycle of the display program is long, the blink
patterns may not take effect or may become distorted, because the system
blink control mask is updated only at GBGOP or GSRT order execution time.
•

Register 1-Marker Character Code
This register contains the EBCDIC value of the character (or graphic symbol)
in the marker character set, identified in attribute register 20, that is to be
used as the marker. The default value is X'FF'; assignment of the
character I graphic to this value is described in "Mode-Setting Orders" on
page 5-17.
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•

Register 2-Line Type
The 4 low-order bits of this register contain the identifier of a line pattern to
be used when drawing lines and circles. Valid values are in the range O to 15.
The pattern starts at the first unblanked line of a line drawing order. It
continues to be repeated as the order and associated data list are processed;
however, the pattern is restarted after a blank move is encountered.

(,__)

Each line pattern consists of a 256-bit (32 bytes) binary number. Each bit of
the number represents:
If
If

0
1

Blank 16 virtual pixels.
Draw 16 virtual pixels.

In this way each pattern can stipulate the drawing or blanking of a distance of
between 0 and 4096 virtual pixels on the screen. The actual distance on the
screen is the number of raster units nearest the specified distance (rounded
off).

Sixteen line patterns (0-15) are supported. The first four patterns (0-3) are
system-defined and provide 3250-compatibility.
Pattern 000
Pattern 001
Pattern 010
Pattern 011

(

-

Solid
Dotted
Dashed
Dot-Dashed

The remaining 12 patterns ( 4- 15) can be changed by a Load Line Patterns
structured field (see "Load Line Patterns" on page 4-23).

'

\_,)

Default values for line patterns 4 to 15 are all 1's (solid line).
Register 3-Normal Color/Grayshade
This register contains the color I grayshade index. It contains as many bits as
there are bit planes in the frame buffer, starting from the low-order bit. The
value in this register is set into the bit planes at each pixel location during any
draw function (subject to the frame buffer mask). When the bit planes are
scanned out to the video during image refresh, this value indexes the Color
Table to determine the actual color/grayshade value placed on the screen at
that pixel position.
•

Register 4-Reserved
This register is reserved for future use.
Register 5- Normal Frame Buffer Mask
This register controls writing into the frame buffer. Each bit in the register
corresponds to a bit plane in the frame buffer in the same order as the
color/ grayshade attribute. If a bit is set to zero, writing in the corresponding
bit plane is permitted; if the bit is set to 1, writing in that bit plane is inhibited
(the existing contents remain unchanged).

u

Registers 6, 7, 8, and 9-Reserved
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These registers are reserved for future use.
•

Register 10-Mod e Switch Indicator and Normal Highlighting and Visibility
States
Mode Switch Indicator (m)
Bit 0 = 0

No mode switch has occurred.

Bit 0 = 1

This bit is set to 1 by the system to indicate that a mode
switch to 3270 mode or Setup mode occurred between the
time the last GBGOP or GSRT order was executed and the
display program was restarted. If your display program has
generate d a static image on the screen as a result of
specifying the frame buffer nonswitch mode on the GBGOP
order or by protecting a portion of the image using a frame
buffer mask (see register 5), the static portion of the image
will not reappear once the graphic mode is restored.
Accordingly, if mode change is to be allowed by your
application, make certain that you test this indicator when
your display program is restarted , and, if it is on, regenera te
the entire image. The mode switch indicator may be tested by
storing register 10 and testing the display storage location
using a Test under Mask (GTM) order.

Normal Highlighting State (h)
Bit 1

=0

Causes the normal colorI grayshade and frame buffer mask
(attribute registers 3 and 5) to be used in generating the
display image.

Bit 1

=1

Causes the highlighting color/ grayshade value in attribute
register 25 and the highlighting frame buffer mask in
attribute register 27 to be used in generating the display
image.

Visible/Invisible State (i)

•

Bit 7

=0

fodicates that all lines, markers, circles, and so on, should be
drawn and displayed.

Bit 7

=1

Indicates that all draws are to be invisible. When this bit is
set, the entry of pixels into the frame buffer is prevented,
thus blanking all draws. However, the current draw position
in world coordinate space is still correctly updated when the i
bit is on (i = 1).

Registers 11and12 -Segme nt Name
These registers contain a 16-bit segment name that identifies the latest
segment being processed. Register 11 contains the high byte of the segment
name; register 12 contains the low byte.
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These registers are updated only by the GBGSEG order. Placing this
information in a register permits the user to save and restore segment states
when segment nesting is required.

u
I

Register 13-Pick Indicator (PI), Single Detect Indicator (SDI), Permit
Branch (PBI) Indicator, and Tip Switch Indicator (TSI)

•

This register contains the PI (in bit 4 ), the SDI (in bit 5), the PBI (in bit 6),
and the TSI (in bit 7).
The graphics system records changes of state of the PI, SDI, PBI, and TSI in
this attribute register. Subsequently, the graphics system tests these indicators
to control its processing flow. The user may also change the state of these
indicators by setting appropriate bits in this register.
x = 0 The specified indicator is off.
x = 1 The specified indicator is on.
Care should be taken when loading this attribute register because you may
inadvertently override the state of one of the indicators.
For a description of the setting and resetting of these indicators, see "Pick
Detection Modes and Indicators" on page 3-20.
Note: If the PI and the immediate interrupt mode are set at the exit from the
GLATR order, a pick detect interrupt is generated immediately.
Register 14-Pick Modes
I

:

\_)

Pick Interrupt Mode (d)
When set to 1, bit 1 indicates immediate detect mode; when set to zero,
bit 1 indicates deferred detect mode.
Pick Detect Mode (aa)
Bits 2 and 3 indicate the pick detect mode.
aa
aa
aa
aa

= 00 Reserved (not used)
= 01 Disable detect

10 N onswitch enable detect
= 11 Switch enable detect

For an explanation of these modes, see "Pick Detection Modes and
Indicators" on page 3-20.
•

Register 15 and 16-Reserved
These registers are reserved for future use.
Register 17 -Character Path and Character Box Orientation
This register specifies the character path inline orientation and the character
box orientation. These specifications are in terms of angle of direction. The
value of the angle increases in a counterclockwise direction.
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Character Path Inline Orientatio n
Character path inline orientatio n defines the direction for placing the next
character on the line with respect to the current character. The 4
high-orde r bits (iiii) of attribute register 17 specify character path inline
direction angle. Valid values for iiii are:
X'O'
X'4'
X'8'
X'C'

Zero degrees, left to right horizontal ; default value.
90 degrees, vertical up.
180 degrees, right to left horizontal .
270 degrees, vertical down.

All unused values of iiii are reserved for future use.
Character Box Orientatio n
Character box orientatio n defines the direction of the rectangle within
which the character is drawn with respect to the X axis of the graphics
system coordinate system. The low-order 4 bits (rrrr) of attribute register
17 specify character box direction angle. Valid values for rrrr are:
X'O'

Zero degrees; character box width is parallel to the X-axis and
character box height is parallel to the Y-axis; default value.

X'4'

90 degrees; character box width is parallel to the Y-axis and
character box height is parallel to the X-axis (character box is
rotated 90 degrees counterclockwise).

u

All unused values of rrrr are reserved for future use.
Register 17 applies if CSID
•

= X'04' or greater.

Register 18- Character Set Identifier
This register specifies the local character set identifier that defines the
character set from which graphic characters are generated when the Draw
Character (GD CHAR) order is used.
A character set is designated by issuing a GLATR order, with register 18
specifying a character set ID. A character set is invoked if it is designated
and a GDCHAR order is issued. If a programmable character set is invoked,
before its description is loaded into a memory area all of the characters are
treated as null.

i
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CSIDs X'04' to X'07' are nonprogrammable and are the graphics system
character sets. CSID X'04' is the system default character set after a Begin
Order Processing ( GBGOP) order has been processed. The assignment of
local CSIDs is given below.
Character
Set Local ID
X'OO'
X'Ol'
to
X'03'

Character Set Name

Character Box Size
Width-Hei ght

3250-compatible base
character set

(Note 1)

Reserved

X'04'

System base character setbasic size, default

12-20 (48-80)
(Note 2)

X'05'

System base character setlarge

21-30 (84-120)
(Note 2)

X'06'

System base character setsmall

10-15 ( 40-60)
(Note 2)

X'07'

System base character setmedium

18-25 (72-100)
(Note 2)

X'08'
to
X'BF'

Programmable character sets
(PCSs) with 1-byte character
code

(Note 3)

X'CO'
to
X'FE'

Programmable character sets
(PCSs) with 2-byte character
code

(Note 3)

X'FF'

Reserved

Notes:
See "GECM-E nter Character Mode" on page A-13 for the size of the
character box.
2. The width and height are given in number of raster units for a 1024 x 1024
monitor. The numbers in parentheses are values of the width and height in
virtual pixels.
3. Character box size is specified in "Programmable Character Set Descriptor
Record" on page 3-3 4.
1.

•

Register 19-Transfo rmation and Clipping Feature Modes
Mapping Mode (m)
Bit 2 = 1 causes an image to be mapped from a window in world
coordinates to a viewport in virtual image space coordinates; bit 2 = zero
indicates mapping is turned off.
Perspective Mode (p)
Bit 3 = 1 activates three-dimensional (3D) perspective; bit 3
indicates perspective is not active.

= zero
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Notes:
1. When this mode is on, the clipping volume is a truncated pyramid;
when this mode is off, the clipping volume is a rectangular box.
2. This bit is ignored unless the 3D mode is set.
3D Mode (d)
Bit 4 = 1 specifies 3D transformation; bit 4
transformation is active.

= zero specifies 2D

Transformation Mode (t)
Bit 5 = 1 activates transformation; bit 5
is inactive.

= zero indicates transformation

Clipping Mode ( c)
If 3D mode (d = 1): bit 6 = 1 indicates that clipping to the clipping

rectangle box or the truncated pyramid (depending on perspective mode)
is active; bit 6 = zero indicates that clipping is to the default boundary.

= 0): bit 6 = 1 indicates that clipping rectangle is active;
= zero indicates that clipping is to the default boundary.

If 2D mode (d

bit 6

See "TCF Modes of Operation" on page 3-41 for additional details.
Register 20-Marker Character Set Identifier
This register specifies an 8-bit marker character set identifier. The character
code defined in register 1 specifies a graphic character from the character set
identified by this register.
Note: If the CSID is zero, the character set/ size is basic.
Registers 21, 22, 23 and 24-Reserved
These registers are reserved for future use.
Register 25 - Highlighting Color I Grayshade
This register contains a color/ grayshade index into the Color Table that is
used only when the system is in the highlighting state (see attribute register
10, h bit). See the description of attribute register 3 for the function of the
color I grayshade index.
Register 26-Reserved
This register is reserved for future use.
Register 27 -Highlighting Frame Buffer Mask
This register contains a frame buffer mask that is used only when the system
is in the highlighting state (see register 10, h bit). (See the description of
attribute register 5 for details on the function of the frame buffer mask.)
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Register 28-Reserved
:

\_.,,

This register is reserved for future use.

)

Registers 29 and 30-Character Inline Spacing
These registers specify a 16-bit positive character inline spacing value, which
is the number of virtual pixels between the lower left corners of two
successive character boxes. If these registers contain X'FFFF', the default
value of the character set in use is used. The default values for those
character sets provided by the graphics system (CSIDs X'OO' and X'04' to
X'07') are defined in the description of attribute register 18; for PCSs, the
contents of the P and Q fields are used. See the P and Q field descriptions
under "Programmabl e Character Set Descriptor Record" on page 3-34.
Register 31-Reserved
This register is reserved for future use.
Attribute Register General Information
The conditions under which the attribute registers are reset to their default values
are:
At power-on, and system and device reset.
By a Begin Order Processing (GBGOP) order.
By a Start Regeneration Timer (GSRT) order.
By a Set Buffer Address Register and Start command from the host system.

•
(
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Because the PI may be changed during a GLATR order, the condition code
setting following the order reflects the PI and TSI settings as:
cc =
cc =
cc =
cc=

00
01
10
11

PI off and TSI off (open)
PI off and TSI on (closed)
PI on and TSI off (open)
PI on and TSI on (closed)

GSATR-Sto re Attribute Register
The GSATR order stores the current value of the attribute register(s) specified
beginning at the word identified by the address field of the order.
The format of the GSATR order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

MC Extension
Word 1

MC Extension
Word2

Address Word

1

2

3

4
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The GSATR order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A' and X'2E'
X'D4'

Mode Control Extension
Word 1

0-15

X'mmmm'

Mode Control Extension
Word2

0-15

X'mmmm'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

The second and third words of this four-word order contain a two-word MC
extension. The fourth word contains an address field.
Mode Control Extension Words 1 and 2
The m bits in the MC extension words form a mask that controls which attributes
are stored by the order. Bit zero (high order) of the first MC extension word
corresponds to attribute register 0, bit 1 corresponds to attribute register 1, and so
on; bit 15 of the second MC extension word corresponds to attribute register 31.
If the corresponding m bit is 1, the attribute is stored; if them bit is zero, that
attribute is not stored.
Address Word Variable
X'aaaa'

Denotes a display storage address within the current page (that is, a
word boundary). The address may be relative or absolute, depending
on the SM byte option selected. If relative addressing is used, valid
values are in the range from -32,768 to +32,766. Negative numbers
are in twos complement. Absolute address values may be in the
range from 0 to 65,534. The low-order bit of the address is ignored
and assumed to be zero.

Executing the GSATR order causes the data to be stored starting at the word
identified by the address field of the order. The data is stored on a word
boundary and comprises the contents of the attribute registers defined by the m
bits in the GSATR order. Each attribute is stored as one word, each containing
the 5 t bits and the 8 low-order bits described under the GLATR order. The
attribute registers are stored in ascending order in contiguous display storage
locations. The last attribute word stored has the e bit set to 1 to denote the end of
the data field.
Note: The stored data list varies inlength and is compatible with the GLATR
order.
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Positional Device Control Order
The graphic order used for controlling positional devices is the Store Device Input
( GSDEVI) order. It is described in this section.
Mnemonic

Name

Function

GSDEVI

Store Device Input

Stores the output of an
addressed device at a userspecified location

GSDEVJ.-Store Device Input
The GSDEVI order stores two or more words containing the output of an
addressed device, beginning at the address given in the order.
SMMC
(Op Code)

MC Extension:
Flag Word

Address Word

l

2

3

The GSDEVI order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A' or X'2E'
X'E8'

Mode Control
Extension:
Flags Word

0-3
4-7
8
9
11
12
13
14-15

B'OOOO'
B'uuuu'
B'i'
B't'
B'b'
B'l'
B'f'
B'r'
B'OO'

0-15

X'aaaa'

10

Address Word
Mode Control Extension Word Variables
B'uuuu'

4-bit/ device position register number
uuuu

= X'O'

Current draw position registers (X,Y,Z)

uuuu

= X' 1'

Tablet registers

uuuu

= X'2'

Dials feature registers

uuuu

= to

X'3'
Reserved

X'F'

B'i'

=0

Do not interrupt
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B'i'

=1

Enable interrupt from position entry device, unit number B'OOOl'.
An interrupt occurs immediately if a switch or one or more function
keys exists and was closed or pressed on the addressed unit at the
time of the last Begin Order Processing (GBGOP) or Start
Regeneration Timer (GSRT) order (for example, tablet stylus
switch/function keys for unit B'OOOl ').
Note: An interrupt occurs only if the SDI is off. The SDI is set on if
an interrupt is taken from the GSDEVI order and is reset only when
all stylus switches are open (at GBGOP or GSRT order time). For a
full description of the set/ reset, and function of the SDI, see "Pick
Detection Modes and Indicators" on page 3-20.

An interrupt generates Attention, Unit Check status. The sense data
contains the unit number and the display storage address of the
GSDEVI order that caused the interrupt.
B't'

Tip switch indicator (valid only for tablet)
The t bit is shown only to maintain format compatibility with the
GSPOS order described in the 3250 RPQ, Attachment for Cursor
Control Tablet and Plotter, GA33-3120. The t bit is ignored by the
5085 processor.

B'b'

Blanking flag
The data is stored without the blanking bit set.
b= 1

B'l'

The data is stored with the appropriate blanking bit set if
1=0.

Long format. This bit is significant only for unit B'OOOO'.
1= 0

1= 1

The current draw position is stored in base X-Y form in
two words in the format:
ObOO xxxx xxxx xxxx

X Coordinate

0000 yyyy yyyy yyyy

Y Coordinate

The current draw position is stored in long X-Y-Z form in
three words in the format:
sxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx

X Coordinate

syyy YYYY yyyy yyyy

Y Coordinate

szzz zzzz zzzz zzzz

Z Coordinate

Note: The long form 0= 1) is compatible with the data list following
a Draw Line Absolute 3D 16 Bits (GDLA3L) order.
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B'f'

u

Tablet function key identifier.
The 16-bit mask word is not stored.
f

B'r'

=1

The first word stored is a 16-bit function key mask word;
that is, for each bit in this word set to 1, the corresponding
function key was pressed at the time of the last GBGOP or
GSRT order. Function key 1 is represented by the
rightmost bit of the mask, function key 2 by the bit to the
left of the rightmost bit and so on.

Dials reset
r

=0

All dial values and the corresponding mask bits are reset to
positive zero after the execution of this order.

r

=1

The dial values are not reset after execution of this order
and subsequent issuance of the order will result in the
retrieval of the cumulative relative value of each dial since
the last time they were reset (that is, signed addition or
subtraction of each dial's input is performed on the dials'
cumulative total as the values are received by the system).
This order retrieves the net result of these calculations at
the time it is issued.

Address Word Variable

X'aaaa'

Denotes the starting display storage address within the current page
(that is, a word boundary) of an area into which the specified
device's input is to be stored. The address may be relative or
absolute, depending on the SM byte option selected. If relative
addressing is used, valid values are in the range from -32,768 to
+32,766. Negative numbers are in twos complement. Absolute
address values may be in the range from 0 to 65,534. The low-order
bit of the address is ignored and assumed to be zero.

This three-word order causes two or more words to be stored beginning at the
address given in the order.
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The device data is stored according to device type as follows:
Device
Type

Device
No.

Mode
Control

Data
Length

Word
No.

Current
Draw
Position

0000

1=0

2 words

0
1

1=1

Tablet

0001

3 words

f=O
1=0

2 words

f=l
1=0

3 words

Content

Format

x

ObOO xxxx xxxx xxxx
0000 yyyy yyyy yyyy

x

sxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
syyy YYYY YYYY YYYY
szzz yyyy yyyy yyyy

y

0
1
2

y

0
1

y

0
1
2

z
x
Mask

x
y

ObOO xxxx xxxx xxxx
0000 yyyy yyyy yyyy
mm.mm mmmm mmmm mmmm
ObOO xxxx xxxx xxxx
0000 yyyy yyyy yyyy

Note: If the tablet is "out of presence" (that is, the stylus is above the minimum height for sensing or
outside the active area), no data is stored, the switch is considered to be open, and the condition code is set
to 10. Function key 1 (or the stylus) is represented by the rightmost bit of the mask, function key 2 by the
bit to the left of the rightmost bit, and so on.

Dials
Feature

0010

9 words

0

Mask

mmmm mm.mm 0000 0000

1
2
3

Dial Scalar
Dial Scalar
Dial Scalar
Dial Scalar
Dial Scalar
Dial Scalar
Dial Scalar
Dial Scalar

sddd dddd dddd dddd
sddd dddd dddd dddd
sddd dddd dddd dddd
sddd dddd dddd dddd
sddd dddd dddd dddd
sddd dddd dddd dddd
sddd dddd dddd dddd
sddd dddd dddd dddd

4

5

6
7
8

( d = Dial Scalar Value)
Note: A mask bit is set to 1 to indicate the value of the corresponding dial has changed since the previous
GSDEVI order with the unit address of B'OOlO'. Dial 1 is represented by the leftmost bit of the mask, Dial
2 by the second bit, and so on. The last GSDEVI order may not be in the same GBGOP cycle. The mask
bits are cleared to X'OOOO' after the mask word and the eight-word dials output data is stored at the
location specified by the address field of the GSDEVI order.

\J
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The dials feature output value is a signed binary number representing the relative
amount of change in the dial positions since the last time the dial values were reset
(refer tor bit definition). Negative values are presented in twos complement
notation. The dial output value is relative to the dial setting at the time the dial
values were last reset, not necessarily to dial position zero. If more than 127
cumulative full turns (360 degrees) of a dial are made in either the positive or
negative direction, that dial's output value is reset to a positive zero.
Notes:
1. A subsequent GSDEVI order to the same unit (in the same display program
execution cycle} may give different data. (The switch indicator remains the
same for the duration of the GBGOP order cycle.)
2. If the addressed device is not installed, no data is stored and the condition
code is set = 11.
The GSDEVI order sets the condition code (which may be tested by the Branch
on Condition order) to reflect the status of the referenced unit:
cc

00

cc
cc
cc

01
10
11

Switch open or unit has no
switch (that is, dials)
Switch closed
Out of presence (tablet)
Device not installed
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Pick Control Orders
The pick control orders that control the graphics system pick function are
described in this section in the sequence given in the following table. The table
lists the mnemonic form and name of each order and briefly states the function of
each.
Mnemonic

Name

Function

GBSO

Branch on Switch
Open

Branches control to specified
address on switch-open
conditions

GBDD

Branch on Deferred
Detect

Branches control to specified
address on deferred detects

GBND

Branch on No-Detect

Branches control to specified
address on no-detect
conditions

\

)
-

In addition to the three orders listed above, the Load Attribute Register

( GLATR) order is also used to set pick attributes.

GBSO-Branch on Switch Open
The GBSO order branches control to a specified address on a switch-open
condition.
The format of the GBSO order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word

1

2

The GBSO order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A' or X'2E'
X'F5'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

Address Word Variable
X'aaaa'

Denotes a display storage address within the current page (that is, a
word boundary). The address may be relative or absolute, depending
on the SM byte option selected. If relative addressing is used, valid
values are in the range from -32,768 to +32,766. Negative numbers
are in twos complement. Absolute address values may be in the range
from 0 to 65,534. The low-order bit of the address is ignored and
assumed to be zero.

This two-word order:
•
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Branches control to the specified address if the TSI is open ( t = 0 in attribute
register 13).

J

Continues execution at the next order if the TSI is closed.
Is not affected by the state of the pick detect or interrupt modes.
The condition code settings are not affected by execution of this order.

GBDD-Branch on Deferred Detect
The GBDD order branches control to a specified address on a deferred detect.
The format of the GBDD order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word
2

The GBDD order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A' or X'2E'
X'FC'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

Address Word Variable
X'aaaa'

\._.,;;

Denotes a display storage address within the current page (that is, a
word boundary). The address may be relative or absolute, depending
on the SM byte option selected. If relative addressing is used, valid
values are in the range from -32,768 to +32,766. Negative numbers
are in twos complement. Absolute address values may be in the range
from 0 to 65,534. The low-order bit of the address is ignored and
assumed to be zero.

This two-word order:
Sets the PI off.
Branches control to the specified address if the PI was on prior to execution
of this order.
The GBDD order branches control to the address specified in the last word of the
order if the PI is on; that is, if a deferred detect is outstanding.
The pick detect and interrupt modes are not altered, nor are the SDI, TSI, or PBI
changed.
The condition code setting following execution of the GBDD order reflects the PI
and TSI settings as follows:

(

I

\.._../

cc=
cc=
cc=
cc=

00
01
10
11

PI off and TSI off (open)
PI off and TSI on (closed)
Not set
Not set
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GBND-Bran ch on No-Detect
The GBND order branches control to a specified address on a no-detect
condition.
The format of the GBND order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word

1

2

The GBND order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A' or X'2E'
X'FD'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

Address Word Variable
X'aaaa'

Denotes a display storage address within the current page (that is, a
word boundary). The address may be relative or absolute, depending
on the SM byte option selected. If relative addressing is used, valid
values are in the range from -32,768 to +32,766. Negative numbers
are in twos complement. Absolute address values may be in the range
from 0 to 65,534. The low-order bit of the address is ignored and
assumed to be zero.

This two-word order branches control to the specified address in either of the
following two cases:
Pick detect mode is in the switch enabled state, the PI is off and the PBI is on.
Pick detect mode is in the nonswitch enabled state and the PI is off.
In all other cases, execution continues at the next order and the PI is set off.

Whether or not the branch occurs, this order sets the PBI off if the pick detect
mode is in the switch enabled state.
The condition code setting after execution of the GBND order reflects the PI and
TSI settings as:
cc=
cc=
cc=
cc=
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00
01
10

11

PI off and TSI off (open)
PI off and TSI on (closed)
Not set
Not set

Branch Control Orders
A branch control order causes a transfer of control to a new address in display
storage. (See "Order Sequencing" on page 5-5 for the technique used to find the
next executable order.)

u

The four branch control orders are described in this section in the sequence
shown in the following table. The table lists the mnemonic form and name of
each order and gives a short statement of the function of each.
Mnemonic

Name

Function

GBC

Branch on Condition

Branches control to specified
address based on condition
code settings

GBCNT

Branch on Count

Branches control to specified
address if count is
nonzero after being
decremented

GB

Branch Unconditional

Branches control unconditionally to specified
address

GBPAGE

Branch Page

Branches to address
specified on another page

GBC-Branc h on Condition
The GBC order branches control to a specified address based on the condition
code setting.
The format of the GBC order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word

1

2

The GBC order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-11
12
13
14-15

X'2A' or X'2E'
X'7'
B'u'
B'i'
B'cc'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

Mode Control Variables
B'u'

U=O
(

\_,/

The 2 low-order bits (cc) of the MC byte are compared
with the setting of the condition code bits, and subsequent
action is taken according to the setting of the i bit.
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U=l

The branch is taken unconditionally to the location
indicated by the address word and the setting of the i bit is
ignored.

i=O

If the condition is not satisfied (that is, cc is not equal to
the condition code), a branch is taken to the location
indicated by the address word; otherwise, the next
sequential order is executed (branch if condition is not
true).

i=l

If the condition is satisfied (that is, cc equals the condition
code), a branch is taken to the location indicated by the
address word; otherwise, the next sequential order is
executed (branch if condition true).

B'i'

X'aaaa'

Denotes the display storage address within the current page (that is,
a word boundary) to which a branch will be made if the specified
conditions are satisfied. The address may be relative or absolute,
depending on the SM byte option selected. If relative addressing is
used, valid values are in the range from -32,768 to +32,766.
Negative numbers are in twos complement. Absolute address values
may be in the range from 0 to 65,534. The low-order bit of the
address is ignored and assumed to be zero.

For a description of the conditions that set the condition code, see "Condition
Code Register" on page 3-7.
The GBC order does not change the condition code setting.

GBCNT--Branch on Count
The GBCNT order branches control to a specified address if the count is nonzero
after being decremented.
The format of the GBCNT order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word

Data Word

1

2

1

1~- Data List ~1
The GBCNT order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode

0-7

Mode Control

8-15

X'28' or X'2A' or
X'2C' or X'2E'
X'FO'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

Data Word

0-15

X'cccc'

-

-
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Address Word Variable
X'aaaa'

Denotes a display storage address within the current page (that is, a
word boundary). Control passes to this address unless the count field is
zero after being decremented. The address may be relative or absolute,
depending on the SM byte option selected. If relative addressing is
used, valid values are in the range from -32,768 to +32,766. Negative
numbers are in twos complement. Absolute address values may be in
the range from 0 to 65,534. The low-order bit of the address is ignored
and assumed to be zero.

X'cccc'

Denotes a count value, an unsigned 16-bit integer. The count field is
overwritten by the decremented value at instruction execution time.

Data Word Variable

Note: If the count field is zero before being decremented, the count is
decremented to X'FFFF' and this order continues to execute as a transfer and
count instruction.

GB-Branch Unconditional
The GB order branches control unconditionally to a specified address.
The format of the GB order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word

1

2

I\_,)

The GB order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A' or X'2E'
X'FF'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

This two-word order causes a branch of control to the location identified by the
address in the last word of the order.
Address Word Variable
X'aaaa'

Denotes a display storage address within the current page (that is, a
word boundary). The address may be relative or absolute, depending
on the SM byte option selected. If relative addressing is used,. valid
values are in the range from -32,768 to +32,766. Negative numbers
are in twos complement. Absolute address values may be in the range
from 0 to 65,534. The low-order bit of the address is ignored and
assumed to be zero.
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GBPAGE-Bran ch Page
The GBP AGE order branches to an address on another page.
\

\.._/)
The format of the GBPAGE order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Data Word:
Page Number

1

1

{

-

Data Word:
Address
2

- - - - - Data 'List ----__..~
The GBPAGE order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'28' or X'2A'
X'F7'

Data Word 1:
Page Number

0-15

X'pppp'

Data Word 2:
Address

0-15

X'aaaa'

Data Word 1 Variable: Page Number
X'pppp'

This word contains the number of the page to which you want to jump.
The 5080 Graphics System supports a maximum of 17 pages;
accordingly, valid page number values are in the range X'OOOO' to
X'OOlO'. However, the number of pages supported by your graphics
system may be less, depending on the amount of storage installed, and
may vary from time to time, depending on whether a memory area
storage pool is currently defined and, if it is, how large it is.
You may calculate the number of pages available at any time on your
graphics system and, by doing so, the valid page number values, by
issuing a Store Configuration Data (GSCONF) order and reading back
the configuration data stored in the display storage. Then, from
parameter 2 (graphics system storage size) extract the number of 2K
blocks of storage assigned to the display storage. Divide this number by
32; the quotient gives you the number of full 64K pages available for
display storage use and the remainder, if not zero, indicates that you
have an additional (last) page of 2K to 64K. (See "Memory Areas" on
page 2-6 for details.)
An attempt to branch to an unavailable page results in a display
program error.
Contact your system programmer for details on page numbers available
to your application.
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Data Word 2 Variable: Address
X'aaaa'

I
(
~

This 16-bit word represents an absolute address within the page
(specified in X'pppp' above) to which you want to branch.
Valid values are in the range from 0 to 65,534. The low-order bit of the
address is ignored.

The GBP AGE order allows the display program to branch to an address on
another page.

Stack Control Orders
Nine stack orders are defined that specify the size and location of the stack and
control the pushing and popping of data to and from the stack. This section
describes these stack orders and the stack format. The stack is used to store
orders requested by the stack control orders.
The stack control orders are described in the order shown in the following table.
For each order the table indicates mnemonic form and name plus a brief
statement of the function of the order.
Note: The internal operation of the stack is described in this section to assist the
user in debugging only. The internal operation is subject to change in the future
and should not be relied on to remain unchanged by using this knowledge to
perform programming, etc.

i

!

\..__./

Mnemonic

Name

Function

GLSR

Load Stack Register

Specifies stack characteristics
and initializes the stack

GSSR

Store Stack Register

Stores stack register data
at a specified address

GBAPL

Branch after Push Link

Writes a Branch Page
(GBPAGE) order into the stack
and branches to a page /byte
address

GBAPLS

Branch after Push Link
Short

Writes a Branch Page
(GBPAGE) order into the stack
and branches to a byte address

GPATR

Push Attribute Register

Writes a Load Attribute
Register (GLATR) order into
the stack

GPCDP

Push Current Draw
Position

Writes a Draw Line Absolute
3D 16 Bits (GDLA3L) order
into the stack

GPSMC

Push Stack Marker
Code

Writes a stack marker
(X'2ABO') into the stack

GPOPNOP

Pop Stack and
No-Operation

Removes orders from the
stack without processing
them

GPOP

Pop Stack

Reads orders from the top of
the stack
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Before information can be pushed into a stack, a Load Stack Register (GLSR)
order is issued to specify the stack characteristics and initialize the stack. The
stack is initialized by writing X'2AFEOOOO' at the display storage address defined
by the stack initial pointer, and setting the stack current pointer to the stack initial
pointer plus 2 if registers 4 and 5 are not specified; otherwise, the values of
registers 4 and 5 are used as the stack current pointer.
An empty stack is signified by a stack current pointer addressing a length field of
X'OOOO'.
Each push order writes an appropriate order into the stack by:
Incrementing the stack current pointer by 2.
Writing the order at the location specified by the stack current pointer.
Writing X'2AFE' after the order.
Writing the length of the order in the next 2 bytes.
Assuming prior stack initialization and push processes, a nonempty stack has the
format:
2AFEOOOO (Order, 2AFE, Length of Order) ... (Order, 2AFE, Length of
Order)
The bracketed information is repeated for each order pushed into the stack. The
stack current pointer always points to the last length field in the stack.
A pop operation reads and processes the order on top of the stack. The first byte
of this order is located using the stack current pointer location and the contents of
the length field to which it is pointing. Following each pop operation the current
pointer points to the length field following the order that is on top of the stack.
The pop operation is then repeated for the new order at the top of the stack unless
it is a stack marker or a GBP AGE order placed there by a Push Stack Marker
order or a Branch after Push Link or a Branch after Push Link Short order,
respe.ctively. If the current pointer is at a length field containing X'OOOO', and a
pop order is used, a stack error is issued, since the stack is assumed to be empty.
The exception conditions that cause a stack error are:

A pop operation is requested while the stack is empty (the stack current
pointer points to a length field of zero).
During the processing of a push order, the stack current pointer becomes
equal to or greater than the stack limit pointer.
If a stack error occurs, the graphic order program is terminated, the host is
interrupted, and Attention/Unit Check bits are presented. Sense byte 1, bit 7
and byte 4, bit Sare set to 1; sense bytes 6 and 7, 8 and 9, 2 and 3, and 12 and 13
contain the stack page number, stack initial pointer, stack current pointer, and
stack limit pointer, respectively.

Note: Processing orders other than those created and pushed into the stack by
push orders (defined both elsewhere in this section and in "TCP Stack Control
Orders" on page 5-101) yields unpredictable results. Processing of this sort
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would occur only as a result of a user error, such as setting the stack current
pointer incorrectly or moving data or orders into the stack area through the use of
a Move Data Block (GMVBLK) order, and so on, with an incorrect address.

I

~

GLSR-Load Stack Register
The GLSR order specifies the size, location and current pointer of the stack, and
initializes the stack. The size and location are defined by the stack initial pointer
and stack limit pointer. These pointers, along with the stack current pointer,
define the display storage addresses within the page specified by the stack
location page number. Because the stack cannot span pages, all pointers must
have the same page number. The stack is initialized by writing X'2AFEOOOO' at
the location defined by the stack initial pointer.
If neither register 4 or 5 is specified, the stack current pointer (registers 4 and 5)
is set equal to the stack initial pointer (registers 2 and 3) plus 2. Otherwise, if
either register 4 or 5 is specified, the stack current pointer is set to the value of
registers 4 and 5.
The GLSR order is followed by a variable-length data list containing one or more
words.
The format of the GLSR order is:

'-----~~_P_M_c_~_d_e_)__.__D_a_t_a_w_o_r_d__} ~-D-at_a_w_or_d___.
n

1

1

u

- - - - - Data List - - - - -

The GLSR order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'28' or X'2A'
X'DS'

Data Word 1

0
1-3
4
5-7
8-15

B'e'
B'OOO'
B'O'
B'ttt'
B'c ... c'

Data Word Variables
B'e'

Last-word indicator
e=O
e = 1

B'ttt'

Not the last word; more words to follow.
Last word in data list.

Stack register number

B'c ... c' Data bits to be set into the appropriate stack register.
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This order causes the stack registers indicated in the data list to be loaded with the
values specified by the associated c bits. Registers not referred to are not
changed.
\

)

'

Data List

\~

The formats, contents, and associated default values of the stack registers are:
Stack
Reg
No.

0

Contents

No. of
Bits

Format

Value at
GB GOP
and Start

8

xxxx xxxx

X'OO'

1

Stack Location Page Number, High Byte
Stack Location Page Number, Low Byte

8

xxxx xxxx

X'OO'

2

Stack Initial Pointer, High Byte

8

xxxx xxxx

X'OO'

3

Stack Initial Pointer, Low Byte

8

xxxx xxxx

X'OO'

4

Stack Current Pointer, High Byte

8

xxxx xxxx

X'OO'

5

Stack Current Pointer, Low Byte

8

xxxx xxxx

X'OO'

6

Stack Limit Pointer, High Byte

8

xxxx xxxx

X'OO'

7

Stack Limit Pointer, Low Byte

8

xxxx xxxx

X'OO'

The contents and function of each stack register are described below:
Registers 0 and 1-Stack Location Page Number
These registers contain a 16-bit page number (the high-orde r 8 bits are in
register 0 and the low-order 8 bits are in register 1) of the page in which the
stack is located. The stack cannot span pages. See "Display Storage Page
Numberin g" on page 3-2 for informatio n on how to determine valid page
numbers for your processor.

:

Registers 2 and 3-Stack Initial Pointer
These registers contain the 16-bit stack initial pointer (the high-order 8 bits
are in register 2 and the low-order 8 bits are in register 3) specifying the lower
limit of the stack address space within the page specified in stack registers 0
and 1.
•

Registers 4 and 5 -Stack Current Pointer
These registers contain the 16-bit stack current pointer (the high-order 8 bits
are in register 4 and the low-order 8 bits are in register 5) that is used to
locate the order on top of the stack. This pointer is always the address of a
length field containing the length of the order on top of the stack. An empty
stack is signified by a length field containing X'OOOO'. If a pop operation is
requested when the stack is empty, the operation is not executed; the display
program is terminated and a stack error is indicated.

•

Registers 6 and 7 -Stack Limit Pointer
These registers contain the 16-bit stack limit pointer (the high-order 8 bits are
in register 6 and the low-order 8 bits are in register 7) that specifies the upper
limit of the stack address space. It is the user's responsibility to define enough
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display storage space for stack manipulation, including the initial
X'2AFEOOOO'. If the stack current pointer becomes equal to or greater than
the stack limit pointer as a result of a push operation, the push operation is
not executed; the display program is terminated and a stack error is indicated.

,

\_)

Note: Valid pointer values represent a 16-bit address within the page specified in
stack registers 0 and 1, which may be in the range from 0 to 65,534. The
low-order bit of the address is ignored and assumed to be zero.
The conditions under which the stack registers are reset to their default values
are:

•

At power-on, or system and device reset.
By a Begin Order Processing (GBGOP) order.
By a Start Regeneration Timer ( GSRT) order.
By a Set Buffer Address Register and Start command from the host system.

Note: Resetting the stack registers at GBGOP or GSRT order time effectively
disables the stack (that is, no stack is present).

GSSR-Store Stack Register
The GSSR order stores stack register data starting at the word specified in the
address field. The second and third words of this four-word order are MC
extension words. The fourth word contains an address field; bit 15 in the address
word is the least significant bit and is ignored and assumed to be zero.
The format of the GSSR order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

MC Extension
Word 1

MC Extension
Word2

Address Word

1

2

3

4

The GSSR order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A' or X'2E'
X'D6'

Mode Control
Extension Word 1

0-7
8-15

X'mm'
X'OO'

Mode Control
Extension Word 2

0-15

X'OOOO'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

Mode Control Extension Word 1 Variable
X'mm'

Them bits in the first MC extension word form a mask that controls
which stack registers are stored by the order. Them bit 0 (high
order) of the first MC extension word corresponds to stack register 0,
m bit 1 corresponds to stack register 1, and so on. If the
corresponding m bit is 1, the register is stored; if the corresponding m
bit is zero, that register is not stored.
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Mode Control Extension Word 2 Variable
X'OOOO'

This word is reserved and should always be set to X'OOOO'.

X'aaaa'

Executing GSSR causes the data to be stored beginning at the word
identified by the address word of the order. The data is stored on a
word boundary and comprises the contents of the stack registers
defined by them bits in the GLSR order. Each register is stored as
one word, each containing the 3 t bits and 8 low-order bits as
described in "GLSR-Load Stack Register" on page 5-59. The last
word stored has the e bit set to 1 to denote the end of the data field.

Address Word Variable

The address is a display storage address within the current page (that
is, a word boundary). The address may be relative or absolute,
depending on the SM byte option selected. If relative addressing is
used, valid values are in the range from -32,768 to +32,766.
Negative numbers are in twos complement. Absolute address values
may be in the range from 0 to 65 ,534. The low-order bit of the
address is ignored and assumed to be zero.
Note: The stored data list is variable in length and is compatible with the GLSR
order.

GBAPL-Bra nch a/ter Push Link
The GBAPL order pushes a Branch Page (GBPAGE) order into the stack.
The format of the GB APL order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Data Word:
Page Number

\

1'-.J
Data Word:
Address

1

2

j-.-

Data List

----~

The GBAPL order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'28' or X'2A'
X'27'

Data Word 1:
Page Number

0-15

X'pppp'

Data Word 2:
Address

0-15

X'aaaa'

This order pushes (writes) into the stack a Branch Page (GBPAGE) order
followed by X'2AFE0006'. The stack current pointer is set to point to the length
field. The page number and address field in the GBPAGE order are set to point
to the order following the GBAPL order. Control is transferred to the display
storage page and byte address specified by the page number and address words of
the GBAPL order. Branching to an unavailable page results in a graphic order
program error (see Appendix C for definitions of the sense data).
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Data Word 1 Variable: Page Number
This is a 16-bit number representing the display storage page to which control is
transferred upon execution of this order. Refer to "Display Storage Page
Numbering" on page 3-2 for information on how to determine valid page numbers
for your processor.
Data Word 2 Variable: Address Word
This 16-bit word contains an absolute address within the page (specified in page
number) to which control is transferred upon execution of the GBAPL order.
Valid values are in the range from 0 to 65,534. The low-order bit of the address
is ignored and assumed to be zero.
During the push operation, if the address in the stack pointer register is equal to or
greater than that in the stack limit register, the GBAPL order is not executed; the
display program is terminated and a stack error is indicated.

GBAPLS-Branch and Push Link Short
The function of the GBAPLS order is the same as the GBAPL order. It also
pushes a GBPAGE order followed by X'2AFE0006' into the stack. However, the
GBP AGE order branch address is limited to 2 bytes in length, may be relative or
absolute and does not include a page number. GBAPLS is used for branching
within a page without crossing the page boundary. In addition, the GBAPLS
order supports only immediate data, whereas the GBAPL order supports both
immediate and indirect data.
The format of the GBAPLS order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word

1

2

The GBAPLS order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A' or X'2E'
X'28'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

Address Word Variable
X'aaaa'

Denotes a display storage address within the current page (that is, a
word boundary). The address may be relative or absolute, depending
on the SM byte option selected. If relative addressing is used, valid
values are in the range from -32,768 to +32,766. Negative numbers
are in twos complement. Absolute address values may be in the range
from 0 to 65,534. The low-order bit of the address is ignored and
assumed to be zero.
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GPATR-Pu sh Attribute Register
The three-word GPATR order pushes (writes) into the stack a GLATR order
containing the attribute registers specified in the mask word. The GLA TR order
is followed by X'2AFEnnnn', where nnnn is a word containing the length of the
GLATR order.

\
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The format of the GPA TR order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

MC Extension
Word 1

MC Extension
Word2

1

2

3

The GPATR order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'2B'

Mode Control
Extension Word 1

0-15

X'mmmm'

Mode Control
Extension Word 2

0-15

X'mmmm'

The m bits form a mask word wherein each m bit corresponds to an attribute
register in the same way as in the Store Attribute Register (GSATR) order.
During the push operation, if the address in the stack current pointer register is
equal to or greater than that in the stack limit register, the GPATR order is not
executed; the display program is terminated and a stack error is indicated.

GPCDP.-Pu sh Cu"ent Draw Position
The one-word GPCDP order pushes (writes) into the stack a Draw Line Absolute
3D 16 Bits (GDLA3L) order (MC = X'B3') followed by X'2AFE0008'. The
stack current pointer is set to point to the length field.
The X-Y-Z values specified in the Draw Line Absolute 3D 16 Bits (GDLA3L)
order are the coordinates of the current draw position in coordinate value group
format 14 (see "Specification of Coordinate Values" on page 3-29) with the
blanking bit on. The blanking bit of the GDLA3L order is set to 1.
The format of the GPCDP order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)
1
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The GPCDP order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-:7
8-15

X'2A'
X'2D'

During the push operation, if the address in the stack current pointer register is
equal to or greater than that in the stack limit register, the GP CDP order is not
executed; the display program is terminated and a stack error is indicated.

GPSMC- Push Stack Marker Code
The one-word GPSMC order pushes (writes) into the stack a stack marker
(X'2ABO') followed by X'2AFE000 2'. The stack current pointer is set to point to
the length field.
The format of the GPSMC order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)
1

The GPSMC order contains the following values:

I
i
~/

Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'Bl'

The stack marker delimits a set of orders in the stack. It should be pushed into the
stack when the stack is being used to save the graphics system state before the
processing of a nested segment is started. During the processing of orders in a
stack, the stack marker (X'2ABO') is treated as a 2-Byte No-Operatio n (GNOP2)
order, but terminates a pop operation, causing normal processing to resume at the
next address after the GPOP order.
During the push operation. if the address in the stack current pointer register is
equal to or greater than that in the stack limit register, the GPSMC order is not
executed; the display program is terminated and a stack error is indicated.

GPOPNO P.-Pop Stack and No-Operation
The one-word GPOPNOP order pops orders from the top of the stack without
processing them until a stack marker or a Branch Page (GBPAGE) order is found.
The format of the GPOPNOP order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

u
I
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The GPOPNOP order contains the following values:
Name
Set Mode
Mode Control

Bit(s)

0-7
8-15

Value
X'2A'
X'A4'

)

\~

The GPOPNOP order pops (reads) the orders from the top of the stack and
discards them. The orders on the stack read by this order are not processed until a
stack marker (X'2ABO') or a GBPAGE order is encountered and discarded.
Normal order execution is then resumed at the next order (address) following the
GPOPNOP order.
If, at any time before encountering the stack marker or GBPAGE order, the stack
current pointer points to a length field containing X'OOOO', the display program is
terminated and a stack error is indicated.

GPOP.-·Pop Stack
The one-word GPOP order pops (reads) the orders from the top of the stack and
processes them until a Branch Page (GBPAGE) order or stack marker (X'2ABO')
is encountered. After the GBPAGE order or stack marker is processed, normal
processing is resumed starting at the address contained within the GBPAGE
order. Following the processing of the stack marker, normal processing resumes
at the next address following the GPOP order.
The format of the GPOP order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

\

\__)

1

The GPOP order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7

X'2A'
X'2F'

8-15

If at any time before encountering the GBPAGE order or stack marker the stack

current pointer points to a length field containing X'OOOO', the display program is
terminated and a stack error is indicated.
If a GLSR order is encountered during the processing of a popped order, the

G LSR order is not processed, the display program is terminated and a stack error
is indicated.
Note: Processing orders other than those created and pushed into the stack by the
push orders (defined elsewhere in this section and in "TCP Stack Control
Orders" on page 5-101 ) yields unpredictable results.

Iv
\
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Arithmetic Orders
The six arithmetic orders described in this section are listed in the following table
in the order in which they are described. For each order the mnemonic form and
name are given along with a brief statement of function.
Mnemonic

Name

Function

GADD

Add Data

Adds the contents of a data word to
the contents of the word pointed to
by the address word.

GSUB

Subtract Data

Subtracts the contents of a data word
from the contents of the word pointed
to by the address word.

GDIV

Divide Data

Divides the contents of the location
pointed to by the address word (the
dividend) by the contents of the
data word (the divisor).

GCOMP

Compare Data

Compares the contents of a data
word with the contents of the word
pointed to by the address word.

GSHIFT

Shift Data

Shifts a data field of either 16 or 3 2
bits.

GTM

Test under Mask

Checks one-for-one correspondence
between mask bits and bits of the
word pointed to by the address word.

I

\~

GADD-Add Data
The GADD order adds two 16-bit signed integers.
In the GADD order the second operand (data word) is added to the contents of
the first operand location (address), and the sum is placed in the first operand
location.

Both operands are considered to be 16-bit signed integers (negative numbers are
expressed in twos complement, signed 15-bit binary format). The second operand
is unchanged by the operation.
The format of the GADD order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word

Data Word

1

2

1

1~ Data List

---..j
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The GADD order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode

0-7

Mode Control

8-15

X'28' or X'2A' or
X'2C or X'2E'
X'EE'

Address Word

0-15

x•aaaa'

Data Word

0-15

X'bbbb'

Address Word Variable
X'aaaa'

Denotes a display storage address within the current page (that is, a
word boundary) that contains a 16-bit signed integer. The address
may be relative or absolute, depending on the SM byte option
selected. If relative addressing is used, valid values are in the range
from -32,768 to +32,766. Negative numbers are in twos
complement . Absolute address values may be in the range from 0 to
65,534. The low-order bit of the address is ignored and assumed to
be zero.

X'bbbb'

The data word variable contains the second operand of the addition,
which is also a 16-bit signed integer. Depending on the SM byte
option selected, this word may optionally contain an absolute address
that points to a word in display storage containing a 16-bit signed
integer.

Data Word Variable

Addition is performed in this three-word order by adding all 16 bits of both
operands. If the carry out of the sign-bit position and the carry out of the
high-order numeric position agree, the sum is satisfactory; if they disagree, an
overflow occurs. A positive overflow yields a negative final sum, and a negative
overflow yields a positive final sum.
The condition code bits are set at the end of the operation as:
cc=
cc=
cc=
cc=

00
01
10

11

Sum is zero
Sum is less than zero
Sum is greater than zero
Overflow

The condition code is preserved until the next order that sets the condition code is
executed.

GSUB-Su btract Data
The GSUB order subtracts two 16-bit signed integers.
In the GSUB order the second operand (data word) is subtracted from the
contents of the first operand location (pointed to by address), and the difference
is placed in the first operand location. Both operands are considered to be 16-bit
signed integers (negative numbers are expressed in twos complement , signed
15-bit binary format). The second operand is unchanged by the operation.
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The format of the GSUB order is:
I

'
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SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word

Data Word

1

2

1

j~DataList ~1
The GSUB order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode

0-7

Mode Control

8-15

X'28' or X'2A' or
X'2C' or X'2E'
X'EF'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

Data Word

0-15

X'bbbb'

Address Word Variable

(

X'aaaa'

Denotes a display storage address within the current page (that is, a
word boundary) that contains a 16-bit signed integer. The address
may be relative or absolute, depending on the SM byte option
selected. If relative addressing is used, valid values are in the range
from -32,768 to +32,766. Negative numbers are in twos
complement. Absolute address values may be in the range from 0 to
65,534. The low-order bit of the address is ignored and assumed to
be zero.

X'bbbb'

The data word variable contains the second operand of the
subtraction, which is also a 16-bit signed integer. Depending on the
SM byte option selected, this word may optionally contain an
absolute address that points to a word in display storage containing a
16-bit signed integer.

)
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Data Word Variable

Subtraction is performed in this three-word order by adding the ones complement
of the second operand and a low-order 1 to the first operand. All 16 bits of both
operands participate, as in the GADD order. If the carry out of the sign-bit
position and the carry out of the high-order numeric position agree, the difference
is satisfactory; if they disagree, an overflow occurs. A positive overflow yields a
negative final difference, and a negative overflow yields a positive final
difference.
The condition code bits are set at the end of the operation as follows:
cc=
cc=
cc=
cc=
I

I
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00
01
10
11

Difference is zero
Difference is less than zero
Difference is greater than zero
Overflow

The condition code is preserved until the next order that sets the condition code is
executed.
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GDIV.-Divide Data
In the GDIV order the dividend operand (contents of the location specified by the
address word) is divided by the divisor operand (data word) and replaced by the
remainder and the quotient. The dividend operand is assumed to be a 32-bit
signed binary number. The user may expand a 16-bit signed binary number to a
32-bit signed binary number by propagating the sign bit into the high-order 16
bits. The remainder and the quotient require 4 bytes of storage. They are both
16-bit values with the quotient on the right and the remainder on the left. The
sign of the quotient is determined by rules of algebra; the remainder has the same
sign as the dividend, except that a zero quotient and a zero remainder are always
positive.

\\~. l

The format of the GDIV order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word

Data Word

1

2

1

1~DataList ~1
The GDIV order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode

0-7

Mode Control

8-15

X'28' or X'2A' or
X'2C' or X'2E'
X'E5'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

Data Word

0-15

X'dddd'

'.:)
\.~

Address Word Variable
X'aaaa'

Denotes a display storage address within the current page (that is, a
word boundary) of a 4-byte area containing the 32-bit dividend. At
the end of the division this area contains the remainder and the
quotient. The address may be relative or absolute, depending on the
SM byte option selected. If relative addressing is used, valid values
are in the range from -32,768 to +32,766. Negative numbers are in
twos complement. Absolute address values may be in the range from
0 to 65,534. The low-order bit of the address is ignored and assumed
to be zero.

X'dddd'

The data word variable contains the divisor, which is a 16-bit signed
binary number. Depending on the SM byte option specified, this
word may optionally contain an absolute address that points to a
word in display storage containing the 16-bit divisor.

Data Word Variable

When the relative magnitudes of the dividend and divisor are such that the
quotient cannot be expressed by a 16-bit number, the condition code is set to
indicate quotient overflow and no division takes place.
'

\
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The condition code is set at the end of the operation as:
cc=
cc=
cc=
cc=

00
01
10

11

No overflow; quotient was not overflowed
Overflow; quotient overflowed 16-bit binary number
Not set
Not set

GCOMP-Comp are Data
The GCOMP order compares two 16-bit signed integers.
The second operand (data word) of the GCOMP order is compared with the first
operand (word addressed by the address word) and the result is indicated in the
condition code.
Both operands are considered to be 16-bit signed integers (negative numbers are
expressed in twos complement, signed 15-bit binary format). Neither operand is
changed by the operation.
The format of the GCOMP order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word

Data Word

1

2

1

I~ Data List ~1
The GCOMP order contains the following values:

\"-"'.)

Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode

0-7

Mode Control

8-15

X'28' or X'2A' or
X'2C' or X'2E'
X'E9'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

Data Word

0-15

X'bbbb'

Address Word Variable
X'aaaa'

Denotes a display storage address within the current page (that is, a
word boundary) of the first operand. The address may be relative or
absolute, depending on the SM byte option selected. If relative
addressing is used, valid values are in the range from -32,768 to
+32,766. Negative numbers are in twos complement. Absolute
address values may be in the range from 0 to 65,534. The low-order
bit of the address is ignored and assumed to be zero.

X'bbbb'

The data word contains the second operand (a 16-bit signed integer)
of the compare operation. Depending on the SM byte option
specified, this word may optionally contain an absolute address that
points to a word in display storage containing the 16-bit signed
integer.

Data Word Variable

I
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The condition code bits are set at the end of the operation as:
cc=
cc=
cc=
cc=

00
01
10
11

Operands are equal
First operand less than second operand
First operand greater than second operand
Not set (reserved)

I
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The condition code is preserved until the next order that sets the condition code is
executed.

GSHIFT--S hi/t Data
The GSHIFT order shifts a data field that is either 16 or 32 bits long. The data
field is located at the address specified in the address word. The shifted data is
written over the original data.
The format of the GSHIFT order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

MC Extension

Address Word

1

2

3

The GSHIFT order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A' or X'2E'
X'E3'

Mode Control
Extension Word

0-3
4
5
6
7-10
11-15

B'OOOO'
B't'
B'd'
B'l'
B'OOOO'
B'sssss'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

Mode Control Extension Word Variables
B't'

B'd'

Type
t=O

Logical shift; all data bits participate in the shift
operation.

t= 1

Arithmetic shift; the data sign bit does not participate in
the shift operation, that is, the data bits are shifted as a
signed binary number.

Direction
d=O

Shift left

d= 1

Shift right
I

I
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B'l'

Length

1=0
1=1

I

I\_)
B's ... s'

Data to be shifted is 16 bits in length.
Data to be shifted is 32 bits in length.

Number of bit positions to be shifted; for example, a count (b'OOOOO' to
b'll 111' or decimal 0 to 31)

Address Word Variable
X'aaaa'

Denotes a display storage address within the current page (that is, a
word boundary) of the data field to be shifted. The address may be
relative or absolute, depending on the SM byte option selected. If
relative addressing is used, valid values are in the range from -32,768
to +32,766. Negative numbers are in twos complement. Absolute
address values may be in the range from 0 to 65,534. The low-order
bit of the address is ignored and assumed to be zero.

When an arithmetic shift (t = 1) is indicated, the data is considered to be a 16-bit
or 32-bit signed binary number.
Positive numbers are represented in true binary form, with a zero in the sign bit.
Negative numbers are represented in twos complement notation, with a 1 bit in
the sign position. The high-order bit of the data is assumed to be the sign bit.
Only the low-order 15 or 31 bits participate in the shift operation.
During an arithmetic left shift ( t = 1, d = 0), zeros are supplied to vacated
low-order positions. The high-order bits are shifted out and lost. If a bit unlike
the sign bit is shifted out of the second high-order bit, an overflow occurs and the
condition code is set accordingly.
During an arithmetic right shift (t = 1, d = 1), bits equal to the sign bits are
supplied to the vacated high-order positions. The low-order bits are shifted out
without inspection and are lost.
When a logical shift (t = 0) is indicated, the data is considered to be a 16-bit or
32-bit unsigned binary number and all data bits participate in the shift operation.
During a logical left shift (t = 0, d = 0), zeros are supplied to vacated low-order
positions. The high-order bits are shifted out without inspection and are lost.
During a logical right shift (t = 0, d = 1), zeros are supplied to the vacated
high-order positions. The low-order bits are shifted out without inspection and
are lost.
The s ... s field contains the number of bit positions that the data field is shifted to
the right (d = 1) or to the left (d = 0). The condition code is set at the end of the
operation as:
cc=
cc=
cc=
cc=
I

(

00
01
10

11

No overflow
Overflow caused by an arithmetic left shift
Not set
Not set

:
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GTM-Test under Mask
The GTM order checks one-for-one correspondence between bits of a mask and
bits of a word in storage.

'0
1

The second operand (data word) of the GTM order contains a 16-bit mask. The
state of first-operand bits selected by the mask is used to set the condition code.
The bits of the mask are made to correspond one-for-one with the bits of the
word in storage specified by the first-operand address (address word). A mask bit
of 1 indicates that the storage bit is to be tested. When the mask bit is zero, the
storage bit is ignored. Neither operand is changed by execution of this order.
The format of the GTM order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word

Data Word

1

2

1

1-1-- Data List ~j
The GTM order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode

0-7

Mode Control

8-15

X'28' or X'2A' or
X'2C' or X'2E'
X'ED'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

Data Word

0-15

X'bbbb'

:

Address Word Variable
X'aaaa'

Denotes a display storage address within the current page (that is, a
word boundary) of the word in storage to be tested. The address
may be relative or absolute, depending on the SM byte option
selected. If relative addressing is used, valid values are in the range
from -32,768 to +32,766. Negative numbers are in twos
complement. Absolute address values may be in the range from 0 to
65,534. The low-order bit of the address is ignored and assumed to
be zero.

X'bbbb'

The data word contains the 16-bit mask word described above.
Depending on the SM byte option selected, this word may optionally
contain an absolute address that points to a word in display storage
containing the 16-bit mask.

Data Word Variable
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The condition code bits are set at the end of the operation as:
I

cc=
cc=
cc=
cc =

,

~

00
01
10
11

Selected bits all zeros or the mask is all zeros
Selected bits mixed zeros and 1s
Not set (reserved)
Selected bits all ls

The condition code is preserved until the. next order that sets the condition code is
executed.

Data Move Orders
Each of the three data move orders described in this section is summarized in the
following table by mnemonic form and name, plus a short description of function.
Mnemonic

Name

Function

GMVA

Move Address

GMVW

Move Word

Copies data held in the third
(last) word of the order to the
address defined by the
second word

GMVBLK

Move Data Block

Copies a block of data from
a display storage location
specified by an origin page
numberI address into a location
specified by a destination
page number I address

Note: The GMVA and GMVW orders are identical in execution. Their different
order codes permit the writing of host system programs that are sensitive to their
different intended uses. For example, a program that relocated a display program
order from one display storage start location to another would modify the third
word of the GMVA order, assuming it to hold an address, but would not modify
the third word of a GMVW order.

GMVA-Move Address
The GMVA order copies the data (an address) held in the last word of the order
to the address defined by the second word of the order.
The format of the GMVA order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word

Data Word

1

2

1

1--.- Data List ~1
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The GMVA order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode

0-7

Mode Control

8-15

X'28' or X'2A' or
X'2C' or X'2E'
X'EB'

Address Word:
Destination

0-15

X'aaaa'

Data Word:
Data to Be Stored

0-15

X'bbbb'

Address Word Variable
X'aaaa'

Denotes a display storage address within the current page (that is, a
word boundary) of the destination to which the data word is to be
moved. The address may be relative or absolute, depending on the
SM byte option selected. If relative addressing is used, valid values
are in the range from -32,768 to +32,766. Negative numbers are in
twos complement. Absolute address values may be in the range from
0 to 65,534. The low-order bit of the address is ignored and assumed
to be zero.

X'bbbb'

The data word contains the data (an address) that is to be moved to
the location specified by the address word (X'aaaa' above).
Depending on the SM byte option specified, this word may optionally
contain an absolute address that points to a word in display storage
that holds the address.

Data Word Variable

GMVW.-M ove· Word
The GMVW order copies the data held in the last word of the order to the address
defined by the second word of the order.
The format of the GMVW order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word

Data Word

1

2

1

l~ Data List~
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The GMVW order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode

0-7

Mode Control

8-15

X'28' or X.'2A' or
X'2C' or X'2E'
X'EC'

Address Word:
Destination

0-15

X'aaaa'

Data Word:
Data to Be Stored

0-15

X'bbbb'

Address Word VariabJe
X'aaaa'

Denotes a display storage address within the current page (that is, a
word boundary) of the destination to which the data word is to be
moved. The address may be relative or absolute, depending on the
SM byte option selected. If relative addressing is used, valid values
are in the range from -32,768 to +32,766. Negative numbers are in
twos complement. Absolute address values may be in the range from
0 to 65,534. The low-order bit of the address is ignored and assumed
to be zero.

X'bbbb'

The data word contains the data word ( 1 word) that is to be moved
to the location specified by the address word (X'aaaa' above).
Depending on the SM byte option specified, this word may optionally
contain an absolute address that points to a word in display storage
that holds that data.

Data Word Variable

(

i

~)

GMVBL[(.-M ove Data Block
The GMVBLK order copies a block of data from a display storage location
specified by the origin page number and origin address into a location specified by
the destination page number and destination address. Overlapping of the origin
and destination areas is allowed, provided the final content of the destination area
is not affected.
The format of the GMVBLK order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Data Word:
Count

Data Word:
Origin Page

1

2

I

Data Word:
Origin Address

Data Word:
Destination Page

Data Word:
Destination Address

3

4

5

1~--------------

(

Data List - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . -

i

\_,,J
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The GMVBLK order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'28' or X'2A'
X'DB'

Data Word 1:
Count

0-15

X'cccc'

Data Word 2:
Origin Page
Number

0-15

X'pppp'

Data Word 3:
Origin Address

0-15

X'aaaa'

Data Word 4:
Destination Page
Number

0-15

X'pppp'

Data Word 5:
Destination
Address

0-15

X'aaaa'

The number of bytes in the data block is specified in the count field. Only even
numbers of the bytes are moved. Bit 15 of the count field is ignored and assumed
to be zero. The result of any attempt to have a data block span pages in either
origin or destination locations is unpredictable.
See "GBPAGE-Branc h Page" on page 5-56 for a definition of valid page
numbers and address word values.
An attempt to copy from or into an unavailable destination page results in a
display program error (see Appendix C for a definition of the sense data).
Bit 15 of the origin address and bit 15 of the destination address are ignored and
assumed to be zero.
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No-Operation Orders
The two no-operation orders are the 2-Byte No-Operation (GNOP2) and 4-Byte
No-Operation (GNOP4) orders.

GNOP2-2-Byte No-Operation
The one-word GNOP2 order performs no operation.
The format of the GNOP2 order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)
1

The GNOP2 order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'80'

GNOP4-4-Byte No-Operation
The two-word GNOP4 order performs no operation. The second word (X'xxxx')
of the order is ignored and may contain any value~ it is treated as an MC
extension word for purposes of order classification.
The format of the GNOP4 order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

MC Extension

1

2

The GNOP4 order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'CO'

Mode Control
Extension Word

0-15

X'xxxx'
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Area Fill Orders
Area fill orders define the perimeter of an area to be filled and specify the related
area fill controls or the pattern to be used during the fill operation.
Mnemonic forms, names, and functions of the three area fill orders described in
this section are summarized in the table below.
Mnemonic

Name

Function

GB GAF

Begin Area Fill

Indicates the start of the
definition of an area perimeter

GEAF

End Area Fill

Terminates the definition of
an area perimeter

GLPAT

Load Pattern

Loads a data list containing
an area fill pattern into
area fill pattern storage

Notes:
1. The area fill function requires a working space in system memory to record
and sort information related to each edge of the area to be filled (perimeter
edge list). The graphics system provides a 2K default area fill work area
capable of supporting shapes containing up to 64 edges in their perimeters.
If the area you want to fill contains more edges, you must define a memory

area of type=area fill of sufficient size to hold the appropriate information for
the largest shape you want to fill. The size of the memory area required can
be determined from the following formula:

\_jl

Number of Edges x 32 =Size of Work Area in Bytes
See "Memory Areas" on page 2-6 for details on how to define a memory
area.
2. If three-dimensional (3D) mode is specified (d bit= 1 in attribute register
19), area fill defaults to two-dimensional (2D) mode and the Z coordinates
are ignored.
3.

Only output primitive orders (with the exception of the GDPXL order),
no-operatio n orders, and branch control orders may be encompassed within
an area fill definition (that is, between a GBGAF order and a GEAF order).

GBGAF-- Begin Area Fill
The two-word GBGAF order indicates the start of an area perimeter definition.
The perimeter definition can be specified by using any line draw order or the
Draw Circle (GDCIR) order. The accumulation of perimeter information
continues until an End Area Fill ( GEAF) order is encountered .
If the area is not "closed" correctly, subsequent action is unpredictable. The

perimeter is covered by the area fill. The area fill is clipped at the screen
boundary. The current draw position is not affected by the GBGAF order.

\

'
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The format of the GBGAF order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

MC Extension

1

2

The GBGAF order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'9C'

Mode Control
Extension Word

0-11
12-13
14-15

B'O ... O'
B'OO'
B'pp'

Mode Control Extension Word Variable
B'pp'

Type of area fill
pp
00 No fill
pp
01 Solid fill
pp
10 Pattern fill; use pattern loaded by GLP AT order
pp
11 Reserved

GEAF--End Area Fill

(

\~

I

The one-word GEAF order terminates the definition of an area perimeter and
initiates the area fill process. At this time the area fill control information (as
described under the GBGAF order) is passed to the area fill process. Order
processing is complete when the area is filled. If the area was not closed correctly,
the results of the fill process are unpredictable.
If the area fill working space (system default or memory area defined) does not
exist or have enough space for the perimeter edge list, the area fill terminates and
processing resumes with the next order following the GEAF order. The perimeter
may not be filled, or may be partially filled, depending on when the lack of work
space was detected. For definitions of the memory area and area fill working
space memory area, see "Memory Areas" on page 2-6.

The format of the GEAF order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)
1

The GEAF order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'9D'
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The GEAF order updates the condition code. The condition code following the
GEAF order indicates the status of the PI and TSI as:
cc=
cc=
cc=
cc=

00
01
10
11

PI off and TSI off (open)
PI off and TSI on (closed)
PI on and TSI off (open)
PI on and TSI on (closed)

The current draw position is not affected by this order.

GLPAT--Load Pattern
The GLPAT order loads the following data list into area fill pattern storage.
This one-word order is followed by a string of 256 bytes of data specifying a 16 x
16 pixel pattern. Each successive 16 bytes of the string constitutes one row of
pixels along the X coordinate of the pattern.
The format of the GLPAT order is:

-:;?

.___sM_M_c_____n_at_a_w_o_rd____n_a_t_a_w_or_d_3'
Data Word
_ (Op Code)
~~
1

1

2

n

Data List
The GLPAT order contains the following values:

l\
\

)

~/

Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'28 or X'2A'
X'D7'

The data bytes in the data list represent the color I grayshade value to be assigned
to the pixels to create the desired pattern effect.
The default pattern is all zeros in each pixel. The condition code is not changed
by executing this order.
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Configuration Data Order
I

.

\
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The system configuration is stored by a single graphic order: Store Configuration
Data (GSCONF).
Mnemonic

Name

Function

GS CO NF

Store Configuration
Data

Stores the system configuration
into display storage

GSCON£.-Store Con/iguration Data
The GSCONF order stores the system configuration into display storage at the
location specified.
The format of the GSCONF order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word

1

2

The GSCONF order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A' or X'2E'
X'DF'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

Address Word Variable
X'aaaa'

Denotes the starting display storage address within the current page
(that is, a word boundary) of a 100-byte area in which the
configuration data is to be stored. The address may be relative or
absolute, depending on the SM byte option selected. If relative
addressing is used, valid values are in the range from -32,768 to
+32,766. Negative numbers are in twos complement. Absolute
address values may be in the range from 0 to 65,534. The low-order
bit of the address is ignored and assumed to be zero.

The two-word GSCONF order causes a parameter list of 42 bytes containing
configuration data to be stored beginning at the address in the address word.
Note: The user must reserve 100 bytes at the location pointed to by the address
to allow for future growth. The number of parameters may be expanded at any
time without notice.

(

I

\_)
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The data is stored as self-identifying parameters in the format:
Length

I

Code

v

,

Data
(variable length)

\

where:

Length

is a 1-byte field that specifies the length of the parameter, including the
length field itself, the 1-byte code, and the data.

Code

is a 1-byte field containing a hexadecimal code that uniquely identifies
the parameter.

Data

is a variable-length field that contains the data of the parameter.

Parameters are:
1.

Graphics System Configuration
The first parameter stored has the format:
Length = X'06'
Code= X'Ol'
4 data bytes specifying the configuration:
Byte 0

Device identifier
:

U

Bits
0
1
2
3
4-7
Byte 1

Reserved
IBM 5085 Graphics Processor
IBM 5085-RS232C Port A
IBM 5085 -RS232C Port B
Reserved

I/ 0 devices attached
Bits
0

1
2

3
4

5-7
Bytes 2-3 Reserved
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Pick device attached
ANK
LPFK
Tablet
Dials Feature
Reserved

\

I

2.

Graphics System Storage Size
This parameter specifies the size of the processor total storage and the
segment assigned to the display storage.

L;

Length= X'06'
Code= X'02'

3.

•

2 data bytes specifying the total number of available 2K-byte blocks of
storage.

•

2 data bytes specifying the number of 2K-byte blocks of storage assigned
to the display storage.

Graphics System Display Characteristics
This parameter identifies the technology, color capability and resolution of
the display.
•
•

Length = X'04'
Code = X'03'
2 data bytes specifying the display characteristics.
Byte 0

Display technology
Bits 0-3

I
\~

Technology Identifier
X'O' X' l' -

1

X'2'
to
X'F'
Bit 4

Byte 1

Reserved

Mono I color indicator
0 1 -

Bit 5 - 7

Reserved
Raster device

Monochrome
Color

Reserved

Display area resolution
X'OO' -

1024 x 1024

X'Ol'
to
Reserved
X'FF'

I

l

I

~/
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4.

Frame Buffer Characteri stics
This parameter identifies the frame buffer characteris tics.
•
•
•

Length = X'04'
Code = X'04'
2 data bytes specifying the frame buffer characteri stics
Byte 0

Frame buffer characteri stic
Bit 0

Reserved

Bits 1-3

Number of bit planes per frame buffer

=

Bits 4- 7
Byte 1

5.

000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

Reserved
2 bit planes/fra me buffer
Reserved
4 bit planes/ frame buffer
Reserved
6 bit planes/fra me buffer
Reserved
8 bit planes/fra me buffer

Reserved

Reserved

Graphics System Features
This parameter contains the list of features installed.

•

Length= X'04'
Code= X'05'
2-bit encoded bytes specifying the features installed.
Bytes 0-1 Feature list
Bit 0
TCP 2D and 3D
Bits 1- 15 Reserved

6.

Reserved
This parameter is reserved for future use.
Length = X'06'
Code= X'06'
Set to X'OOOOOOOO'
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7.
\

~

EC Level
This parameter contains the EC level of the system.

j

Length = X'OA'
Code= X'07'
8-byte EC level identifier.
8.

Terminator Parameter
This parameter indicates the end of the parameter list.
•

Length = X'02'
Code= X'FF'
No data bytes follow this code.

Transformation and Clipping Feature (TCF) Orders
This section describes the following Transformation and Clipping Feature (TCP)
orders:
1.

TCP Character Mode Orders

2.

TCP Transformation and Viewing Orders

•

u

GLTM
GSTM
GLCB
GSCB
GLVPT
GSVPT
GLVB
GSVB

Load Transformation Matrix
Store Transformation Matrix
Load Clipping Boundaries
Store Clipping Boundaries
Load Viewpoint
Store Viewpoint
Load Viewport Boundaries
Store Viewport Boundaries

3. TCP Advanced Arithmetic Orders
Multiply Data
Sine
Cosine

•

GMUL
GSIN
GCOS

4.

TCF Stack Control Orders

•

GPTM
GPCB
GPVPT
GPVB

Push Transformation Matrix
Push Clipping Boundaries
Push Viewpoint
Push Viewport Boundaries

Note: The result of executing any TCP order when the feature is not installed is
unpredictable.
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TCF Chara cter Mode Orders
The Transfo rmation and Clipping Feature can be used to cause transfor mation
and clipping of hardwa re-gene rated charact er strings (CSID = X'OO' and X'04'
to
X'07'), with the restriction that scaling of the actual characte rs is not perform
ed.
· Clipping is perform ed at the viewport boundar ies when mapping mode is
specified.
Note: Clipping of hardwa re-gene rated charact er strings is not specified by
means
of the clipping mode bit in attribut e register 19.
Clipping of hardwa re-gene rated c_haracter strings is perform ed on a charact
er
basis (fractio nal charact ers do not result).
The program mable character sets (PCSs) are fully transfor mable and clippabl
e
using TCP. The move and draw data defined by the programmable charact
er set
(see "Graph ic System Charact er Set Genera tion" on page 3-33 for details)
is
treated in the same manner as all other graphic orders.
Note: Type-1 PCS definition specifies only X-Y coordinates; Z values are
retrieve d from the current draw position at the start of the symbol string, if
necessary.

TCF Transf ormati on and Viewing Orders
The eight TCP transfor mation and viewing orders are described in this section
in
the order indicated in the following table. This table gives mnemonic forms
and
names and functions of the orders.
Mnemonic

Name

Function

GLTM

Load Transfor mation
Matrix

Loads a transform ation
matrix in TCF

GSTM

Store Transfor mation
Matrix

GLCB

Load Clipping
Boundar ies

Stores the one-word
transform ation mask and the
14 elements of the current
transform ation values at the
address defined by the order
Loads clipping boundary
values and defines X-Y-Z limits
for a window

GSCB

Store Clipping
Boundar ies

GLVPT

Load Viewpoin t

GSVPT

Store Viewpoin t

GLVB

Load Viewpor t
Boundar ies
Store Viewpor t
Boundar ies

GSVB
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Stores the one-word clipping
boundary mask and the six oneword clipping boundary values
at the address defined by the order
Specifies the position of the apex
of the viewing pyramid relative to
the display screen
Stores the viewpoin t position
at the address specified
Loads X-Y limits of the
viewpoin t rectangle
Stores the one-word viewport
boundary values at the address
defined by the order

GLTM-L oad Trans/ormation Matrix
~)

The GL TM order loads the transformat ion matrix.
The two-word GLTM order is followed by a variable-len gth data list if the
concatenati on control (cc) bits (bits 14 and 15 in the MC extension word) are not
zero. The first word of the data list is a mask word. If the concatenatio n control
bits are zero (00) there is no data list.
The format of the GL TM order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

MC Extension

Data Word:
Mask

Data Word(s)

1

2

1

2-14

~-----Data

List

---~

The GL TM order contains the following values:

(

I

Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'28' or X'2A'
X'20'

Mode Control
Extension Word

0-7
8-10
11
12-13
14-15

B'O ... O'
B'OOO'
B'd'
B'OO'
B'cc' (see "Concatena tion
Control" below)

Mask Word

0-15

(see "Mask Word Variables" below)

Matrix Element
Data List Words
(up to 13, depending
on mask setting)

0-15

(see "Matrix Element Variables"
below)

'

'

\_,,/

Mode Control Extension Word Variable
d=O

The transformat ion matrix is to be used for 2D transformati on.

d= 1

The transformat ion matrix is to be used for 3D transformati on.

Concatenation Control (cc): The concatenation control, or cc, bits of the MC
extension word define how the supplied elements change the transformat ion
matrix stored in the TCF.
If cc = 00, the transformati on matrix is set to the identity or unit matrix (there is
no data list).
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If d

= 0, the unit matrix is the following 3 x 3 matrix:
r

1

I

100
010
001
L

If d

'J
J

= 1, the unit matrix is the following 4 x 4 matrix:
r

i

1000
0100
0010
0001
L

J

If cc = 01, the matrix defined by the supplied elements is concatenated with the
transformation matrix and the result replaces the transfor ation matrix as
follows:

= [T] [E]

[U]

where U is the new transformation matrix, T is the old tr nsformation matrix, and
E is the matrix defined by the supplied elements.
If cc = 10, the transformation matrix is concatenated wit the matrix defined by
the supplied elements and the result replaces the transfor ation matrix, as
follows:
),

[U]

\_}

= [E] [T]

where U is the new transformation matrix, T is the old tr nsformation matrix, and
E is the matrix defined by the supplied elements.
A third column (if d = 0) or a fourth column (if d = 1) is added to each matrix
before concatenation. The values of the elements in the t ird column (ford = O)
are:
r

1

0
0
1
L

J

The values of the elements in the fourth column (ford =

r

) are:

1

0

L

0
0
1
J

In the two cases of concatenation, any elements of the m trix e that are not

supplied are defaulted to zero.
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If concatenation causes the resultant scale factor to exceed the allowable value

(see "Number Representation" on page B-1), the display program terminates and
a matrix element overflow error is signaled to the host via a Unit Check (see
Appendix C for the definition of the sense data).

u

If cc = 11, the matrix defined by the supplied elements becomes the
transformation matrix; any element not supplied is defaulted to zero.

The default value of the transformation matrix is the unit matrix.
Mask Word Variables
If d = 0, the transformation matrix is used for 2D transformation. The mask
word has the following format:

Imll m12 xx I m21 m22 xx

xx xx

m41 m42 x s

If d = 1, the transformation matrix is a 3 x 4 matrix and is used for 3D
transformation. The mask word has the following format:

I mll m12 m13 x

m21 m22 m23 x

m31 m32 m33 x

m41 m42 m43 s

Matrix Element Variables
The mask word is followed by the remainder of the data list with a word length
equal to the number of 1-bits in the mask word; this part of the data list contains
matrix elements and an optional scale factor(s) in the same order as specified by
the mask word, where ml 1, ml2, ... m43, s refer to the individual matrix elements
and the scale factor, which are labeled as follows:

r

i

ml 1
m21
m31
m41
L

m12
m22
m32
m42

m13
m23
m33
m43
J

The s bit indicates that the GLTM order contains a scale factor. Scale factor is a
4-bit power-of-2 exponent with a valid range from 0 to 12. In 2D mode, matrix
elements ml l, ml2, m21, and m22 are each multiplied by the scale factor. In 3D
mode, the matrix elements ml 1, m12, ml3, m21, m22, m23, m31, m32, and m33
are each multipliled by the scale factor.
s=O

No scale factor is included in this order. Use the default value
(X'O') of the scale factor.

s= 1

The low-order 4 bits of the last word in the data list contain a
scale factor.

The value of a mask bit is ignored if 'x' is assigned to it and no word should be
assigned to it in the data list.
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GSTM-St ore Trans/ormation Matrix
The two-wor d GSTM order causes the TCF to store 14 words at the address
defined in the order. The stored words consist of the mask word followed by the
elements of the current transform ation matrix and the scale factor; they are stored
in the order in which they appear in the mask.

'~

The format of the GSTM order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word

1

2

The GSTM order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A' or X'2E'
X'21'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

Address Word Variable

X'aaaa'

Denotes the starting display storage address within the current page
(that is, a word boundary ) of a 14-word area in which
transform ation matrix data is to be stored. The address may be
relative or absolute, dependin g on the SM byte option selected. If
relative addressing is used, valid values are in the range from -32,768
to +32,766 . Negative numbers are in twos complement. Absolute
address values may be in the range from 0 to 65,534. The low-order
bit of the address is ignored and assumed to be zero.

\

\._)

GLCB -Load Clipping Boundaries
The one-wor d GLCB order is followed by a data list consisting of a mask word
and one to six words that contain the X, Y, Z limits of the clipping rectangle or
view volume.
The format of the GLCB order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Mask Word

Data Word(s)

1

1

2-7

----D ata List - - - - -

l

,
I
\_I
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The GLCB order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'28' or X'2A'
X'22'

Mask Word

0
1
2
3
4
5
6-15

B'ml'
B'm2'
B'm3'
B'm4'
B'm5'
B'm6'
B'x ... x'

Data Words
(up to six)

0-15

(see "Data Word Variables"
below)

Data Word Variables
The mask word is followed by the remainder of the data list with a word length
equal to the number of 1-bits in the mask word; this part of the data list contains
the coordinate values of X, Y, and Z clipping boundaries in the same order as
specified by the mask word, where ml, m2, m3, m4, m5, and m6 refer to
individual limits in the following order:
ti

05
m1
m2
m3
m4
m5
m6

X left limit
X right limit
Y bottom limit
Y top limit
Z near limit
Z far limit

(minimum displayable X coordinate)
(maximum displayable X coordinate)
(minimum displayable Y coordinate)
(maximum displayable Y coordinate)
(minimum displayable Z coordinate)
(maximum displayable Z coordinate)

The value of a mask bit is ignored if x is assigned to it. The allowable ranges of
values are from -32K to +32K for X and Y coordinates and from zero to +32K
for Z coordinates.
The boundary value is not changed if the corresponding mask bit is zero. Default
clipping boundary values are zero for X,Y, and Z minimum limits and 4095 for X,
Y, and Z maximum limits.
The least significant bit of each of the X,Y, and Z minimum limits are assumed to
be zero, and the least significant bit of each of X,Y, and Z maximum limits are
assumed to be 1.
The X and Y limits are also used to define a window. In 3D mode, the image is
projected on this window. If the mapping mode is on, the image on the window is
mapped into an image on a viewport.
Note: When default values are used for clipping boundaries and the viewport, the
window and viewport coincide, and mapping from the window to the viewport is
on a one-to-one basis.
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GSCB -Store Clipping Boundaries
The two-wo rd GSCB order causes seven words to be stored at the address
defined
in the order. The stored words consist of the mask word, as defined by the
GLCB
order, followe d by the clipping bounda ry values. Mask bits ml to m6 are
set to 1;
the remaini ng bits are set to zero.
The format of the GSCB order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word

1

2

The GSCB order contain s the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A' or X'2E'
X'23'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

Address Word Variable
X'aaaa'

Denotes the starting display storage address within the current page
(that is, a word bounda ry) of a seven-w ord area in which clipping
boundar ies are to be stored. The address may be relative or absolute ,
dependi ng on the SM byte option selected . If relative address ing is
used, valid values are in the range from -32,768 to +32,76 6.
Negativ e number s are in twos complem ent. Absolut e address values
may be in the range from 0 to 65,534. The low-ord er bit of the
address is ignored and assumed to be zero.

GLVP T--Loa d Viewpoint
The GLVPT order specifies the position of the apex of the viewing pyramid
(the
perspec tive viewpoi nt) relative to the viewpla ne (display screen).
The format of the GL VPT order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Data Word

1

1

1--

Data List

-I

The GL VPT order contain s the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'28' or X'2A'
X'24'

Data Word

0

B's'
B'z ... z'

1-15
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Data Word Variables

u

B's'

Sign; always minus (set to 1)

B'z ... z'

Viewpoint in a range from -2 to -32K increasing in value as the
viewpoint is moved outward from the viewplane. The default value of
the viewpoint is -32K.

The viewpoint is valid only when 3D mode and perspective mode are selected. If
2D is active, the order is executed but the viewpoint is ignored in the
transformat ion process.

GS VPJ'.-Stor e Viewpoint
The two-word GSVPT order causes the viewpoint position to be stored at the
address specified. The format of the stored viewpoint is the same as the second
word of the GL VPT order.
The format of the GSVPT order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word

1

2

The GSVPT order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A' or X'2E'
X'25'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

Address Word Variable
X'aaaa'

Denotes a display storage address within the current page (that is, a
word boundary) of the word into which the viewport is to be stored.
The address may be relative or absolute, depending on the SM byte
option selected. If relative addressing is used, valid values are in the
range from -32,768 to +32,766. Negative numbers are in twos
complement. Absolute address values may be in the range from 0 to
65,534. The low-order bit of the address is ignored and assumed to
be zero.
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GLVB-L oad Viewport Boundaries
The one-word GL VB order is followed by a data list consisting of a mask word
and one or more words that contain the X and Y limits in virtual image
coordinate s of the viewport rectangle.
The format of the GL VB order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Data Word:
Mask

Data Word(s)

1

2-n

- - - - - Data List

----t~

The GL VB order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'28' or X'2A'
X'lA'

Data Word 1: Mask

0
1
2
3
4-15

B'ml'
B'm2'
B'm3'
B'm4'
B'x ... x'

Data Words 2-n
Data Word 1 Variables: Mask
The mask word is followed by the remainder of the data list with a word length
equal to the number of 1-bits in the mask word; this part of the data list contains
the coordinate values of X and Y of the viewport boundarie s in the same order
specified by the mask word, where ml, m2, m3, and m4 refer to individual limits
in the following order:
ml
m2
m3
m4

X left limit
X right limit
Y bottom limit
Y top limit

(minimum displayable X coordinate )
(maximum displayable X coordinate )
(minimum displayable Y coordinate )
(maximum displayable Y coordinate )

The value of a mask bit is ignored if x is assigned to it.
Data Word 2-n Variables
The viewport is used if the mapping mode is on. If the mapping mode is off, the
GLVB order is executed, but the viewport is ignored in the transform ation
process. Any number of words up to four can appear in the data list. The range
of values of the limits is zero through +4095.
The default values of the viewport boundarie s are the screen boundari es-that is,
the left and bottom limits are zero and the right and top limits are +4095.
A boundary value is not changed if the correspon ding mask bit is zero.
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GSVB-Store Viewport Boundaries
The two-word GSVB order causes five words to be stored at the address specified
in the order. The stored words consist of the mask word, as defined by the GLVB
order, followed by the viewport boundary values. Mask bits ml to m4 of the
mask word are set to 1; the remaining bits are set to zero.
The format of the GSVB order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word

1

2

The GSVB order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A' or X'2E'
X'lB'

Address Word

0-15·

X'aaaa'

Address Word Variable
X'aaaa'

u

Denotes the starting display storage address within the current page
(that is, a word boundary) of a five-word area into which the
viewport boundaries are to be stored. The address may be relative or
absolute, depending on the SM byte option selected. If relative
addressing is used, valid values are in the range from -32,768 to
+32,766. Negative numbers are in twos complement. Absolute
address values may be in the range from 0 to 65,534. The low-order
bit of the address is ignored and assumed to be zero"

TCF Advanced Arithmetic Orders
The three TCP advanced arithmetic orders described in this section are
summarized in the following table, which indicates the mnemonic form, name,
and function of each.
Mnemonic

Name

Function

GMUL

Multiply Data

Multiplies the data word by the
address word, and uses the
product to replace the address
word and the next 16-bit word

GSIN

Sine

Stores the sine of the angle
defined by the data word in the
location specified by the address
word

GCOS

Cosine

Stores the cosine of the angle
defined by the data word in the
location specified by the address
word

u
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GMUL-Mu ltiply Data
In the GMUL order the product of the multiplier operand (data word) and
multiplicand operand (contents of location specified by the address word) replace
the multiplicand operand and the next 16-bit word (that is, ascending in address).
Both operands are considered 16-bit signed binary numbers. The sign of the
product is determined by rules of algebra from the signs of the multiplier and the
multiplicand.
The format of the GMUL order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word
Multiplicand

1

2

I

Data Word
Multiplier
1

1--

Data List-I

The GMUL order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode

0-7

Mode Control

8-15

X'28' or X'2A' or
X'2C' or X'2E'
X'E4'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

Data Word

0-15

X'dddd'

Address Word Variable
X'aaaa'

Denotes the display storage address within the current page (that is,
a word boundary) of a two-word field, the first word of which
contains the multiplicand. At the completion of the multiply
operation the product is stored in the two-word field, replacing the
multiplicand. The address may be relative or absolute, depending on
the SM byte option selected. If relative addressing is used, valid
values are in the range from -32,768 to +32,766. Negative numbers
are in twos complement. Absolute address values may ,be in the range
from 0 to 65,534. The low-order bit of the address is ignored and
assumed to be zero.

X'dddd'

The data word contains the multiplier in the form of a 16-bit signed
binary number. Depending on the SM byte option selected, this word
may optionally contain an absolute address that points to a word in
display storage that contains the multiplier.

Data Word Variable

The product is a 32-bit signed binary number. The most significant part (MSP) of
the product is in the high-order 16 bits (the multiplicand) and the least significant
part (LSP) of the product is in the low-order 16 bits (the next word).
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Positive numbers are represented in true binary form, with a zero in the sign bit.
Negative numbers are represented in twos complement notation, with a 1 bit in
the sign position. If the high-order 17 bits are not the same (all zeros or all ls),
the condition code is set to 01; otherwise, it is set to 00.
The condition code is set at the end of the operation as:
cc=
cc=
cc=
cc=

00
01
10

11

Product is in low-order 16 bits
Product is 32 bits
Not set
Not set

GSIN-Sine
In the GSIN order the sine of the angle defined by the second operand (data

word) is stored in the location specified by the first operand (address word). The
format of the sine value is a 16-bit fractional number from -1.0 to + 1.0. The
accuracy of the sine value is 2- 14.
The format of the GSIN order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word

Data Word

1

2

1

1-u

Data List-I

The GSIN order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode

0-7

Mode Control

8-15

X'28' or X'2A' or
X'2C' or X'2E'
X'E7'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

Data Word

0-15

X'Oddd'

Address Word Variable

X'aaaa'

Denotes the display storage address within the current page (that is,
a word boundary) of a word into which the sine is to be stored. The
address may be relative or absolute, depending on the SM byte
option selected. If relative addressing is used, valid values are in the
range from -32,768 to +32,766. Negative numbers are in twos
complement. Absolute address values may be in the range from 0 to
65,534. The low-order bit of the address is ignored and assumed to
be zero.
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Data Word Variable
X'Oddd'

The data word contains a 12-bit binary number from 0 to 4095,
representing the number of 2048th parts of 'pi'; that is, the value of
the angle in radians is given by:
X'OXXX'

x

Pi

X'0800'
The condition code remains unchanged following execution of the GSIN order.

GCOS-Cosine
In the GCOS order the cosine of the angle defined by the second operand (data
word) is stored in the location specified by the first operand (address word). The
format of the cosine value is a 16-bit fractional number from -1.0 to +l.O. The
accuracy of the cosine value is 2 -14 .
The format of the GCOS order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)

Address Word

Data Word

2

1

1--

Data List-I

J

The GCOS order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode

0-7

Mode Control

8-15

X'28' or X'2A' or
X'2C' or X'2E'
X'E6'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

Data Word

0-15

X'Oddd'

Address Word Variable
X'aaaa'
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Denotes the display storage address within the current page (that is,
a word boundary) of a word into which the cosine is to be stored.
The address may be relative or absolute, depending on the SM byte
option selected. If relative addressing is used, valid values are in the
range from -32,768 to +32,766. Negative numbers are in twos
complement. Absolute address values may be in the range from 0 to
65,534. The low-order bit of the address is ignored and assumed to
be zero.

f

Data Word Variable
X'Oddd'

u

The data word contains a 12-bit binary number from 0 to 4095,
representing the number of 2048th parts of 'pi'; that is, the value of
the angle in radians is given by:
X'OXXX'
x Pi
X'0800'

The condition code remains unchanged following execution of the GCOS order.

TCF Stack Control Orders
This section describes additional stack control orders required to push/pop
TCP-related information into/from the graphics system stack. These orders,
along with the orders described in "Stack Control Orders" on page 5-57, define
the complete set of stack control orders.
The four TCP stack control orders described in this section are summarized in the
following table.

I
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Mnemonic

Name

Function

GPTM

Push Transformation
Matrix

Writes into the stack a GL TM
order containing all the current
matrix elements and the scale
factor

GPCB

Push Clipping
Boundaries

Writes into the stack a GLCB
order containing the current
clipping boundaries

GPVPT

Push Viewpoint

Writes into the stack a GLVPT
order containing the current
viewpoint

GPVB

Push Viewport
Boundaries

Writes into the stack a GLVB
order containing the current
viewport boundaries

GPTM-Push Transformation Matrix
The one-word GPTM order pushes (writes) into the stack a Load Transformation
Matrix ( GL TM) order containing a mask word, the current matrix elements and
the scale factor known to the graphics system. The bits of the mask word are set
accordi!:g to the d bit setting in the GL TM order MC extension word. (Refer to
"Mask Word Variables" in the GLTM order.) The cc bits in the MC extension
word of the GL TM order are set to 11, indicating that any element of the
transformation matrix not supplied is defaulted to zero. The GL TM order is
followed by X'2APE0020', where 0020 is the length (in hexadecimal) of the
GL TM order in bytes.
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The format of the GPTM order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)
1

The GPTM order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'29'

During the push operation , if the address in the stack current pointer register is
equal to or greater than that in the stack limit register, the GPTM order is not
executed; the display program is terminat ed and a stack error is indicated.

GPCB- Push Clipping Boundaries
The one-wor d GPCB order pushes (writes) into the stack a Load Clipping
Boundaries ( GLCB) order containin g a mask word and the current clipping
boundari es known to the graphics system. Mask bits ml to m6 are set to 1; the
remaining bits are set to zero. The GLCB order is followed by X'2AFE 0010',
where 0010 is the length (in hexadecimal) of the GLCB order in bytes.
The format of the GPCB order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)
1

The GPCB order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'2A'

During the push operation, if the address in the stack current pointer register is
equal to or greater than that in the stack limit register, the GPCB order is not
executed; the display program is terminat ed and a stack error is indicated.

GPVPT--Push Viewpoint
The one-word GPVPT order pushes (writes) into the stack a Load Viewpoint
(GLVPT ) order containin g the current value of the apex of the viewing pyramid
followed by X'2AFE 0004', where 0004 is the length, in bytes, of the GPVPT
order. The stack pointer is set to point to the length field.
The format of the GPVPT order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)
1
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The GPVPT order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7

X'2A'
X'26'

8-15

The Z value specified in the GLVPT order represents the value of the current
viewpoint.
During the push operation, if the address in the stack current pointer register is
equal to or greater than that in the stack limit register, the GPVPT order is not
executed; the display program is terminated and a stack error is indicated.

GPVB-Push Viewport Boundaries
The one-word GPVB order pushes (writes) into the stack a Load Viewport
Boundaries (GLVB) order containing a mask word and the current viewport
boundaries known to the graphics system. Mask bits ml to m4 of the mask word
are set to 1; the remaining bits are set to zero. The GL VB order is followed by
X'2AFEOOOC', where OOOC is the length (in hexadecimal) of the GLVB order in
bytes.
The format of the GPVB order is:
SMMC
(Op Code)
I

1

~)

The GPVB order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7

X'2A'
X'lC'

8-15

During the push operation, if the address in the stack current pointer register is
equal to or greater than that in the stack limit register, the GPVB order is not
executed; the display program is terminated and a stack error is indicated.

I
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Chapter 6. RS232C Attachment
I
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The 3270 and RS232C Attachment Feature (subsequently referred to in this
chapter as simply the RS232C Attachment Feature) provides the ability to output
hardcopy of host data by remote attachment to the 5085 Graphics Processor. A
plotter can be attached by a general-purpose interface (RS232C/CCITTV24),
allowing flexibility of device types.
The RS232C Attachment Feature provides two RS232C interfaces (ports) for the
attachment of up to two devices. (See Figure 6-1.)

HOST
LINK

Display
Storage
No. 1
(16K)

Display
Storage
No. 2
( 16K)

Link
Control
and
Command
Interpret

RS232C
RS232C
Port A 1----1 nterface
Adapter

~32C

I - O~der

List
Processor

RS232C
Port B
Adapter

..-~RS232C

Interface

Figure 6-1. Graphics System RS232C Attachment Feature Virtual Machine

The RS232C ports support data rates up to 9600 baud for each asynchronous port
and are suitable for the attachment of devices such as the IBM 7374 or IBM 7375
Color Plotters. Each RS232C port requires a separate host address and reduces
by one the number of addresses that can be used to attach to a 5088 Graphics
Channel Controller or a 3258 Control Unit.
Each RS232C port has its own 16K display storage space. A user-defined display
program operating in this display storage space controls the port in a manner
similar to the 5081 Display (see "Display Programs" on page 3-3). A subset of
5080 Graphics System graphic orders plus two additional orders, Begin I/O
Processing (GBGIOP) and Wait on Timer (GWAIT), unique to the RS232C
Attachment Feature, control the transmission of data to and from the RS232C
ports.
The display programs are loaded, started, and stopped using the same channel
commands used for the 5081 Display. If both ports are installed, a program may
be loaded for each, and started and stopped individually by means of Start
Display Program and Stop Display Program structured fields, respectively, sent by
(

'i

V'
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means of a Write Structured command; or by means of Set Buffer Address
Register and Start (or Stop) commands. In this way, there may be a running
program for each port.
I

All formatting of plot data (scaling, rotation, and so on) must be done in the host,
because the responsibility of the RS232C Attachme nt Feature is mainly to buffer
the data before transmission to the plotter. All plot data should be transferre d in
vector form. Specific commands from the host to control the plotter are
embedded in the data. If line-to-ras ter conversion is required for performan ce
reasons, it is recommended that the plotter or plotter controller, and not the host
application program, do the conversion. Transmission from the processor to the
plotter is performed using an asynchronous line control. The host program is also
responsible for inserting all transmission framing characters before sending the
data to the processor.
All plotter data sent by the host to the processor is controlled by a GBGIOP order
that points to an 8-byte 1/0 control block (IOCB) containing port command
codes, flags, data count field, and address from which the plotter data will be
read. Display program execution is started using the Write Structured command
containing Set Display Storage Address Register and Start Display Program
structured fields, which initiate normal processing of the graphic orders in display
storage until a GBGIOP order is encounter ed that points to an IOCB. This IOCB
may then be used to address output configuration control (OCC) bytes to
configure the I/ 0 port. All data to be plotted is now transferre d to the plotter
under control of additional IOCBs that point to the display storage address
location of this data. Further chained IOCBs may be used to transfer additional
data, if required. Plotting continues until a GBGIOP order terminatio n sequence
occurs (count field decremen ted to zero, Stop Display Program structured field,

~w~.

Note: The sequence described above could also have been started by a Set Buffer
Address Register and Start command.
Plotting begins when the appropriate plotter command has been interprete d by
the plotter from the data.
Notes:
1. It is also necessary to issue IOCBs containing reads to receive
acknowledgments and status from the plotter. In these cases, the RS232C

port must be configured for input by addressing input configuration control
(ICC) bytes in an IOCB.

2. When using GAM/SP, the RS232C Attachme nt Feature must be SYSGENed
as a 2250-3. In this case, only 3250-compatible channel commands are
addressed to the RS232C ports (see Appendix A).

RS232C Channel Operations
The following channel commands are executed identically on the RS232C
Attachme nt Feature as they are on the base 5080 Graphics System except as
noted (see Chapter 4 for descriptions of 5080 Graphics System channel
commands and Appendix A for descriptions of 3258 channel commands).
•
•
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No-Opera tion (Note 1)
Read Buffer

)
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•
•
•

Read Cursor (Note 2)
Read Manual Input (Notes 1 and 3)
Read Memory Area (Note 1)
Read X-Y Position Register (Note 4)
Select Read Memory Area (Note 1)
Select Write Memory Area (Note 1)
Sense (Notes 1 and 5)
Sense ID (Note 1)
Set Buffer Address Register and Start
Set Buffer Address Register and Stop
Set Mode (Note 1)
Write Memory Area (Note 1)
Write Buffer
Write Structured (Note 1)

Notes:
1. 5080 Graphics System channel command.

u

2.

The Read Cursor command returns zero data. Channel End and Device End
are returned separately.

3.

The manual input register can be set only by means of a simulated program
function key, ENTER key or Cancel ( Cncl) key from the Begin Order
Processing (GBGOP) order and returns zeros at all other times in response to
the Read Manual Input command. A manual input register is maintained for
each port.

4. The Read X-Y Position Register command returns zero coordinate data.
5.

Normal sense data is returned (according to the latest Set Mode command),
but sense bits not related to the feature are meaningless and should be
ignored.

6.

The following commands are treated as No-Operation commands when sent
to an RS232C port:
•
•

Insert Cursor
Remove Cursor
Set Audible Alarm
Set LPFK Indicators

Write Structured Command-Structured Field Processing
The following structured fields are processed normally when addressed to an
RS232C port:

•

Set Display Storage Address Register
Start Display Program
Stop Display Program

The following structured fields are processed but have no effect (that is, perform
no operation) if addressed to an RS232C port:
/

u
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Sound Alarm
Set All Indicators
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•
•

Set Selected Indicators On
Set Selected Indicators Off
Set Cursor Address Register
Reset Cursor Address Register
Load Blinking Patterns
Load Line Patterns

•

The following structured fields are rejected with a program error and a structured
field error if addressed to an RS232C port:
Define Memory Area
Rename Memory Area
Delete Memory Area

•

Refer to "Structure d Fields" on page 4-13 for details.

RS232C Port Control Orders
The following graphics system orders execute from a display program associated
with the RS232C Attachme nt Feature in exactly the same manner as described in
"Display Programs" on page 3-3. See Chapter 5 for details on the individual
orders.
Mnemonic

Name

SM/MC Op Code

GADD

Add Data

X'2AEE'

GBC

Branch on Condition

X'2A70'- X'2A7F'

GBCNT

Branch on Count

X'2AFO'

GBPAGE

Branch Page

X'2AF7'

GEOP

End Order Processing

X'2A81'

GMVA

Move Address

X'2AEB'

GMVW

Move Word

X'2AEC'

GNOP2

2-Byte No-Opera tion

X'2A80'
X'2ABO'- X'2ABF'

GNOP4

4-Byte No-Opera tion

X'2ACO'

GS CO NF

Store Configura tion Data

X'2ADF'

GSUB

Subtract Data

X'2AEF'

GTM

Test under Mask

X'2AED'

Note: The allowable range of values for page numbers assigned to the RS232C
Attachme nt Feature is from 0 to 255. However, because of the size of storage
assigned to the feature, page numbers other than zero result in a display program
error.
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The following 5080 Graphics System base order is modified when used by the
RS232C Attachment Feature (the differences are described below):

(

)

GB GOP

~

Begin Order Processing

X'2A8A'

The following orders are unique to the RS232C Attachment Feature:
GBGIOP

Begin I/ 0 Processing

X'2A89'

GWAIT

Wait on Timer

X'2A8F'

Notes:

1. All other orders are treated as no-operations.
2.

An RS232C port control display program runs continuously until the
occurrence of a GEOP order in the display program, a Set Buffer Address
Register and Stop command, or a Stop Display Program structured field from
the channel.

If a Set Buffer Address Register and Start command is received, the display
program is stopped immediately and restarted at the specified address. If a Start

Display Program structured field is received, the display program is allowed to
continue until the next GBGOP order is executed. At this time the display
program is resumed at the new display storage address established by a previous
Set Display Storage Address Register structured field.

RS232C Attachment Feature Control Registers
~!

The RS232C Attachment Feature contains a display storage address register
(DSAR) and a regeneration address register (RAR) for each port. (See "Display
Programs" on page 3-3 for details on these registers.) In addition, a unique 2-bit
condition code register and a manual input register are provided for each port (see
"RS232C Port Condition Codes" below for details).
The only control registers uniquely associated with the RS232C Attachment
Feature are output configuration control (OCC), input configuration control (ICC),
and termination character (TC) bytes. One set of these registers is provided for
each port installed. They are set by means of control IOCBs, as described in
"Control Command Operation" on page 6-9.

RS232C Port Condition Codes
A separate 2-bit condition code register is provided with each RS232C port to
retain certain conditions that may occur while RS232C port order programs are
being processed.
The contents of this register can be tested by the Branch on Condition ( GBC)
order (see "Branch Control Orders" on page 5-53 for details).
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The condition code register is set under the following conditions :
Condition Code Value
Setting
Condition

00

01

10

11

GBGOP and
SBA Start
WS Start

Set

Not Set

Not Set

Not Set

GADD

Sum= 0

Sum< 0

Sum> 0

Overflow

GBGIOP

Normal
End

Abnormal
End

Not Set

Not Set

GSUB

Diff. = 0

Diff. < 0

Diff. > 0

Overflow

GTM

All Os

Mixed Os&ls

Not Set

All ls

Note: For more details on the condition code settings, see the individual graphic
order description s.
The remaining orders do not affect the condition code setting. The setting is
preserved until changed by one of the conditions given above.

GBGOP Order Interpretation
A Begin Order Processing (GBGOP) order in an RS232C Attachme nt Feature
display program operates in the following manner:
The display program does not stop or wait for a frame synchroni zation timer;
it restarts immediate ly.
The d, e, and k bits in the MC extension (flags) are ignored and should be set
to zero.
The s and tt bits are interprete d as described in "Frame Control Orders" on
page 5-6. These controls can be used to initiate a simulated program function
key, ENTER key, or Cancel (Cncl) key interrupt.
Note: There is no GBGOP order timeout in the RS232C Attachme nt Feature.

RS232C Transmission Control
A new two-word order, Begin I/O Processing (GBGIOP ), is provided to control
the transmissi on of data between buffer storage and RS232C ports.

GBGIOP .-Begin 1/0 Processing
The GBGIOP order causes an operation to be performed at the RS232C port
interface adapter. The operation, or sequence of operations , is defined by an
input/outp ut control block (IOCB) or chain of IOCBs located at the address
indicated by the address field of the order (the low-order bit of the address is
ignored and assumed to be zero). Valid values for the address range from 0 to
16K.
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\J

The format of the GBGIOP order is:
\I
I'
~I

SMMC
(Op Code)

MC Extension
(Reserved)

Address Word

1

2

3

The GBGIOP order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A' or X'2E'
X'89'

Mode Control
Extension Word
(Reserved)

0-15

X'OO'

Address Word

0-15

X'aa'

The MC extension word is reserved and should be set to zero.

Input/Output Control Block (IOCB) Format
The IOCB has a fixed length of 8 bytes in the following format:
Byte 1

Byte 0
Command
Code

LI

Flags
Count Field

Data Word 1
Page Number (or data bytes 0 and 1)
Data Word 2
Data Address (or data bytes 2 and 3)
0

15

Command Cede Assignments:
0000
0000
mmOO
0000
0000

0001
0010
0011
0100
1000

Write
Read
Control
Sense
Transfer Control

Note: All other values of the command code are invalid.
mm = 00 No-operation
mm = 01 Set OCC bytes from data field
mm = 10 Set ICC bytes from data field
mm = 11 Set TC byte from data field
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Flag Byte Bit Assignments:
0000

c

Oics

=

1

=

0

1

c = 0
s = 1
s

=0

Immediate data; that is, the count can be up to 4,
and the data is contained in words 2 and 3 of the IOCB.
The data is addressed by the page number and data
address given in the IOCB.
Chaining flag; at the successful completio n of this
IOCB, the next IOCB is fetched and executed from
the next sequential location in buff er storage after
this IOCB.
No chaining; this is the last IOCB
Suppress length indication ; inhibits indication
of incorrect length in terminatio n status.
Indicates any incorrect length indication in the
terminatio n status (also terminates chaining on
an incorrect length indication ).

Count Field:
This 2-byte field contains a count of the number of bytes of data to be read or
written by the IOCB.
Data Field:
Immediate Data (i = 1 in the flag byte)
The data is contained within the IOCB itself. In this case, the count can be
up to 4, and the data is contained in words 2 and 3 of the IOCB (data words
1and2).
Indirect Data (i = 0 in the flag byte)
The data is addressed by a page number and data address given in words 2
and 3 of the IOCB, respectively:
Page Number (data word 1)
The allowable range of values for page number is zero to 25 5 ~ however,
because of the size of storage assigned to the RS232C Attachme nt
Feature, page numbers other than zero result in a display program error.
Crossing a page boundary causes a display program error and no wrapping
of addresses takes place.

10\
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Data Address (data word 2)
{

This is the data address within the page specified by page number (data
word 1). The valid values for this field are in the range from zero to
16,383.

i

\._,!

Note: Chaining is terminated under any condition that causes the status (sense
byte 0) to be nonzero.

Control Command Operation
The control command byte initiates operations that control the RS232C port
adapter to:
Set up the conditions for a read operation by setting the input configuration
control (ICC) register and the termination character (TC).
•

Set up the conditions for a write operation by setting the output configuration
control (OCC) register.

•

Perform a no-operation.

The TC byte is used to terminate read operations (see "Read Command
Operation" on page 6-11).
The formats of the OCC bytes are:
Byte 0
i

v

I

Bit

Value

Function

O(MSB)

0

Reserved

1

0

Use Data Terminal Ready
(RS232C signal)
Data Terminal Ready ignored

1
2
3
4

x
x

x

Transmit speed
(see below)

5-6

0

Reserved

7(LSB)

0
1

Odd parity generated
Even parity generated

Bit

Value

Function

O(MSB)

0

Reserved

1

0
1

Asynchronous transmission
Reserved

2

0
1

7-bit data byte (asynch)
8-bit data byte (asynch)

3

0
1

2 stop bits (asynch)
1 stop bit (asynch)

4-7

0

Reserved

Byte 1

{

l

\~
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Transmit Speed
Bit
2

3

4

Speed
(bauds)

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

150
300
600
1200
2400
4800
9600
Reserved

The formats of the ICC bytes are:
Byte 0
Bit

Value

Function

O(MSB)

0

Reserved

1

0

Activate Clear to Send only
when Request to Send is on
Request to Send ignored
(Clear to Send permanently on)

1
2
3
4

x
x
x

Receive speed
(see below)

5

0
1

Auto-terminate mode
Non-auto-term inate mode

6

0
1

No parity check on data
Parity check on data

7(LSB)

0
1

Receive odd parity
Receive even parity

Note: Regardless of whether parity checking is enabled, the RS232C Attachment
Feature expects to receive parity bits on all read operations.
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Byte 1
(

v

I

Bit

Value

Function

O(MSB)

1

Reserved

1

0

Asynchronous transmission

2

0
1

7-bit data byte (asynch)
8-bit data byte (asynch)

3

0
1

2 stop bits (asynch)
1 stop bit ( asynch)

4

0
1

Do not modify high-order data bit
Zero high-order data bit

5
6
7

0
0
0

Reserved
Reserved
Reserved

Receive Spe·ed
Bit
2

3

4

Speed
(bauds)

0

0
0
1
1
0
0
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

150
300
600
1200
2400
4800
9600
Reserved

0
0
0
1
1
1
1

I

Read Command Operation
The read command operation initiates the input of data from the RS232C ports to
the display storage address indicated in the IOCB. Data transfer continues in the
manner indicated by the ICC and TC bytes until terminated in one of the
following ways:
Auto-Terminate Mode
The read transmission is terminated by:
Detection of the termination character (set into the TC byte).
A 1.2-second delay since the receipt of the last character.
Count in the IOCB goes to zero.
Detection of a parity error on the RS232C interface (if bit 6 is 1 in the
ICC byte).
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Receipt of a Start Display Program or Stop Display Program structured
field or a Set Buffer Address Register and Start (or Stop) command via
the channel. Refer to Note 2 under "RS232C Port Control Orders" on
page 6-4 for details.
•

Non-Auto -Terminat e Mode
The read transmission is terminated by:
A 1.2-second delay since the receipt of the last character.
Count in the IOCB goes to zero.
Detection of a parity error on the RS232C interface (if bit 6 is 1 in the
ICC byte).
Receipt of a Start Display Program or Stop Display Program structured
field or a Set Buffer Address Register and Start (or Stop) command via
the channel. Refer to Note 2 under "RS232C Port Control Orders" on
page 6-4 for details.

Note: The high-order bit (parity bit) in each data byte can b~ forced to zero by
setting byte l, bit 4 in the ICC to 1.

Write Command Operation
The write command operation initiates the transfer of data from display storage,
at the address given in the IOCB, to the RS232C port. Data transmission
continues in the manner indicated in the OCC byte until terminated by:
Count in the IOCB goes to zero.
Data Terminal Ready not signaled for 5 seconds (if bit 1 is zero in the OCC
byte).
•

Receipt of a Start Display Program or Stop Display Program structured field
or a Set Buffer Address Register and Start (or Stop) command from the
channel. Refer to Note 2 under "RS232C Port Control Orders" on page 6-4
for details.

Trans/er Control Command Operation
No operation is performed except that a new IOCB is fetched from the data
address, using the page number and the data address field.
Bit 15 of the address field is ignored.
Note: The flag byte is ignored.
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Sense Command Operation
The sense command operation causes the status of the RS232C adapter to be
stored in display storage at the data address given in the IOCB. Depending on
the count field, a maximum of 8 bytes is stored.
The format of the sense data is:
Byte 0 is the status byte (see below).
Byte l contains the page number of the last IOCB used (only zero is valid).
Bytes 2 and 3 contain the residual count from the preceding operation.
Bytes 4 and 5 contain the setting of the configuration register (ICC or OCC)
of the last operation.
Bytes 6 and 7 contain the address of the last IOCB executed.
The status byte has the following format:
OOOi

LJ

rcte
1

Invalid IOCB

r

1

Overrun error; a character was lost as a result of
an overrun or a framing error

c

1

Incorrect record length

t

1

Timeout termination

e

1

Read parity error

Notes:
1. The conditions indicated by a sense command operation are reset by any
subsequent I/O operation (that is, IOCB) except the sense operation itself. A
Begin Order Processing (GBGOP) order also resets the sense conditions. The
sense conditions are not reset as the result of a Start Display Program or Stop
Display Program structured field or a Set Buffer Address Register and Start
(or Stop) command from the host.
2.

An incorrect-length indication is set after a read command operation if there
is a difference between the IOCB count and the amount of actual data read
when the TC character is encountered.

GBGIOP Termination
The GBGIOP order does not terminate until the operations indicated in the
associated IOCB(s) have completed their functions. At that time, graphic order
processing is resumed at the next order.
Note: A Set Buffer Address Register and Start (or Stop) command, a Stop
Display Program structured field or a Start Display Program structured field from
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the channel to the RS232C port address terminates the GBGIOP order even
though in the middle of an operation (appropriate status is stored for a subsequent
sense operation) . A nonzero Sense status byte also causes terminatio n of the
GBGIOP order.
After a GBGIOP order terminates, the condition code (cc) is set to indicate the
result of the operation( s).
cc
cc

cc
cc

00
01

=
=

10
11

Normal termination
Abnormal termination (status byte in
sense data is nonzero)
Not set
Not set

Timeout s

Reads
A 1.2-secon d timer is set on a receive operation for every character after the first
character has been received. If this timer expires prior to the receipt of the next
character of the transmission, the receive operation is terminated and Timeout
Terminati on is indicated in the status byte.

Writes
If the Data Terminal Ready (DTR) bit is set in the OCC (byte 1, bit 1 is zero),

the DTR line is monitored during transmission. The transmission is terminated if
DTR is off for 5 seconds and Timeout Termination is indicated in the status byte.

External Status Change
If 500 or more external status change interrupts occur from an RS232C port

within 100 milliseconds, the port is shut down and Timeout Termination is
indicated in the status byte.

G WAIT Order Interpretation

GWAIT --Wait on Timer
The GWAIT order is an additional order provided in the RS232C Attachme nt
Feature to allow the user to build timed wait loops without causing interferen ce to
other functions (for example, another port or the graphic display) running in the
graphics system.
The format of the GWAIT order is:

6-14

SMMC
(Op Code)

MC Extension

1

2

I

:

:

)

\~

The GWAIT order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'8F'

Mode Control
Extensio1n Word

0-15

X'OOtt'

The two-word GWAIT order causes order processing to be suspended for the
period of time indicated by the t bits in the MC extension word. The t bits
indicate the number of milliseconds (approximately) in the time interval, within a
range from 0 to 25 5 milliseconds.
After the indicated time has expired, display program processing continues at the
next order following the GWAIT order.
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Appendix A. 3250-Compatible Channel Commands and Graphic Orders

u

This appendix describes the IBM 3250 Graphics Display System channel
commands and graphic orders supported by the IBM 5080 Graphics System.
To use this appendix, you sl:ould be familiar with the 5085 Graphics Processor
architecture defined in Chapter 3. Also, to ease the transition from the 3250
system to the 5080 system, the terminology used in this appendix is generally
consistent with the IBM 3250 Graphics Display System Component Description,
GA33-3037.
The following list of key 3250 terms, and, in the context of 3250 compatibility,
their 5080 equivalents, is presented as an aid to making the appropriate
correlation:
3250
Buffer address register (BAR)
Buff er running
Display list buffer
Display list buffer address
Display list buff er program
END key
Null key
Overstrike key
Point
Vector

5080
Display storage address register (DSAR)
Display program running
Display storage
Display storage address
Display program
ENTER key
Character delete key
Backspace (reqd.) key
Marker
Line

3250 Channel Command Set

u

The complete 3250-compatilble command set and the code point of each
command are listed below:
3250 Commands

Hex Code

Type

Write Buffer

01

Write

Read Buffer

02

Read

Read Manual Input

OE

Read

Read Cursor

06

Read (see Note)
Read (see Note)

Read X-Y Position Register

12

No-Operation

03

Control

Set Buffer Address Register
and Start

27

Control

Set Buffer Address Register
and Stop

07

Control

Set Audible Alarm

OB

Control (see Note)

Set LPFK Indicators

1B

Control (see Note)

Insert Cursor

OF

Control (see Note)

Remove Cursor

IF

Control (see Note)

Sense

04

Sense

Note: These channel commands are modified if addressed to an RS232C
Attachment Feature. (See "RS232C Channel Operations" on page 6-2.)
(

I

'

i

~
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Write Buffer
The Write Buffer command causes the data bytes received across the channel
following the command to be placed into consecutive buffer locations in the 5088
Graphics Channel Controller. They are then transferre d into consecutive
locations in the display list buffer associated with the addressed device in the
5085 Graphics Processor.
The starting buffer address in the display list buffer will normally have been
preset by a Set Buffer Address Register and Stop command (or by a Write
Structured command containing a Set Buffer Address Register structured field).
Note: During the processing of this command, the display list buffer is not
considered to be memory area X'FFFE'. The value of the current transfer
address of memory area X'FFFE' is not changed by this command.
Data transmission is terminated under channel byte count control when the
number of bytes specified by the channel program has been transferred . If the
channel program attempts to write past the last display list buffer location of the
current page, wraparoun d occurs (writing continues from the first display list
buffer location of the current page); this destroys any data previously stored in
these locations. The processor wraps at the page boundary regardless of where it
is established (for example, 32K, 48K, 56K). The maximum page size supported
by the processor is 64K. Writing into a display list buffer location that contains a
cursor causes the cursor to be removed.
The Write Buffer command provides separate Channel End and Device End
status indications.

Read Buffer
The Read Buffer command causes the transfer of consecutive data bytes from the
display list buff er of the appropriat e device to the channel via the controller and
the I/ 0 interface.
The value in the buffer address register (BAR)-ac tually, the 5085's display
storage address register-f or the selected device defines the starting location for
the data. The read operation is terminated by the channel byte count control,
which determines that the number of bytes specified by the channel program has
been read. If the channel attempts to read past the last display list buffer location
of the current page, wraparoun d occurs (reading continues from the first display
list buffer location of the current page). The processor wraps at the page
boundary regardless of where it is established (for example, 32K, 48K, 56K). The
maximum page size supported by the processor is 64K. Note that whenever a
location that contains a cursor is read, only the data and not the cursor is sent to
the channel; the cursor is preserved in the same location.
Reading does not change the contents of the display list buffer.
Note: When processing this command, the display list buffer is not considered to
be memory area X'FFFE'. The value of the current transfer address of memory
area X'FFFE' is not changed by this command.
The Read Buffer command provides separate Channel End and Device End status

~~.
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Read Manual Input
The Read Manual Input command transfers alphanumeric keyboard (ANK) or
lighted program function keyboard (LPFK) information to the channel. Pressing
the ANK END or Cancel ( Cncl) keys or any LPFK key causes the Attention bit
to be set in the status byte if the status and sense registers are clear.

I

(~

The Attention status is passed from the processor to the controller at the next
opportunity. The controller then passes the Attention status to the channel at the
earliest appropriate time, such as at the end of current channel operations, causing
a separate asynchronous I/ 0 interrupt.
When an END, Cancel, or LPFK key is pressed, the keyboards remain logically
locked until the channel program responds with a Read Manual Input command to
determine which key was pressed. This command does not affect buffer order
processing. The Read Manual Input command or the pressing of the Reset key
resets the data and unlocks the keyboards if they are locked. If there is no manual
input data, the data returned is zeros in the first 2 bytes and X'FF' in the third
byte.
The Read Manual Input command provides Channel End and Device End status
indications together.
Alphanumeric Keyboard (ANK)
If an alphanumeric keyboard (ANK) END or Cancel key caused the Attention

status, the processor sends 3 bytes to the channel in response to a Read Manual
Input command. Bits 0 and 1 of byte 0 are set to 10 to indicate that an ANK key
was pressed. Bytes 1 and 2 always contain all zeros.
Byte 0

Byte 1

Byte 2

lOec 0000

All zeros

All zeros

7

0

7

0

7

0

Notes:
1. Bits 0 and 1 of byte 0 are 10, indicating the response is for the ANK.
2.

Bit 2 of byte 0 is 1 if the END key caused the Attention status.

3.

Bit 3 of byte 0 is 1 if the Cancel key caused the Attention status.

Lighted Program Function Keyboard (LPFK)
If the lighted program function keyboard (LPFK) caused the Attention status, the

processor sends 3 bytes to the channel in response to the Read Manual Input
command. Bits 0 and 1 of byte 0 are set to 01 to indicate that one of the 3 2
LPFK keys has been pressed. Byte 1containsa5-b it binary code that
corresponds to the number of the key.

0100 0000

u

0

Byte 2

Byte 1

Byte 0
7

0

0

0

Key Code

0

1

2

3

Note 3
7 0
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Notes:
l.

Bits 0 and 1 of byte 0 are 01, indicat ing the respon se is for the LPFK.

2.

The relationship of the key code in byte 1 to the pressed key is:

3.

Pressed
Key

Key Code
(Bits 3-7)

0
1

00000
00001

30
31

11110
11111

Byte 2 is set to X'FF'.

ANK Progra m Function (PF) Keys (A 5080 Extens ion)
If an ANK progra m functio n (PF) key caused the Attenti on status,
the processor

sends 3 bytes to the channe l in response to the Read Manua l Input
comma nd.
Bits 0 and 1 of byte 0 are set to 01 and bit 4 of byte 0 is set to 1 to
indicat e that
one of the 24 program functio n keys has been pressed. Byte 1 contain
s a 5-bit
binary code that corresp onds to the numbe r of the key.
Byte 0

Byte 1

0100 1000
0

7

0

0

0

Key Code

0

1

2

3

Byte 2
X'FF'
7

0

7

Notes:
1. Bits 0 and 1 of byte 0 are 01 and bit 4 of byte 0 is 1, indicat ing
the response
is for an ANK PF key.
2.

The relationship of the key code in byte 1 to the pressed key is:
Presse d
Key

Key Code
Bits (3-7)

1
2

00000
00001

24

10111

3. The user may treat a respon se from the ANK P.F keys as coming
from a
unique input source of 24 keys. Optionally, by ignori:µg the setting
of bit 4 of
byte 0, the user may treat a respon se from the PF keys as an alterna
tive
LPFK input source of 24 keys whethe r or not an LPFK is configu red
at the
processor.
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4. A setup option is also provided at the processor to allow the user to specify
the setting of bit 4 of byte 0. The system default is to set bit 4 of byte 0 to 1,
indicating the ANK as the source.
When the processor is powered on, the manual input is reset.

Read Cursor
The Read Cursor command, like the Read Buffer command, reads consecutive
data bytes from the display list buffer to the channel via the controller and the
I/O interface. However, data transmission is terminated by whichever of the
following occurs first:
Channel byte count control determines that the number of bytes specified by
the channel program has been read.
A display list buff er location to which a cursor is assigned is encountered.
If no cursor is present for the graphics system workstation, reading continues until

stopped by the channel. Wraparound occurs if necessary.
When a cursor is encountered during a Read Cursor command, if the display list
buffer program is stopped, the code X'lA' is transmitted to the channel; the byte
from the location to which the cursor is assigned is not transmitted and both this
byte and the cursor are preserved. If the display list buffer program is running,
the delimiting X' lA' value is not returned as the last data byte, which is
terminated by reading a byte containing the cursor. (The byte at the cursor
location is read.)

u

Reading does not change the contents of the display list buffer.
If the cursor location is found before the channel control word (CCW) byte count

is satisfied, the 'ending' status is Channel End and Device End indications
together. If the byte count is satisfied before the cursor is found, only Channel
End is provided; Device End is provided when the device is ready to accept
another command.
Sense bytes 2 and 3 contain the display list buffer address at which the Read
Cursor command stops when the processor is attached to a 3258 or only 4 sense
bytes are requested via the 5080 Set Mode command; otherwise, the display list
buffer address is in sense bytes 2, 3, 6, and 7.

Read X-Y Position Register
The Read X-Y Position Register command transfers the contents of the X-Y
position registers of the 5085's X-Y-Z position registers from the processor to the
channel via the controller and the I/ 0 interface. The Z value is ignored and the
four high-order bits of the X and Y values are set to zero. Therefore, in response
to this command, the controller returns 4 bytes (a 2-byte X coordinate and a
2-byte Y coordinate) from the processor. The format Of the returned bytes is:
Word 1

0000

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

X Coordinate

Word2

0000

yyyy

yyyy

yyyy

Y Coordinate
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This command may be issued in response to an interrupt for a pick detection, in
which case the contents of the X-Y position register depend on the mode in which
the detection occurred.
In graphics mode, the returned coordinates are the absolute coordinates of the
current position.
In character mode when CSID = X'OO' (see attribute register 18 under
"Attribute Control Orders" on page 5-3 l), the returned coordinates are the
absolute coordinates of the character center point following the character on
which the detection occurred. This is the 3250 default.
In character mode when CSID is not zero (see attribute register 18), the
returned coordinates are the absolute coordinates of the character lower left
corner point following the character on which the detection occurred.
If the command is not sent in response to a pick detect interrupt, the value of the

X-Y position registers is returned, but the significance of the value depends on the
buffer program and the point at which it was stopped. If the buffer is running, the
value returned in response to this command is undefined.

The Read X-Y Position Register command provides Channel End and Device
End status indications together.

No-Operation
The No-Operatio n command performs no operation. It is an immediate command
and no data bytes are transferred.
This command provides Channel End and Device End status indications together.

Set Bu/fer Address Register and Start
The Set Buffer Address Register and Start command initiates graphic order
processing for the selected device. The command also resets any Attention
interrupt condition for the device that has not been accepted by the controller.
Two bytes of data follow this command and specify the display list buff er location
at which graphic order processing is to start.
Display List Buffer Address
0

7 8

15

The command causes graphic order processing to stop, if it has not already
stopped. The 2 bytes are passed to the buffer address register (BAR) and then to
the regeneration address register (RAR) of the addressed device. The page number
contained in the BAR is set to zero and also passed to the RAR. The command
then initiates graphic order processing for the addressed device.
The display list buffer address provided by this command should always have an
even-numbe red address and point to the first byte (the set mode byte) of an
order. If neither condition is met, sequential display list buffer locations are read
and decoded until a set mode (SM) byte is decoded from an even address. At this
time the byte in the next sequential location is read and decoded, and graphic
order processing is started. The effect is to round down an odd starting address to
the preceding even boundary. The least significant bit is maintained until the next
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Set Buffer Address Register and Start (or Stop) command. Any sense data
following an End Order Processing (GEOP)/End Order Sequence (GEOS) order,
pick interrupt, and so on, returns the display list buffer address with the least
significant bit set.
The Set Buffer Address Register and Start command sets default values of
attributes, pick modes, and indicators, except for the single detect indicator (SDI),
in the same way as the Start Regeneration Timer ( GSR T) order. Current position
is not affected. The SDI is set off if all stylus switches are open and no function
key is pressed or a pick detect interrupt was pending that resulted from a switch
enabled detect for the workstation; otherwise, the SDI is not changed. Any
keyboard interrupt not yet sent to the controller is reset.
A pick interrupt will be pending if a pick detect that should normally result in an
interrupt at the host has occurred on a previously displayed image on the
workstation, but the interrupt has not yet been raised. In this circumstance, the
interrupt is never raised, but the SDI is set off during the Set Buffer Address
Register and Start command. This permits a second pick detect to occur for a
single tip switch closure.
The Set Buffer Address Register and Start command provides separate Channel
End and Device End status indications.
If either zero or l byte of data is passed from the channel to the controller, the
command is not executed and is terminated with separate Channel End and
Device End, Unit Check; Command Reject is set in the sense data (byte 0, bit 0).
If the count field in the CCW specifies more than 2 bytes, an Incorrect Length is
indicated unless the suppress length indicator (SL!) is on in the CCW.

Note: The default value of the character set identifier (CSID) is set to X'OO'.

Set Bu//er Address Register and Stop
The Set Buffer Address Register and Stop command stops graphic order
processing for the addressed device. It causes order processing to stop and
initiates a request to the channel for 2 bytes. When received from the channel,
these bytes are placed into the buff er address register for the selected device (the
page number is set to zero). The bytes are coded as shown for the Set Buffer
Address Register and Start command. No check is made of the contents of the
addressed location nor of the current BAR value prior to loading the value
specified in the command. If the address set by this command is used for a Read
Buffer, Read Cursor, or Write Buffer command, an address on an odd byte
boundary is valid; the least significant bit is maintained.
If either zero or 1 data byte is passed from the channel to the controller, the

command is not executed and is terminated with separate Channel End and
Device End, Unit Check; Command Reject is set in the sense data (byte 0, bit 0).
If the count field in the CCW specifies more than 2 bytes, an Incorrect Length is
indicated, unless the SLI bit is on in the CCW.
The Set Buffer Address Register and Stop command provides separate Channel
End and Device End status indications.
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Set Audible Alarm
The Set Audible Alarm comman d activates, for a short period, a buzzer
(single-stroke audible alarm) at the selected device.
The Set Audible Alarm comman d provides Channel End status at initial status
and a Device End status indicatio n at completion.

Set LPFK Indicators
The Set LPFK Indicator s comman d lights and extinguishes the LPFK indicators
as specified in 4 data bytes that follow the comman d byte. These indicators,
numbere d 0 to 31, are associated with.the 4 data bytes as follows:
Byte
0
1
2
3

Bit Position
2
3
4

0

1

0
8
16
24

1
9

2

17

18
26

25

10

3
11
19
27

4
12
20
28

5

6

7

5
13
21
29

6
14
22
30

7
15
23
31

An indicator is on (lit) if its associated data bit is a 1; it is off if its associated data
bit is a zero. The operation of this comman d does not affect graphic order
processing.
The Set LPFK Indicator s comman d provides separate Channel End and Device
End status indications.

Insert Cursor
The cursor indicatio n is set at the display list buffer location addressed by the
buffer address register without disturbing the data in that location. Any previous
cursor indicatio n is removed first. After insertion, the cursor can be repositioned
by ANK action, a Remove Cursor command, another Insert Cursor command, or
a Write Buffer comman d (which replaces the byte at the cursor position). Only
one cursor per device may be indicated in the display list buffer; it may be
inserted at an even or odd location.
The Insert Cursor comman d provides a Channel End status indication at initial
status and a Device End status indicatio n at completion.

Remove Cursor
The cursor indicatio n is cleared at the display list buffer location addressed by the
buffer address register without disturbing the data in that location. If the location
does not contain a cursor, the comman d is executed but performs no operation. A
cursor in either byte of a word is removed whether the address in the BAR
specifies an even or odd byte.
Note: Any time data is written into a display list buffer location containin g a
cursor, the cursor indicatio n is cleared.
The Remove Cursor comman d provides a Channel End status indicatio n at initial
status and a Device End status indicatio n at completion.
Note: A "word" is 2 adjacent bytes starting on an even address.
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Sense
The Sense command is used to obtain data relative to the status of the addressed
device. It can be issued by the host system at any time, but is usually the response
to a Unit Check status indication.

u

The amount of sense data returned depends on the type of device and the
controller. The error indicator portions of the sense data are reset following
successful completion of this command. Additional conditions for resetting sense
data are defined in "Sense Information" on page 4-29.
Because the controller maintains the sense data individually by device, selections
to other devices are allowed while one or more devices are in a sense-pending
state.
When a Sense command is issued at any other time status is pending for another
device on the controller, the controller responds with Busy and Status Modifier
status indications at initial selection.
The Sense command provides Channel End and Device End status indications
together.

Programming Considerations
If the addressed device is a 3255/Release 1, the Write Buffer, Read Buffer, Read
Cursor, Read X-Y Position Register, Insert Cursor, and Remove Cursor

I

!

\_;'

commands require that graphic order processing stop before the command can be
executed. If the command is rejected because graphic order processing has not
ceased, Unit Check status is returned with the Command Reject and Buffer
Running bits set in the sense bytes.
Some commands require a fixed number of bytes to be transferred to complete the
command successfully. It is possible for the channel to terminate the command
before the required number of bytes has been transferred.
For a Read Manual Input command the data is reset (hence, lost) following
channel termination.
In the case where only 1 address byte is received from the channel on a Set
Buffer Address Register and Start command, the controller sets the second
byte to X'OO' and changes the command to the processor to a Set Buffer
Address Register and Stop command.
If a Set Buffer Address Register and Stop command receives only 1 byte of

channel data, the second byte is taken as zero and the graphic order program
is stopped, with the buffer address register set accordingly.
•

A Set LPFK Indicators command with insufficient bytes transferred acts only
on those bytes received and clears all other indicators.

Note: The memory area management function is neither accessible from the base
channel commands nor has any effect on their operation. The only available
processor storage to the user of the 3250 commands is the first 64K bytes of the
display list buffer or to the size of the first or only page of display storage, which
may range from 32K to 64K bytes.

u
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Instructions
The normal interacti on between the controller and its host CPU is controlled by
channel commands; these commands are conveyed to the controller by the Start
I/O (SIO) or Start I/0 Fast Release (SIOF) instructio n from the CPU. Several
additional CPU instructions, including Test I/O, Halt I/O, and Halt Device, give
the host program a means of access to the processor.

Test 1/0
The controller responds to the Test I/O instruction, executed by the CPU, with a
status byte. If there is no outstand ing status informat ion for the addressed device,
an all-zeros status byte is returned . Status for any other device is not reset. Any
status for the addressed device is reset at the end of the sequence.
Following an initial selection sequence issued to the controller, the current poll in
progress is subjected to a controlled terminat ion except when the comman d is a
Test I/O or a No-Oper ation, in which case the poll in progress is allowed to
continue normally. In addition, if a poll is not in progress, a Test I/O or
No-Oper ation will not prevent initiation of the next poll cycle or prevent the
presenta tion of data from a completed poll cycle. This allows pending interrupt
conditions to be cleared by a Test I/ 0 loop, although this is not recommended.
The poll in progress or the next poll issued is not necessarily to the device holding
the interrupt condition, but, if sequential polling is allowed to continue, a poll is
eventually issued to the required device and the interrupt condition is cleared
from the device.

Halt 1/0 and Halt Device
A Halt I/ 0 instructio n may cause the channel to issue an interface disconnect
sequence to the controller, resulting in the terminat ion of the current I/O.
operation. This does not affect graphic order processing currently in progress.
The interface disconne ct sequence can be issued at various phases of interface
activity, including during a data transfer. Any pending status is preserved and
provided to the channel after the sequence has been completed.
Halt Device processing is similar to Halt I/0 processing. Refer to IBM
System/ 3 70 Principles of Operation, GA22-27 00, for a description of the
differences.

System Reset
A System Reset causes the controller and all attached devices to be reset. The
controller broadcas ts a System Reset request to each attached device. Any
outstand ing status or interrupt s are lost. The diagnostics will not be run fol1owing
a System Reset instruction. Also, the ready I not ready state of attached devices is
not changed by a System Reset instructio n but may be changed if the reset clears
inhibiting conditions. If selected during the reset procedure, the controller
responds with a status of Busy /Status Modifier during its reset procedure and
automatically begins polling when the reset is complete. An asynchronous
Control Unit End is generate d at this time.
A 5085, as a result of seeing the System Reset, effects a Selective Reset to each
5085 address.
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Selective Reset
!

The Selective Reset resets the device that is in operation at the time Selective
Reset is detected. The reset clears attention, pending status, and sense, if any. In
addition, Selective Reset clears the link between the controller and the processor
and ensures that the ANK is enabled (if not the RS232C Attachment Feature).
Other devices on the same controller are not affected. If selected during the reset
procedure, the controller responds with a status of Busy /Status Modifier and
generates an asynchronous Control Unit End, if required, at the completion of
reset processing.

\
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3250-Compatible Graphic Orders
The following table is an alphabetical list, in 3250 mnemonic order, of all 3250
graphic orders. The corresponding 5080 Graphics System mnemonics are given
for those orders incorporated into the 5080 order set. However, only those orders
that have not been incorporated into the 5080 order set are described in this
section.
3250
Mnemonic

(
)
\._/

GDPD
GDRD
GECM
GENSD
GEOS
GEPI2
GEPM
GESD
GEVI2
GEVM
GIO
GLAR
GMVA
GMVD
GNOP2
GNOP4
GPDI
GSAR
GSBL
GSPOS
GSRT
GSXY
GSYMB
GTDD
GTM
GTND
GTOC
GTRCT
GTRU
GTSO

5080
Mnemonic

GEOP
GDMA2

GDLA2
GBGIOP
GMVA
GMVW
GNOP2
GNOP4

GSDEVI

GBDD
GTM

GBND
GBC
GBCNT
GB
GBSO

Hex
Code

3 250 Name
Disable Pick Detects (see Note)
Defer Response to Detects
Enter Character Mode
Enable No-Switch Detect
End Order Sequence
Enter Graphic Mode Incremental Point
Enter Graphic Mode Absolute Point
Enable Switch Detect
Enter Graphic Mode Incremental Vector
Enter Graphic Mode Absolute Vector
Input/ Output Control
Load Immediate Attribute Register
Move (Immediate) Address
Move (Immediate) Data
NO-OP 2-byte
NO-OP 4-byte
Permit Detect Interrupt
Store Attribute Register
Set Intensity
Store X-Y Position
Start Regeneration Timer
Store X-Y Position Registers
Draw Symbol
Transfer on Deferred Detect
Test under Mask
Transfer on No-Detect
Transfer on Condition
Transfer on Count
Transfer Unconditional
Transfer on Switch Open

85
83
40-4F
86
81
04
00
84
05
02
89
Dl
EB
EC
80

co

87
D2
91
E8
82
EA

88
FC
ED
FD
70-7F
FO
FF
F5

Class

Page

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
6
5
5
1
2
1
4
1
3
1
4
2
4
5
4
4
5
4
4

A-23
A-23
A-13
A-24
5-12
A-19
5-18
A-23
A-19
5-19
6-6
A-20
5-75
5-76
5-79
5-79
A-24
A-21
A-24
5-45
A-12
A-22
A-17
5-51
5-74
5-51
5-53
5-54
5-55
5-50

Note: True 3250 name is Display Pen Detects.

~)
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3 25 0-Compatible Start Regeneration Timer Order
GSRT-S tart Regeneration Timer
The GSRT order emulates the 3250 GSRT order. It forces the following default
5085 processing modes:

u

I

Frame buffer switching; that is, the frame buffers are switched during the
execution of a GSRT order, causing the next execution of the graphic order
program to create the image in the frame buffer that is not being refreshed.
Clear mode; that is, the new frame buffer is cleared (erased) before execution
of the graphic order program is continued. In this case all bit planes are
cleared.
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'82'

Either the one-wor d GSRT order or a Begin Order Processing (GBGOP ) order
should begin each graphic order program execution. (However, graphic order
programs that begin without a GSRT or a GBGOP order will run.)
In addition, graphic order programs that do not have a subsequent GSRT or
GBGOP order in their execution cycle run continuously only for 30 seconds until
a timeout occurs, terminating the program execution (see "Display Program
Termina tion" on page 3-10).
The GSRT order resets all attribute and stack registers to their default values (see
"Attribu te Control Orders" on page 5-31) and deactivates the pick detect
window and the symbol generate d by the Draw Symbol (GSYMB) order.
See "Interact ion with Pick Indicato rs" on page 3-24 for a decision table
represen tation of the PI, PBI, SDI, and TSI indicator-setting rules.
These settings of the attribute registers, PBI and SDI are compatible with the
3250 (that is, line type is solid, intensity is normal level, blink is off, and so on).
Note: Normal orrelativ e characte r mode is not affected by the GSRT order; the
mode remains unchanged.
The GSRT order sets the condition code (cc), which may be tested by the
Transfer on Conditio n (GTOC) order, to reflect the current pick indicator (PI)
and TSI settings:
cc
cc
cc
cc
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=
=

00
01
10

=

11

PI off and TSI off (open)
PI off and TSI on (closed)
Not set
Not set

1,J

Notes:

(_;i

1. The PI is always off after the GSRT order is executed, and the TSI is
set/ reset to match the stylus switch.
2.

The actions requested by the GSR T order will not take effect if there is an
outstanding Set Buffer Address Register and Start command when the GSRT
order begins execution, or a Write Structured command containing a Start
Buffer Program structured field or a Set Buffer Address Register and Start
command is received by the time the graphic order program following the
GSRT order prepares to begin running. If a Set Buffer Address Register and
Start command or a Start Buffer Program structured field is received before
execution restarts, the GSRT order is ignored. No reset is performed.

3. The default CSID for the GSRT order is X'OO'.

3250-Compatible Enter Character Mode Order
If the CSID is zero or the Enter Character Mode ( GECM) order is part of a

graphic order program that started with a GSRT order and the CSID was not
changed before encountering GECM, the GECM orders are interpreted as
described below. IBM 3250 character sets are hardware-generated (fixed
characters).
GECM-Enter Character Mode

r

p

SS

Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7

X'2A'
X'4'
B'r'
B'p'
B'ss'

8-11
12
13
14-15

Rotation
r

0

r

1

The characters are displayed upright, the displayed field is
horizontal, and characters are written left to right.
The character string is drawn vertically, with
characters rotated 90 degrees counterclockwise.

Protection
p

0

p

1

The data field following the order is unprotected; it can be
updated from the ANK.
The field is protected against manual changes from
the ANK.

Character size
SS
SS
SS
SS

= 00
= 01
= 10
= 11

Basic
Large
Small
Medium
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Mnemonics, names and codes for GECM orders are given in the following table.
Mnemonic

Name

Value

GECF(B)

Enter Character Mode Basic

X'2A40'

GECF(L)

Enter Character Mode Large

X'2A41'

GECF(S)

Enter Character Mode Small

X'2A42'

GECF(M)

Enter Character Mode Medium

X'2A43'

GECP(B)

Enter Character Mode Basic Protected

X'2A44'

GECP(L)

Enter Character Mode Large Protected

X'2A45'

GECP(S)

Enter Character Mode Small Protected

X'2A46'

GECP(M)

Enter Character Mode Medium Protected

X'2A47'

GECF(BR)

Enter Character Mode Basic Rotated

X'2A48'

GECF(LR)

Enter Character Mode Large Rotated

X'2A49'

GECF(SR)

Enter Character Mode Small Rotated

X'2A4A'

GECF(MR)

Enter Character Mode Medium Rotated

X'2A4B'

GECP(BR)

Enter Character Mode Basic Protected Rotated

X'2A4C'

GECP(LR)

Enter Character Mode Large Protected Rotated

X'2A4D'

GECP(SR)

Enter Character Mode Small Protected Rotated

X'2A4E'

GECP(MR)

Enter Character Mode Medium Protected Rotated

X'2A4F'

A GECM order is followed by a data list of zero or more words of the form
X'aabb' where: aa are the first EBCDIC character bits and bb are the second
EBCDIC character bits.
The null character (X'OO') can be used to pad lists containing an odd number of
characters to an integral number of words. The null character is not displayed nor
does it cause movement of the current position.
The set mode (SM) byte (X'28', X'2A', X'2C', and X'2E') can also be used in the
right (low-order) byte of the last data list byte and terminates the character string.
This SM code byte is not displayed, does not cause movement of the current
position, and cannot be replaced from the keyboard.
The color I grayshade (intensity), blink, frame buffer mask, and pick attributes
held in the attribute registers are applied to the display of these characters. A
character mode order determines which of four sizes applies to the data list, the
rotation to be applied to the characters and lines of characters displayed from the
data list (normal or 90 degrees counterclockwise), and whether these characters
are to be protected against overwriting by manual changes from the alphanumeric
keyboard.
Undefined codes are reserved. If they are used in the data list, an undefined code
in the range from X'40' to X'FF' is displayed as a space and all other undefined
codes are treated as null characters. However, the values X'28', X'2A', X'2C',
and X'2E' may not appear within the data list, as they are recognized as
terminating the data list.
Each displayable character (not null or new-line) occupies one character position
on the screen and is drawn within a rectangle centered approximately on the
current position; then, the current position is updated to locate the center point of
the next available character position. (See Figure A-1.)
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The rotation and size of the rectangle within which a character is drawn and,
hence, the center-to- center spacing between adjacent characters and lines are
determined by the specific GECM order preceding the data list. The
center-to- center distances in raster units (real pixels) are:
Small:
Basic:
Medium:
Large:

10 between characters, 15 between lines
14 between characters, 20 between lines
18 between characters, 25 between lines
21 between characters, 30 between lines

New-line and null characters are not displayed; they can appear anywhere in the
data list. Because the null character occupies a data byte, but has no effect on
character positioning, it can be used for reserving, initializing, or filling out a
string of character bytes to satisfy a boundary requirement. See "ANK Input and
the Cursor" on page 3-12 for information related to the handling of the overstrike
key (Backspace [reqd.]) and additional information on new-line processing.
If the center point of a character lies within the viewable area, that character will
optionally be fully displayed, even though parts of it extend outside the 4096 x
4096 virtual image area.
In the execution of GECM orders there are two types of character modes. Each is

determined by the preceding graphic mode. If the most recently executed graphic
order was Enter Graphic Mode Absolute Point ( GEPM) or Enter Graphic Mode
Absolute Vector (GEVM), any GECM order sets the normal character mode.
However, if the most recently executed graphic order was Enter Graphic Mode
Increment al Point (GEPI2), Enter Graphic Mode Increment al Vector (GEVI2),
Draw Marker Relative 2D 12 Bits (GDMR2) , Draw Marker Relative 3D 12 Bits
(GDMR3) , Draw Line Relative 2D 12 Bits (GDLR2) or Draw Line Relative 3D
12 Bits (GDLR3) , then any GECM order sets the relative character mode. This
action is independe nt of any intervening orders (except GSRT or GBGOP), and
is independe nt of stopping or starting refresh except by device or system reset; the
Set Buffer Address Register and Start command should not force normal
character mode in a subsequen t GECM order.
Dependin g upon the character mode, the following characteristics apply to the
graphics system character generator during the processing of a nonrotate d
character field:
Normal Character Mode
A new line is forced if incrementing X to the next position, and results in
X being greater than 4095 (that is, the center of the next character is
outside of the image area).
A new-line character in the data list resets X to 0 and decrements Y by a
number of units in a line space.
A new line at the top of the image area is forced if decrementing Y for the
new line makes Y negative (that is, the center of the first character of the
new line is befow the image area).
Relative Character Mode
A new line is never forced; if advancing to the next character position
moves the current draw position out of the image area, the character is
blanked.
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A new-line character in the data list forces new coordinates, depending
upon the current value of Y:

u

If Y is less than 4096, X is reset to 0 and Y is decremented by the
number of the units in a line space. (If decrementing Y makes Y
negative, Y is set to 4095 to force a new line at the top of the image
area.)
If Y is in range 4096 to 8191, and decrementing Y makes it less than
4096, Y is set to 8191 and X is reset to zero.
In either mode, the next available character position is on the same line and to the
right of (or above, if rotated) the preceding character if this point is within the
viewable area (does not cause X or Y to overflow the range (0, 4095)).

The new-line character causes Y to be decremented (or X to be incremented if
rotated) by one line space determined by character size, and X (Y if rotated) to
be reset to zero. In either mode, if this action causes Y to become negative (or X
to be greater than 4095 if rotated), a new line is forced at the top of the image
area by setting Y (X if rotated) to 4095.

u

Note: When a graphic order program starts with a GSRT order and the '3250
Image' function is requested, characters produced by the character generator may
overhang this area, that is, the center of the character may be positioned
anywhere in the virtual image area. However, if a character is positioned such
that its center lies close to, or on, the boundary of the virtual image area, the
character itself may have some portion outside this area. The character will still
be displayed correctly in these circumstances, although markers and lines will not
be displayed outside the virtual image area.

3250-Compatible Draw Symbol Order
GSYMB-Draw Symbol
The GSYMB order defines a pick window of a specified size and displays a
tracking symbol on the screen.
The GSYMB order contains the following values:
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7

X'2A'

8-15

X'88'

Mode Control
Extension
Word: Flags

0

B'd'
B'O'
B'n'
B'OOOOO'
B'b ... b'

1
2

3-7
8-15
d

u

If d=O, no pick detection window is used and the b bits are ignored;

the n bit is also ignored and assumed to be 1.
If d = 1, a square pick detection window of the size specified by the
b field is established centered around the current position.
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= 0, a predefined tracking symbol (a cross) is displayed at the
current position.
If n = 1, the predefin ed tracking symbol is not displayed at the
current position.

n

If n

b

Size of pick detection window from 4 x 4 pixels to a maximum
of 25 5 x 25 5 pixels in the virtual image space coordina tes on a side.

When the GSYMB order is encounte red in display storage, the system pick device
mode (light-pe n emulatio n mode) is negated, if active. The system pick device
mode is reinstate d upon executio n of the next Set Buffer Address Register and
Start comman d or Start Buffer Program structure d field.
Notes:

= 1, a subsequent draw that causes a line, marker, point, pixel array, area
fill, circle, or characte r to intersect the defined detect symbol area also causes
a pick detect and is interpret ed under the same control modes as any other
pick detect.

1. If d

2.

The pick detect window detect symbol remains active until either reset by a
Start Regener ation Timer (GSRT) or Begin Order Processing (GBGOP )
order or until a new symbol is provided by a subseque nt GSYMB order.

3.

The tip switch indicator may have been set by a previous Store Device Input
( GSDEVI ) order according to the reference d unit, that is, the pick device or
tablet switch.

3250-C ompatib /e Incremental Graphic Mode Orders
Two orders, Enter Graphic Mode Incremen tal Point (GEPI2) and Enter Graphic
Mode Incremen tal Vector (GEVI2) , make it possible to display points or vectors,
respectively, by specifying incremen tal displacements from the current position.
To help maintain image compatibility between the 5080 and the 3250, these two
orders operate in 1024 addressable space, as there are no spare bits in the
incremen tal graphic orders. Therefor e, an effective maximum displacement of
+252 or -256 (equivalent to +63 to -64 on a 3250) can be reached by incremen ts
of 4 on the displayed picture for X and Y (relative to 4096 addressable space).
Each displacement value can be positive or negative. When negative, the data is
presente d in twos complement form. The position defined by a pair of
incremen tal coordina tes is determin ed by adding the X and Y incremen ts to the X
and Y values, respectively, of the current position.
These one-wor d orders are each followed by a data list containin g an integral
number of words. The data list comprises zero or more pairs of signed coordina te
increments.
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GEPI2-Enter Graphic Mode Incremental Point
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'04'

X-Delta/Y -Delta

0
1-6
7
8
9-14
15

B's'
B'xxxxxx'
B'w'
B's'
B'yyyyyy'
B'b'

s

Sign bit of X increment

x ... x

X increment (delta)

w

Must be set to 1 by user to avoid possible interpretation of the
data field as an order.

s

Sign bit of Y increment

y ... y

Y increment (delta)
Blanking bit

b

If b = 1, the vector or point is blanked, causing

movement (of the current position) without display.
GEVI2-Enter Graphic Mode Incremental Vector
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'05'

X-Delta/Y-Delta

0
1-6
7
8
9-14
15

B's'
B'xxxxxx'
B'w'
B's'
B'yyyyyy'
B'b'

s

Sign bit of X increment

x ... x

X increment (delta)

w

Must be set to 1 by the user to avoid possible interpretation of t.he
data field as an order.

s

Sign bit of Y increment

y ... y

Y increment (delta)
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b

Blanking bit
If b = 1, the vector or point is blanked, causing movement (of the
current position) without display.

3250-Compatible Attribute Control Orders
GLAR-L oad Immediate Attribute Register
The two-word GLAR order contains, as its second word, data comprising validity
bits and attribute values.
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'28' or X'2A'
X'Dl'

Data Word

0-3
4
5-7
8
9-11
12
13-15

B'OOOO'
B'v'
B'aaa'
B'v'
B'ddd'
B'v'
B'ccc'

v

Value (blink mode change)

v
v

aaa

=
=

Value (line type change)
0
1

v

=
=
=

000 Solid
001 Dotted
010 Dashed
011 Dot-dashe d
100-111 Reserved

Value (intensity change)
v

v
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No change
New line type value is in the 3 bits immediately following.

Line type; these bits are placed in the 3 low-order bits of the
line type register (attribute register 2).
ddd
ddd
ddd
ddd
ddd

v

No change
New blink value is in the 3 bits immediately following.

000 Normal
001 Blink

v
ddd

1

Blink mode; these bits are placed in the 3 low-order bits of the
blink pattern ID register (attribute register 1).
aaa
aaa

v

0

0
No change
1- . New intensity value is in the 3 bits immediately following.

Intensity (color I grayshade); these bits are stored in the 3
high-order bits of the color/grayshade register (attribute register 3);
all values are allowed.

ccc
/

i

I

\._)

CCC

=

ccc
ccc

000 Off
101 Normal
111 Brightest in a monochromatic display

Execution of the GLAR order sets the subfields of the logical attribute register for
the workstation as defined by the data in the second word of the order. If a
validity bit is 1, the corresponding subfield in the attribute register is set to the
value in the 3 bits following the validity bit. If the validity bit is zero, the
corresponding attribute register field is not changed.
Note on ColorI Grayshade: The actual colorI grayshade appearing on the monitor
depends on the Color Table and frame buffer mask settings (see "Attribute
Registers" on page 3-32). If the last load attribute order was a GLAR order and
the color/ grayshade value is 1-4, a pick will not occur on subsequent primitives
until changed.

Note: This order is provided only for 3250 compatibility; it does not load the full
values of the processor attributes. The remaining bits of the line type and
color I grayshade attributes are set to zero by this order (if the validity bit = 1).
GSAR-Store Attribute Register
The two-word GSAR order stores the current settings of the 3250- compatible
attributes at the address specified in the second word of the order.
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A' or X'2E'
X'D2'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

Address Word
The attribute values are stored in the word pointed to by
the address word. The data is always stored on a word boundary;
bit 15 of the address word is ignored and assumed to be zero.

x'aaaa'

The values stored at the specified addresses are determined by the current values
of the attribute registers. The values are stored in the following form:
0000 laaa
aaa

lddd lccc

Blink mode; these bits are stored from the 3 low-order bits of
the blink pattern ID register (attribute register· 1).
aaa
aaa

000 Normal
001 Blink
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ddd

Line type; these bits are stored from the 3 low-order bits
of the line type register (attribute register 2).
ddd
ddd
ddd
ddd
ddd

ccc

\0

000 Solid
001 Dotted
010 Dashed
011 Dot-dashe d
100-111 Reserved

Intensity (colorI grayshade ); these bits are stored from the
3 high-orde r bits of the colorI grayshade register (attribute)
register 3).
CCC

ccc
ccc

000 Off
101 Normal
111 Brightest in a monochro matic display

3250-Compatible Cu"ent-Position Order
GSXY-S tore X-Y Position Registers
The two-word GSXY order causes 12 bits of X-position data and 12 bits of
Y-position data from the current position registers of the workstatio n to be stored
into the two-word target location specified by the address field. The low-order bit
of this address is ignored.
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A' or X'2E'
X'EA'

Address Word

0-15

X'aaaa'

Target Location
The two-word target location (field) specified by the address word is formatted as
follows:
Field

Bit(s)

Value

X-Position
Data

0-15

X'Oxxx'

Y-Position
Data

0-15

X'Oyyy'

3 25 0-Compatible Pick Control Orders
For a descriptio n and details of the setting and resetting of the pick detection
indicators (PI, TSI, PBI, and SDI) referred to in the following pick control orders,
see "Pick Detection Modes and Indicators " on page 3-20.
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GORD-Defer Response to Detects
!

\_)

The one-word GDRD order sets the pick interrupt mode to the deferred state.
The pick detect mode is not altered by this order, nor are the PI, TSI, PBI, or SDI
indicators. A pick detect in the deferred state sets on the pick indicator. The
detect is remembered; it does not cause an interrupt at the host CPU.

'

Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'83'

GESD-Enable Switch Detect
The one-word GESD order sets the pick detect mode to the switch enabled state.
The pick interrupt mode is not altered, nor are any of the four indicators (PI, TSI,
PBI, and SDI). While in the switch enabled state, only one detect can occur per
stylus switch closure. The change of state of the stylus switch is sensed at GSRT
or GBGOP order execution time and at Set Buffer Address Register and Start
command time. The TSI may also be changed at GSDEVI order execution. A
pick detect occurs only if displayed data of sufficient intensity is intersected by
the pick window when a tablet switch (stylus) or a cursor function key is closed
and the PBI is on and the SDI is off.

)
I
~

Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'84'

Note: The intensity value specified in the GLAR order is used as an index into
the Color Table. The intensity value must be 5 or greater for a pick to occur. To
provide 3250 compatibility, the Color Table must be loaded appropriately. The
system is initialized with a default Color Table that provides (approximate)
3250-compatible intensity (grayshade). (See "Color Table (CT)" on page 3-8.)
If the Color Table is changed by subsequent Load Color Table (GLCT) orders,
when running new display programs written for the 5085 Graphics Processor, the
Color Table must be restored to the values shown in the default Color Table using
a GLCT order if 3250-compatible programs are to be resumed.
GDPD-Disable Pick Detects
The one-word GDPD order sets the pick detect mode to the disabled state. The
pick interrupt mode is not altered, nor are any of the four indicators (PI, TSI, PBI,
and SDI). Pick detects cannot occur in the processor while it is in the disabled
state.
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'85'
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GENSD- Enable No-Switch Detect
The one-word GENSD order sets the pick detect mode to the nonswitch detect
state. The pick interrupt mode is not altered, nor are any of the four indicators
(PI, TSI, PBI, and SDI). In the nonswitch enabled mode a pick detect can occur
each time display informatio n is passed to the pick module (that is, on one or
more vectors, points or characters while in this mode). Pick detection is
independe nt of the PBI and SDI indicators. In the deferred state, multiple detects
can occur in one regenerati on cycle.
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0'-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'86'

GPDI-Pe rmit Detect Interrupt
The one-word GPDI order sets the pick detect interrupt mode to the immediate
state. If the Pl is on, a pick detect interrupt is generated and the address of the
display list buffer location containing the GPDI order is saved as part of the sense
data.
The pick detect mode is not altered, nor are any of the four indicators (PI, TSI,
PBI, and SDI). This order provides the means to generate pick detect interrupts
on the basis of detecting an entity or subpicture rather than a specific line, point,
or character, by deferring detects on any componen t of the subpicture until this
order is executed.
Name

Bit(s)

Value

Set Mode
Mode Control

0-7
8-15

X'2A'
X'87'

v '.1

3250 RPQ-Compatible Orders
The following orders are not assigned as standard processor orders. No standard
support will be provided for them at either the box level or host level.
GSBL-S et Intensity
The GSBL order consists of the four suborders listed in the following table:
Mnemonic

Name

Value

GSBL(B)

Set Blank Intensity Level

X'2A90'

GSBL(L)

Set Low Intensity Level

X'2A91'

GSBL(M)

Set Medium Intensity Level

X'2A92'

GSBL(H)

Set High Intensity Level

X'2A93'

These one-word orders allow the intensity (colorI grayshade ) level to be selected
by setting the intensity (color/gra yshade) attribute register to X'OO', X'03', X'05',
and X'07' from GSBL(B), GSBL(L), GSBL(M) , GSBL(H) , respectively. The
last order issued, that is, one of the four GSBL orders, GLAR, or GLA TR,
together with the Color Table determines the intensity (colorI grayshade ) to be
displayed.
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3250 Functional Compatibility

\_J

A basic objective of the 5080 Graphics System in 3250 mode is to be
plug-compatible with the 3255/3251. This implies end-user and program
compatibility with the 3 25 5 I 3 251. Existing applications for the 3 25 0 should run
without change. To use the new functions on the 5080 Graphics System,
modifications to existing application software will be required.
However, there are a number of differences between the 5080 and the 3250, most
of which are inherent in the use of a raster display to emulate a directed beam
display.
•

Character Overhang: Scaling of all positioning addresses is available if a user
wants to provide for character overhang. A setup option (see IBM 5 080
Graphics System: Operation and Problem Determination, GA23-0133) is
provided that permits the image to be displayed at 31I3 2 of its size. When
the '3250 Image' mode flag is on during GSRT order time, the coordinates of
all positional orders are transformed from their Xe, Yc form to their Xe, Yc
form as follows:

Xe = (3 l/32)Xc + Xo
Ye= (31/32)Yx +Yo
where Xo and Yo are offsets of 64 counts in the 4096 space ( 16 in the l 024 x
1024 screen).

/

Present positions are stored in the display list buffer prior to their scaling in
order to respond to the requirements of orders such as GSXY and GSDEVI
(see "GSXY-Store X-Y Position Registers" on page A-22 and
"GSDEVI-Store Device Input" on page 5-45 for details). New processor
positional orders are not scaled.

I

\..._./

Entity Verification: Certain 3255 buffer programs are written to reexecute a
portion of a vector list upon occurrence of a light-pen detect. This causes the
rewritten portion of the displayed image to be intensified. However, since the
processor uses a raster-scan and frame buffer technology, this does not work.

The 5080 Graphics System provides new orders (segment control) and
capabilities that allow a section of the display list buffer to be reexecuted with
a different display attribute (color or grayshade) when a detect is recognized
for any part of that display list buffer section.
•

Never-Ending Display List Buffer: In the graphics processor with its double
frame buffer, a display list buffer terminator (for example, a GSRT order)
causes the new image being rastered to be displayed on the 5081 Display. If a
display list buffer terminator does not occur in the display list buffer, the new
image is not displayed. Users are instructed to include a display terminator in
their display list buffers. A timer is provided in the processor to protect
against such possible loops.
End Order Sequence (GEOS) Order: The address returned by the GEOS order
is always even.

(
I

'

I

\_)
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Character Sizes and Shapes: The actual length and shape of individual strokes
are chosen for maximum legibility. They are different in shape because they
are defined as dot matrixes. The character cells are the same as for the 3250.
•

Display List Buffer Size: The 3250 commands and orders address the display
list buffer as pages of 32K bytes. That is, the top bit of the 16-bit address
fields is ignored. The processor does honor this bit, and provides for
continuous addressing through 64 K pages. In addition, orders are provided
for the management of multiple ( 64 K) pages.
Buffer Wrap: The 3250 wraps addresses around on the 32K boundary such
that the next address examined after (32K-2) is 0, not 32K. The processor
wraps at the page boundary regardless of where it is established (for example,
32K, 48K, 52K). The maximum page size supported by the processor is 64K.
Keyboard Layouts and Labels: The location and naming of a number of
controls are changed from what they are on the 3250. This is done in order to
bring about convergence with the location and names being used on the 3270
family of products. This provides for consistency of location and name for
similar functions in the two modes of operation, and with other 3270 products
that may also be used by the end user.

•

End of Application: When a 3250 finishes an application, the screen goes
blank. On the processor the last image generated continues to be displayed.
Last Position of an Unprotected Field: The 3250 replaces characters when
additional characters are entered. In the 5085 processor, when the character
cursor is in the last position of an unprotected field, any further character
codes entered from the ANK do not replace the last position.
Overlapping Entities or Vectors: In the 3250 if vectors overlap, there is an
intensification of the overlap area. In the processor when vectors overlap,
there is no intensification because it is a raster device.
Vectors with a Single Endpoint Off the Screen: In the 3250, if a vector has an
endpoint that is off the screen and has not been clipped, the visible portion of
the vector is not displayed. The processor displays the visible portion.
Wrapping of Vectors in Coordinate Space: In the 3250, if a vector or character
wraps with the 4K space, its wrapped portion is visible. In the processor
mode, this wrap occurs on the 32K boundary.

In the 3250, current position is maintained in a 4K space. In the processor,
the current draw position is maintained in ± 32K space.
Enter Graphic Mode Absolute Point (GEPM) Order: In the 3250, a point is a
single point on the screen. In the processor, a point is a 3 x 3 pixel array in
order that points drawn on top of lines may be visible.
Draw Symbol (GSYMB) Order: In the 5085, a predefined tracking symbol (a
cross) is drawn rather than a square symbol if n=O.
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Pressing the Reset key on the 5085 ANK also clears the manual input register,
thus enabling the ANK and LPFK if they were previously locked awaiting a
response (Read Manual Input command) to an ANK ENTER or Cancel key
or to an LPFK key.

3258 Compatibility
The 5088 Graphics Channel Controller is a plug-compatible replacement for the
3258 Control Unit.

Mixing 5080 Orders with 3250-Compatible Orders, and Scaling
IBM 3250-compatible orders can be intermixed in the same display program with
5080 orders, as desired. However, the 3250 graphics mode orders
(GEPM/GDMA2, GEVI2, GEVM/GDLA2 and GEPI2) should not be
intermixed with the unique 5080 drawing orders if '3250 Image' mode is specified
at setup time and the GSRT order is being used to regenerate the image. The
5080 Graphics System executes these orders when issued, regardless of the mix,
but, if '3250 Image' mode is specified, the image may be distorted.
If a GBGOP order is used, 3250 display mode is temporarily suspended even if it

is selected at setup time. Accordingly, in this case the 3250 graphics mode orders
can be intermixed with 5080 drawing mode orders with consistent results.

v

I

I
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Appendix B. TCF Number Representation and Mathematics of the Transformation
Process
Number Representation
The numbers processed by the Transformation and Clipping Feature (TCP) are in
various formats, depending on what the numbers represent and on the stage
within the transformation process.
Display Storage Coordinates
The formats of the numbers representing the absolute, relative and incremental
coordinates in the display storage are described in "TCP Transformation and
Viewing Orders" on page 5-88 and "Specification of Coordinate Values" on page
3-29.
Pretransformation Space Coordinates
The display storage coordinates define the absolute coordinates of points in
pretransformation space world coordinates, which are represented by 16-bit
integers (the high-order bit is the sign bit). The format for the X, Y and Z
coordinates is:
sbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb
where s is the sign bit. Negative numbers are in twos complement notation. This
is called a "16-bit integer" format.
Transformation Matrix Elements
The elements of the bottom row of the matrix (m3 l, m32 in two-dimensional
mode, or m41, m42, m43 in three-dimensional mode) are in 16-bit integer format.
All other elements have the following format:
s. b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b
wheres is the sign bit, the point, or period(.), is the position of the binary point,
and the b bits have fractional weights, being coefficients of negative powers of 2.
This format is called a "16-bit fractional" format.
The scale factor, which is a shift factor for the first two or three rows of the
transformation matrix (depending on 2D or 3D mode), is a 4-bit positive binary
number of the following format:
OOOOOOOOOOOObbbb
The scale factor value is a power-of-2 exponent with an allowable range of values
from 0 to 12. The scale factor default value is B'OOOO'. The default value is
assumed if the scale factor is not specified.
If matrix concatenation causes the value of any matrix element in the first two

u

rows in two-dimensional (2D) mode or the first three rows in three-dimensional
(3D) mode to exceed the values expressible in fractional number format (from -1
to + 1), an attempt is made to bring the element value within the permissible
range by adjusting the values of the scale factor and other elements. If this
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attempt fails to correct the problem, the process is halted and a "matrix element
overflow" error is signaled to the host. If the values of the elements in the last
row exceed the range of -32K to +32K, the process is also halted and a matrix
element overflow error is signaled to the host.

1

\
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Transform ed Coordinat es
Transform ing a coordinate consists of multiplying two pairs or three pairs of
numbers, depending on the mode (2D or 3D). Each pair consists of a 16-bit
integer format number (coordinat e value) and a 16-bit fractional format number
(an element from the first two or three rows of the transform ation matrix) shifted
left SF times, where SF is the value of the scale factor. The product is a 32-bit
number consisting of a sign bit, an n bit integer and a 31-n bit fractional number.
The value of n depends on how many times the product is shifted to the left. The
fractional part is used to round off the number up or down to a 16-bit integer;
then the fractional part is discarded. This number is added to an element in the
last row of the transform ation matrix to obtain the transform ed coordinate value.

Mathem atics of the Transfor mation Process
The operation of coordinate transform ation can be defined using the notation of
matrix algebra:

[V]

=

[T] [E]

where V and Tare the resultant and pretransfo rmation coordinate s, respectively,
in row-matri x form, and E is the transform ation matrix. The transform ation
matrix always has four rows and three columns. When in two-dimen sional (2D)
mode, the third row and column are ignored and assumed to be zero.

'~

The first two elements of the first two rows (2D) or all elements of the first three
rows (3D) of the transform ation matrix are used for rotation and scaling.
Because these elements are fractional signed binary numbers between -1 and + 1,
they can be used only for scale-dow n and rotation transforma tion.
If scale-up transform ation is required, a 4-bit positive binary number called the

"scale factor" is used in addition to the transform ation matrix elements.

During the transform ation process, each matrix element for rotation and scaling is
multiplied by 2-to-the power-of- the-scale- factor (shifted left), and then used to
transform a coordinate value.
Use of the scale factor allows an image to be magnified up to 4096 times. If only
reduction and/ or rotation of an image is required, the scale factor is set to zero.
The first two elements of row 4 (2D) or all the elements of row 4 (3D) are used
to perform the translation of coordinate s, that is, the addition of a constant to
each coordinate .

'

)

~
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Following are the mathematical equations of the transformation process:
(

In 20 mode

,

In 30 mode

~I

A point [Xp Yp]

or a point [Xp Yp Zp]

Is transformed into a point
[Xr Yr]

[Xr Yr Zr]

by the transformation matrix

r

1

r

Mll Ml2.
M21 M22.
M41 M42.
J

L

i

Mll
M21
M31
M41

and a scale factor (SF)

Ml2 Ml3
M22 M23
M32 M33
M42 M43

L

J

and a scale factor (SF)

according to the following equations:
In 2D mode:

+ Yp.M21 + M41/(2**SF)).(2**SF)
Yr= (Xp.M12 + Yp.M22 + M42/(2**SF)).(2**SF)
Xr = (Xp.Mll

\_;;

In 3D mode:

+ Yp.M21 + Zp.M31 + M41/(2**SF)).(2**SF)
Yr= (Xp.M12 + Yp.M22 + Zp.M32 + M42/(2**SF)).(2**SF)
Zr= (Xp.Ml3 + Yp.M23 + Zp.M33 + M43/(2**SF)).(2**SF)

Xr = (Xp.Mll

When matrix [E] having a scale factor of SFl is concatenated with matrix [T]
having a scale factor of SF2 to produce the matrix [U] having a scale factor of
SF3, that is, [U] = [T] [E], then the elements of [U] are given by the following
equations:
In 2D mode:

+ Tl2.E21)(2**SF3)
(Tl l.E12 + Tl2.E22)(2**SF3)
(T21.El l + T22.E21)(2**SF3)
(T21.El2 + T22.E22)(2**SF3)
(T41.Ell + T42.E21)(2**SF1) + E41
(T41.E12 + T42.E22)(2**SF1) + E42

Ul 1 = (Tl l.El l
U12 =
U21 =
U22 =
U41 =
U42 =

SF3 = SFl

~I

+ SF2

(The value of SF3 may be adjusted to prevent underflow or overflow of the
matrix elements.)
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In 3D mode:

= (Tll.Ell + Tl2.E21 + T13.E31)(2**SF3)
U12 = (Tl 1.E12 + T12.E22 + T13.E32)(2**SF3)
Ull

+ Tl2.E23 + T13.E33)(2**SF3)
U21 = (T21.Ell + T22.E21 + T23.E31)(2**SF3)
U22 = (T21.E12 + T22.E22 + T23.E32)(2**SF3)
U23 = (T21.E13 + T22.E23 + T23.E33)(2**SF3)
U31 = (T31.E11 + T32.E21 + T33.E31)(2**SF3)
U32 = (T31.E12 + T32.E22 + T33.E32)(2**SF3)
U33 = (T31.E13 + T32.E23 + T33.E33)(2**SF3)
U41 = (T41.Ell + T42.E21 + T43.E31)(2**SF1) + E41
U42 = (T41.E12 + T42.E22 + T43.E32)(2**SF1) + E42
U43 = (T41.E13 + T42.E23 + T43.E33)(2**SF1) + E43
SF3 = SFl + SF2
U13 = (Tl l.E13

(The value of SF3 may be adjusted to prevent underflow or overflow of the
matrix elements.)
Note: This is not the same as [E] [T].
The following matrix can be used to translate X and Y coordinates by the
Amounts Tx, Ty:

Amounts Tx, Ty, Tz:

In 2D mode

In 30 mode

r

1

1
0
Tx

0
1
Ty

L

r

1

1
0
0
Tx

j

0
1
0
Ty

0
0
1
Tz

L

j

The following matrix plus a scale factor (SF) can be used to scale X and Y
coordinates by the
Amounts Sx, Sy:

Amounts Sx, Sy, Sz:

In 2D mode

In 30 mode

r

L

1

Sx
0
0

0
Sy
0

r

j

L

1

Sxl
0
0
0

0
Sy
0
0

0
0
Sz
0
j

iv
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The following matrix can be used to rotate the position of a point about the Z axis
through a counterclockwise angle whose sine is S and whose cosine is C:
(

,,,___,.

j

r

+C +s 0
-S +c 0
0
0

L

0
0

1

1
0
J

Mapping from a window in world coordinate space to a viewport in virtual image
space is done by, first, performing a scaling operation on the transformed, clipped
and projected X and Y values, where scaling values are the ratios of the window
and the viewport X and Y dimensions; and then translating the scaled coordinate
values to the correct location in virtual image space based on the lower limit X
and Y values of the viewport boundaries. If the mapping mode is off, the 16-bit
world coordinate values are truncated to 12 bits by dropping the 4 high-order
bits; coordinate values are then passed to the raster generator.
Note: To rotate about a point not at the origin, it is necessary first to translate the
point of rotation to the origin, perform the rotation, and translate back to the
original point. This can be achieved in a single matrix operation if the three
transformation matrixes are first concatenated, using the Load Transformation
Matrix (GLTM) order, before processing the points.

I

\_,)
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Appendix C. Summary of Status/Sense Byte Bit Assignments
Tables C-1 through C-3 summarize the assignment of status bits, sense bits, and
combinations of status and sense bits while operating with a 5080 Graphics
System.
Table C-1. Status Byte Bit Assignments

Bit

Name

Condition

0

Attention

Indicates (if not with Unit Check) a request
from the alphanumeric keyboard (ENTER,
Cancel or program function keys) or the
lighted program function keyboard (LPFK) or
the Begin Order Processing (GBGOP) order
(simulated LPFK) and should be followed by a
Read Manual Input command. If accompanied
by a Unit Check (byte 0, bit 6), indicates
either a pick detect, an End Order Processing
(GEOP) order, or a Store Device Input
( GSDEVI) order interrupt, when byte 1, bits
0-2 and 5-6 of the sense data contain an
indication of the cause, or when a Program
Error (byte 1, bit 7) occurs. The sense data
contains an indication of the cause.
If accompanied by Device End and Unit

Exception, indicates a not-ready-to-ready state
transition.
1

Status Modifier

Set with the Busy bit to indicate a Control Unit
Busy condition exists, possibly with a device
other than the one addressed.

2

Control Unit End

Indicates the termination of a previously
indicated Control Unit Busy condition.

3

Busy

Set in response to all commands except the
Test I/ 0 instruction if outstanding status for
the addressed device is pending. The
outstanding status accompanies the Busy
indication.
Set alone in response to all commands and the
Test I/ 0 instruction if no outstanding status
for the addressed device is pending, and a
previously issued command is still in progress
with the addressed device (that is, Device End
outstanding).
The Busy bit is also set with the Status
Modifier bit to indicate a Control Unit Busy
condition.
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Bit

Name

Condition

4

Channel End

Set when the transfer of data and/ or control
information (if any) between the 5088
Graphics Channel Controller and the channel
is complete.

5

Device End

Set when the 5085 Graphics Processor has
completed operation on a command and is
prepared to accept a new command. Set with
Attention and Unit Exception to indicate a
n.ot-ready-to-ready transition.

6

Unit Check

Set when an error condition is detected by the
controller or graphics processor in order to
notify the host. (See "Sense Information " on
page 4-29 and Table C-2 for further
definition.)

:.

')

~

The host program should respond by issuing a
Sense command for further definition of the
condition. If command execution has started,
Unit Check is set with Device End and,
possibly, Channel End.
Both Attention and Unit Check are set to
indicate an unsolicited input from the graphics
workstation. (For further details, see the
Attention bit in this table.)
7

C-2

Unit Exception

Indicates a not-ready-to -ready state transition
when accompanied by Attention and Device
End.

\

\_)

Table C-2. Sense Byte Assignments
Byte

Bit

Name

Indication

0

0

Command Reject

Indicates:
• A nonimplemented command or
a required feature is not present,
that is, a Write Structured, Select
Write Memory Area, Write Memory Area,
Select Read Memory Area, or Set Mode
command issued to a 325 5; or
• An invalid command sequence, that
is, certain commands issued to a 3 25 5
while the buffer (display program) is
running or a Read Memory Area command
not preceded by a Select Read Memory
Area command or a Write Memory Area
command not preceded by a Select
Write Memory Area command; or
• Insufficient data on the following
commands: Select Write Memory Area,
Select Read Memory Area, Set Buffer
Address Register and Start, Set Buffer
Address Register and Stop, and Set Mode.

0

1

Intervention
Required

Indicates the addressed device is not
available.

0

2

Bus Out Check

Indicates a Bus Out parity error on a
command or data byte.

0

3

Equipment Check

Not used.

0

4

Data Check

Indicates that the automatic retry has been
unsuccessful on the controller-toworkstation link. Also, link timeout due
to device Busy response.

0

5

Overrun

Data streaming overrun.

0

6

Display Program Running

Indicates display program execution is in
process for the addressed processor. May
not be valid following a Write Structured
command unless there has been a
subsequent Set Buffer Address Register and
Start (or Stop) command, or the Sense
command is either unsolicited or the result
of an asynchronous Attention, Unit Check
presentation.

0

7

Reserved
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Byte

Bit

Name

Indication

1

0

Pick Detect

Indicates pick interrupt or GSDEVI switch
interrupt, if byte 1, bit 6 is also set. Also set
if Segment Pick detected, byte 1, bit 5
(see Note).

1

1

End Order
Processing

Set when an End Order Processing (GEOP)
order is encountered.

1

2

Character Mode

Set when in character mode (used with
pick detect) (see Note).

1

3

Reserved

1

4

Hardware Error

Set when a hardware error is detected.
Byte 5 indicates the cause of the error.

1

5

Segment Pick

Set when an interrupt is generated by
a segment pick. Bit 0 (Pick Detect) is also
set (see Note).

1

6

GSDEVI

Set when an interrupt is generated by a
position entry device switch. Bit 0 (Pick
Detect) is also set (see Note).

1

7

Program Error

Indicates a display program error or an
error in the channel commands and
structured fields. Byte 4, bits 2-5 and 7
indicate cause of the error in, the display
program. Byte 4, bits 0-1 and 6 indicate
cause of the channel command and
structured field errors.

2
3

0-7
0-7

When the Structured Field Error bit is
set, these bytes contain the address of
the structured field in error. The origin
of the address is the beginning of the
data transmitted with the Write Structured
command.
When the Stack Error bit is set (byte 4,
bit 5) these bytes contain the stack
current pointer.
When the GSDEVI bit is set (byte 1, bit 6)
these bytes contain the unit number (byte 3,
bits 4-7). Bytes 8, 9, 6;and 7
contain the display storage address and
the page number of the GSDEVI order.
When the Pick Detect bit is set, these
bytes contain the display storage address
at which the pick occurred (see Note).
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Byte

Bit

Name

Indication
When the End Order Processing bit is set,
bytes 2 and 3 contain the display storage
address of the location immediately following
the GEOP.
When byte 4, bit 2, 3, 4, or 6 is set, these
bytes contain the display storage address
of the order or the coordinate specification
at which the buffer program is stopped.
At the completion of a Read Cursor command
these bytes contain the display storage
address following the cursor location,
or the display storage address following
the point at which the channel command word
count becomes zero. At other times the
contents of these bytes are unpredictable.

4

0

Structured Field
Error

Set when an error occurs during the
execution of any structured field.

4

1

Device Working
Timeout

Set when the time for processing Select
Write Memory Area, Select Read Memory
Area, Write Memory Area, and Write
Structured commands exceeds the device
working timeout (about 3 seconds).

4

2

Invalid Page

Set when a Branch Page (GBPAGE),
Branch after Push Link (GBAPL), or Move
Data Block ( GMVBLK) order or an
input/ output control block pointed to
by a Begin I/O Processing (GBGIOP)
order (RS232C Attachment Feature)
indicates an invalid page. Bytes 2, 3, 6,
and 7 contain the display storage address
of the order.

4

3

Display Program
Loop

Set when a loop is detected in a display
program; that is, the program ran for more
than 30 seconds without a Begin Order
Processing ( GBGOP) or Set Regeneration
Timer (GSRT) order being executed. Bytes
2, 3, 6, and 7 contain the display storage
address at which the program is stopped.
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Byte

Bit

Name

Indication

4

4

TCP Matrix
Element Overflow

Set when a scale factor for a matrix in the
Transformation and Clipping Feature (TCP)
exceeds a value of 12 (that is, during
concatenation) . Bytes 2, 3, 6, and 7 contain
the display storage address of the Load
Transformation Matrix ( GL TM) order at
which the error occurred and the program is
stopped.

4

5

Stack Error

Set when a stack error occurs, and bytes 2, 3,
6, 7, 8, 9, 12, and 13 contain the stack
pointers.

4

6

Invalid Memory
Area Address

Set when a parameter of the Select Read
Memory Area or Select Write Memory
Area command indicates the subsequent
read or write operation will cause a
memory area overflow.

4

7

Reserved

5

0

Memory Error

5

1-6

Reserved

5

7

Unit Specify

Set if the error is in the controller.

6
7

0-7
0-7

Page Number MSB
Page Number LSB

Indicates page number corresponding
to display storage address contained in
sense bytes 2 and 3 or bytes
8 and 9.

8
9

0-7
0-7

Segment Name MSB
Segment Name LSB

Most recent segment name associated with
a Segment Pick interrupt.

Set when a memory error is detected. This
bit is valid if byte 1, bit 4 = 1.

When the GSDEVI bit is set (byte 1, bit 6)
these bytes contain the display storage
address of the GSDEVI order.
When the Stack Error bit is set (byte 4, bit 5),
these bytes contain the stack initial
pointer.
10

0-7

Reserved

11

0-7

Reserved

12
13

0-7
0-7

Stack Limit MSB
Stack Limit LSB
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When the Stack Error bit is set (byte 4,
bit 5), these bytes contain the stack
limit pointer.

l
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Byte

Bit

Name

14
15
16
17
18
19

0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7
0-7

X-Y-Z
X-Y-Z
X-Y-Z
X-Y-Z
X-Y-Z
X-Y-Z

Indication
- XMSB
- XLSB
-YMSB
- YLSB
- ZMSB
- ZLSB

Bytes 14-19 contain the X-Y-Z position
registers (or current draw position)
associated with the display and are
stored each time the display program
is stopped. They contain the X, Y,
and Z values in signed 16-bit
pretransformation world coordinate space.
Negative values are presented in twos
complement form.
When in graphics mode, the returned
coordinates represent the specific current
draw position. When in character mode,
the returned coordinates, if CSID =
X'OO' (in attribute register 18), represent
the centerpoint of the character following
the character upon which detection occurred.
If CSID is not X'OO' (in attribute register
18), the coordinate represents the lower left
corner point of the character following the
character upon which detection occurred.
If the Sense command is issued and the pick

interrupt was the result of a Store Device
Input ( GSDEVI) order causing byte 1,
bit 6 of the sense data to be set, the
value of the X-Y-Z coordinates returned
represents the current tablet (stylus or
cursor) position. The Z value is set
to zero.

~/

If the Sense command is not sent in response

to a pick detection interrupt, the value
of the X-Y-Z position registers is returned,
but the significance of the value depends upon
the display program and the point at which it
was stopped.
If the Sense command is issued to an RS232C

Attachment Feature port, the contents of
bytes 14-19 will be zero.
Refer to "X-Y-Z Position Registers" on page
3-6 for more details.
20-23

Reserved
Note: The following bits of sense byte 1 may be set as a result of a pick interrupt:

•
•
•

Pick Detect; byte 1, bit 0 (BO)
Character Mode; byte 1, bit 2 (Bl)
GSDEVI; byte 1, bit 6 (B2)
Segment Pick; byte 1, bit 5 (B3)
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The information set in sense bytes 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, and 9 depends on the value of
BOB1B2B3 as defined in the following table:

BOB1B2B3

Contents of
Bytes 2 and 3

Contents of
Bytes 6 and 7

oxxx

Contents of
Bytes 8 and 9

N/A

N/A

N/A

1000

Display storage address of one of the
following orders: Permit Detect Interrupt (GPDI),
Draw Circle (GDIR).

Page number

N/A

Display storage address of the first word of
the selected coordinate group following
the orders: Draw Line Absolute 2D 12 Bits
(GDLA2), Enter Graphic Mode Incremental
Point (GEPI2), Enter Graphic Mode
Incremental Vector (GEVI2).

Page number

N/A

Display storage address of a byte containing
the selected pixel data that is part of a
Draw Pixel Array (GDPXL) order.

Page number

N/A

llXO

Display storage address of the selected character
following a Draw Character (GDCHAR) order.

Page number

N/A

llXl

Display storage address of the selected character
following a GDCHAR order that is part
of the selected segment.

Page number
of the
character

Name of the
selected
segment

1001

Display storage address of the same orders,
coordinate group, and pixel data
defined for B' 1000'. These
selected items are part of a
segment.

Page number
of the item

Name of the
selected
segment

101X

Unit address of the interrupting GSDEVI order.

Page number
of the GSDEVI

Display storage
address of the
GSDEVI

C-8
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Appendix D. 5080 Graphics System 3270 Feature
Introduction
The 3270 feature of the 5080 Graphics System consists of part of an additional
card in the 5085 Graphics Processor, and additional code that operates in the
Attachment Processor (AP) and the Display Processor (DP). It uses the physical
keyboard, AP, and DP of the graphics processor. The 5080 Graphics System
3270 feature provides additional capability to the graphics processor to allow it to
act as a 3270 type of device, thus allowing the graphics processor operator to
access 3270 type applications at the same time and from the same terminal. The
3270 feature is a member of the 3270 Data Stream and the Systems Network
Architecture (SNA) families of terminals.
Note: In the remainder of this appendix the designation "5080 Graphics System
3270 Feature" is abbreviated simply as "3270 feature."

Operator Interfaces
Keyboards
The same keyboard is used in 3270 mode as in graphic mode. In 3270 mode both
APL and non-APL keyboard types are supported for each of the several
languages. Additional, or different, controls become active in the 3270 mode
than are active in the graphic mode. Details of the layout, and the meaning of
keys is described in IBM 5 080 Graphics System: Operation and Problem
Determination, GA22-0133. A programmer-or iented description of the keys may
be found in "Keyboard Controls" on page D-8.

Display Screen
The 5081 Display is used to display the information being presented in the 3270
mode of operation. Information is displayed in a format similar to other 3270
type implementations. The character sizes use the maximum amount of the screen
in order to give good readability. The content of the screen is dictated by the host
application program. Four different screen formats are supported to provide the
flexibility needed by the customer application. Further information on these
formats, and how they use the screen, is given in "3270 Feature Display Screen"
on page D-12.

Setup Options
Certain options of the 3270 feature can be selected to meet installation
requirements. These options are:
•

Screen usable area
The screen usable area (that is, the number of character positions on the
screen) can be 960, 1920, 2560, or 3440 characters.
Link connection characteristics

u

The link connection characteristics are provided to allow for the use of
different coding and protocol options. These are chosen by the system
planner as required by the needs of his network.
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The first of the characteristics is the use of NRZ or NRZI coding on the link.
The second of these is the use of 2-wire or 4-wire protocol on the link,
reflecting the type of modem and link in use.
Modem wrap capability
This option controls the operation of certain of the 3270 mode tests. These
tests attempt to wrap data at various stages of the card, modem cable, and
modem in an attempt to locate an error. This option tells these tests whether
the attached modem supports the wrapping of data back to the 3270 feature
under control of the TEST line. For more details, refer to IBM 5080
Graphics System: Operation and Problem Determination, GA23-0133.
Modem link address
This option specifies the address that the particular 3270 feature will respond
to on the TP link.
These options can be selected or changed by the user using SETUP; see the
manuals IBM 5 080 Graphics System: Operation and Problem Determination,
GA23-0133, and IBM 5080 Graphics System: System Planning and Installation,
GA23-0135, for instructions on how to make the desired changes.

Data Stream Support
The 3270 feature is a member of the family of 3270 terminals. As such, it
receives and transmits the data stream supported by such terminals. This data
stream is described in IBM 3270 Information Display System Data Stream
Programmer's Reference, GA23-0059.
Information about which data stream elements are supported, and values for
variables, are presented in this manual. For details of structure, sequence, and
values, the manual just mentioned should be consulted.
The following paragraphs give an overview of 3270 feature commands and
attention identifiers (AIDs).

Data Stream Elements Supported
The commands and optional data that can be accepted by the 3270 feature are as
follows:
Commands

Optional Data after Command

Write
Erase/Write
Erase/Write Alternate
Erase All Unprotected
Read Modified
Read Modified All
Read Buffer
Write Structured Field

Orders and/ or user data
Orders and/ or user data
Orders and/ or user data
None
None
None
None
Structured fields

These commands are described in "3270 Data Stream Element Considerations"
on page D-16.
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Orders

(

The orders that can be sent with the write commands are as follows:

)

~

Set Buffer Address
Start Field
Start Field Extended
Modify Field Attribute
Set Attribute
Insert Cursor
Program Tab
Repeat to Address
Erase Unprotected to Address
These orders are described in "3270 Data Stream Element Considerations" on
page D-16.
Structured Fields
The structured field functions that can be accepted by the 3270 feature are as
follows:

(

Create Partition
Activate Partition
Destroy Partition
Set Reply Mode
Reset Partition
Erase /Reset
Write Partition:
Write
Erase/Write
Erase/Write Alternate
Erase All Unprotected
Read Partition:
Read Modified
Read Modified All
Read Buffer
Query

I

"-')

Specific structured field function considerations are described in "3270 Data
Stream Element Considerations" on page D-16.
Attention Identifiers (AIDs)
An attention identifier, or AID, which is always the first byte of an inbound data
stream, describes the nature of the data and controls that follow it. AID values
supported, and their meanings, are shown in Figure D-12 on page D-23 and
Figure D-13 on page D-24.

Compatibility with IBM 3270 Information Display System
The commands and orders that can be used with the 3270 feature correspond
closely with those available on the IBM 3270 Information Display System, the
IBM 8775 Display Terminal, and the IBM 3290 Information Panel. If a 3270
feature data stream is also required to operate with these other 3270 type devices,
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the reader should consult IBM 3270 Informat ion Display System Data Stream
Programmer's Reference, GA23-00 59, for operation al differences that may affect
host programming and the display operator.

Communication Link Support
The 3270 feature functions as a terminal node in a Systems Network Architecture
(SNA) network. The 3270 feature is viewed by the network as a single Type-2
Logical Unit (LU) containe d in a Type-2 Physical Unit (PU). It communicates
with a Boundary Function Node (for example, an IBM 3705 Communications
Controll er) using Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC) protocol. It is in the
Boundar y Function Node that certain informat ion in the SNA message header is
converte d to a form acceptable to the 3270 feature.
Note: The term network has at least two meanings. A public network is a network
established and operated by common carriers or telecommunication
administrations for the specific purpose of providing circuit-switched,
packet-switched, and leased-circuit services to the public. A user application
network is a configuration of data processing products, such as processors,
controllers, and terminals, established and operated by users for the purpose of
data processing or information exchange, which may use communication facilities
offered by common carriers or telecommunication administrators.

The term network, as used in this appendix, refers to a user application network.

Attachment to an SNA Network
The physical connecti on to the Boundar y Function Node is over a communication
data link. The data link can consist of a direct connecti on or a direct transmission
facility. Figure D-1 on page D-5 illustrates the types of data link attachme nts that
are possible. The 3270 feature supports data rates of between 1200 and 9600 bits
per second.

\-..._.,/

SNA Relationships
The 3270 feature LU and PU communicate with associated components in a host
system via SNA sessions. A full description of SNA, including sessions and layers,
is given in detail in Systems Network Architecture Concepts and Products,
GC30-30 72.
Further details concerning the 3270 feature and its relationship to an SNA
network may be found in "SNA and SDLC Consider ations" on page D-30.

Partitions
The host program can divide the screen area into rectangu lar areas called
viewports. Up to eight viewports can be defined (by the host program) and each
viewport is associated with a separate characte r buffer called a partition buffer.
The combination of viewport and associated buffer is called a partition. Each
partition has a unique Partition Identifier (PID) whose value is in the range 0
through 7.
In order to provide compatibility with existing 3270 applications that do not

recognize multiple partitions, the 3270 feature can operate in one of two states:
the base state or the partitioned state.
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Boundary Function Node
{for example, IBM 3705)
I
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External Modem or Data
Service Unit
Data
Transmiss ion
Facility

External Modem or Data
Service Unit

3270 Feature
Figure D-1. Data-Link Attachment of 3270 Feature

Receipt of the Bind command (see Figure D-24 on page D-32) initially places the
3270 feature into base state, and automatically creates a single implicit partition
having a PID of 0 and a screen size with default dimensions as specified or implied
in the Bind command. (Note that the Bind command also specifies or implies
alternate dimensions, which may or may not be the same as the default
dimensions.)
The host program can replace the implicitly created base-state partition by
explicitly creating one or more partitions of its own, thereby placing the 3270
feature into the partitioned state.
Full details of partitions, including base and partitioned states, how data may be
entered and deleted from them, and unformatted and formatted partitions, are
contained in IBM 3270 Information Display System Data Stream Programmer's
Reference, GA23-0059.

Field and Character Attributes
The 3270 feature supports Basic Field Attributes, Extended Field Attributes, and
Character Attributes.
The Attributes supported by the 3270 feature are:
•

Basic Field Attributes
Protected or unprotected
Alphanumeric or numeric
Autoskip
N ondisplay or Display /Intensified Display
Detectable or N ondetectable
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Extend ed Field Attribu tes
Extend ed Highlighting
Color
Field Valida tion
•

Charac ter Attribu tes
Extend ed Highlighting Charac ter Attribu te
Symbol Set Charac ter Attribu te
Color Charac ter Attribu te

Furthe r details on how these are suppor ted by the 3270 feature are
given in
"Field / Charac ter Attribu tes" on page D-16.

Character Codes
Appen dix E in this manua l gives the hexade cimal values of charac
ters that may be
transfe rred to and from the 3270 feature.
Charac ter codes in the range X'40'- X'FF' are used to represe nt the
graphic
symbols in the (nonlo adable ) base and APL charac ter sets.

Undefined Character Codes
Charac ter codes in the range X' 40' - X'FF' that are not associated
with a specific
graphic charac ter are undefined. The action taken by the 3270 feature
when an
undefin ed charac ter is received is depend ent on the 'Character set in
use at the
time.
If the base charac ter set is in use when the undefi ned charac ter
code is received,

the graphic that is displayed is not specified. Undefi ned charac ter
code values,
however, are stored and retrans mitted by the 3270 feature to the host
upon
deman d withou t change.

If the APL charac ter set is in use when the undefi ned charac ter
code is received,

either as a result of the use of the Graphi c Escape code or the use
of a Charac ter
Attribu te, the 3270 feature stores, displays, and retrans mits these
code values as
the hyphen charac ter X'60'.

Graphic Escape Character Code
The Graphi c Escape charac ter is a 1-byte control charac ter with a
value of X'08'.
A Graphi c Escape charac ter in the outbou nd data stream ensures that
the
following single data charac ter is taken from the APL symbol set.
If the data
charac ter is read back, it will be transm itted inboun d immediately
following a
Graphi c Escape charac ter.
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Invalid Character Codes
Character codes in the range X'OO' - X'3F' are invalid, with the following
exceptions. The exceptions are as follows: Null (X'OO'), FF (X'OC'), CR
(X'OD'), NL (X'15'), EM (X'19'), DUP (X'lC'), FM (X'lE'), and SUB (X'3F')~
the 3270 feature rejects invalid characters with a sense code of X'1003'. The
3270 feature stores and retransmits the valid characters without change, and
displays them as follows:
Character
Null
FF
CR
NL
EM
DUP
FM
SUB

Displayed as

(X'OO')
(X'OC')
(X'OD')
(X'15')
(X'l9')
(X'lC')
(X'lE')
(X'3F')

Blank
Blank
Blank
Blank
Blank
Asterisk with overscore
Semicolon with overscore
Solid circle

The displayed form of all the above characters is subject to Extended Highlighting
and Color attributes.

Detectable Fields and Designator Characters
A field defined as detectable (by bits 4 and 5 of the Basic Field Attribute
character) is one that can be detected by cursor select operations. However,
unless a valid designator character is placed in the first data position of the field,
no detect operation can occur.

\_)

Designator characters are used to define two types of detectable fields: selection
fields and attention fields. The five designator characters supported by the 3270
feature are shown in the following table:
Designator
Character

Hexadecimal
Code

Purpose

?

>

X'6F'
X'6E'

To define a "selection"
field

null
space
&

X'OO'
X'40'
X'50'

To define an "attention
field

,,

Programming Notes:

1. Both normal display and intensified display fields can be defined as
detectable.
2.

The application programmer should be aware that, if the field attribute byte
has bit 2 = B'O' (unprotected) and bits 4 and 5 = B'Ol' or B'lO' (detectable),
the operator could modify or create a designator character, and, thus, could
create either a selection field or an attention field.
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3270 Mode Operator Interface
This section does not provide operator instructions; such informat ion is given in
IBM 5080 Graphics System: Operation and Problem Determination, GA23-01 33,
IBM 5080 Graphics System: System Problem Determination, GA23-01 32, and
IBM 5080 Graphics System: Setup Instructions, GA23-01 30, supplied with the
terminal. Instead, this section describes the operator interface associated with the
3270 Feature from the point of view of a host programmer. Informat ion is given
under the following headings:
•
•

Keyboar d controls
Display screen
Indicator s in Operator Informat ion Area

Keyboa rd Controls
The layouts of the various types of keyboard s are illustrated in IBM 5080
Graphics System: Operation and Problem Determination, GA23-01 33. A listing of
the keys follows, in alphabetical order of the name of the key. For those keys that
are common to most 3270 implementations, and for which there are no
differences of operation s from those implementations, no further description is
given. For those keys that are not common, that operate in different ways, or that
are unique to the 3270 feature, a description follows the name of the key.

Alpha Symbol Shift Key (Katakan a language keyboard s)
Alphanumeric Shift Key (Katakan a language keyboard s)
Alternate Cursor Key: Successive depressions of this key (with an Alternat e Shift
key also pressed) cause the displayed form of the cursor to alternate between
normal undersco re and reverse video.
Alternate Shift Keys: With either of the Alternat e Shift keys pressed, characte rs
or functions that appear on the front faces of keys can be entered.
APL On/Off Key (APL keyboard s only)
Attention Key
Backspace Key
Backtab Key
Blink Key (characte r attribute )
Clear Key
C !ear Partition Key

Clicker Key
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Color Select Keys: The seven color select keys are identified on the keyboard by
means of color "blobs" on the overlay. They are located on the keys labeled (on
the keytops) as PF13 through PF19. When pressed (with an Alternate Shift key),
these keys cause the value of the Color Character Attribute for each subsequently
entered character to be set as listed below, which in turn causes the characters to
be displayed on the screen in the proper color.

u

Color
Name

Attribute
Value

Key

Red
Pink
Green
Yellow
Blue
Turquoise
Neutral

X'F2'
X'F3'
X'F4'
X'F6'
X'Fl'
X'F5'
X'F7'

PF13
PF14
PF15
PF16
PF17
PF18
PF19

Note that the Neutral color displays as white.
The operator-selected color remains in force until one of the following occurs:
The operator makes another color selection.
Field Inherit (Color) is selected by the operator.

I

u

.

The operator switches to another partition (by means of the Jump
Partition key) in which operator selection of color is disallowed. When
this happens, the color that was most recently selected by the operator is
"remembered." When the operator switches back to a partition in which
operator selection of color is allowed, the "remembered" color comes
back into force again.
An operator can change character color only when Color for the active partition
has been specified as operator-selectable in a Set Reply Mode structured field
function from the host program.
Use of these keys when the function is not allowed raises the "Input Inhibited Minus Function" condition.

Cursor Blink Key: Successive depressions of this key (with Alternate Shift Key
also pressed) cause the displayed form of the cursor to alternate between blinking
and nonblinking.
Cursor Home Key
Cursor Left and Cursor Right Keys
Cursor Select Key
Cursor Up and Cursor Down Keys
Delete Character Key
I

~)
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Double-Speed Cursor Left and Right Keys: These keys (with an Alterna te Shift
key also pressed) cause the cursor to move left or right two charact er position
s at
a time. Wrapping action is the same as for the Cursor Left and Cursor
Right
keys.

'"'-'

Duplicate Key
Enter Key
Erase Input Key
Erase to End of Field Key
Error Override Key: With the cursor in an unprote cted field, pressing this key
(with an Alterna te Shift key also pressed) causes the following actions:
1. A special substitute (SUB) characte r, value X'3F' is entered into the
active partitio n buffer at the current cursor position.

2.

The MDT bit for the field is set to 1.

3. The cursor position is advanced by one position as for normal data entry.
4.

The charact er displays as a solid circle.

5.

The charact er attribut e is updated according to the highlighting currentl y
specified.

The Error Override key can be used by the operato r (if necessary) to fill a
Mandat ory Fill field with SUB characters; the SUB charact er is also accepte
d as a
valid numeric character.
If this key is used when the cursor is at an attribut e location or is in a protecte
d

field, the "Input Inhibit ed-Go Elsewhere" indicator tells the operato r that
the
action is not accepted.

If the Error Override key is pressed while the 3270 feature is owned by
the

SSCP-L U session, the "Input Inhibit ed-Min us Functio n" condition is raised.

Field Inherit (Color) Key: This key is effective only if a color selection has
previously been made by the operator. Pressing this key (with the Alterna te
Shift
key also pressed) then causes the value of the Color Charact er Attribu te for
each
subsequently entered charact er to be set to X'OO'. This value, in turn, causes
the
displayed form of entered characte rs to be dictated by (inherited from) the Color
Field Attribute.
The Field Inherit (Color) key has no effect if there has been no operato r selectio
n
of color, either because the operato r has chosen not to make a selection or
because the program has disallowed operato r selection of color.
Use of this key when the function is not allowed raises the "Input
Inhibit ed-Min us Functio n" condition.
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Field Inherit (Highlighting) Key
Field Inherit (Programmed Symbols) Key: A label for this function is present on
the keyboard, but support is not provided for the function.
Field Mark Key
Insert Mode Key
Jump Partition Key
Jump Screen Key: Operation of this key (with an Alternate Shift key also
pressed) causes the display screen and keyboard to become associated with the
Graphic mode of operation. From the operator's point of view, the 3270 mode of
operation is suspended and its status with respect to keyboard operations is stored.
The graphic mode of operation is restored. Operation of the Jump Screen key
while in graphic mode causes the graphic mode to be suspended, and the 3270
mode of operation is resumed, with the keyboard status being the same as when
3 2 7 0 mode was left.
While the processor is in graphic mode, the 3270 feature continues in operation
and may interact with the host. In particular, if host interaction was initiated
before the Jump Screen operation, the operations associated with this continue
while graphic mode is active. Data may be transmitted to the host, data may be
received from the host and the character buffer and any status will be updated.
This may result in a completely different display when 3270 mode is next
resumed.

u

If the interaction with the host changes the status of the keyboard, the new status

will be effective when the 3270 mode is next resumed.
Kana Symbol Shzft Key (Katakana language keyboards)
Katakana Shift Key (Katakana language keyboards)
New Line Key
Program Access (PA) Keys
Program Function (PF) Keys
PSA-PSF (Programmed Symbols) Keys: Labels for this function are present on
the keyboard, but support is not provided for the function.
Reset Key
Reverse Video Key (character attribute)

u

Setup Key: Operation of this key (with the Alternate Shift key also pressed)
causes the display screen and keyboard to be associated with the processor
SETUP function. The 3270 mode of operation is suspended, and its status with
respect to keyboard operations is stored. The SETUP function (or mode) is
started. At the end of the SETUP function, the 3270 mode of operation is
resumed, with the keyboard status being the same as when 3270 mode was left.
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While the processor is in SETUP mode_, the 32 70 feature continues in
operatifm
and may interact with the host. In particular, if host interact ion was initiated
before the SETUP operation, the operatio ns associated with this continue while
SETUP is active. Data may be transmi tted to the host, data may be received
from
the host, and the charact er buffer and any status will be updated. This may
result
in a completely differen t display when 3270 mode is resumed.

If the interact ion with the host changes the status of the keyboard, this new
status

will be effective when 3270 mode is resumed.

System Request Key
Tab Key
Test Key: Operati on of this key (with an Alterna te Shift key also pressed) causes
the 3270 feature to go into Test mode (see IBM 5080 Graphics System: Operatio
n
and Problem Determination, GA23-0 133, and IBM 5080 Graphics System:
System
Problem Determination, GA23-0 132) unless the screen is owned by an LU-LU
session, or is owned by an SSCP-L U session reached from an LU-LU session
by
use of the System Reques t key; in either of these cases, pressing the Test key
causes the "Input Inhibit ed-Min us Functio n" condition to be raised. Thus,
Test
mode cannot be entered while the 3270 feature is logged on to the application
program.
Underscore (Highlighting) Key (charac ter attribut e)
Uppercase Shift Keys (Table V language keyboards)
Uppercase Shift Lock Key (Table V language keyboards)

3270 Feature Displa y Screen
The 3270 feature uses a rectangular area of the screen (reflected in the Frame
Buffer) as shown in Figure D-2. Since the 3270 mode uses fewer pixels in both
directions than are used by graphic mode, there are margins all around the 3270
area; these margins will be black. The margins are balance d in the horizontal
direction. In the vertical direction, the top margin is smaller than the bottom
margin.
The Frame Buffer pixels described in Figure D-2 are used to support rows of
charact ers as shown in Figure D-3.
In Figure D-3:
•

•

•
•
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A Line is one set of pixels across the screen,
A Row is a number of lines sufficient to display a set of characte rs across the
screen.
Skip Lines are blank lines whose content s are not controlled by the content s
of the charact er buffer, but which are added to provide more space between
rows of characters.
The Indicato r Space is a set of blank lines always present that provide a blank
margin at the bottom of the Data area of the screen.
The Indicato r Line is a set of solid visible lines always present that separates
the Data area from the Operato r Informa tion Area.

\\....-/

•

u

The Operator Information Area is a set of symbols that show the status of the
3270 feature. This area is described below in "Indicators in Operator
Information Area" on page D-14.

The rows of characters described in Figure D-3 are composed of character cells
that are adjacent to one another. These cells contain both the character pixels
and the pixels that provide the interletter spacing. The number of rows, and the
characters per row, for the various different Usable Areas supported are shown in
Figure D-3.

~
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....

A

~

E

• ...

c

~

•
i

't

I

!

,,

F

Frame
Buffer

3270

D

Area

I

u
(

'

A Frame Buffer size, horizontal
B Frame Buffer size, vertical
c 3270 Pixel Area, horizontal
D 3270 Pixel Area, vertical
E 3270 Margin area, left (and right)
F 3270 Margin area, top

B

1024
1024
960
Note
32
16

Note: Value depends on Usable Area specified (see Figure D-3).
Figure D-2. 3270 Feature Use of Monitor Screen and Frame Buffer
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Charact ers
(per row)
Row 1
Skip Lines
Row 2
Skip Lines

Row n - 1
Skip Lines
Row n
Skip Lines
Indicato r Space and Line
Operato r Informa tion Area
Usable Area Number:
Cel 1 size
Charact ers per row
Pels per row
Lines per row
Number of rows
Skip Lines per row
Total Lines per row
Unused lines, top
Unused lines, bottom
Subtota l lines
Indicato r space, lines
Indicato r 1 i ne, 1 i nes
Op er info area, lines
Subtota l lines
Total Lines

2

3

4

12X22
80
960

12X22
80
960

12X22
80
960

12X22
80
960

22
12

22
24

22
43

0
946

27
162
162
648

0
648

22
32
0
22
0
0
704

18
4
2.2
44

18
4
22
44

18
4
22
44

18
4
22
44

692

692

748

990

5

5

27
0

0

22
0

Figure D-3. 3270 Feature Screen Layout, Rows and Characters

Indicators in Operator Information Area
The Operator Information Area appears as a line of characters and symbols in the
bottom row of the screen. This area is independ ent from the screen area
accessible by program.
The format of the Operator Information Area depends on whether the terminal is
in run mode or in test mode. The mode is indicated by the symbol that appears in
the extreme left position of the Operator Information Area.
Use of the Operator Information Area in run mode and test mode is described in
IBM 5080 Graphics System:-Operation and Problem Determination, GA23-01 33,
which explains the meaning of the displayed symbols. A brief description of the
information that can be displayed in run mode follows.
D-14
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Operator Information Area in Run Mode: In run mode, the Operator Information
Area is divided into zones in which indicators give the operator status information
in the following categories:
State of Terminal Readiness:

Indicators show when the terminal is ready
and when a communication link has been
established.

Screen Ownership:

Indicators show whether the terminal is
owned by an SSCP-LU session or an LU-LU
session, or is unowned.

Input Inhibited Conditions:

There are over 20 different Input Inhibited
conditions, each with a unique indicator
(consisting of symbols and characters). Each
condition is assigned a priority; when multiple
Input Inhibited conditions exist, the one with
the highest priority is indicated.
All Input Inhibited indicators start with an
"X" symbol, which means that the keyboard is
disabled.

Communication Status:

Indicators show whether the data link is
ready, or if there is a communication problem
(either inside or outside the 3270 feature
terminal).

Programmed Symbols Selection:

An indicator shows the symbol set
(corresponding to APL, or the base character
set) that will be applied to the next character
entered at the keyboard.
If the keyboard does not have APL, as

specified via SETUP, no Programmed
Symbols Selection indicators are displayed on
the screen, and the only character set
available is the base character set.
Extended Highlighting Selection:

Indicators show the extended highlighting that
will be applied to the next characters entered
at the keyboard; a supplementary indicator
shows that the operator has either ( 1) selected
the highlighting characteristic specifically, or
(2) chosen to allow the highlighting to be
dictated by (inherited from) the Extended
Highlighting Field Attribute supplied by the
host program. (The absence of the
supplementary indicator shows that the
character highlighting is determined solely by
the Extended Highlighting Field Attribute and
cannot be changed by the operator.)

\._.,,)
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Color Selection:

Indicators show the color that will be applied
to the next characters entered at the
keyboard; a supplementary indicator shows
that the operator has either ( 1) selected the
color characteristic specifically, or (2) chosen
to allow the color to be dictated by (inherited
from) the Color Field Attribute supplied by
the host program. (The absence of the
supplementary indicator shows that the
character color is determined solely by the
Color Field Attribute and cannot be changed
by the operator.)
If the 5081 Display is monochromatic, or if

there are fewer than four bit planes in the
graphics processor, the 3270 feature operates
in a monochromatic manner, and no color
indicators are displayed.

3270 Data Stream Element Consider ations
This section deals with the programming considerations of the 3270 data stream
elements supported by the 3270 feature. A listing of all elements is included. For
those elements that have no operands, or where all operands and operand values
are supported, there is no further description. For those elements where the 3270
feature expects or supplies specific values that may differ from other 3270
implementations a description of the element is included.

Field and Character Attributes
The 3270 feature supports Basic Field Attributes, Extended Field Attributes, and
Character Attributes.

I\._/

Field Attributes
Field attributes specify the appearanc e on the display screen of all characters in
the field that follows the Field Attribute character (unless overridden by
Character Attributes ). The field attributes supported by the 3270 feature are:
•

Basic Field Attributes
Protected or unprotecte d
Alphanumeric or numeric
Autoskip
Nondisplay or Display /Intensifie d Display
Detectable or Nondetect able

•

Extended Field Attributes
Extended Highlighting
Color
Field Validation

Basic Field Attributes: (The 3270 feature's Basic Field Attribute corresponds to

the single field attribute character referred to in 3270 publications.) Figure D-4
shows the bit definitions for the Basic Field Attribute byte.
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Bit No.

\
)
~

Bit Values and Meanings

0

Value can be B'O' or B'1 ';actual value is ignored; see Note 1.

1

Value can be B'O' or B'1 '; actual value is ignored; see Note 1.

2 and 3

4 and 5

Value
Value
Value
Value

B'OO'
B'01'
B'1 O'
B'11'

=Unprotected; alphanumeric.
=Unprotected; numeric.
=Protected; alphanumeric.
=Protected; numeric; autoskip.

Value
Value
Value
Value

B'OO'
B'01'
B'1 O'
B'11'

=Normal display; "nondetectable."
=Normal display; "detectable."
=Intensified display; "detectable."
= Nondisplay; "nondetectable."

See Note 2.

See Note 3.

6

Value B'O' {Reserved)

7

Modified Data Tag {MDT) Bit identifies modified data
fields during "Read Modified" operations
Value B'O' = Field has not been modified
Value B'1' = Field has been modified
This bit can also be set by program in the outbound data stream.

Notes:
1.

If this attribute is to be used in a data stream for a 3270 device, bit 1 must be B'1 ', and bit

IBM 32 70
Information Display System Data Stream Programmer's Reference,GA23-0059.

0 should be determined by the contents of bits 2 through 7; see

2.

Bits 2 and 3 = B'11' cause the cursor to perform an "automatic skip" over this field.

3.

"Detectable" means that the first character in the field is treated as a designator
character. If the character is a space, a null, an " & ," a "> ," or a "?,"the field can be
detected by Cursor Select key; see "Detectable Fields and Designator Characters" on
page D-7.

Figure D-4. Basic Field Attribute (Attribute Type X'CO')

Extended Highlighting Extended Field Attribute: Figure D-5 shows the values for
the Extended Highlighting Field Attribute that are supported by the 3270 feature.
Value

Meaning

X'OO'

Normal {default) {in a Character Attribute,X'OO' means Field Inherit).

X'F1'

Blink

X'F2'

Reverse Video

X'F4'

Underscore

Note: These values are permissible in both Extended Highlighting Field and Character
attribute bytes.

Figure D-5. Extended Highlighting Attribute (Attribute Type X'41')

Symbol Set Extended Field Attribute: The Symbol Set Field Attribute is defined by
the host program to specify the symbol set to be used by the 3 2 70 feature in
displaying data characters.

The symbol sets that can be specified in a Symbol Set Field Attribute are as
follows:
•

I

I

\_J

The nonloadable base character set related to the character set language of
the terminal.

Figure D-6 on page D-18 shows the possible values for the Symbol Set Field
Attribute.
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Value

Meaning

x·oo·

Base character set, nonloadable (default)

Notes: This is the only permissible value in a Symbol Set Field Attribute; see Figure D-9
on
page D-19 for the values that are permitted in the Symbol Set Character Attribute.

Figure D-6. Symbol Set Field Attribute (Attribute Type X'43')

Color Extended Field Attribute: The Color Field Attribute is defined by the host
program to specify the color to be used by the 3270 feature in displaying data
characters .

In all cases the 3270 feature stores the Color Field Attribute value and returns it,
unchanged , to the applicatio n program (upon request) in subsequen t inbound
transmissions. The 3270 feature ignores the Color Field Attribute, and displays
all characters in white whenever the display is a monochro me monitor, or when
there are less than 4 bit planes in the Frame Buffer. If the display is a color
monitor and there are 4 or more bit planes in the Frame Buffer, colors as
specified are used.
The 3270 feature, when displaying color, also honors the Field Attribute of
Intensity, so that any given color can be displayed at either of two levels of
intensity.
The 3270 feature does not support "base color" mode, wherein four colors are
generated based upon the intensity and protect attributes and there is no color
specified via the color attributes.
Figure D-7 shows the values for the Color Field Attribute that can be accepted by
the 3270 feature.
Value

x·oo·
X'F1'

Meaning
Default color (in a Character Attribute, X'OO' means
Field Inherit).
Blue

X'F2'

Red

X'F3'

Pink

X'F4'

Green

X'F5'

Turquoise

X'F6'

Yellow

X'FT

Neutral

Figure D-7. Color Field Attribute (Attribute Type X'42')

Field Validation Extended Field Attribute: The validation tests and actions
performed by the 3270 feature for each of these types of validation classes, and
the ways in which they can interact, are described more fully in "Field Validation
Tests and Actions Performed " on page D-45.

Figure D-8 on page D-19 shows the values for the Field Validation Field
Attribute that are supported by the 3270 feature.
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Bit No.
0-4

Bit Values and Meanings
Value must be '00000'. Reserved.

5

Value '1' = Mandatory Fill

6

Value '1' = Mandatory Enter

7

Value '1' =Trigger Field

Figure D-8. Field Validation Field Attribute (Attribute Type X'Cl')

Character Attributes
The following Character Attributes are supported by the 3270 feature:

•
•

Extended Highlighting Character Attribute
Symbol Set Character Attribute
Color Character Attribute

Extended Highlighting Character Attribute: The permissible values for the
Extended Highlighting Character Attribute are as shown for the Field Attribute in
Figure D-5 on page D-1 7.
Symbol Set Character Attribute: The permissible values for the Symbol Set
Character Attribute are as shown in Figure D-9.
Value

Meaning

X'OO'

Field inherit (default)

X'F1'

LCI D for APL (nonloadable) symbol set; see Note.

Note: The value X'F1' is permissible only in the Symbol Set Character Attribute, not in the
Symbol Set Extended Field Attribute.

Figure D-9. Symbol Set Character Attribute (Attribute Type X'43')

Color Character Attribute: The permissible values for the Color Character
Attribute are as shown for the Field Attribute in Figure D-7 on page D-18.

Outbound Data Streams
Write-Type Commands
The following write-type commands are supported by the 3270 feature.
Write command
If the data stream consists of the command byte only, it is treated as a

no-operation (except that it serves as a negative reply to a trigger-field input
transmission).
Erase/Write command
If the data stream consists of the command byte only, it is treated as a

no-operation (except that it serves as a negative reply to a trigger-field input
transmission).

v

!

'
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•

Erase/W rite Alternat e comman d
If the data stream consists of the comman d byte only, it is treated as a

no-opera tion (except that it serves as a negative reply to a trigger-field input
transmission).

Erase All Unprotec ted comman d
•

Read Modified comman d
Read Modified All comman d
Read Buffer comman d

•

Write Structure d Field (WSF) comman d

The Write Control Characte r
The format of the outbound Write Control Characte r is shown in Figure D-10.
Byte(s)

0

Content

Meaning

Bits 0-3

Any value; actual value is ignored; see Note 1.
Start Printer; see Note 2.

Bit 4
Bit 5

Sound Alarm; when set to 1, this bit causes the
alarm to be sounded.

Bit 6

Restore Keyboard; when set to 1, this bit
restores operation of the keyboard (by
resetting the "Input Inhibited" System Lock or Wait
indicator) and resets the AID byte to X'60'.
Reset MDT Bits; when set to 1, this bit causes
the MDT bits of all Basic Field attribute bytes
in the buffer of partition 0 to be reset to 0
before any orders or data characters are processed .

Bit 7

Notes:

1.

If this command is to be used in a data stream for a 3270 device, bit 1 of the
wee must
be BT, and bit 0 should be determine d by the contents of bits 2 through 7;
see IBM

32 70 Informat ion Display System Data Stream Programmer's
Reference, GA23-005 9.
2.

If a

wee with bit 4 set to 1 is sent to a 3270 feature, a sense code of X'0801' is returned.

Figure D-10. Outbound Write Control Character

Buffer Control Orders
The following buffer control orders are supporte d by the 3270 feature:
•

Set Buffer Address order
Start Field order
Start Field Extende d order
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The values for the Symbol Set extended field are not supported.
Modify Field Attribute order

\_,,!

The values for the Symbol Set extended field are not supported.
•

Set Attribute order
The value of Symbol Set Character Attribute is supported for the base
character set and the APL character set only.

•

Insert Cursor order

•

Program Tab order
Repeat to Address order

•

Erase Unprotected to Address order

Structured Field Functions
The following Structured Field Functions are supported by the 3270 feature:
Set Reply Mode structured field function
Query structured field function
Create Partitions structured field function

~,

The formats and functions supported are shown in Figure D-11 on page
D-22.
•

Activate Partition structured field function

•

Destroy Partition structured field function

•

Reset Partition structured field function

•

Erase /Reset structured field function
Write Partition structured field function
Write
Erase/Write
Erase/Write Alternate
Erase All Unprotected

•

Read Partition structured field function
Read Modified
Read Modified All
Read Buffer
Query

I~
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Byte{s)

Content

Meaning

0 and 1

X'0003' min.

Length of this structure (in bytes); see Notes
1 and 2.

2

x·oc·

3

PIO

Create Partition function code
Partition Identifier of partition being created;
default= X'OO'.

Bits 0-3
=X'O'

Reserved; default= X'O'.

Bits 4-7
=X'O'
=XT

Address mode;
12/ 14-bit address mode
16-bit address mode

x·oo·

Reserved; default= X'OO'.

4

5

x·oo· -X'OT

Default= X'O'.

6 and 7

D

Depth of partition presentation space in rows;
see Notes 3 and 4; default is the default
screen depth specified in the Bind command.

8 and 9

w

Width of partition presentation space in columns
see Notes 3 and 5; default is the default
screen width specified in the Bind command.

10 and 11

Rv

Offset (in rows) of viewport' s top edge from top
of screen; default= X'OOOO'; see Note 3.

12 and 13

Cv

Offset (in columns) of viewport' s left edge from
left side of screen; default= X'OOOO'; see
Note 3.

Notes:
1.

Only bytes 0 through 2 of this function are mandatory; optionally, the parameters after
byte 2 may be added progressive ly up to the maximum length (see Note 2). For
parameters that are omitted, the 3270 feature assumes the default values.

2.

The maximum length of this structure is 14 (X'OOOE').

3.

"Guidelines on the Creation of Partitions" on page D-53 gives the restrictions to be
observed when establishing the values of D, W, Rv, and Cv.

Figure D-11. Outbound Data Stream for the Create Partition Stmctured Field Function
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Inbound Data Streams
Read Operations

The following types and formats of inbound operations are supported by the 3270
feature, in support of the corresponding outbound commands:
Short Read
•

Read Modified

•

Read Modified All

•

Read Buffer
Query Replies (see "Query Replies Operation on page D-25 for details").

The formats of the data stream are standard. The operator enter actions
supported, with the corresponding AID values, are shown in Figure D-12.
Operator Enter Action

AID Value

Clear key
Clear Partition key
(see Note 1}
PA1 key
PA2 key
PA3 key

X'6D'
X'6A'

PF1 - PF9 keys
PF10 - PF12 keys
PF13 - PF21 keys
PF22 - PF24 keys
Enter key
Detection of attention
field with " & " designator
character; see Note 2.
Detection of attention
field with null or space
designator character;
see Note 2.
Trigger Field action, when
operator attempts to move
cursor out of a trigger
field; see Note 3.

Resultant Type of Inbound
Operation

Short Read operation
X'6C'
X'6E'
X'6B'
X'F1 '-X'F9'
X'7 A' -X'7C'
X'C1 '-X'C9'
X'4A'-X'4C'
X'7D'

Read Modified operation
(addresses and data of all
modified fields in the
presentation space, nulls
suppressed)

X'7D'

X'7E'

X'7F'

Read Modified operation
(addresses only of all
modified fields in the
presentation space);
see Note 4.
Read Modified operation
(address and data of
trigger field only, nulls
suppressed)

Notes:
1.

The Clear Partition key can be used only when the 3270 feature is in partitioned state.

2.

Detection of an attention field can be performed by the Cursor Select key.

3.

Trigger fields can exist only when the Field Validation display function is in use.

4.

The host program can issue a Read Modified All command to transmit the data from the
modified fields if it is required subsequently.

Figure D-12. Operator Enter Actions, Corresponding AID Values, and Types of Inbound Operation
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Summary of Read States
The 3270 feature supports the standard read states for an SNA connected
terminal. These states are summarized in Figure D-13 and in Figure D-14.
Initiating Command (or Structured Field
Function) from Host Program
with Terminal in Normal Read State

AID
Value

Resultant Type of
Inbound Operation

Read Modified comma'nd

X'60'

Read Modified operation

Read Modified All command

X'60'

X'60' Read Modified All
operation

Read Buffer command

X'60'

Read Buffer operation

Read Partition-R ead Modified
structured field function*

X'61'

Read Modified operation

Read Partition-R ead Modified All
structured field function *

X'61'

Read Modified All
operation

Read Partition-R ead Buffer
structured field function*

X'61'

Read Buffer operation

Read Partition-Q uery
structured field function

X'88'

Query Replies operation

* Note that unsolicited read-type structured field functions are acceptable in base state,
but
only if the identified partition {Pl D value) is 0.

Figure D-13. Normal Read State: Inbound Operations and AID Values

Initiating Command (or Structured Field
Function) from the Host Program
with Terminal in Retry State

AID
Inbound

Resultant Type of
Operation

Read Modified command in response to an
operator-ini tiated transmissio n

Same as
original
AID

The operator-ini tiated
transmissio n is repeated

Read Modified command in response to
any other {nonoperato r) transmissio n

Sarne as
original
AID

The operation is repeated

Read Modified All command

Same as
original
AID

Read Modified All operation

Read Buffer command

Sarne as
original
AID

Read Buffer operation

Read Partition structured field
function of any type

Function is rejected with a sense code
of X'0829'

Figure D-14. Retry State: Inbound Operations and AID Values
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Query Replies Operation

In response to an outbound Read Partition-Q uery structured field function (the
Query function), the 3270 feature transmits query replies as a string of structured
fields. The types of query replies that the 3270 feature can transmit are as
follows:
Value in
Byte3

Type of Query Reply

X'81'
X'84'
X'85'
X'86'
X'87'
X'88'
X'8A'

Usable Area query reply
Partitions query reply
Symbol Sets query reply
Color query reply
Highlighting query reply
Reply Modes query reply
Field Validation query reply

The following paragraphs describe each of these query replies.
Usable Area Query Reply: The Usable Area query reply has the format and values
shown in Figure D-15 on page D-26.

u
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Byte(s)
0 and 1

Content

Meaning

X'0015'

Length of this structured field (in bytes)

2

X'81'

Query Reply type code

3

X'81'

4

Bits 0 and 1

Usable Area type of query reply
Reserved

Bit 2 = B'O'

The Write Partition and the Reset Usable
Area structured field functions can be
accepted.

Bit 3 = B'O'

Indicates that this is not a hardcopy device.
12/ 14-bit and 16-bit addressing modes are
supported ; see Note 1.
Reserved

Bits 4-7
=X'3'
5
6 and 7

x·ao·
x·ooso·

8 and 9

x·oooc·
X'0018'
X'0020'
X'002B'

Width of usable screen area in character
columns (= 80)
Depth in character rows of usable screen area
(the screen size chosen via SETUP)
12 rows
24 rows
32 rows
43 rows

x·o1·

Units-of-m easure code (=millimet ers)

11-14

X'011 C0400'

Horizontal pitch of display points
= 0.278 millimeters

15-18

X'011 C0400'

Vertical pitch of display points
= 0.278 millimeters

19

x·oc·

Number of display points (horizonta lly) in the
displayed dot matrix for each character
= 12 for all screen sizes

20

X'16'

Number of display points (vertically) in the
displayed dot matrix for each character
= 22 for all screen sizes

10

Note:
1.

Address.ing modes, and the values of addresses in the various forms can be
found in

IBM 3 2 70 Informat ion Display System Data Stream Programmer's
Reference., GA23-005 9.

Figure D-15. Inbound Data Stream for a Usable Area Query Reply
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Partitions Query Reply: The Partitions query reply is transmitted with the format
and values shown in Figure D-16. Note that the content of bytes 5 through 7
depends on the screen size selected via SETUP.
Byte(s}

Content

Meaning

0 and 1

X'0008'

Length of this structured field {in bytes}

2

X'81'

Query Reply type code

3

X'84'

Partitions type of query reply

4

X'08'

Maximum number of partitions supported

X'OD70'
X'OAOO'
X'0780'
X'03CO'

Maximum partition size; see Notes 1 and 2.
= 3440 characters(= screen size of 80 x 43}
= 2560 characters (=screen size of 80 x 32)
= 1920 characters (=screen size of 80 x 24)
= 960 characters (=screen size of 80 x 12}

X'OO'

Vertical scrolling not supported

5 and 6

7
Notes:
1.

The maximum partition size is attainable only for a single partition.

2.

The value returned here is the same as the screen size selected via SETUP.

Figure D-16. Inbound Data Stream for a Partitions Query Reply

Symbol Sets Query Reply: The Symbol Sets query reply is transmitted with the
format and values shown in Figure D-1 7.
Byte(s)
0 and 1

u

Content

Meaning

L

length of this structured field (in bytes) (see Note 1)

2

X'81'

Query Reply type code

3

X'85'

"Symbol Sets" type of query reply

4

Bit0=B'1'

Graphic Escape (APL} is supported

Bit 1

Reserved

Bits 2 and 3
= B'OO'

The Load Programmed Symbols structured field
function is not supported.

Bits 4-7

Reserved

5

X'OO'

Reserved

6

X'OC'

Width of character (symbol) cell in symbol store
= 12 display points (dots)

7

X'16'

Depth of character (symbol) cetl in symbol store
= 22 display points (dots)

8

X'OO'

No Data type formats supported.

9-11

X'OOOOOO'

Reserved

12

X'03'

Length of each following descriptor

13

X'OO'

Store number for base character set

14

Bit 0 = B'O'

Symbol store is nonloadabfe

Bits 1-7
= B'OOOOOOO'

Reserved

15

X'OO'

LCI D for base character set

16

X'01'

Store number for APL character set

17

Bit 0 = B'O'

Symbol store is nonloadable

18

Bits 1-7
= B '0000000'

Reserved

X'F1'

LCI D for APL character set

Figure D-17. Inbound Data Stream for a Symbol Sets Query Reply
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Color Query Reply: The- Color query reply is transmitte d with the format and
values shown in Figure D-18 on page D-28 or Figure D-19 on page D-29.

The Color query reply indicates to a host program that the 3270 Feature accepts
and stores color attribute values. Depending upon the attached display and
number of bit planes installed, one of two forms of the reply will be sent. The
form sent when the display is color and there are four or more bit planes
(Figure D-18) indicates that the colors displayed will be as specified by the
character or extended field attribute. Otherwise, the form sent (Figure D-18)
indicates that all characters are displayed in white.
Byte.{s)

Content

Meaning

0 and 1

X'0016'

2

X'81'

Length of this structured field
Query Reply type code

3

X'86'

Color type of query reply

4

X'OO'

Reserved

5

X'08'

The number of attribute specificatio ns (b-yte
paks) that foUow

6

X'OO'

Default color attribute val-ue

7

X'F7'

Actual color displayed= Neutral (White)
Color attribute value for Blue

8

X'F1'

9

X'F1'

10

X'F2'

11

X'f2-·

12

X'F3'

13

X'F3'

14

X'F4'

Actu-al color displayed = Blue
Color attribute value for Red
Actual color dispf-ayed = Red
Color attribute value for Pink
Actual color displayed = Pink
Color attribute value for Green

15

X'F4'

16

X'F5'

Actual color displayed = Green
Color attribute value for Turquoise

17

X'F5'

Actual color displayed= Turquoise

18

X'F6'

19

X'F6'

20

X'H'

Color attribute value for Yeflow
Actual color displayed= Yeltow
Color attribute value for N-eutral

21

X'F7'

Actual color displayed = Neutral

Figure D-18. Inbound- Data Stream for a Color Query Reply with Color Displayed. This form of
the data stream is used when color is displayed: There is a color display and four
or more bit planes.
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Byte(s)

0 and 1
\

2

I

\_,,/

Content

Meaning

X'0016'

Length of this structured field

X'81'

Query Repty type code
Color type of query reply

3

X'86'

4

X'OO'

Reserved

5

X'08'

The number of attribute specifications (byte
pairs) that follow

6

X'OO'

Default color attribute value

7

X'FA'

Actual color displayed= White

8

X'F1'

Color attribute value for Biue

9

X'OO'

Actual color displayed = Default (white)

10

X'F2'

Color attribute value for Red

11

X'OO'

Actual color dffiplayed = Default (white)

12

X'F3'

Color attribute value for Pink

13

X'OO'

Actual color displayed= Default (white}

14

X'F4'

Color attribute value for Green

15

X'OO'

Actual color displayed = Default (white}

16

X'F5'

Color attribute value for Turquoise

17

X'OO'

Actual color dffiplayed = Default (white}

18

X'F6'

Color attribute value for Yellow

19

X'OO'

Actual color displayed= Default (white)

20

X'F7'

Color attribute value for Neutral

21

X'OO'

Actual color dffiplayed = Default (white)

Figure D-19. Inbound Data Stream for a Color Query Reply with Color Not Displayed. This form
of the data stream is used when color is not displayed: There is a monochrome
display or there is less than four bit planes.

u

Highlighting Query Reply: The Highlighting query reply is transmitted with the
format and values shown in Figure D-20.
Byte{s}

Content

Meaning

0 and 1

X'OOOD'

Length of thIB structure (in bytes)

X'81'

Query Reply type code

2

3

X'BT

Highlightmg type of query reply

4

X'04'

Number of byte pairs that follow
Attribute value for default highlighting

5

X'OO'

6

X'FO'

Default Highlight action code (= normal)

7

X'F1'

Attribute value for blink highlighting

8

X'F1'

Blink action code
Attribute value for reverse video highlighting

9

X'F2'

10

X'F2'

Reverse Video action code

11

X'F4'

Attribute value for underscore highffghting

12

X'F4'

Underscore action code

Figure D-20. Inbound Data Stream for a Highlighting Query Reply
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Reply Modes Query Reply: The Reply Modes query reply is transmitte d with the

format and values shown in Figure D-21.
Byt~s)

Content

Meaning

0 and 1

X'OOOT

Length of trns structured field (in bytes)
Query Reply type code

2

X'81'

3
4

X'88'
X'OO'

5

X'Ol'

6

X'02'

Reply Modes type of query reply
Field mode of reply is supported
Extended field mode of reply is supported
Character mode of reply is supported

Figure D-21. Inbound Data Stream for a Reply Modes Query Reply

Field Validation Query Reply. The Field Validation query reply is transmitte d with
the format and values shown in Figure D-22.
Byte(s)

Content

0 and 1

X'OOOS'

Length of this structured field

Meaning

2
3

X'81'

Query Reply type code

X'S.A'

4

X'OT

Field Validation type of query reply
Indicates that Mandatory RH, Mandatory Enter,
and Trigger Field functions are supported.

Figure D-22. InbouRd Data Stream for a Field Validation Query Reply

SNA and SDLC Conside rations
SNA Support
Systems Network Architectu re (SNA) is a set of rules to which certain IBM
telecommunications products conform. As a member of the SNA family of
terminals" the 3270 feature performs its functions in an identical manner to
similar functions implemented in other SNA products. This section provides
informatio n about specific support provided by the 3270 feature within the
variations allowed by the architecture.
See Systems Network Architecture Format and Protocol Reference Manual:
Architectural Logic, SC30-311 2 for the complete descriptions and details of SNA.
SNA Commands Supported by 3270 Feature
The SNA commands used and supported by the 3270 feature are shown in
Figure D-23. Sections following this provide notes about specific commands and
concepts as they relate to the 3270 feature support.
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SNA Command
Name

Type

REQMS
RECFMS
ACT PU
DACTPU
ACT LU
DACTLU
BIND
UNBIND
CLEAR
SDT
CANCEL

NS
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
DFC

CHASE
LU STAT

DFC
DFC

SHU TD
SHU TC
BID
SIGNAL

DFC
DFC
DFC
DFC

N-S

Command Is
Received by or
Sent by
Terminal
Received
Sent
Received
Received
Received
Received
Received
Received
Received
Received
Received and
sent
Received
Sent
Received
Sent
Received
Received and
sent

Type of
Session
SSCP-PU
SSCP-PU
SSCP-PU
SSCP-PU
SSCP-LU
SSCP-LU
LU-LU
LU-LU
LU-LU
LU-LU
LU-LU
LU-LU
LU-LU and
SSCP-LU
LU-LU
LU-LU
LU-LU
LU-LU

Figure D-23. SNA Commands Supported by the 3270 Feature
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Bind Parameter s
The 3270 feature LU is designed to operate with the Bind parameter s given in
Figure D-24. Where a choice is indicated, the value most appropriate for the
application may be chosen.
Byte

Value

Meani-ng

0

X'31'

1

0 0 0 0

BIND Request code
0

0 0

1

Bind Format 0
Bind Type 1 (cold)

2

X'03'

FM Profile 3 (LU-LU)

3

X'03'

TS Profile 3 (LU-LU)

4

1

PRIMARY LU PROTOCOL
Single Element Chains Allowed; see Note 1.
Multiple Element Chains Allowed; see Note 1.
Immediate Request Mode
Exception Response; see Note 1.
Definite Response; see Note 1.
Definite or Exception Response; see Note 1.
Reserved
No Compressio n
Primary May Send EB

0

SECONDAR YLUPROTO COL
Multiple Element Chains Allowed
Immediate Request Mode; see Note 1.
Delayed Request Mode; see Note 1.
Exception Response; see Ncite 1.
Definite Response; see Note 1.
Definite or Exception Response; see Note 1.
Reserved
No Compressio n
Secondary May Not Send EB

0
1
0

0 1
1 0
1 1
0

0
0

5
1
0
1
0 1
1 0
1 1
0

0
0

6
0
0
1

1
0
0 0 0

7
1 0

0
0
0

0 0
0

8
9

0 0
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

0 0

10
x

x

COMMON LU PROTOCOL
Reserved
FMH Not Allowed
Brackets Are Used
Brackets Termination Rule 1 (Conditional ) Applies
Alternate Code Not Allowed
Reserved
COMMON LU PROTOCOL
Half-Duplex Flip-Flop
PLU Responsible for Error Recovery
SLU Is The First Speaker
Reserved
S LU Wins Contention
Reserved
SLU Send Pacing Count; see Note 2.
Reserved
SLU Receive Pacing Count; see Note 2.
SLU TO PLU RU SIZE; see Note 3.
Mantissa
Exponent

Figure D-24 (Part 1o-f2). Bind Parameters for the 3270 Feature
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Byte

Value

Meaning

11

I

x

,

x

x

x

\_J

x
12-13

X'OOOO'

14

0
0

0

15-19

XL5'00'

20

x

x

x

x

x

x

PLUTO SLU RU SIZE; see Note 4.
Mantissa
Exponent
Reserved

0

0

0

1 0

Reserved
LU Type 2

x

x

x

x

Default Screen Depth (Rows}

Reserved
x

21

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Default Screen Width (Columns}

22

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Alternate Screen Depth (Rows)

23

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Alternate Screen Width (Columns)

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 0

0

1 1

1

1

1

1 0

0

1

1

1

1

1

24

1

1

SCREEN SIZE FOR SESSION; see Note 5.
Unspecified
12 rows x 40 columns
(Alternate dimensions = Default dimensions)
24 rows x 80 columns
(Alternate dimensions= Default dimensions}
As specified in bytes 20-21
(Alternate dimensions= Default dimensions)
Default size as specified in bytes 20-21
Alternate size as specified in bytes 22-23

25

0

0

0 0

0

0

0

0

Reserved

26

0

0

0 0

0

0

0

0

Cryptography Not Supported

Notes:
1.

2.
\

I

~)

3.
4.

5.

When multiple values are given, the programmer can choose the mode of operation most
suitable to the application environment. Otherwise, the parameters should be specified as
shown.
Any value can be specified for the pacing counters. Because the pacing counters are
tuning parameters they can be adjusted to match the characteristics of the particular
network environment. The SLU Send Pacing Count should be tuned to the capabilities of
the Boundary Function node to which the 3270 feature is attached. A zero value specifies
no pacing; this should generally be used for the SLU Receive Pacing Count because the
display is capable of receiving outbound requests as fast as they can be sent.
Specification of no pacing prevents unneeded Isolated Pacing Responses (IPRs) from
flowing.
The minimum size that may be specified for the SLU to PLU request unit is 256. Hence
the exponent must be greater than or equal to 5. (8 x 25 = 256.)
In order to be valid, byte 11 must obey the following rules:
a.
The maximum size that may be specified for the PLU to SLU request unit is 1536; so
the exponent must be less than or equal to 7.
b. The mantissa must not be less than 8.
c.
If the exponent is equal to 7, the mantissa must be less than or equal to X'C'. (12 x

27 = 1536.}
Figure D-25 on page D-34 gives more detail regarding the screen size for the session.

Figure D-24 (Part 2 of 2). Bind Parameters for the 3270 Feature
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Value of
Bind byte
24

Screen dimensio ns establish ed at Bind time when the screen
size specified via SETUP is:
960
80 cols (max)
12 rows (max)

1920
80 cols (max)
24 rows (max)

2560
80 cols (max)
32 rows (max)

3440
80 cols (max)
43 rows (max)

X'OO'
See Note 1

Default=4 80
Altemate= 480

Default=1 920
Alternate= 1920

Default=1 920
Alternate= 1920

X'01'
See Note 2

Default=1 920
Alternate= 1920

Default=4 80
Alternate= 480

Default=4 80
Alternate= 480

Default=4 80
Alternate= 480

X'02'
See Note 3

Default=4 80
Alternate= 480

(Error)
Altemate= 1920

Default=1 920
Alternate= 1920

Defauh=1 920
Afternate= 1920

Defauft=1 920

See Note 4

Default=D 1
Alternate= D1

Default=D1
Alternate= D1

Default=D1
Alternate= D1

Default=D 1
Alternate= D1

X'7F'
See Note 5

Default=D1
Alternate= A 1

Default=D1
Altemate= A 1

Default=D1
Alternate= A 1

Default=D1
Altemate= A 1

X7E'

"01" and "A 1" are respectiveJy the defauJt and aitemate screen dirrnmsion
s specified in bytes 20-23 of the Bind command .
The application programm er can subsequen tly specify that the screen dimension
s are to be ''default" or "alternate " by means of (1)
an Erase/Wr ite command {default dimensions.), (2) an Erase/Wr ite Alternate
command (alternate d~mensions), or {3) an Erase/ Reset
structured field function {default or alternate dimension s as specified in byte
3).
When the default and alternate dimension s are the same, an Erase/Wr ite command
is equivalent to an Erase/Wr ite Alternate
command . See also Note 6.
Notes:
1.

If a screen size of 960 was specified via SETUP, the screen dimension s for
the session are 12 rows x 40 columns. Otherwise ,
the screen dimension s for the session are 24 rows x 80 columns.

2.

The default and the alternate dimension s are both 12 rows x: 40 columns.

3.

If a screen size of 960 was specified via SETUP, a negative response with sense
code X'0821' is returned. Otherwise , the
default and the alternate dimension s are both 24 rows x 80 columns.

4.

The screen dimension s, both default and alternate, are as specified in bytes
20 and 21-subje ct to the number of columns and
number of rows being not greater than the values specified via SETUP.

5.

The default screen dimension s are specified in bytes 20 and 21 and the alternate
screen dimension s are specified in bytes 22 and
23. Both default and alternate dimension s are subject to the number of columns
and rows being less than or equal to the values
implied by the setup size. The Erase/Wr ite Alternate command performs a
switch to the alternate screen dimension s.

6.

If the 3270 feature is put into partitioned state, the screen dimension s become
those specified via SETUP, regardless of the
values indicated in the Bind command.

Figure D-25. Default and Alternate Screen Sizes in Base State

SNA Notes
Pacing (LU-LU Session): Because the 3270 feature can accept informat ion as fast
as it can be transmitted, pacing need not be specified on the PLU-to- SLU flow
(that is, the PLU-to- SLU pacing value in the Bind comman d may be set to zero).
Segmenting (LU-LU Session): Messages sent to the 3270 feature are limited by
buffer constraints to a maximum length of 256 bytes, not including headers.
Thus, although an outboun d RU may be up to 1536 bytes long, the Boundar y
Function must split the RU into segments which will fit into the 3270 feature
buffers. The segment length (256 bytes) is specified during system definition
time. The 3270 feature will assemble the segments into a complete RU before
processing the message. As there are only eight receive buffers in the 3 2 70
feature, an RU can be split into at most eight segments. If for any reason the
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buffers are used up before the RU has been assembled, the 3270 feature discards
the partial RU and returns a negative response with sense code X'8010'
(Segmented RU Error).
'\_/'

Segmenting is not performed by the 3270 feature on inbound messages.
Chaining (LU-LU Session): The 3270 feature uses chaining as a means of splitting
a large request (for example, a screenful of data) into manageable pieces. The
application program may also perform chaining of requests to the 3270 feature.
(Responses are not chained.)
SSCP-LU Session: The 3270 feature uses TS profile 1 and FM profile 0 in the
SSCP-LU screen. The maximum size of the complete RU for this type of session
is 256 bytes.
Request Maintenance Statistics (REQMS): The 3270 feature supports and responds
to REQMS for the following four types of problem determination data:

Type 01

Counts generated by the SDLC TEST function

Type 02

Physical node summary data

Type 03

Detailed link/loop error counts

Type 05

The Engineering Change (EC) level of the 3270 feature

SDLC Support
The Synchronous Data Link Control (SDLC) protocol is used to transmit
messages to and from the 3270 feature over a telecommunications link. This
section discusses SDLC as implemented in the 3270 feature, but does not include
SDLC fundamentals; for a discussion of the SDLC architecture see IBM
Synchronous Data Link Control General Information, GA27-3093.
The 3270 feature is attached to a host processor via a data link. The SLDC link
protocol is directed by the host processor's SDLC layer, functioning as the
primary station; the 3270 feature is the secondary station.
SDLC Commands and Responses Supported
The SDLC commands and responses supported by the 3270 feature are shown in
Figure D-26.

SDLC Command/
Response

SDLC Command/Response
received or sent by terminal
On Data Link

DISC
SNRM
TEST
XID

UA
DM
FRMR

Received
Received
Received and Sent
Received and Sent
Sent
Sent
Sent

Figure D-26. SDLC Unnumbered Commands and Response Supported by the 3270 Feature
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SDLC Frame Address Field
This field contains the SDLC address of the secondary station. The 3270 feature
recognizes both its own unique SDLC address as well as the all-ones "Broadcast"
address. The 3270 feature does not recognize the all zeros (null) address. When
transmitting, the 3270 feature always puts its own specific address in the field.
Response to XID Request
The response sent to the hqst in response to a Request for XID is shown in
Figure D-27.
Byte(s)
0

Value
0 0

Meaning
0

1
0

0

1 0

Format 1 (variable length XID)
PU Type 2

1

X'15'

XID Information field length

2-5

X'019 .... .'
X' ... YYYYY'

Block number
Specific terminal identification; see Note.

6-7

X'OOOO'

Reserved

8

X'OO'

Secondary station; two-way alternating
transmissions

9

X'AO'

FM D RUs allowed on SSCP-PU sessions

10-11

X'0109'

Maximum information field length (265
bytes)

12

X'OO'

SDLC command profile (SNA link set)

13

X'OO'

SDLC function flags (SREJ, SARM, SIM,
and RIM not supported)

14-15

X'OOOO'

Reserved

16

X'OT

Modulus and maxout count

17

X'OO'

Reserved

18

X'01'

SD LC address field length

19

20

SDLC address

X'OO'

Number of dial digits

Notes: No specific ID is assigned at time of manufacture. The field will contain zero for all
processors.

Figure D-27. 3270 Feature Response to an XID Request

SDLC Operations
The 3270 feature operates in one of two modes, Normal Response Mode (NRM)
and Normal Disconnected Mode (NDM).
When power is turned on at the graphics processor, or the 3270 feature is reset
and restarted, the Normal Disconnected Mode (NDM) is assumed. No
information or supervisory frames are transmitted or accepted. No Unnumbered
Responses are transmitted unless solicited by the primary station (the SNRM,
XID, and TEST commands are valid in NDM). Any invalid or non-implemented
command (including DISC) results in transmission of a DM response to indicate
offline status. When an SNRM command is received, the 3270 feature responds
UA and enters Nomial Response Mode (NRM).
The 3270 feature in NRM initiates transmission only at a response opportunity,
when solicited by the primary station. The transmission may consist of a single
frame or multiple frames. A single frame, or the last in a series, generally has the
F-bit on in the control (C) field.
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After relinquishing its transmit opportunity, the 3270 feature awaits another
solicitation from the primary station before transmitting again.
Every I frame (whether sent by the primary or the secondary) contains an Ns
count which is incremented by l (modulo 8) for each successive I frame. If a
valid I frame with a good PCS is received, but its Ns count is not l greater
(modulo 8) than the Ns count in the previous I frame received, then a sequence
error occurs. That frame is ignored, as are all subsequent frames until one with
the correct N s value is received.
The Nr count, which can be carried in RR and RNR as well as in an I frame, is
used to acknowledge receipt of outstanding I frames. I frames are retained at the
sending station until so acknowledged. An acknowledgment carrying Nr implies
that the frame whose Ns count is one less than Nr can be released, as well as
previous frames.
At each response opportunity that permits the transmission of I frames,
transmission begins at the point referred to by the last Nr count received. The
3270 feature does not support selective retransmission, so all unacknowledged I
frames will be sent. I frames pending initial transmission may also be sent, within
the constraints of the modulo count. All I frames are sent in contiguous sequence
by Ns count.
Certain responses require primary station acknowledgment. They are:

•

Any I frame

•

FRMR
RR, when transmitted with the poll bit off to report clearing a previous busy
condition

If left unacknowledged through the next primary station solicitation, the 3270

feature will retransmit the response. Except for I frames, such responses are
transmitted indefinitely until acknowledged by the primary station. I frame
responses are transmitted 15 times, at which point the 3270 feature goes offline
and performs a wrap test.
The beginning flag is constructed in the 3270 feature.
Idle Timeout
An idle timeout occurs whenever the 3270 feature does not recognize an
outbound frame with a valid address for a duration of 8 seconds. The timer is
started at the end of each valid frame and is reset whenever the 3270 feature
detects an outbound frame with a valid address.
When the timeout occurs, the Line Ready indicator is turned off, and a wrap test
is performed. If the wrap test fails, the Machine Check indicator is turned on. If
the wrap test is successful, the Communication Check indicator is turned on and
the 3270 feature merely waits for a valid address; if a valid address is received,
the Line Ready indicator goes back on.

(

)

~
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Supplemental 3270 Feature Data
SNA Sense Codes
This section lists, in numerical order, the SNA sense codes that can be issued by
the 3270 feature. The explanations of these codes relate specifically to the 3270
feature; for a more generalized and formal definition of the codes, see the System
Network Architecture Format and Protocol Referenc e Manual: Architectural Logic,
SC30-31 12.
The sense codes listed here fall into four categories:
•

X'08xx' -Reques t Reject

•

X' 1Oxx'-Re quest Errors
X'20xx' -State Errors

•

X'80xx '-Path Errors

Request- Reject Sense Codes

X'0805'
Session Limit Exceede d: A Bind comman d with DAF=X '02' was received
from a PLU while the 3270 feature was in session with another PLU.
X'0806'
Resource Unknow n: Request containe d an unrecognized address.
X'080C'
Procedur e Not Supported: The 3270 feature cannot support the procedure
requeste d (such as Trace).
X'0812'
Insufficient Resource: The 3270 feature temporarily has insufficient buffer
size to handle the request.
X'0813'
Bracket· Bid Reject: A Bid comman d or an FM data RU with BB set was
received while the 3270 feature was neither in between -bracket state nor in
pending- begin-br acket state.
X'081S'
Function Active: A Bind comman d with DAF=X '02' was received from a
PLU with which the LU was already in session.
X'081B'
Receiver in Transmit Mode: An outbound request was received while the
operator was keying in data but before an operator enter action has been
performed.
X'0821'
Invalid Session Parameters: An ACTPU comman d or an ACTLU
comman d was received with activation type other than "cold" or ERP, or
TS and FM profile other than 1 and 0, respectively.
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A Bind command with DAF=X'02' was received, the SSCP-LU session
was active, the 3270 feature was not in session with a PLU, and the Bind
command contained one or more invalid parameters.
( 1) An ACTPU or ACTLU command was received with activation type
other than "cold" or ERP; (2) an ACTPU command was received with TS
and FM profile other than 1; (3) an ACTLU eommand was received with
TS and FM profile other than O; or ( 4) a Bind command was received for
an SLU that was not in session with a PLU, and the Bind command
contained one or more invalid parameters (for example, the SLU Send
Pacing Count in byte 8 was not zero).
X'0829'
Change Direction Required: A read-type command or a read-type
structured field function was received without the Change Direction bit set
in the Request Header.
A read-type command or a read-type structured field function was received
with the End Bracket bit set in the Request Header.
A Signal or Shutdown request was sent to the 3270 feature by the PLU.
X'082B'
Presentation Space Integrity Lost: A chain of FM data was received from
the PLU which was not an Erase/Write or Erase/Write Alternate
command, but the screen contents had previously been changed and the
condition had not yet been reported by LUSTAT.
X'082D'
LU Busy: A chain of FM data was received from the PLU but the LU-LU
session did not own the screen.

~)

An FM data request was received from the SSCP but the LU-LU session
owned the screen.
X'084C'
Permanent Insufficient Resource: Invalid or nonexistent store number was
specified in a Load Programmed Symbols structured field function.
Byte 12, bits 5 through 7 of a Load Programmed Symbols structured field
function (extended form) were nonzero.
X'0863'
Referenced Local Character Set Identifier (LCID) Not Found: The LCID
value specified as a Character or Field Attribute is not associated with any
programmed symbols store.
X'0871'
Read Partition State Error: The 3270 feature received a Read Partition
structured field function while an unacknowledged inbound transmission
was outstanding.

v
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Reques t-Error Sense Codes

X'1003 '
Functio n Not Supported: An RU specified a function not support ed by the
3270 feature, such as one of the following:

\.._,,,,

A session control command other than ACTPU , DACTP U, ACTLU ,
DACTL U, Bind, Unbind , Clear, or SDT was received.
•

A data flow control command other than Cancel, Bid, Chase, Signal,
Shutdown, Shutdow n Complete, or LUSTAT was received.

•

The first two bytes of the code on a Signal request were not X'OOO 1'.

•

Unsupp orted command code.

•

Data was received following a read-typ e request or an Erase All
Unprote cted command.

•

An unsuppo rted structured-field type code was received in a Write
Structured Field command.
An order was received that was unsupported, or had an unrecognized
code value of less than X'40'.
A Repeat to Address order specified an invalid character.

•

An unsuppo rted attribut e type or value was received in a buffer control
order.

,
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A Graphic Escape charact er was received followed by a charact er
whose code value was less than X'40'.

X'1005 '
Parame ter Error: An invalid parame ter in an order or structur ed field was
received such as one of the following:
•

The address following a Set Buffer Address, a Repeat to Address, or an
Erase Unprote cted to Address order was too large.

•

An order with an incomplete parame ter list was received.

•

Length of structur ed field incorrect.
Structured field parame ter missing; that is, the RU was not long enough
to carry all the required parameters.
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•

A structur ed field function (other than Destroy Partitio n) was received
with a PID value for a partitio n that was not created.

•

A Read Partitio n structur ed field function was received but was not the
last in the chain.

)

A Create Partition structured field function was received in which:

u

Width or depth of presentation space= 0.
The specified viewport would have overlapped an existing viewport
or could not have been contained on the screen.
The PID value was not in the range 0 through 7.
A Read Partition-Query structured field function was received, but
the PID value was not X'FF'.
A Modify Field Attribute order was received while the current buffer
address was not at a buffer position containing a field attribute.
An address was received following a Set Buffer Address, Repeat to
Address, or Erase Unprotected to Address order that was incorrectly
specified (that is bits 0 and 1 of the first byte specified B'lO').
X'1007'
Category Not Supported: A network control request was received on a
session other than the PU-PU session.
State-Error Sense Codes

X'2001'
Sequence Number Error: The sequence number on a normal flow RU on
the LU-LU session was not exactly one greater than the sequence number
on the previous RU.
X'2002'
Chaining Error: Elements in a chain were not received in valid order.
X'2003'
Bracket Protocol Error: A request was received with bracket bit settings
invalid for the current state of the 3270 feature bracket state manager.
X'2004'
Direction Error: The PLU did not follow proper rules for changing
direction under the half-duplex flip-flop send-receive protocol.
X'2005'
Data Traffic Reset: A DFC or FMD request was received after a Bind or
Clear command but before the SDT command.

I

\
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Path-E rror Sense Codes
X'8004 '
Unreco gnized Destin ation Address Field: The DAF on an outbou nd
reques t did not corresp ond to the local address of the LU (X'02') or
the PU
(X'OO').
X'8005 '
No Session: A message was received on a session that was not active,
and
the message was not an activat ion request.
X'8007 '
Segmenting Error: Segments were received in the wrong order.
X'8008 '
PU Not Active: A reques t on the SSCP- LU session or the LU-LU
session
was received but the SSCP- PU session was not active.
X'8009 '
LU Not Active: A reques t on the LU-LU session was received but
the
SSCP- LU session was not active.
X'800F '
Invalid Address Combi nation: A reques t was received with DAF=X
'OO',
but the OAF was not X'OO' or X'FF'.
X'8010 '
Segme nted RU Length Error: The 3270 feature buffers were used
up
before the complete RU was received.

Program Check Codes
Progra m check codes are listed in the following table.
Progra m Check
Displayed Code
(XPRO Gnn)
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SNA
Sense
Code

11
21
22
23

800F
8005

23

8008

24
25

26

8004
8007
8005

26

8009

Meaning
Negative SNA response from the host
SNA Except ion Reques t received
Invalid OAF for 3270 feature PU
RU, other than ACTPU , received on
SSCP- PU session while 3270 feature
PU is not active
RU received on either SSCP- LU or LU-LU
session while 3270 feature
PU is not active
Unreco gnized DAF
SNA segmenting error
RU, other than ACTL U, received on
SSCP- LU session while 3270 feature
LU is not active
RU received on LU-LU session while the
SSCP- LU session is not active

\__,,,

u

\__;

u

Program Check
Displayed Code
(XPROGnn)

SNA
Sense
Code

27

8005

28
29

0821
0806

30
31
32
33

2005
2001
2002
2002

34

2003

35
37
40

2003
2004
1003

41

1003

41

1005

42

1003

42

1007

43
44
45

1003
1003
1003

46

1003

47
48

1005
1003

49

1003

50

1005

51

1005

Meaning
RU, other than Bind, received from a
PLU before an LU-LU session has been
bound
Invalid ACTPU parameter
Request for Formatted Maintenance
Statistics received with invalid
device address
Data Traffic Reset state
SNA sequence number error
FM data chaining error
Normal flow DFC received while in
in-chain state
FM data does not carry BB when BETB
or PEND.BB
DFC carries EB when BETB or PEND.BB
HDX error (HDX flip-flop protocol)
Invalid or unsupported 3270 feature
command
Data follows a Read Modified, a
Read Modified All, Read Buffer or
Erase All Unprotected command
Read Partition structured field
function received but not last in
chain
Nonsupported SNA command received;
including IPL commands that are
not supported
A network control SNA command was
received on a non-PU-PU session
SNA Control Function carries Null RU
Invalid request code in Signal RU
Create Partition structured field
with field length of X'OOOO' received
with too many parameters
Unsupported 3270 feature order
received, or code value less than
X'40' not recognized
Nonzero PID received when in Base state
Create Partition structured field
function received with an invalid
address mode specified
Create Partition structured field
function received with bits 0-3 in
byte 4 of the structured field not
equal to X 'O'
Order received with invalid buffer
address
Incomplete order sequence received;
includes graphic escape without
character
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Progra m Check
Displayed Code
(XPRO Gnn)

D-44

SNA
Sense
Code

52

1003

52
53

1005
1005

54

1003

54

1005

55

1003

56

1005

57

1005

58

1005

59

1005

60

0829

61

0871

63

0863

64

084C

66

1003

68
69

0821
0815

70

0805

Meaning
Order received with unsupp orted
parame ters
Order received with invalid parameters
Received structu red field function
addresses a partitio n numbe r that is
invalid or not created
Structu red field function received
with unsupp orted parame ters
Structu red field function received
with invalid parame ters
Structu red field function received
with an unsupported command code
Structured field with L = X'OOOO'
was not last in transmission
Structured field received with a length
that is differe nt from that specified
in bytes 0 and 1
Structured field function received in
which the field length in bytes 0 and
1 is inconsistent with the command
code in byte 2
A Create Partitio n structu red field
function specified viewport that
overlapped an existing viewport
A Read Modified, Read Modified All,
Read Buffer command, or a Read
Partitio n structu red field function
was received for which EB. CD is
required in the SNA request header (RH)
A Read Partitio n structured field
function was received while an unacknowledged
inboun d transmission was outstan ding
The LCID value specified as a field or
charac ter attribu te is not associated
with any programmed symbols store.
A Load Programmed Symbols structured
field function was received in which
either ( 1) the specified store numbe r
was invalid or nonexistent; or
(2) byte 12 bits 5-7 (in extend ed
form) were nonzero.
A Set MD Contro l structured field
function was received, but no
magnetic-stripe reading device is
attache d to the 3270 feature
Invalid ACTL U parame ter received
A second Bind is received from current
PLU
While the 3270 feature was in an
LU-LU session an SNA Bind command
was received from anothe r PLU

u

I,

\J
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Program Check
Displayed Code
(X PROG nn)

SNA
Sense
Code

71

0821

72

0821

73

0821

74

0821

75

0821

76

0821

77

0821

78

0821

79

0821

80

0821

98

0815

Meaning
Bind parameter error: not enough bytes
in Bind RU
Bind parameter error: invalid parameters
in bytes 1-3
Bind parameter error: invalid PLU
protocol in byte 4
Bind parameter error: invalid SLU
protocol in byte 5
Bind parameter error: invalid common
protocol in bytes 6 and 7
Bind parameter error: less than 256
RU length specified in byte 10
Bind parameter error: either ( 1) more
than 1536 RU length specified in byte 11,
or (2) invalid value specified in byte 11
Bind parameter error: invalid LU
type in byte 14
Bind parameter error: invalid screen
size in bytes 20- 24
Bind parameter error: byte 26 does
not contain X '00' (cryptography
not supported)
Unsolicited IPL command received

Field Validation Tests and Actions Performed
This section describes the effects of the Field Validation attribute. By means of
bits in the Field Validation Attribute (see Figure D-8 on page D-19), a field can
be classified as being one or more (or none) of the following:
A Mandatory Enter field
A Mandatory Fill field
A Trigger field
The following paragraphs describe the tests and actions performed by the 3270
feature for each of these validation classes; notes are also included to show how
the validation classes interact with one another.
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The descriptions of mand atory fill and trigger fields use
the terms primed and
modified; these terms have similar meanings but are never
theless quite distinct:
•

A field is said to be primed when its conte nts have been
modified by the
operator. A field can be primed only by the operator. Primi
ng a field sets the
MDT bit to 1. The opera tor can prime a field as follow
s:
Enter ing data characters, space characters, Error Overr
ide characters, or
Duplicate characters;
and/o r
Delet ing characters with the Delet e key or the Erase to
End of Field key.
A field is subsequently unprimed:
By a write-type reque st to the partit ion containing the prime
d field.
By the opera tor pressing the Erase Input key.
By a successful mand atory fill validation test or a trigge
r field action as
described below; thus there can be only one primed field
in a partition,
and the cursor will be in that field.
A field is said to be modified when its MDT bit is set to
1. The MDT bit can
be set to 1 in any of the following ways:
By the opera tor priming the field, as described above.
By the opera tor detecting on an attent ion-ty pe or select
ion-type
detec table field with the Curso r Select key. (Note that
this action does
not prime the field: The conte nts of the field are not chang
ed.)
By the host program transmitting the Basic Field attrib ute
with the MDT
bit (bit 7) = 1.
The MDT bit can be reset to 0 (that is, the field becomes
"unm odifie d")
as follows:
By the host program transmitting a write-type request to
the partit ion
with a write control chara cter (WCC ) that specifies "rese
t MDT bits"
(WCC bit 7 = 0).
By the opera tor detec ting on a detectable field or pressi
ng the Erase
Input key.

Note: In the following discussion about keystrokes, it should
be noted that the
Jump Screen (JMP SCR) key and the SETU P key may
be pressed at any time
with no effect on the status of tests, states, and so on. If
either of these two keys
are pressed, their corresponding action will be initiated
(see "Keyb oard Contr ols"
on page D-8) and the status of the 3270 feature will remai
n as it was until return
is made to 3270 mode. Opera tion then resumes as if the
mode change had not
taken place.
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Mandatory Enter
The 3270 feature performs a mandatory enter validation test when an operator
enter action (other than a Trigger Field action) tries to initiate a "Read Modified"
type of inbound operation (an inbound transmission that includes data). As
shown in Figure D-12 on page D-23, the operator actions that can do this are:
(1) operation of a program function (PF) key or the ENTER key; and (2)
detection of a detectable field that has an "&" designator character (by using the
Cursor Select key).

u

The validation test searches the partition, starting at the top, for an unprotected,
mandatory field that has its MDT bit set to 0.
•

If such a field is found, the cursor is moved to the first position in that field,
no transmission occurs, and the "Input Inhibited-Mandatory Enter"
condition is raised. The operator can remove the Input Inhibited indicator by
pressing the Reset key, and then modify the field and repeat the enter action;
the 3270 feature then repeats the mandatory enter validation test.

•

If no such field is found, the inbound transmission is allowed to take place.
The mandatory enter validation test allows transmission to take place only
when all unprotected mandatory enter fields in the partition have their MDT
bit set to 1.

Programming Note for Use of Mandatory Enter Fields: The mandatory enter field
classification has no effect if specified for a protected field.
Mandatory Fill
The 3270 feature performs a mandatory fill validation test when the cursor is in a
primed mandatory fill field and either of the following operator actions is
performed: (1) the operator tries to move the cursor out of the field; or (2) an
operator enter action tries to initiate an inbound transmission that includes data
(see Figure D-12 on page D-23). (If the operator moves the cursor into and out
of an unprimed mandatory fill field, the mandatory fill validation test does not
take place.)
The mandatory fill validation test searches the field for null characters.
If a null character is found, the keystroke that caused the validation test is not

processed, the cursor is not moved out of the field, and the "Input
Inhibited-Mandatory Fill" condition is raised. The operator can remove the
Input Inhibited indicator (by pressing the Reset key), fill the field with
nonnull characters, and then move the cursor out of the field or repeat the
enter action; the 3270 feature then repeats the mandatory fill validation test.
•

If no null character is found, then the keystroke that caused the validation

test is processed normally, after which the field is unprimed.
Programming Notes for the Use of Mandatory Fill Fields:
1. Mandatory Fill has no effect if specified for a protected field.
2. If a field is classed as a mandatory fill field and as a trigger field, the
mandatory fill validation test is performed before the trigger field action.
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3. The host program should be aware that an unfilled mandato ry fill field (that
is, a field that still contains at least one null characte r) can be transmitt ed
inbound. This can happen in the following circumstances:
a.

If the host program presets the MDT bit for the field to 1; and/ or if the
host program leaves the MDT bit set to 1 by not specifying "reset MDT
bits" in a write request (WCC bit 7 = 1). Even though the operator may

not have filled the field with nonnull characters, the field will be
transmit ted inbound in a "Read Modified" operation that transmits data.

b. If the operator action causes the MDT bit to be set to 1 without the field
being primed. This occurs when the operator detects (by Cursor Select
key) a field that has a question mark(?) or an ampersa nd(&) designator
character. (Detectio n when the designator characte r is an ampersand also
constitutes an operator enter action that initiates the inbound
transmission.)
4. Use of the Jump Partition key is independ ent of the mandato ry fill validation
test. If the operator switches to another partition while the cursor is in a
primed mandato ry fill field, the screen cursor leaves the field, but the current
cursor position for the partition is not changed and the mandato ry fill
validation test is not performed. When the operator switches back to the
original partition, the original situation is recreated as if the screen cursor had
never left the partition.
5.

The SUB characte r (X'3F') can be used as well as, or instead of, data
characters in order to complete a mandato ry fill field; a SUB characte r is
entered by pressing the Error Override key (with an Alternat e Shift key also
pressed).

<__)

Trigger

The 3270 feature performs a trigger field action when the operator tries to move
the cursor out of a primed trigger field. (If the operator moves the cursor into and
out of an unprimed trigger field, the trigger field action does not occur.)
The trigger field action causes a "Read Modified" inbound operation to occur,
with an AID of value X'7F'. This operation transmits inbound only the current
cursor position (within the trigger field) and the address and contents of the
trigger field; no other fields or addresses are transmitted. The operation sets
INPID to the currently active partition identifier, and INOP to "Read Modified."
(If the field is also classified as a mandato ry fill field, then the mandato ry fill
validation test must be satisfied before the trigger field can be transmitted; see
"Mandat ory Fill" on page D-4 7.)
While the host program is validating the field, the cursor remains in the trigger
field, but the keystroke that caused the trigger action (for example, Tab, Cursor
Up, Cursor Down) determines the next position for the cursor.
The 3270 feature then waits for a reply from the host program during which time
the operator may continue keying data. Up to 30 more keystrokes are accepted
and are kept on a queue waiting to be processed when an affirmative reply is
received (see text below). The following keystrokes and actions however are
acted upon immediately: the Attentio n key, all shift keys, and the System
Request key. Note that pressing the System Request key causes the keystroke
queue to be purged (that is, emptied and not processed).
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While keystrokes are being queued, the cursor does not move and the keystrokes
are not displayed. If the operator attempts to queue more than 30 keystrokes, the
"Input Inhibited-Trigger Queue Full" condition is raised.
The reply from the host program can be affirmative or negative (or a nonreply);
see "Replies to Trigger Field Input" on page D-50.
When an affirmative reply is received:
1.

The cursor is moved to its next position (unless overridden by an Insert
Cursor order contained in the reply).

2.

The 3270 feature processes queued keystrokes (see Note below). Data
characters are displayed, starting at the cursor position.

3. If the "Input Inhibited-Trigger Queue Full" condition had been raised, it
is now reset and the 3270 feature processes the queued keystrokes (see
Note below). When the 3270 feature completes the processing of the
queued keystrokes, the "Input Inhibited-What?" condition is raised to
warn the operator that one or more keystrokes will have been lost. The
operator can clear this condition by pressing the Reset key and then
continue keying. The keyboard shift is set to lowercase shift
(non-Katakana) or alphanumeric (Katakana).

(

Note: The 3270 feature processes queued keystrokes in their original
sequence as if they were being keyed in normally. If any queued keystroke
raises an Input Inhibited condition, then following keystrokes in the queue are
ignored until a Reset keystroke is encountered. If the transmission carrying
the affirmative reply contains more than one structured field function, then
processing of the second (and subsequent) structured field functions is
delayed until after the queued keystrokes have been processed. If in these
circumstances, a queued keystroke attempts to initiate an inbound operation,
then the "Input Inhibited-What?" condition is raised and the following
keystrokes in the queue are ignored (unless a Reset keystroke is
encountered).

1

"--/

•

When a negative reply is received, the keystroke queue is emptied (that is, the
queued keystrokes are lost), and an "Input Inhibited-Invalid Field"
condition is raised (and any "Trigger Queue Full" condition is cleared).
Typically, the host program might send a write-type request, with a WCC that
does not specify "restore keyboard" (WCC bit 6 = O) to display an error
message, to highlight the error, and to reposition the cursor; the operator
could then use the Reset key to remove the Input Inhibited indicator and try
entering the data again. If a "Trigger Queue Full" condition was present, the
keyboard shift is set to lowercase shift (non-Katakana) or alphanumeric
(Katakana).
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Replies to Trigger Field Input
The following paragra phs define the types of reply that the host program
can send
in response to a trigger field inboun d operati on, namely:
•

An affirmative reply

•

A negative reply
A nonrep ly

When the host progra m sends several structu red field functions in a
"Write
Structu red Field" comma nd after a trigger field inboun d transmission,
only the
first such functio n is interpr eted as the reply; any subseq uent structu
red field
functio n is not regarde d as a reply.
The following descriptions of affirmative and negative replies assume
that there
are no data stream errors; if there are errors, then the transmission
is interpr eted
as a nonreply, and the keystro ke queue is not affecte d.

Affirm ative Reply: An affirmative reply can be one of the following:
•

A Write Partiti on-Wr ite structu red field functio n addressed to the
inboun d
partitio n (INPID ) with a WCC that specifies "restor e keyboa rd" (bit
6 = 1).

•

A Write comma nd with a WCC that specifies "restor e keyboa rd" (bit
6
if the inboun d partitio n (INPID ) is 0.

•

An SNA null RU with CD or EB.

= 1),

Negative Reply: A negative reply can be one of the following:
•

Any of the following Write Partitio n structu red field functions address
ed to
the inboun d partitio n INPID :
Write with a WCC that does not specify "restor e keyboa rd" (bit 6

=

0).

Erase/ Write or Erase/ Write Altern ate with WCC bit 6 having the
value
of 0 or 1.
Erase All Unprot ected.
•

Any of the Write Partitio n structu red field functions addressed to a
partitio n
other than INPID , irrespective of the comma nd code and WCC value.

•

Any of the following structu red field functions, regardless of the partitio
n
addressed:
Set Reply Mode
Reset Partitio n
Create Partitio n
Destro y Partitio n
Activa te Partitio n
Erase/ Reset
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An Erase/Write, Erase/Write Alternate, or an Erase All Unprotected
command (regardless of the value of INPID).
•

A Write command with the wee bit 6 ("restore keyboard") set as follows:
If INPID is 0,

wee bit 6 = 0.

If INPID is not 0,

wee bit 6 = 0 or 1.

A Write Structured Field command with no structured fields.
A Write, Erase/Write, or Erase/Write Alternate command or structured field
function with no wee.
Nonreplies: Any outbound transmission other than an affirmative reply or a
negative reply is a nonreply. A nonreply preserves the keystroke queue, but does
not cause it to be processed. A nonreply can be one of the following:

A null RU without CD or EB.
A Read Partition structured field function.
A Read Modified, Read Modified All, or Read Buffer command.
Programming Notes for Use of Trigger Fields:

1. The trigger field classification has no effect if specified for a protected field.
i

'

\_)

2.

To avoid operator confusion, the host should not move the cursor out of the
Trigger field in a negative reply.
In an affirmative reply, the host program can move the cursor from its
position within the Trigger field to a new position; the 3270 feature then
processes the keystroke queue from there. Thus, any data entry keystrokes in
the queue will be placed at the host-specified position. This allows the host
program to perform "logical cursor movement" in which the position of the
cursor is made to depend on the validity or content of a previous field. If such
function is programmed, care should be taken to ensure that the operator
understands the operating procedure for that application.

3.

(

To avoid annoying the operator, the host program should send a reply to a
trigger field input with minimum delay; a reply time of less than one second is
suggested. Whether or not this reply time can be achieved depends on several
factors, such as software path lengths, hardware configuration, and the
amount of processing time required by the host program to validate the data
in the trigger field. No firm rules can be given, but the host validation time
should be minimized as far as possible-for example, by avoiding lengthy
searches of disk files or data bases; such tests should be performed separately
without delaying the reply.

!

...._,,;
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4. The host program should be aware of the events that occur when:
The partition contains an unmodified mandatory enter field; and
•

The operator performs an enter action (other than moving the cursor)
when the cursor is in a primed trigger field.
The operator enter action invokes the mandatory enter validation test
which tries to move the cursor out of the trigger field into the mandatory
enter field. However, the cursor does not move and a trigger action takes
place (as described earlier). Keystrokes are queued while a trigger reply is
awaited.
If an affirmative reply is received, the mandatory enter validation test

continues by moving the cursor to the unmodified mandatory enter
field and raising the "Input Inhibited -Mandato ry Enter" condition.
The queued keystrokes are then processed. However, because of the
"Input Inhibited" condition, these keystrokes are discarded unless a
Reset keystroke is encounter ed, after which subsequent keystrokes in
the queue are accepted and processed normally. (If the keystroke
queue did not contain a Reset keystroke, then all the queued
keystrokes are discarded.) The operator can then modify the
Mandator y Enter field (after pressing the Reset key if necessary) and
repeat the enter action.
If a negative reply is received, then the "Input Inhibited -Invalid

Field" condition is raised, and the cursor remains in the trigger field
unless that cursor position is overridden by an Insert Cursor order in
the reply.

An operator enter action performed while the cursor is in a trigger field
does not cause a trigger action - unless an unmodified mandatory enter
field also exists in the partition as described in the preceding note. (By
contrast, an operator enter action when the cursor is in a primed
mandatory fill field does cause the mandatory fill validation test to take
place.)
•

At the time of a trigger field input operation, the MDT bit is normally set
to 1 because the operator input will have primed the field; the trigger field
action does not change the MDT bit setting. However, the host program
should be aware that the MDT bit can subsequently be reset to 0 and that
the field would not then be transmitte d inbound in a Read Modified
operation caused, for example, by the operator pressing ENTER. Ways in
which the MDT bit of a trigger field (or any other field) can be reset
include:
The host program specifying "reset MDT bits" (WCC bit 7 = 1) in
the reply to the trigger field input.
The operator detecting the field with the Cursor Select key when the
field is detectable and has the greater-th an sign(>) in the designator
character position.
Pressing the Erase Input key.
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Use of the Jump Partition key is independent of the trigger field
action. If the operator switches to another partition while the cursor is
in a primed trigger field, the screen cursor leaves the field, but the
current cursor position for the partition is not changed and the trigger
field input function is not performed. When the operator switches
back to the original partition, the original situation is re-created as if
the screen cursor had never left the partition.

Guidelines on the Creation of Partitions
This section describes some of the factors and limitations that need to be
considered when creating partitions.
For each viewport that the application user sees on the screen, the application
program must create a partition. A partition is created by the program issuing a
Create Partition structured field function (see Figure D-11 on page D-22). Up to
eight partitions can be created for use at any one time; each partition has a unique
partition identifier (PID) in the range 0 through 7.
The remainder of this section deals with:
Usable Screen Area
•

Row and Column Numbering
Layout of Viewports on Screen

•

Presentation Spaces

The concepts of viewport and presentation space are presented under the heading
"Partitions" on page D-4.
For the purpose of discussion, it is assumed that the application designer decides
upon the viewport layout (that is, the sizes and positions of all viewports on the
screen) before considering the creation of any one partition.
Usable Screen Area
The usable screen area available for the display of viewports depends on the
screen size selected via SETUP, as shown below:
Screen size
selected at
setup time:

Screen
depth
(rows)

Screen
width
(columns)

960
1920
2560
3440

12
24
32
43

80
80
80
80

Row and Column Numbering

~)

A particular position in the usable screen area and in the area of a presentation
space is identified by its row number and column number: row numbering starts
at the top of the area with row number 1; column numbering starts at the left of
the area with column number 1.
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Layout of Viewpo rts on Screen

A viewport on the screen is defined by the following parame ters (examples of
which are shown in Figure D-28 on page D-55):
Dv and Wv, which refer to the size of the viewport. Dv and Wv respectively
specify the viewport depth (in screen rows) and the viewport width (in screen
columns).
•

Rv and Cv, which refer to the position on the screen of the viewport's origin
(top left corner) . R v specifies the offset (in rows) between the top of the
usable screen area and the top·row of the viewport; similarly, Cv specifies the
offset (in columns) between the left edge of the usable screen area and the
leftmost column of the viewport.
Because they represe nt offsets, the values of Rv and Cv are each one less
than the absolute row and column numbers of the viewport's origin. For
example, to place the viewport origin in the top left corner of the screen area,
specify Rv=O and Cv=O, or allow the default values to take effect.

The main rule concerning the layout of viewports on the screen is that they must
not overlap; additionally, in the horizontal dimension, adjacen t viewports must
be
separate d by at least two columns. Figure D-28 illustrates this rule with an
example screen layout; the corresponding Create Partitio n parame ters (Dv,
Wv,
Rv, and Cv) are also shown.
The only other rule is that the size (Dv and Wv) and the position (Rv and Cv)
of
each viewport must be chosen so that the whole of the viewport appears within
the usable screen area. (The usable screen area, in partitio ned state, is the size
established via SETUP, namely: 12x80, 24x80, 32x80, or 43x80.) Therefo
re, to
accommodate the example layout shown in Figure D-28, the usable screen area
would need to be at least 24 rows x 80 columns.
Present ation Spaces

For each partitio n being created, the present ation space is defined by D and
W,
which respectively specify the present ation space depth (in rows) and width
(in
columns).
Since the 3270 feature does not support scrollable partitions, the present ation
space is always the same size as the viewport. Accordingly, the depth of the
present ation space (D) for a partitio n must have a value corresponding to the
required depth of the viewport (Dv). (The Create Partitio n structur ed field
function cannot specify the Dv or Wv parameters; see Figure D-11 on page
D-22.
The D and W parameters, which define the size of the present ation space, also
define the size of the viewport.)
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Screen column numbers

--+
10

Screen
row
numbers

13

24

Viewport for partition 0

7

at--~~~~~~~~~~~~~.....,..~~-.-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1-~~

Viewport for
partition 2

Viewport for
partition 7

14

16

:JL

In the horizontal d1mens1on,
viewports must be separated
by at least two columns

In the vertical d1mens1on,
viewports can occupy
adjacent rows but must
not overlap

---

Note: For this example layout of viewports, the viewport parameters
required in the three 'Create Partition' structured field functions are
as follows:
For partition 0:
Dv = 7 (X'0007'),
Rv = 0 (X'OOOO'),
For partition 2:
. Dv = 7 (X'0007'),
Rv = 7 (X'OOOl'),
·For partition 7:
Dv = 9 (X'0009' ),
Rv = 7 (X'0007'),

Wv
Cv
Wv
Cv
Wv
Cv

=
=
=
=
=

24 (X'0018')
0 (X'OOOO')
10 (X'OOOA')
0 (X'OOOO')
12 (X'OOOC')
(X'OOOC')

= 12

Figure D-28. Example of Adjacent Viewports on a Screen-Showing the Rules of Juxtapositioning

u
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3270 Feature Use of RS232 C Interface
The 3270 feature connect ion on the 5085 backpan el for attachm ent of the
3270
modem cable is a 25-pin male D-conn ector. The following RS232C lines are
support ed:
Pin

RS232C

Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
11
15
17
18
20
22
23

Circuit Descriptive Name
AA
BA
BB
CA
CB

cc

AB
CF

Protecti ve Ground
Transm itted Data (TxD)
·Receiv ed Data (RxD)
Reques t to Send (R TS)
Clear to Send (CTS)
Data Set Already (DSR)
Signal Ground
Receive d Line Signal Detecto r (D CD)
- Select Standby
DB Transm it Signal Elemen t Timing (DCE Source) (TxC:
DD Receive Signal Elemen t Timing (DCE Source) (RxC)
-Test
CD Data Termina l Ready (DTR)
CE Ring Indicato r (RI)
CH Data Signal Rate Selector

These lines are driven or termina ted using 1488 and 1489 type drivers and
receivers, except lines on pins 1 and 7. Protecti ve ground (pin 1) is supplied
to the
modem cable by means of a separate post and nut on the backpan el, which
is
connect ed to machine ground. Signal ground (pin 7) is connect ed to signal
ground
internally.

\~

Input line 22 (ring indicato r) is termina ted on the card, but the output of the
receiver is not used.
Output lines 11 (select standby ) and 23 (data signal rate selector ) are driven
by
transmi tters at a fixed level of OFF.

'\
\~

•.
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3270 Feature Modem Cable
The modem cable is supplied as a part of the 3270 feature. These cables provide a
Test/ Operate switch at the modem end of the cable that provides a wrap
capability to aid in problem determination procedures. This is the same cable that
is supplied by the TP connected versions of the IBM 3274 Display Control Unit.

Abbreviations
ACTLU
ACT PU
AID
APL
ATTC
ATTN

Address
Activate Logical Unit
Activate Physical Unit
Attention Identifier
A Program Language
Attribute Count
Attention

BB
BC
BCN
BETB
BSM

Begin Bracket
Begin Chain
Beacon
Between Brackets
Brackets State Machine, SNA

c

Column (screen)
Control
Horizontal off set of viewport origin
Current Buff er Address
Current Cursor Position
Change Direction
Configure
Chapter
Command Reject (see FRMR)
Column(s)
Carriage Return

A

c
Cv
CBA
CCP
CD
CFGR
Ch.
CMDR
col(s)
CR

(

v

Dv
DACTLU
DACTPU
DAF
DAF'
DFC
DISC
DM
DUP

Depth of presentation space
Depth of viewport
Deactivate Logical Unit
Deactivate Physical Unit
Destination Address Field
Destination Address Field' (known as DAF "prime")
Data Flow Control
Disconnect
Disconnected Mode (also called Request Online)
Duplicate

EB
EBCDIC
EC
EM
EO
EOI
EOR
ERP
EUA

End Bracket
Extended Binary-Coded Decimal Interchange Code
End Chain
End of Message
Eight Ones
End of Inquiry
End of Record
Error Recovery Protocol
Erase Unprotected to Address

F

FCS
FF
FIC
FM
FM
FMD
FRMR

Flag
Frame Check Sequence
Form Feed
First-in-Chain
Field Mark
Function Management
Function Management Data
Frame Reject (also called Command Reject)

GA
GE

Go Ahead
Graphic Escape

D

I

!

:

\_..,!
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HDX

Half Duplex

I frame
I/O
IC
ID
INB
INOP
I NP ID
IPR

Informa tion frame
Input/O utput
Insert Cursor
Identif ication
In Bracket
Inbound Operati on
Inbound Partiti on Identif ier
Isolate d Pacing Respons e

L

LCID
LH
LIC
LRC
LU
LUSTAT

Length
Local Coded Identif ier
Link Header
Last-in -Chain
Longitu dinal Redunda ncy Check
Logical Unit
Logic Unit Status

max.
MDT
MFA
MIC
min.
MRP

Maximum
Modifie d Data Tag
Modify Field Attribu te
Middle -in-Cha in
Minimum
Mandato ry Respons e Poll

Nr
Ns
NC
NDM
NL
NSA
NSP
NU
NUL

SDLC Receive Count
SDLC Send Count
Network Control
Normal Disconn ected Mode
New Line
Normal Respons e Mode
Nonsequ enced Acknow ledgmen t (see UA)
Nonsequ enced Poll (also called Unnumb er Poll)
Nationa l Use
Null

OAF
OAF'
OIC
ORP

Origin Address Field
Origin Address Field' (known as OAF "prime" )
Only-in -Chain
Optiona l Respons e Poll

P/F bit
PA
PF
PID
PLU
PS
PT

Poll/Fi nal bit (SDLC)
Program Access
Program Functio n
Partiti on Identif ier
Primary Logical Unit
Program med Symbols
Program Tab

Rv

Vertica l off set of viewpo rt origin on screen
Repeat to Address
Receive
Record Formatt ed Mainten ance Statist ics
Request Mainten ance Statist ics
Reques t/Respo nse Header
Receive Not Ready
Request Online (see DM)
Receive Ready
Reques t/Respo nse Unit

NRM

RA

RCV
RECFMS
REQMS
RH
RNR
ROL
RR

RU

'
'..' J
\__.)!
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SA
SBA
SC
SDLC
SDT
Send-NT
Send-T
SF
SFE
SHUTC
SHUTD
SLU
SNA
SNRM
SP
SSCP
SUB
SYS REQ

Set Attribute
Set Buff er Address
Session Control
Synchronous Data Link Control
Start Data Traffic
Send-Not-Transmit
Send Transmit
Start Field
Start Field Extended
Shutdown Complete
Shutdown
Secondary Logical Unit
Systems Network Architecture
Set Normal Response Mode
Space
System Services Control Point
Substitute
System Request

TA
TH

Turnaround
Transmission Header

UA

Unnumbered Acknowledgment (also called Nonsequenced
Acknowledgment)
Unnumbered Format
Unnumbered Poll (also called Nonsequenced Poll)

UF
UP

w
WSF

Width
Width
Write
Write

XID

Exchange Identification

Wv

wee

of presentation space
of viewport
Control Character
Structured Field

\.._)

/

',
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Appendix E. 5080 Graphics System 1/0 Interface Codes
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This appendix describes and illustrates the codes accepted from and presented to
the host processor for character data.

Graphics Mode
The following notes apply to the Graphics mode I/ 0 interface codes for all
languages:
1. The Graphics mode charts in this section apply when the character set ID
(CSID) in use is either X'OO' (3250 compatibility) or X'04', X'OS', X'06', or
X'07 .' Other rules apply when other CSID values are used. See "Graphics
System Character Set Generation" on page 3-33 for information related to
these other values.
2.

Codes with asterisks cannot be created from the keyboard.

3.

Codes indicated by multiple-letter symbols are:

(_)
4.

NUL

Null

NL

New Line

BS

Backspace (Reqd)

cc

Cursor Control

SM

Set Mode

SP

Space

Codes with an entry in the code table are valid codes. All other codes are
invalid and are treated as follows:
•

Invalid codes in the range X'40' to X'FF' are displayed as character
spaces (X'40').
When CSID = X'OO' is in use, invalid codes in the range X'OO' through
X'3F' are treated like nulls (X'OO'). New Line (X'lS') and Backspace
(Reqd) (X'16') are valid codes and are processed as described in "ANK
Input and the Cursor" on page 3-12.
When CSID = X'04, X'OS', X'06', or X'07' is in use, invalid codes in the
range X'OO' through X'3F' are displayed on the screen using a character
representation of a hyphen. New Line (X'15') and Backspace (Reqd)
(X'16') are treated as invalid characters.
In all cases, the code value received, or entered via the keyboard, is kept
and is transmitted to the host on demand.

•

IBM reserves the right to make changes to the display representation of
invalid characters (in the full range of X'OO' through X'FF') for these
character set identification values.
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See the following figures for illustrations of Graphics mode I/ 0 interface codes:
Figure E-1 on page E-4. English (US) I/O Interface Codes for Graphics
Mode

I\

\\....._,)IP':J

Figure E-3 on page E-6. English (UK) I/O Interface Codes for Graphics
Mode
Figure E-5 on page E-8. Swedish I/O Interface Codes for Graphics Mode
Figure E-7 on page E-10. German I/O Interface Codes for Graphics Mode
Figure E-9 on page E-12. French I/O Interface Codes for Graphics Mode
Figure E-11 on page E-14. Italian I/ 0 Interface Codes for Graphics Mode
Figure E-13 on page E-16. Katakana I/ 0 Interface Codes for Graphics
Mode

3270 Mode
The following notes apply to the 3270 mode I/0 interface codes for all languages:
1. All entries that are not blank are considered as defined; entries that are blank
are considered undefined.
2.

Codes for defined entries in the range of X'40' to X'FE' result in the display
of the character shown. Codes for undefined entries may result in the display
of characters. The character displayed for a given undefined code may be
different from other devices. IBM reserves the right to change at any time the
character displayed for an undefined character code.

U

h

3. The NL (X'l5') (New Line), EM (X'19') (End of Message), FF (X'OC')
(Form Feed), CR (X'OD') (Carriage Return), and NUL (X'OO') (Null) are
not displayed.
4. The DUP (X'lC') (Duplicate) and FM (X'lE') (Field Mark) are displayed as
'*'and';', respectively, each with an overbar; the SUB (X'3F') is displayed as
a solid circle.
5.

Other codes in the range of X'OO' to X'3F' are rejected with a sense code of
X'1003'.

See the following figures for illustrations of 3270 mode I/O interface codes:
Figure E-2 on page E-5. English (US) I/O Interface Codes for 3270 Mode
Figure E-4 on page E-7. English (UK) I/O Interface Codes for 3270 Mode
Figure E-6 on page E-9. Swedish I/O Interface Codes for 3270 Mode
Figure E-8 on page E-11. German I/0 Interface Codes for 3270 Mode
Figure E-10 on page E-13. French I/O Interface Codes for 3270 Mode
Figure E-12 on page E-15. Italian I/O Interface Codes for 3270 Mode
Figure E-14 on page E-17. Katakana I/O Interface Codes for 3270 Mode

E-2
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3270 APL Mode
The following notes apply to the APL mode 1/0 interface codes:
1. All entries that are not blank are considered as defined; entries that are blank
are considered undefined.
2.

Codes for defined entries result in the display of the character shown.

3.

Codes for undefined entries result in the display of a hyphen (-) and the
return of an X'60' to the host.

See the following figure for an illustration of 3270 APL mode 1/0 interface
codes:
Figure E-15 on page E-18. 1/0 Interface Codes for 3270 APL Mode

u
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00

01

10

11

Bits

1--~,---~,--~.-~-t-~~~-.-~-.-~-+-~~~-,-~-r-~-----+~~~~~~~--1--0,1
00

Hex 1

01

0

~

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

-2,3

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

c

D

E

F

-Hex 0

{

}

""'

0
1

SP &

0000

0

0001

1

0010

2

b

k

s

B

K

S

2

0011

3

c

I

t

C

L

T

3

0100

4

d

m

u

D

M

U

4

0101

5

NL*

e

n

v

E

N

V

5

0110

6

BS

f

0

w

F

0

W

6

NUL

A J

a

/

r--.
(0

LD

~t--~t-----1H--~-....-----~-t-~-+-~-+-~--+-~

-t-~---+~-t-~--t~--11-----1t--~1--~t--~-t---

~ 0111

-1

g

7

1--~t--~H--~-t-~-+-~-+-~-+-~-+-~--+-~-t-

p

x

G

P

X

7

~---+~-t-~--t~--11-------it--~1--~t--~+-

1000

8

1001

9

1010

A

--I

h
\

ICC*

SM*

q

y

r

z

H

Q

Y

8

R

Z

9

¢

v
'

#

0

@

±

$

1011

B

1100

c

<

*

1101

D

(

)

1110

E

+

1111

F

--,

%

µ

?

ff

See notes under "Graphics Mode" on page E-1.

Figure E-1. English (US) 1/0 Interface Codes for Graphics Mode
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v

u

~

T

n

.

i\
)

00

01

1O

11

Bits

1--~~~~~~~-+-~~~~~~~--1-~~~~~~~--+~~~~~~~--1-0,1
00

0

"

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

-2,3

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

c

D

E

F

+-Hex 0

}

"'

0

SP &

{

0000

0

0001

1

0010

2

b

0011

3

c

0100

4

d

0101

5

0110

6

/

A J

a

1

s

8

K

s

2

t

c

L

T

3

m

u

D

M

4

e

n

v

E

N

u
v

f

0

w

F

0

6

k

5

~ 0111
c.n

7

g

p

x

G

p

w
x

1000

8

h

q

y

H

Q

y

8

1001

9

r

z

R

Z

9

1010

A

1011

B

1100

c

<

*

1101

D

(

)

1110

E

+

1111

F

<O
LO

~1--~+------ic+--~-+-~-+-~-+-~-+-~--+-~---i-~--+-~-+~--+-~--+~---11----it--~1--~+

--~c+-----

7

¢

$

#

%

@

>
?

''

See notes under "3270 Mode" on page E-2.

Figure E-2. English (US) 110 Interface Codes for 3270 Mode
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00
O1
10
11
Bits
i---~,-~,-~,-~r--~,-~.-~.-~r--~.-~.-~.-~t--~.--~..--~-.------1+-0,1
00
Hex 1

"

~

01

0

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

+-2,3

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

c

D

E

F

+-Hex 0

{

}

"'

0
1

0000

'

0001

1

0010

2

b

0011

3

c

0100

4

d

0101

5

NL*

0110

6

BS

0

SP &

NUL

/

A J

a

s

B

K

S

2

t

C

L

T

3

m

u

D

M

U

4

e

n

v

E

N

V

5

f

0

w

F

0

w

6

k

~t--~t-----tt--~.....--e--~t--~t--~t--~t--~t--~..-~t--~t--~..-~---~+--~+--~+----1

~

0111

1

g

p

x

G

P

X

7

1000

8

h

q

y

H

Q

Y

8

1001

9

r

z

R

Z

9

1010

A

1011

B

1100

c

<

*

1101

D

(

)

1110

E

1111

F

'
CC*

SM*

$
£

%

>
+
I -. ?

#

0

@

±

µ

•

-11

See notes under "Graphics Mode" on page E-1.

Figure E-3. English (UK) 110 Interface Codes for Graphics Mode

E-6

v

T n

10
11
Bits
00
01
t--~.-~.----~.---~-+-~--.--~--.-~-.---~--+-~---,.-~-,-~~~--+~~~~~~~----1--0,1

\.._)

00
Hex 1

0000

"
0

0

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

c

D

E

F

}

""'

0
1

{

ISP &

/

J

s

B

K

S

2

t

c

L

T

3

m

u

D

M

U

4

e

n

v

E

N

V

5

f

0

w

F

0

W

6

1

0010

2

b

0011

3

c

0100

4

d

0101

5

0110

6

l"'-(0

A

a

0001

k

-2,3
-Hex 0

~i--~1----i~~+-~-+-~-+-~-+-~--+-~--+-~--+-~---+~--+-~-+~---lf--~l----lf--~+--~~--

-<i

x

e

G P X
7
0111
1
g
p
ro1--~+-----1+--~+-~-+-~-+-~-+-~-+-~--+-~-+-~----1-~--+~--+~-----1>-----11--~>--~-1--~+-----1

u

h

1000

8

1001

9

1010

A

1011

B

1100

c

<

*

1101

D

(

)

1110

E

+

1111

F

'

q

y

r

z

H

Q

Y

8

R

Z

9

$

#

£

%

@

>

--

?

I I

See notes under "3270 Mode" on page E-2.

Figure E-4. English (UK) 1/0 Interface Codes for 3270 Mode
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00
01
r--~~~-,-~,--~-r-~-.-~-r-~-,-~--+--~--.-~-

1O
11
Bits
-,-~-.~--f-~---,~---,~~.-------l--0,1

00

Hex 1

01

0

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

--2,3

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

c

D

E

F

-Hex 0

SP

&

a

a

E

0

u

A

J

0000

'

0001

1

0010

2

b

k

s

8

K

S

2

0011

3

c

I

t

C

L

T

3

0100

4

d

m

u

D

M

U

4

0101

5

NL*

e

n

v

E

N

V

5

r-co 0110

6

BS

f

0

w

F

0

W

6

g
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Figure E-5. Swedish 1/0 Interface Codes for Graphics Mode
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See notes under "Graphic s Mode" on page E-1.
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•
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E
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a
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0

0
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s
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0010
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0011
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See notes under "3270 Mode" on page E-2.

Figure E-6. Swedish 1/0 Interface Codes for 3270 Mode

Appendix E. 5080 Graphics System 1/0 Interface Codes

E-9

00

01

1O

11

t----.---,-----r---+----.----,----r----+--~-~-~00
Hex 1

i

01

0

Bits

----+-~----~---1- 0' 1

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

-2,3

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

c

D

E

F

-Hex 0

0

0

1SP &

0000

0

0001

1

a

0010

2

b

k

0011

3

c

0100

4

0101

5

NL*

0110

6

BS

NUL

a

..
LI

A

J

s

B

K

S

2

I

t

C

L

T

3

d

m

u

D

M

U

4

e

n

v

E

N

V

5

0

w

F

0

W

1
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f
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-+---+----+-----t---+--t---t

6

----tr---tt-----fr--t----+--

---1

~ 0111
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7

g

p

x

G

p

x

1000

8

h

q

y

H

Q

y

8

r

z

R

Z

9

1001

\

9
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u
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A
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B

1100

c

<

*
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D

(

)
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A

0

$

#
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0

§
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F

+

>
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See notes under "Graphic s Mode" on page E-1.

Figure E-7. German 110 Interface Codes for Graphics Mode

E-10
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v
<

µ

LJ

>

•

T

n

I

1110

7

Ii

\ ...)

00

01

10

11

Bits

t--~.----~.----~.---~-+-~-.-~-.-~-.-~-t-~-,-~-,-~-----r~---+~-----,~~~~~---1+-0,1
00
Hex 1

0

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

c

D

E

F

..

..

0

0

A

J

0000

'

0001

1

0010

2

b

k

s

B

K

S

2

0011

3

c

I

t

C

L

T

3

0100
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d

m

u

D

M

U

4
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5

e

n

v

E

N

V

5

~ 0110

6

f

0

w

F

0

W

6

0111

7

g

p

x

G

P

X

7
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8

h

q

y

H

Q

Y

8

1001

9

r

z

R

Z

9
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A
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B

1100

c

<

*

1101

D

(

)

1110

E

+

1111

F

0

SP &

a

/

a
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u
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(
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u
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§
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See notes under "3270 Mode" on page E-2.

Figure E-8. German 110 Interface Codes for 3270 Mode
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Appendix K 5080 Graphics System 1/0 Interface Codes

E-11

00
01
10
r-~.-~,--~..--~t--~.-~..--~,--~t--~.-~r-~r-~t--~

11

Bits

,--~r-~.----1-0,1

00
Hex 1

01

0

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

-2,3

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

c

D

E

F

-Hex 0

e

e

...

0

A

J

1

s

B

K

S

2

t

C

L

T

3
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'

0001

1

0010

2

b

0011

3

c

0100

4

d

m

u

D

M

U

4

0101

5

NL*

e

n

v

E

N

V

5

cD 011 0

6

BS

f

0

w

F

0

w

6

0

SP &

NUL

a , J

/

k
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I!)

~t--~t----tt--~------

--~t--~t--~t--~t--~t-

e

i:O
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-~--~t--~t--~--~--~t-

-~t--~t----

g

1

t--~t----tt--~t--~t--

p

x

G

-~t--~t--~t--~t--~t--
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8

1001

9

1010

A
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B

1100

c

<

*

1101

D

(

)

1110

E

+

1111

h

µ
I CC*

SM*

0

§

X

7

q

y

r

z

H

Q

Y

8

R

Z

9

...

$

F

~t--~t----

u

£

%
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v

±
<

u

>.

?

See notes under "Graphics Mode" on page E-1.
Figure E-9. French 110 Interface Codes for Graphics Mode
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01

10
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2
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c

D

E

F

-Hex 0

e
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A

J

1
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B
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See notes under "3270 Mode" on page E-2.

Figure E-10. French 110 Interface Codes for 3270 Mode
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Appendix E. 5080 Graphics System 1/0 Interface Codes

E-13
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1O
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r--~r--~r--~.-~t--~.--~.--~..--~+---..--~..--~..--~+--~~~~~~---1-0,1
00
Hex 1

01

0

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

-2,3

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

c

D

E

F

-Hex 0

SP

&

a'

e'

0

A

J

1

s

B

K

S

2

t

C

L

T

3

0000

'

0001

1

0010

2

b

0011

3

c

0100

4

d

m

u

D
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U

4

0101

5

NL*

e

n
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E

N

V

5

cO 0110

6

BS

f

0

w

F

0

w

"

LO

0

NUL
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a

~t--~t----tt--~....--1--~t--~t--~t-
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---I
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p
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q
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H

Q
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1100
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<
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+
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See notes under "Graphics Mode" on page E-1.

Figure E-11. Italian 110 Interface Codes for Graphics Mode
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~
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A

J

k
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K

S
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c

I

t

C

L
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4

d

m
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D

M
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4
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5
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n
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E

N

V

5

co 0110
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f

0
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F

0
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6

0
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a
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..,. Hex 0
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p
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u
0
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r
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H

Q
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See notes under "3270 Mode" on page E-2.

Figure E-12. Italian 1/0 Interface Codes for 3270 Mode

Appendix E. 5080 Graphics System I/0 Interface Codes

E-15
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10
i------,,---,---r---t----,----.--.---+---.----.,------,-

11
Bits
---t----,..---~-~----l- 0, 1

00
Hex 1

0000

'

0

01

0

10

11

00

01

10

11
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01

10

11

00

01

10

11

-2,3

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

c

D

E

F

-Hex 0

$

0

SP &

NUL

0001

1

0010

2

I

*

0011

3

_J

+

0100

4

'

0101

5

0

NL*

.I

/

?

*
....

1001

9

1010

A

1011

B

1100

c

<

*

1101

D

(

)

1110

E

+

>

--

1111

F

I ----,

?

''

SM*

-

'

8

£

::J

/

%

@

D
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Figure E-13. Katakana 110 Interface Codes for Graphics Mode
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7

3

?

7

'/

IJ

''
0

Jl.-

A

J

B

K

S

2

C

L

T

3

D

M

U

4

E

N
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F

0

W

6

G

p
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H

Q

y
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R
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1

v
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See notes under "Graphics Mode" on page E-1.

E-16

'Y

3

1000

CC*

?

7

0

±

u

v

<

µ

>

•

T n,

u

Bits
00
11
10
01
i--~,-~,-~,-~t--~.----~.----~.----~t--~.-~.-~.-~+-~..---~.,--~,-----l--0,1
00
Hex 1

0000

'

0

0001

0

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

c

D

E

F

$

0

SP &

/

0

0010

2

0011

3

0100

4

0101

5

cD 0110

6

A

J

8

K

S

2

C

L

T

3

D

M

U

4

....

.

E

N

V

5

G

F

0

W

6

7

*

I
'

3

r-.

7.J

L!)

-J-

--2,3
-HexO

1

--~+---I

~i---~t----tt--~t--~t--~t--~.--~----.---~t--~.--~-1--~t--~+-~+-~+--~t

en~

I

I

l

7

0111

1

1000

8

1001

9

1010

A

1011

B

1100

c

<

*

1101

D

(

)

1110

E

+

1111

F

£

!

::J

/

-+t

7

H

Q

y

8

R

Z

9

'}

3

'/

I\

IJ

>
?

x

D

#
@

p

v

.:I.

\.._,/

%

G

''

0

7

JI,,

See notes under "3270 Mode" on page E-2.
Figure E-14. Katakana 1/0 Interface Codes for 3270 Mode
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Appendix E. 5080 Graphics System 1/0 Interface Codes

E-1 7

00

Hex 1

i

0000

0

0001

1

0010
0011

2
3

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

11

00

01

10

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

c

D

E

-

D
III
-A -J
.. B
- -K -s
- I I
•
-c -L -T
D M u
I
TJ
I 111
-E -N -v
~

0

A

--

0100

4

0101

5

0110

6

F
-

0

w
-

0111

7

-G -

-x

1000

8

-H -

1001

9

1010

A

f

1011

B

1 c

1100

c

p
Q

-

I

a:

{

}

(

)

E

D

1110

E

1111

F

See notes under "3270 APL Mode" on page E-2.

Figure E-15. 1/0 Interface Codes for 3270 APL Mode

E-18

-2,3

F

-HexO

0
\

1

1

1

+

p

I

w

"'

-

2
2

x

y

R z
-

11

-

3

...___

-

3

L-

4

-

-

5

~

-

6

§

,

7

8

9

I

<

:::J

t1

n

'V

u D.
1 T

A
~

--

1101

Bits
-0,1

I 0
L ±

--

[

]

~

~

¢

I

-1-

!

-\-

~

i7

~

~

e 8

CJ EB

~
-

0

I

0

(01

<\)

u

Index
A

u

u

absolute mode-setting orders 5-18
Add Data order (GADD) 5-67
code values 5-68
condition code settings 5-68
format 5-67
variables
address word 5-68
data word 5-68
advanced arithmetic orders (see also arithmetic orders)
alarm (see audible alarm)
algorithm, memory area assignment 2-8
alphanumeric keyboard (ANK) 1-6, 3-12, 3-14
cursor with 3-12
display program
interruption 3-11
termination 3-10
input/output 3-12
keys
Backspace 3-13
Cancel 3-14
Cursor Left 3-13
Cursor Right 3-13
ENTER 3-12
Jump Screen 3-46
program function 3-15
Tab 3-12
manual input register 3-14
operation 3-12
Read Manual Input command 4-4
status interrupt conditions 4-28
ANK (see alphanumeric keyboard)
application software support 1-11
APL keyboard 1-7
area fill orders 5-80
summary description 3-37
Transformation and Clipping Feature 3-45
area fill work area
Define Memory Area structured field 4-15
Rename Memory Area structured field 4-17
Transformation and Clipping Feature 3-45
arithmetic orders, summary description 3-32
arithmetic orders (see also advanced arithmetic orders)
attachment processor 1-5
Attention status bit (bit 0) C-1
display program 3-3
GBGOP order 5-10
GEOP order 5-12
GSDEVI order 5-46
Read Manual Input command 4-4
Selective Reset 4-26
status interrupt condition 4-28
attribute control orders
graphics system base 5-31
summary description 3-32
3250-compatible A-20
attribute registers
blinking pattern identifier (register 0) 5-36
character inline spacing (register 29 and 30) 5-43
character path and character box orientation
(register 17) 5-39
character set identifier (register 18) 5-40
highlighting colorI grayshade (register 25) 5-42
highlighting frame buffer mask (register 27) 5-42
line type (register 2) 5-37

5-97

marker character code (register l) 5-36
marker character set identifier (register 20) 5-42
normal color/grayshade (register 3) 5-37
normal frame buffer mask (register 5) 5-37
mode switch indicator and normal highlighting and register
states (register 10) 5-38
pick modes (register 14) 5-39
PI,SDI,PBI and TSI (register 13) 5-39
reserved (registers 4,6-9,15,16,21-24,26,28,31) 5-37, 5-39,
5-41,5-42
segment name (registers 11 and 12) 5-38
Transformation and Clipping Feature modes (register 19) 5-41
audible alarm 1-6
Set Audible Alarm command A-8
Sound Alarm structured field 4-19
B

5-67

Backspace key 3-13
Begin Area Fill order (GBGAF) 5-80
code values 5-81
format 5-81
GEAF order 5-81
MC extension word variable 5-81
tracking symbol update 3-17
Begin I/O Processing order (GBGIOP) 6-6
code values 6-7
command operations
control 6-9
read 6-11
sense 6-13
transfer control 6-12
write 6-12
condition code settings 6-14
description 6-6
format 6-7
IOCB format
command code 6-7
count field 6-8
data address (data word 2) 6-9
flag byte 6-8
page number (data word 1) 6-8
termination 6-13
Begin Order Processing order (GBGOP) 5-7
alphanumeric keyboard 3-12
code values 5-7
condition code settings 5-12
display program
control 3-3
initiation 3-10
interruption from keyboards 3-11
termination 3-10
format 5-7
functions
frame buff er bit planes erase protect 5-9
keyboard enable/ disable 5-9
set manual input 5-10
set manual input Cancel key simulation 5-11
set manual input ENTER key simulation 5-11
set manual input LPFK key simulation 5-11
switch/nonswitch buffer mode 5-9
test manual input 5-10
GLATR order 5-36
GLSR order 5-61
GSDEVI order 5-46
mode switching 3-3

Index

X-1

permit branch indicator 3-22
pick indicator 3-21
Read Manual Input comman d 4-3
regenera tion address register 3-5
single detect indicator 3-23
Start Display Program structure d field 4-18
status interrupt condition s 4-28
tip switch indicator 3-23
tracking symbol
destructi ve 3-17
frame buffer nonswitc h mode 3-19
update 3-17
variables
address word 5-8
erase protect mask (MC extension word 1) 5-8
flag word (MC extension word 2) 5-7
Begin Segment order (GBGSE G) 5-30
code values 5-30
condition code settings 5-30
data word variable 5-30
mode switch indicator and normal highlight ing and
visibility states attribute register 5-38
pick indicator 3-21
bit planes 3-2
destructi ve tracking symbol 3-17
GDPXL order 5-16
nondestr uctive tracking symbol 3-18
blinking pattern identifier attribute register (register 0)
GLATR order 5-34
GSATR order 5-43
Branch after Push Link order (GBAPL ) 5-62
code values 5-62
display program terminat ion 3-10
format 5-62
GBAPLS order 5-63
variables
address (data word 2) 5-63
page number (data word 1) 5-63
Branch and Push Link Short order (GBAPL S) 5-63
address word variable 5-63
code values 5-63
format 5-63
branch control orders 5-53
summary descripti on 3-32
Branch on Conditio n order (GBC) 5-53
code values 5-53
condition code register 3-7
format 5-53
GBGOP order 5-12
GSDEVI order 5-49
pick indicator 3-21
tip switch indicator 3-24
variables
address word 5-54
mode control 5-53
Branch on Count order (GBCNT ) 5-54
code values 5-54
format 5-54
variables
address word 5-55
data word 5-55
Branch on Deferred Detect order (GBDD) 5-51
address word variable 5-51
code values 5-51
condition code settings 5-51
format 5-51
pick indicator 3-21
Branch on No-Dete ct Order (GBND) 5-52
address word variable 5-52.
code values 5-52

X-2

5-36

condition code settings 5-52
format 5-52
permit branch indicator 3-22
pick indicator 3-21
Branch on Switch Open order (GBSO) 5-50
address word variable 5-50
code values 5-50
format 5-50
tip switch indicator 3-24
Branch Page order (GBPAG E) 5-56
code values 5-56
display program terminat ion 3-10
format 5-56
GBAPL order 5-62
GPOP order 5-66
GPOPNO P order 5-65
memory managem ent 4-1
variables
address (data word 2) 5-57
page number (data word I) 5-56
Branch Uncondi tional order (GB) 5-55
address word variable 5-55
code values 5-55
format 5-55
Bus Out Check sense bit (byte 0, bit 2) C-3
graphics channel controlle r parity check 4-2
initial selection 4- l
Busy status bit (bit 3) c..:1
control unit end 4-1
Select Write Memory Area comman d 4-9
Selective Reset 4-26
status initial selection 4-26
System Reset 4-25

c
Cancel key 3-14
display program terminat ion 3-11
interrupt ion from keyboard s 3-11
Read Manual Input comman d 4-4
status interrupt condition s 4-28
CAR (see cursor address register)
CDP (see current draw position)
channel comman d (see comman ds)
Channel End status bit (bit 4) C-2
graphics channel controlle r parity check 4-2
No-Oper ation comman d 4-3
Read Manual Input comman d 4-3
Read Memory Area comman d 4-5
Select Read Memory Area comman d 4-7
Select Write Memory Area comman d 4-9
Sense ID comman d 4-11
Set Mode comman d 4-11
status
ending condition s 4-27
initial selection 4-26
Write Structure d comman d 4-13
channel operation s, RS232C attachme nt 6-2
characte r attributes , 3270 feature D-19
characte r codes, 3270 feature
graphic escape D-6
invalid D-7
undefine d D-6
characte r drawing orders
graphics system base 5-23
summary descripti on 3-3 3
3250-com patible A-13
characte r inline spacing attribute register (registers
29 and 30) 5-43
GDCHA R order 5-25
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character mode data fields 3-12
character mode orders (TCF) 5-88
character mode sense bit (byte 1, bit 2) C-4
character path and character box orientation attribute
register (register 17) 5-39
GDCHAR order 5-26
character set identifier attribute register (register 18) 5-40
GDCHAR order 5 -26
circle drawing order 5-27
summary description 3-37
Color Table (CT) (see also default Color Table) 3-9
description 3-8
format 3-8
frame buff er 3-8
modes 3-8
structure 3-9
tracking symbol
contrast 3-18
destructive 3-17
nondestructive 3-18
Command Reject sense bit (byte 0, bit O) C-3
Read Memory Area command 4-5
Select Read Memory Area command 4-8
Select Write Memory Area command 4-9
Set Mode command 4-11
Write Memory Area command 4-12
commands
graphics system base
No-Operation 4-3
Read Manual Input 4-3
Select Read Memory Area 4-6
Select Write Memory Area 4-9
Sense 4-10
Sense ID 4-11
Set Mode 4-11
Write Memory Area 4-11
Write Structured 4-12
summary table 4-3
3250-compatible
Insert Cursor A-8
No-Operation A-6
Read Buffer A-2
Read Cursor A-5
Read Manual Input A-3
Read X-Y Position Register A-5
Remove Cursor A-8
Sense A-9
Set Audible Alarm A-7
Set Buff er Address Register and Start A-6
Set Buffer Address Register and Stop A-7
Set LPFK Indicators A-8
Write Buffer A-2
Compare Data order (GCOMP) 5-71
code values 5-71
condition code settings 5-72
format 5-71
variables
address word 5-71
data word 5-71
communication link support, 3270 feature D-4
attachment to SNA network D-4
SNA relationships D-4
condition code register 3-7
settings 3-7
Start Display Program structured field 4-18
configuration data order 5-83
summary description 3-33
control command operation, RS232C transmission control
control registers, RS232C attachment 6-5

Control Unit End status bit (bit 2) C-1
status
initial selection 4-26
interrupt conditions 4-28
System Reset 4-25
controller (see graphics channel controller)
coordinates
addressing 3-27
pick control 3-19
programmable character set descriptor record
system specification 3-27
table of formats 3-30
tablet 3-15
virtual image space 3-27
Cosine order ( GCOS) 5-100
code values 5-100
format 5-100
variables
address word 5-100
data word 5-101
CT (see Color Table)
current draw position (CDP)
display program termination 3-11
X-Y-Z position registers 3-6
current position orders A-22
cursor address register (CAR) 3-5
description 3-5
operation 3-5
Cursor Left key 3-13
Cursor Right key 3-13
customer setup 1-13

3-34

D

Data Check sense bit (byte 0, bit 4) C-3
data move orders 5-7 5
summary description 3-31
data stream support, 3270 feature
compatibility with 3270 D-3
elements D-2, D-16
attention identifiers (A.IDs) D-3
orders D-3
structured fields D-3
inbound D-23
outbound D-19
default Color Table (see also Color Table)
description 3-8
modes 3-8
values 3-8
Defer Response to Detects order (GDRD) A-23
code values A-23
Define Memory Area structured field 4-14
definition of use 2-4
description 4-14
format 4-14
operation 4-15
parameters 4-15
Select Read Memory Area command 4-8
Select Write Memory Area command 4-9
Delete Memory Area structured field 4-17
definition of use 2-4
description 4-17
format 4-17
operation 4-17
parameters 4-17
detectable fields and designator characters, 3270
feature A-7
6-9

Index
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Device End status bit (bit 5) C-2
graphics channel controller parity check 4-2
No-Opera tion command 4-3
Read Manual Input command 4-3
Read Memory Area command 4-5
Select Read Memory Area command 4-7
Select Write Memory Area command 4-9
Sense ID command 4-11
Set Mode command 4-11
status
ending conditions 4-27
initial selection 4-26
interrupt conditions 4-28
Write Memory Area command 4-12
Write Structured command 4-13
Device Working Timeout sense bit (byte 4, bit 1) C-5
Select Read Memory Area command 4-8
Select Write Memory Area command 4-9
Write Memory Area command 4-12
dials feature 1-8, 3-19
definition 3-19
descriptio n 3-19
Disable Pick Detects order (GDPD) A-23
code values A-23
diskette 1-5
display, 5081 1-3
display processor 1-5
display program 1-10
descriptio n 3-3
initiation 3-10
interrupti on from keyboards 3-11
terminatio n 3-10
Display Program Loop sense bit (byte 4, bit 3) C-5
display program processor registers 3-4
attribute registers 3-5
Color Table 3-8
condition code register 3-7
cursor address register 3-5
display storage address register 3-4
regenerati on address register 3-5
stack registers 3-5
X-Y-Z position registers 3-6
Display Program Running sense bit (byte 0, bit 6) C-3
display screen, 3270 feature D-12
display storage
graphics channel controller 4-2
graphics processor 3-1
page numbering 3-2, 4-18, 4-21
display storage address register (DSAR) 3-4
descriptio n 3-4
operation 3-4
Set Display Storage Address Register structured
field 4-18
Start Display Program structured field 4-18
Stop Display Program structured field 4-19
Write Memory Area command 4-12
Divide Data order (GDIV) 5-70
code values 5-70
condition code settings 5-71
format 5-70
variables
address word 5-70
data word 5-70
Draw Character order (GDCHAR ) 5-24
alphanum eric keyboard input 3-12
Backspace key 3-13
code values 5-24
cursor address register 3-5
format 5-24
interrupti on from keyboards 3-11

X-4

mode control variable 5-24
Transform ation and Clipping Feature 3-43
Draw Circle order (GDCIR) 5-27
code values 5-28
condition code settings 5-28
display program terminatio n 3-11
format 5-27
GBGAF order 5-80
tracking symbol update 3-17
variables
data word 5-28
MC extension word 5-28
Draw Line Absolute 2D 12 Bits order (GDLA2) 5-19
code values 5-19
format 5-19
Draw Line Absolute 3D 16 Bits order (GDLA3L ) 5-22
code values 5-22
format 5-22
GSDEVI order 5-46
variables
data words 5-23
mode control 5-23
Draw Line Relative ID 12 Bits order (GDLRl) 5-19
code values 5-20
format 5-19
Draw Line Relative 2D 12 Bits order (GDLR2) 5-20
code values 5-20
format 5-20
Draw Line Relative 3D 12 Bits order (GDLR3) 5-21
code values 5-22
format 5-21
Draw Marker Absolute 2D 12 Bits order (GDMA2) 5-18
code values 5-18
format 5-18
Draw Marker Relative 2D 12 Bits order (GDMR2) 5-20
code values 5-20
format 5-20
Draw Marker Relative 3D 12 Bits order (GDMR3) 5-21
code values 5-21
format 5-21
Draw Pixel Array order (GDPXL) 5-14
code values 5-15
condition code settings 5-17
data word variables 5-15
display program terminatio n 3-10
format 5-14
tracking symbol update 3-17
Draw Symbol order (GSYMB) A-17
code values A-17
MC extension word variables A-17
pick control 3-19
pick indicator 3-21
tablet user control mode 3-16
tracking symbol update 3-17
DSAR (see display storage address register)
E

Enable No-Switch Detects order (GENSD) A-24
code values A-24
Enable Switch Detects order (GESD) A-23
code values A-23
End Area Fill order (GEAF) 5-81
code values 5-81
condition code settings 5-81
format 5-81
GBGAF order 5-80
tracking symbol update 3-17
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End Order Processing order (GEOP) 5-12
code values 5-12
display program termination 3-10
format 5-12
Start Display Program structured field 4-18
status interrupt conditions 4-28
End Order Processing sense bit (byte 1, bit 1) C-4
GEOP order 5-13
End Segment order (GESEG) 5-30
code values 5-30
condition code settings 5-31
format 5-30
English (UK) graphics mode 1/0 interface code E-5
English (UK) 3270 graphics mode I/O interface code E-6
English (US) graphics mode I/O interface code E-3
English (US) 3270 graphics mode 1/0 interface code E-4
Enter Character Mode order (GECM) A-13
Backspace key 3-13
character modes
normal A-16
relative A-16
code values A-13
Cursor Left key 3-13
Cursor Right key 3-13
mode control variables
character size A-13
protection A-13
rotation A-13
suborders A-14
Enter Graphic Mode Incremental Point order ( GEPI2) A-19
code values A-19
X-Y variables A-19
Enter Graphic Mode Incremental Vector order (GEVI2) A-19
code values A-19
X-Yvariables A-19
ENTER key
display program termination 3-10
interruption from keyboards 3-11
manual input register 3-14
Read Manual Input command 4-3
status interrupt conditions 4-28
Equipment Check sense bit (byte 0, bit 3) C-3

F
field attributes, 3270 feature D-16
field validation tests, 3270 feature D-45
mandatory enter D-47
mandatory fill D-47
trigger D-48
fields, structured (see structured fields)
4-Byte No-Operation order (GNOP4) 5-79
code values 5-79
format 5-79
frame buffer
nonswitch mode 3-19
switching 3-3
frame buffer bit planes erase protect (GBGOP function)
frame control orders 5-6
summary description 3-31
French graphics mode 1/0 interface code E-11
French 3270 mode I/O interface code E-12
G

L)

GADD (see Add Data order) 5-67
GB (see Branch Unconditional order) 5-55
GBAPL (see Branch after Push Link order) 5-62
GBAPLS (see Branch after Push Link Short order)
GBC (see Branch on Condition order) 5-53

5-9

GBCNT (see Branch on Count order) 5-54
GBDD (see Branch on Deferred Detect order) 5-51
GBGAF (see Begin Area Fill order) 5-80
GBGIOP (see Begin I/O Processing order) 6-6
GBGOP (see Begin Order Processing order) 5-7
GBGSEG (see Begin Segment order) 5-30
GBND (see Branch on No-Detect order) 5-52
GBPAGE (see Branch Page order) 5-56
GBSO (see Branch on Switch Open order) 5-50
GCOMP (see Compare Data order) 5-71
GCOS (see Cosine order) 5-96
GDCHAR (see Draw Character order) 5-24
GDCIR (see Draw Circle order) 5-27
GDIV (see Divide Data order) 5-70
GDLA2 (see Draw Line Absolute 2D 12 Bits order) 5-19
GDLA3L (see Draw Line Absolute 3D 16 Bits order) 5-22
GDLRl (see Draw Line Relative lD 12 Bits order) 5-19
GDLR2 (see Draw Line Relative 2D 12 Bits order) 5-20
GDLR3 (see Draw Line Relative 3D 12 Bits order) 5-21
GDMA2 (see Draw Marker Absolute 2D 12 Bits order) 5-18
GDMR2 (see Draw Marker Relative 2D 12 Bits order) 5-20
GDMR3 (see Draw Marker Relative 3D 12 Bits order) 5-21
GDPD (see Disable Pick Detects order) A-23
GDPXL (see Draw Pixel Array order) 5-14
GDRD (see Defer Response to Detects order) A-23
GEAF (see End Area Fill order) 5-81
GECF(B) (Enter Character Mode Basic; GECM order) A-14
GECF(BR) (Enter Character Mode Basic Rotated; GECM
order) A-14
GECF(L) (Enter Character Mode Large; GECM order) A-14
GECF(LR) (Enter Character Mode Large Rotated; GECM
order) A-14
GECF(M) (Enter Character Mode Medium; GECM
order) A-14
GECF(MR) (Enter Character Mode Medium Rotated; GECM
order) A-14
GECF(S) (Enter Character Mode Small; GECM order) A-14
GECF(SR) (Enter Character Mode Small Rotated; GECM
order) A-14
GECM (see Character Mode order) A-13
GECP(B) (Enter Character Mode Basic Protected; GECM
order) A-14
GECP(BR) (Enter Character Mode Basic Protected Rotated;
GECM order) A-14
GECP(L) (Enter Character Mode Large Prot~cted; GECM
order) A-14
GECP(LR) (Enter Character Mode Large Protected Rotated;
GECM order) A-14
GECP(M) (Enter Character Mode Medium Protected; GECM
order) A-14
GECP(MR) (Enter Character Mode Medium Protected Rotated;
GECM order) A-14
GECP(S) (Enter Character Mode Small Protected; GECM
order) A-14
GECP(SR) (Enter Character Mode Small Protected Rotated;
GECM order) A-14
GENSD (see Enable No-Switch Detect order) A-24
GEOP (see End Order Processing order) 5-12
GEOS (End Order Sequence order) (see End Order Processing
order) 5-12
GEPI2 (see Enter Graphic Mode Incremental Point
order) A-19
GEPM (Enter Graphic Mode Absolute Point order) (see Draw
Marker Absolute 2D 12 Bits order) 5-18
German graphics mode I/ 0 interface code E-10
German 3270mode1/0 interface code E-10
GESD (see Enable Switch Detects order) A-23
GESEG (see End Segment order) 5-30
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GEVI2 (see Enter Graphic Mode Increme ntal Vector
order) A-19
GEVM (Enter Graphic Mode Absolut e Vector order) (see Draw
Line Absolut e 2D 12 Bits order) 5-19
GIO (Input/O utput Control order) (see Begin 1/0 Processi ng
order) 6-6
GLAR (see Load Attribut e Register order - 3250) A-20
GLATR (see Load Attribut e Register order) 5-34
GLCB (see Load Clipping Bounda ries order) 5-92
GLCT (see Load Color Table order) 5-31
GLPAT (see Load Pattern order) 5-81
GLSR (see Load Stack Register order) 5-59
GLTM (see Load Transfo rmation Matrix order) 5-89
GLVB (see Load Viewpo rt Bounda ries order) 5-96
GLVPT (see Load Viewpo int order) 5-94
GMUL (see Multiply Data order) 5-98
GMVA (see Move Address order) 5-75
GMVBL K (see Move Data Block order) 5-77
GMVD (Move Data order) (see Move Word order) 5-76
GMVW (see Move Word order) 5-76
GNOP2 (see 2-Byte No-Ope ration order) 5-79
GNOP4 (see 4-Byte No-Ope ration order) 5-79
GPATR (see Push Attribut e Register order) 5-64
GPCB (see Push Clipping Bounda ries order) 5-102
GPCDP (see Push Current Draw Position order) 5-64
GPDI (see Permit Detect Interrup t order) A-24
GPOP (see Pop Stack order) 5-66
GPOPN OP (see Pop Stack and No-Ope ration order) 5-65
GPSMC (see Push Stack Marker Code order) 5-65
GPTM (see Push Transfo rmation Matrix order) 5-101
GPVB (see Push Viewpo rt Bounda ries order) 5-103
GPVPT (see Push Viewpo int order) 5-102
graphic order function s (see order function s) 3-31
graphic order types (see order types)
graphic orders (see orders)
graphics channel controll er 1-6
graphics display 1-9
graphics mode, X-Y-Z position registers 3-6
graphics processo r 1-3
audible alarm 1-6
attachm ent processo r 1-5
base display program orders 1-10
diskette 1-5
display processo r 1-5
display program 3-1, 3-3
display storage
page number ing 3-2
RS232C attachm ent 3-1
5081 display 3-1
frame buffer
bit planes 3-2
GBGOP order 3-2
serial interfac e processo r 1-5
system memory 1-5
3258 attachm ent function limitatio ns
area fill 3-47
loadable blink patterns 3-47
loadable line patterns 3-47
multiple display storage pages 3-47
program mable characte r sets 3-47
sense data 3-47
graphics system worksta tion 1-1
GSAR (see Load Attribut e Register order - 3250) A-21
GSATR (see Store Attribut e Register order) 5-43
GSBL (see Set Intensit y order) A-24
GSBL(B ) (Set Blank Intensit y Level; GSBL suborde r) A-24
GSBL(H ) (Set High Intensit y Level; GSBL suborde r) A-24
GSBL(L ) (Set Low Intensit y Level; GSBL suborde r) A-24

X-6

GSBL(M ) (Set Medium Intensit y Level; GSBL
suborde r) A-24
GSCB (see Store Clipping Bounda ries order) 5-94
GSCON F (see Store Configu ration Data order) 5-83
GSDEV I (see Store Device Input order) 5-45
GSDEV I sense bit (byte 1, bit 6) C-4
GSHIFT (see Shift Data order) 5-72
GSIN (see Sine order) 5-99
GSPOS (Store X-Y Position order) (see Store Device Input
order) 5-45
GSRT (see Start Regener ation Timer order) A-12
GSSR (see Store Stack Register order) 5-61
GSTM (see Store Transfo rmation Matrix order) 5-92
GSUB.(s ee Subtrac t Data order) 5-68
GSVB (see Store Viewpo int Bounda ries order) 5-97
GSVPT (see Store Viewpo int order) 5-95
GSXY (see Store X-Y Position Register s order) A-22
GSYMB (see Draw Symbol order) A-17
GTDD (Transf er on Deferre d Detect order) (see Branch on
Deferre d Detect order) 5-51
GTM (see Test under Mask order) 5-74
GTND (Transf er on No-Dete ct order) (see Branch on
No-Dete ct order) 5-52
GTOC (Transfe r on Conditi on order) (see Branch on
Conditi on order) 5-53
GTRCT (Transf er on Count order) (see Branch on
Count order) 5-54
GTRU (Transf er Uncond itional order) (see Branch
Uncond itional order) 5-55
GTSO (Transf er on Switch Open order) (see Branch on
Switch Open order) 5-50
GWAIT (see Wait on Timer order) 6-14
H

Halt Device instruct ion
graphics system base
descript ion 4-25
operatio n 4-25
3250-co mpatible A-10
Halt 1/0 instruct ion
graphics system base
descript ion 4-25
operatio n 4-25
status
initial selectio n 4-26
interrup t conditio ns 4-28
3250-co mpatible A-10
Hardwa re Error sense bit (byte 1, bit 4) C-4
Read Memory Area comman d 4-5
Select Read Memory Area comman d 4-8
Write Memory Area comman d 4-12
highligh ting colorI graysha de attribute register
(register 25) 5-42
mode switch indicato r and normal highligh ting and
visibility states attribute register 5-38
highligh ting frame buffer mask attribut e register
(registe r 27) 5-42
GDPXL order 5-16
mode switch indicato r and normal highligh ting and
visibility states attribute register 5-38
host interfac e 2-1
host softwar e support
applicat ion 1-11
program ming 1-11
system 1-11
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inbound data streams, 3270 feature D-23
query replies operation D-25
read operations D-23
incremental graphics mode orders A-18
input/output control block (IOCB) format, RS232C
transmission control 6-7
input/ output devices
alphanumeric keyboard 1-6
APL keyboard 1-7
dials feature 1-8
lighted program function keyboard 1-7
tablet 1-7
input/ output operation 3-12
input/ output interface codes
graphics mode
English (UK) E-5
English (US) E-3
French E-11
German E-9
Italian E-13
Katakana E-15
Swedish E-7
3270 mode
English (UK) E-6
English (US) E-4
French E-12
German E-10
Italian E-14
Katakana E-16
Swedish E-8
3270 APL mode E-17
Insert Cursor command A-8
cursor address register 3-5
Set Display Storage Address Register structured
field 4-18
status
ending conditions 4-27
initial selection 4-26
instructions
grap hies system base
Halt Device 4-25
Halt 1/0 4-25
Selective Reset 4-26
System Reset 4-25
Test 1/0 4-25
3250-compatible
Halt Device A-10
Halt 1/0 A-10
Selective Reset A-11
System Reset A-10
Test 1/0 A-10
interface codes, 5080 Graphics System E-1
Intervention Required sense bit (byte 0, bit 1) C-3
Invalid Memory Area address sense bit (byte 4, bit 6)
Select Read Memory Area command 4-6
Select Write Memory Area command 4-9
Invalid Page Sense bit (byte 4, bit 2) C-5
Italian graphics mode I/O interface code E-13
Italian 3270 mode I/0 interface code E-14

Katakana graphics mode I/O interface code E-15
Katakana 3270 mode I/O interface code E-16
keyboard controls, 3270 feature D-8
keyboard enable/disable (GBGOP function) 5-9

J
Jump Screen key, mode switching
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C-6

lighted program function keyboard (LPFK) 1-7, 3-14
display program termination 3-10
indicator structured fields 4-19
interruption from keyboards 3-11
manual input register 3-14
Read Manual Input command 4-4
status interrupt conditions 4-28
line type attribute register (register 2) 5-37
Load Attribute Register order (GLAR) A-20
code values A-20
data word variables A-20
pick control 3-19
Load Attribute Register order (GLATR) 5-34
attribute registers
blinking pattern identifier (register 0) 5-36
character inline spacing (registers 29 and 30) 5-43
character path and box orientation (register 17) 5-39
character set identifier (register 18) 5-40
highlighting color I grayshade (register 25) 5-42
highlighting frame buffer mask (register 27) 5-42
line type (register 2) 5-37
marker character code (register 1) 5-36
marker character set identifier (register 20) 5-42
mode switch indicator and normal highlighting and
visibility states (register 10) 5-38
normal color/grayshade (register 3) 5-37
normal frame buffer mask (register 5) 5-37
PI,SDI,PBI and TSI (register 13) 5-39
pick modes (register 14) 5-39
reserved (registers 4, 6-9, 15-16, 21-24, 26, 28, 31) 5-37,
5-39, 5-43
segment name (registers 11 and 12) 5-38
Transformation and Clipping Feature modes
(register 19) 5-41
code values 5-34
condition code settings 5-43
data word variables 5-34
format 5-34
GPATR order 5-64
GSATR order 5-44
mode switching 3-1
modes
pick detect 5-39
pick interrupt 5-39
TCP clipping 5-42
TCP mapping 5-41
TCP perspective 5-41
TCP 3D 5-42
TCP transformation 5-42
permit branch indicator 3-22
pick control 3-19
pick indicator 3-21
single detect indicator 3-22
tip switch indicator 3-23

3-46
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Load Blinking Patterns structured field 4-22
definition of use 2-4
descriptio n 4-22
format 4-22
GLATR order 5-36
operation 4-22
parameter s 4-22
Load Clipping Boundarie s order (GLCB) 5-92
code values 5-93
data word variables 5-93
format 5-92
GPCB order 5-102
TCP mapping mode 3-43
Load Color Table order (GLCT) 5-31
code values 5-32
color display variables 5-33
format 5-31
monochro me display variables 5-33
tracking symbol
nondestru ctive 3-18
upd?.te 3-17
Load Line Patterns structured field 4-23
definition of use 2-4
descriptio n 4-23
format 4-23
line type attribute register 5-37
operation 4-23
parameter s 4-23
Load Pattern order (GLPAT) 5-81
code values 5-81
format 5-81
Load Stack Register order (GLSR) 5-59
code values 5-59
data word variables 5-59
format 5-59
GPOP order 5-66
stack registers
stack current pointer (registers 4 and 5) 5-60
stack initial pointer (registers 2 and 3) 5-60
stack limit pointer (registers 6 and 7) 5-60
stack location page number (registers 0 and 1) 5-60
Load Transform ation Matrix order (GLTM) 5-89
code values 5-89
format 5-89
GPTM order 5-101
variables
mask word 5-91
matrix element 5-91
MC extension word 5-89
Load Viewpoint order (GLVPT) 5-94
code values 5-94
data word variables 5-95
format 5-94
GPVPT order 5-103
Load Viewport Boundarie s order (GLVB) 5-96
code values 5-96
data word variables 5-96
format 5-96
GPVB order 5-103
TCP mapping mode 3-43
LPFK (see lighted program function keyboard)

M
manual input register 3-14, 5-10
marker character code attribute register (register 1)
marker character set identifier attribute register
(register 20) 5-42
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5-36

mask bits, display program 3-3
MC (see mode control byte)
memory
areas 4-5
graphics channel controller parity checks 4-2
managem ent 4-1
RS232C attachmen t 4-2
memory area control table (MACT) 2-11
analysis of 2-9
Define Memory Area structured field 4-15
Delete Memory Area structured field 4-17
programm able character set descriptor record 3-34
Rename Memory Area structured field 4-16
RS232C Attachme nt memory managem ent 4-2
Select Read Memory area command 4-7
Select Write Memory area command 4-9
Write Memory Area command 4-11
memory areas
algorithm 2-8
descriptor s 2-12
functions 2-6
system-de fined 2-7
user-defin ed 2-7
Memory Error sense bit (byte 5, bit 0) C-6
Read Memory Area command 4-5
Select Read Memory Area command 4-7
status interrupt conditions 4-28
Write Memory Area command 4-12
migration / conversio n
3250 compatibi lity 1-12
3258 compatibi lity 1-12
3270 feature 1-12
mode control byte 5-3
mode-setti ng orders 5-17
mode switch indicator and normal highlightin g and visibility
states attribute register (register 10) 5-38
highlightin g color/gray shade attribute register 5-42
highlightin g frame buffer mask attribute register 5-42
mode switching 1-13
graphics mode 3-45
setup mode 3-45
3270 mode 3-45
Move Address order (GMVA) 5-75
code values 5-77
format 5-75
variables
address word 5-77
data word 5-77
Move Data Block order (GMVBLK ) 5-77
code values 5-78
display program terminatio n 3-10
format 5-77
tracking symbol update 3-17
Move Word order (GMVW) 5-76
code values 5-77
format 5-76
variables
address word 5-77
data word 5-77
Multiply Data order (GMUL) 5-98
code values 5-98
condition code settings 5-99
format 5-98
variables
address word 5-98
data word 5-98

N

new-line code 3-12
programmable character set descriptor record 3-34
nonswitch frame buffer mode 3-3
No-Operation command
graphics system base
definition of use 2-3
description 4-3
sense 4-29
status initial selection 4-26
3250-compatible A-6
no-operation orders 5-79
normal color/grayshade attribute register (register 3) 5-37
highlighting color/ grayshade attribute register 5-42
mode switch indicator and normal highlighting and
visibility states attribute register 5-38
normal frame buffer mask attribute register (register 5) 5-37
highlighting frame buffer mask attribute register 5-42
mode switch indicator and normal highlighting and
visibility states attribute register 5-38
number representation, TCP B-1
display storage coordinates B-1
pretransformation space coordinates B-1
transformation coordinates B-2
transformation matrix elements B-1
0
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operator interfaces, 3270 feature D-1
display screen D-1
keyboards D-1
order addressing
absolute versus relative 3-31
immediate data versus indirect data 3-31
set mode byte 3-3 J
order classification 5-3
order format 5-1
order functions 3-31
order sequencing 5-5
order summary 5-4
order types
graphics system base
absolute mode-setting 5-18
area fill 5-80
arithmetic 5-67
attribute control 5-31
branch control 5-53
character drawing 5-23
circle drawing 5-27
configuration data 5-83
data move 5-7 5
frame control 5-6
mode setting 5-1 7
no-operation 5-79
output primitive 5-13
pick control 5-50
pixel 5-14
positional device control 5-45
relative mode setting 5-19
segment orders 5-29
16-bit absolute draw or move 5-22
stack control 5-57
RS232C attachment
port control 6-4
transmission control 6-6
Transformation and Clipping Feature
advanced arithmetic 5-97

character mode 5-88
stack control 5-101
transformation and viewing 5-88
3250-compatible
attribute control A-20
character drawing A-13
current position A-22
incremental graphic mode A-18
pick control A-22
symbol drawing A-17
3250-RPQ-compatible A-24
orders
graphics system base
GADD (see Add Data order) 5-67
GB (see Branch Unconditional order) 5-55
GBAPL (see Branch after Push Link order) 5-62
GBAPLS (see Branch after Push Link Short order) 5-63
GBC (see Branch on Condition order) 5-53
GBCNT (see Branch on Count order) 5-54
GBDD (see Branch on Deferred Detect order) 5-51
GBGAF (see Begin Area Fill order) 5-80
GBGOP (see Begin Order Processing order) 5-7
GBGSEG (see Begin Segment order) 5-30
GBND (see Branch on No-Detect order) 5-52
GBPAGE (see Branch Page order) 5-56
GBSO (see Branch on Switch Open order) 5-50
GCOMP (see Compare Data order) 5-71
GDCHAR (see Draw Character order) 5-24
GDCIR (see Draw Circle order) 5-27
GDIV (see Divide Data order) 5-70
GDLA2 (see Draw Line Absolute 2D 12 Bits order) 5-19
GDLA3L (see Draw Line Absolute 3D 16 Bits order) 5-22
GDLRl (see Draw Line Relative lD 12 Bits order) 5-19
GDLR2 (see Draw Line Relative 2D 12 Bits order) 5-20
GDLR3 (see Draw Line Relative 3D 12 Bits order) 5-21
GDMA2 (see Draw Marker Absolute 2D 12 Bits
order) 5-18
GDMR2 (see Draw Marker Relative 2D 12 Bits
order) 5-20
GDMR3 (see Draw Marker Relative 3D 12 Bits
order) 5-21
GDPXL (see Draw Pixel Array order) 5-14
GEAF (see End Area Fill order) 5-81
GEOP (see End Order Processing order) 5-12
GESEG (see End Segment order) 5-30
GLATR (see Load Attribute Register order) 5-34
GLCT (see Load Color Table order) 5-31
GLPAT (see Load Pattern order) 5-81
GLSR (see Load Stack Register order) 5-59
GMVA (see Move Address order) 5-75
GMVBLK (see Move Data Block order) 5-77
G MVW (see Move Word order) 5-7 6
GNOP2 (see 2-Byte No-Operation order) 5-79
GNOP4 (see 4-Byte No-Operation order) 5-79
GPATR (see Push Attribute Register order) 5-64
GPCDP (see Push Current Draw Position order) 5-64
GPOP (see Pop Stack order) 5-66
GPOPNOP (see Pop Stack and No-Operation order) 5-65
GPSMC (see Push Stack Marker Code order) 5-65
GSATR (see Store Attribute Register order) 5-43
GSCONF (see Store Configuration Data order) 5-83
GSDEVI (see Store Device Input order) 5-45
GSHIFT (see Shift Data order) 5-72
GSSR (see Store Stack Register order) 5-61
GSUB (see Subtract Data order) 5-68
GTM (see Test under Mask order) 5-7 4
RS232C attachment
GBGIOP (see Begin 1/0 Processing order) 6-6
GWAIT (see Wait on Timer order) 6-14
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Transform ation and Clipping Feature
GCOS (see Cosine order) 5-100
GLCB (see Load Clipping Boundarie s order) 5-92
GLTM (see Load Transform ation Matrix order) 5-89
GLVB (see Load Viewport Boundarie s order) 5-96
GL VPT (see Load Viewpoint order) 5-94
GMUL (see Multiply Data orde:r) 5-98
GPCB (see Push Clipping Boundarie s order) 5-102
GPTM (see Push Transform ation Matrix order) 5-101
GPVB (see Push Viewport Boundarie s order) 5-103
GPVPT (see Push Viewpoint order) 5-102
GSCB (see Store Clipping Boundarie s order) 5-94
GSIN (see Sine order) 5-99
GSTM (see Store Transform ation Matrix order) 5-92
GSVB (see Store Viewport Boundarie s order) 5-97
GSVPT (see Viewpoint order) 5-95
3250-comp atible
GDPD (see Disable Pick Detects order) A-23
GDRD (see Defe.r Response to Detects order) A-23
GECM (see Enter Character Mode order) A-13
GENSD (see Enable No-Switch Detects order) A-24
GEOS (End Order Sequence order) (see End Order
Processing order) 5-12
GEPI2 (see Enter Graphic Mode Increment al Point
order) A-19
GEPM (Enter Graphic Mode Absolute Point order) (see
Draw Marker Absolute 2D 12 Bits order) 5-19
GESD (see Enable Switch Detects order) A-23
GEVI2 (see Enter Graphic Mode Increment al Vector
order) A-19
GEVM (Enter Graphic Mode Absolute Vector order) (see
Draw Line Absolute 2D 12 Bits order) 5-19
GIO (Input/Ou tput Control order) (see Begin I/0
Processing order) 6-6
GLAR (see Load Attribute Register order - 3250) A-20
GMVD (Move Data order) (see Move Word order) 5-76
GPDI (see Permit Detect Interrupt order) A-24
GSAR (see Store Attribute Register order - 3250) A-21
GSBL (see Set Intensity order) A-24
GSPOS (Store X-Y Position order) (see Store Device
Input order) 5-45
GSRT (see Start Regenerat ion Timer order) A-12
GSXY (see Store X-Y Position Registers order) A-22
GSYMB (see Draw Symbol order) A-17
GTDD (Transfer on Deferred Detect order) (see Branch
on Deferred Detect order) 5-51
GTND (Transfer on No-Detect order) (see Branch on
No-Detect order) 5-52
GTOC (Transfer on Condition o:rder) (see Branch on
Condition order) 5-53
GTRCT (Transfer on Count order) (see Branch on
Count order) 5-54
GTRU (Transfer Unconditi onal order) (see Branch
Unconditi onal order) 5-55
GTSO (Transfer on Switch Open order) (see Branch on
Switch Open order) 5-50
outbound data streams, 3270 feature D-19
buffer control orders D-20
structured field functions D-21
write control character D-20
write-type command s D-19
output primitive orders 5-13
Overrun sense bit (byte 0, bit 5) C-3
p

Page Number LSB sense byte (byte 7) C-6
Page Number MSB sense byte (byte 6) C-6
partitions , 3270 feature D-4
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PBI (see permit branch indicator)
PCS (see programm able character set)
permit branch indicator (PBI)
descriptio n 3-22
GBDD order 5-51
GBND order 5-52
interactio n with pick indicator 3-24
operation 3-22
Permit Detect Interrupt order (GPDI) A-24
code values A-24
display program terminatio n 3-10
PI,SDI,PB I and TSI attribute register (register 13) 5-39
GBSO order 5-50
pick indicator 3-21
single detect indicator 3-22
tip switch indicator 3-23
PI (see pick indicator)
pick control 3-19
display program terminatio n 3-10
modes and indicators 3-20
orders
graphics system base 5-50
summary descriptio n 3-32
3250-com patible A-22
tablet interaction s 3-19
pick detect mode 3-20
disabled 3-20
nonswitch enabled 3-20
switch enabled 3-20
Pick Detect sense bit (byte 1, bit O) C-4
pick detection 3-20
indicators
permit branch indicator (PBI) 3-22
pick indicator (PI) 3-21
single detect indicator (SDI) 3-22
tip switch indicator (TSI) 3-23
modes
pick detect 3-20
pick interrupt 3-20
X-Y-Z position registers 3-6
pick indicator (Pl)
descriptio n 3-21
display program determina tion 3-10
GBDD order 5-51
GBGOP order 5-9
GBGSEG 5-30
GBND order 5-52
GDCIR order 5-28
GDPXL order 5-16
GEAF order 5-81
GESEG order 5-30
GLATR order 5-34
operation 3-21
pick interrupt mode 3-20
deferred 3-20
immediate 3-20
permit branch indicator 3-22
pick indicator 3-21
single detect indicator 3-22
tip switch indicator 3-23
pick modes attribute register (register 14) 5-39
pixel order 5-14
Pop Stack order (GPOP) 5-66
code values 5-66
format 5-66
Pop Stack and No-Opera tion order (GPOPNO P) 5-65
code values 5-66
format 5-65
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port condition codes, RS232C 6-5
port control orders, RS232C 6-4
Positional Control Device order 5-45
summary description 3-32
program check codes, 3270 feature D-42
Program Error sense bit (byte 1, bit 7) C-4
Define Memory Area structured field 4-15
Select Write Memory Area command 4-9
Write Memory Area command 4-12
Write Structured command 4-13
program function keys
manual input register 3-14
Read Manual Input command 4-5
single detect indicator 3-22
status interrupt conditions 4-28
programmable character set (PCS) 3-33
chaining 3-36
coordinate system specification 3-27
Define Memory Area structured field 4-15
descriptor record
definition 3-34
format 3-34
loading 3-36
Rename Memory Area structured field 4-17
Transformation and Clipping Feature 3-43
programming software support 1-11
Push Attribute Register order (GPATR) 5-64
code values 5-64
format 5-64
Push Clipping Boundaries order (GPCB) 5-102
code values 5-102
format 5-102
Push Current Draw Position order (GPCDP) 5-64
code values 5-65
format 5-64
Push Stack Marker Code order (GPSMC) 5-65
code values 5-65
format 5-65
Push Transformation Matrix order (GPTM) 5-101
code values 5-102
format 5-102
Push Viewpoint order (GPVPT) 5-102
code values 5-103
format 5-102
Push Viewport Boundaries order (GPVB) 5-103
code values 5-103
format 5-103
R
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RAR (see regeneration address register)
Read Buffer command A-2
display storage address register 3-4
Set Display Storage Address Register structured field
status ending conditions 4-27
read command operation, RS232C transmission control
Read Cursor command A-5
display storage address register 3-4
status ending conditions 4-27
Read Manual Input command
graphics system base
definition of use 2-3
description 4-3
GBGOP order 5-8, 5-10
manual input register 3-14
operation 4-4
status ending conditions 4-27
3250-compatible A-3

4-18
6-6

Read Memory Area command
definition of use 2-1
description 4-5
display storage address register 3-4
memory area 4-1
operation 4-5
Select Read Memory Area command 4-7
status ending conditions 4-27
Read X-Y Position Register command A-5
status ending conditions 4-27
X-Y-Z position registers 3-6
regeneration address register (RAR)
definition 3-5
operation 3-5
Write Memory Area command 4-12
registers
attribute
blinking pattern identifier (register 0) 5-36
character inline spacing (registers 29 and 30) 5-43
character path and character box orientation
(register 17) 5-39
character set identifier (register 18) 5-40
highlighting color I grayshade (register 25) 5-42
highlighting frame buffer mask (register 27) 5-42
line type (register 2) 5-37
marker character code (register 1) 5-36
marker character set identifier (register 20) 5-42
mode switch indicator and normal highlighting and
visibility states (register 10) 5-38
normal color/grayshade (register 3) 5-37
normal frame buffer mask (register 5) 5-37
Pl,SDl,PBI and TSI (register 13) 5-39
pick modes (register 14) 5-39
reserved (registers 4,6-9,15,16,21-24,26,28,31) 5-37,5-39,
5-41,5-42
segment name (registers 11 and 12) 5-38
Transformation and Clipping Feature (register 19) 5-41
display program processor 3-4
attribute registers 3-5
Color Table 3-8
condition code register 3-7
cursor address register 3-5
display storage address register 3-4
regeneration address register 3-5
stack registers 3-5
X-Y-Z position registers 3-6
stack
stack current pointer (registers 4 and 5) 5-60
stack initial pointer (registers 2 and 3) 5-60
stack limit pointer (registers 6 and 7) 5-60
stack location page number (registers 0 and 1) 5-60
related publications iii
relative mode-setting orders 5-19
reliability, availability and serviceability (RAS) 1-12
Remove Cursor command A-8
cursor address register 3-5
status
ending conditions 4-27
initial selection 4-26
Rename Memory Area structured field 4-16
description 4-16
format 4-16
operation 4-16
parameters 4-16
Select Read Memory Area command 4-8
Select Write Memory Area command 4-9
reserved attribute registers (registers 4,6-9,15,16,21-24,26,
28,31) 5-37 ,5-39,5-41,5-42
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Reset Cursor Address Register structured field
cursor address register 3-6
definition of use 2-4
description 4-22
format 4-22
operation 4-22
RS232C attachment 6-1

4-22

s
SDI (see single detect indicator)
SDLC, 3270 feature
frame address field D-36
idle timeout D-37
operations D-36
support D-35
XID request response D-36
segment name attribute register (registers 11 and 12) 5-38
Segment Name LSB sense byte (byte 9) C-6
Segment Name MSB sense byte (byte 8) C-6
segment orders 5-29
summary description 3-30
Segment Pick sense bit (byte 1, bit 5) C-4
Select Read Memory Area command 4-6
definition of use 2-3
description 4-6
display storage address register 3-4
format 4-6
memory area 4-1
operation 4-6
Read Memory Area command 4-5
status ending conditions 4-27
Select Write Memory Area command 4-9
definition of use 2-3
description 4-9
display storage address register 3-4
memory area 4-1
operation 4-9
programmabl e character set descriptor record 3-34
status ending conditions 4-27
Selective Reset request
graphics channel controller parity check 4-2
graphics system base
description 4-26
operation 4-26
status initial selection 4-26
3250-compatib le A-11
sense bits
Bus Out Check (byte 0, bit 2) C-3
Character Mode (byte 1, bit 2) C-4
Command Reject (byte 0, bit O) C-3
Data Check (byte 0, bit 4) C-3
Device Working Timeout (byte 4, bit 1) C-5
Display Program Loop (byte 4, bit 3) C-5
Display Program Running (byte 0, bit 6) C-3
End Order Processing (byte 1, bit 1) C-4
Equipment Check (byte 0, bit 3) C-3
GSDEVI (byte 1, bit 6) C-4
Hardware Error (byte 1, bit 4) C-4
Intervention Required (byte 0, bit 1) C-3
Invalid Memory Area Address (byte 4, bit 6) C-6
Invalid Page (byte 4, bit 2) C-5
Memory Error (byte 5, bit 0) C-6
Overrun (byte 0, bit 5) C-3
Page Number LSB (byte 7, bits 0-7) C-6
Page Number MSB (byte 6, bits 0-7) C-6
Pick Detect (byte 1, bit O) C-4
Program Error (byte l, bit 7) C-4
Segment Name LSB (byte 9, bits 0-7) C-6
Segment Name MSB (byte 8, bits 0-7) C-6
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Segment Pick (byte 1, bit 5) C-4
Stack Error (byte 4, bit 5) C-6
Stack Limit LSB (byte 13, bits 0-7) C-6
Stack Limit MSB (byte 12, bits 0-7) C-6
Structured Field Error (byte 4, bit 0) C-5
TCF Matrix Element overflow (byte 4, bit 4) C-6
Unit Specify (byte 5, bit 7) C-6
X-Y-Z - X LSB (byte 15, bits 0-7) C-7
X-Y-Z - X MSB (byte 14, bits 0-7) C-7
X-Y-Z - Y LSB (byte 17, bits 0-7) C-7
X-Y-Z - Y MSB (byte 16, bits 0-7) C-7
X-Y-Z - Z LSB (byte 19, bits 0-7) C-7
X-Y-Z - Z MSB (byte 18, bits 0-7) C-7
Sense command
graphics system base
definition of use 2-3
description 4-10
Select Write Memory Area command 4-9
status ending conditions 4-27
Write Structured command 4-13
X-Y-Z position registers 3-6
3250-compatib le A-9
Sense command operation, RS2332 transmission control
Sense ID command 4-11
definition of use 2-3
description 4-11
operation 4-11
sense 4-29
status ending conditions 4-27
serial interface processor 1-5
Set All Indicators structured field 4-20
definition of use 2-4
description 4-20
format 4-20
operation 4-20
Set Audible Alarm command A-8
status
ending conditions 4-27
initial selection 4-26
Set Buffer Address Register and Start command A-6
display program
initiation 3-10
termination 3-10
display storage address register 3-4
GBGOP order 5-9
GLATR order 5-61
GLSR order A-21
GSDEVI order 5-46
'Jlode switching 3-3
permit branch indicator 3-22
pick control 3-19
pick indicator 3-21
regeneration address register 3-5
single detect indicator 3-23
status ending conditions 4-27
tip switch indicator 3-23
Set Buffer Address Register and Stop command A-7
display program termination 3-10
display storage address register 3-4
GBGOP order 5-9
mode switching 3-3
status ending conditions 4-27
Set Cursor Address Register structured field 4-21
cursor address register 3-5
definition of use 2-4
description 4-21
format 4-21
operation 4-21
parameters 4-21
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Set Display Storage Address Register structured field 4-18
definition of use 2-3
description 4-18
display storage address register 3-4
format 4-18
mode switching 3-3
operation 4-18
parameters 4-J 8
Set Intensity order (GBSL) A-24
suborder code values A-24
Set LPFK Indicators command A-8
status ending conditions 4-27
set manual input (GBGOP order function) 5-10
set manual input Cancel key simulation
(GBGOP order function) 5-11
set manual input ENTER key simulation
(GBGOP order function) 5-11
set manual input LPFK key simulation
(GBGOP order function) 5-11
set mode byte 3-31, 5-3
Set Mode command 4-11
definition of use 2-3
description 4-11
memory area 4-1
operation 4-11
status
ending conditions 4-27
interrupt conditions 4-28
Set Selected Indicators Off structured field 4-20
definition of use 2-4
description 4-20
format 4-20
operation 4-20
Set Selected Indicators On structured field 4-20
definition of use 2-4
Setup key, mode switching 3-45
setup options, 3270 feature D-1
Shift Data order (GSHIFT) 5-72
code values 5-72
condition code settings 5-73
format 5-72
variables
address word 5-73
MC extension word 5-72
Sine order ( GSIN) 5-99
code values 5-99
format 5-99
variables
address word 5-99
data word 5-100
single detect indicator (SDI)
description 3-22
interaction with pick indicator 3-24
operation 3-22
16-bit absolute move or draw orders 5-22
SM (see set mode byte)
Sound Alarm structured field 4-19
definition of use 2-4
description 4-19
format 4-19
operation 4-19
stack control orders
graphics system base 5-57
Transformation and Clipping Feature 5-101
stack current pointer stack register (registers 4 and 5) 5-60
GBAPL order 5-62
GPCB order 5-102
GPCDP order 5-64
GPOP order 5-66
GPSMC order 5-65

GPTM order 5-102
GPVB order 5-103
G PVPT order 5-103
Stack Error sense bit (byte 4, bit 5) C-6
stack initial pointer stack register (registers 2 and 3) 5-60
Stack Limit LSB sense byte C-6
Stack Limit MSB sense byte C-6
stack limit pointer stack register (registers 6 and 7) 5-60
GBAPL order 5-63
GPCB order 5-102
GPCDP order 5-65
GPTM order 5-102
GPVB order 5-103
GPVPT order 5-103
stack location and page number stack register
(registers 0 and 1) 5-60
stack registers
stack current pointer (registers 4 and 5) 5-60
stack initial pointer (registers 2 and 3) 5-60
stack limit pointer (registers 6 and 7) 5-60
stack location page number (registers 0 and 1) 5-60
Start Display Program structured field 4-18
definition of use 2-3
description 4-18
display program execution 3-3
format 4-18
GBGOP order 5-9
GLATR order 5-36
mode switching 3-3
operation 4-18
parameters 4-18
permit branch indicator 3-22
pick control 3-19
pick indicator 3-21
regeneration address register 3-5
Set Display Storage Address Register structured field 4-18
single detect indicator 3-22
tip switch indicator 3-23
Start 1/0 instruction
description 4-25
status interrupt conditions 4-27
Start Regeneration Timer order (GSRT) A-12
alphanumeric keyboard 3-12
clear mode A-12
code values A-12
condition code settings A-12
display program
control 3-3
initiation 3-10
interruption from keyboards 3-11
termination 3-10
frame buffer switching mode A-12
GBGOP order 5-9
GLATR order 5-35, 5-42
GLSR order 5-59
GSDEVI order 5-46
mode switching 3-3
permit branch indicator 3-22
pick indicator 3-21
regeneration address register 3-5
Set Buffer Address Register and Start command A-13
Set Buffer Program structured field A-13
single detect indicator 3-22
Start Display Program structured field 4-18
tip switch indicator 3-23
tracking symbol update 3-17
status
asynchronous status 2-5
control unit end 4-29
ending conditions 2-5, 4-27
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initial selection 4-26
interrupt conditions 4-28
status bits
Attention (bit O) C-1
Busy (bit 3) C-1
Channel End (bit 4) C-2
Control Unit End (bit 2) C-1
Device End (bit 5) C-2
Status Modifier (bit 1) C-1
Unit Check (bit 6) C-2
Unit Exception (bit 7) C-2
Status Modifier status bit (bit 1) C-1
Select Write Memory Area command 4-9
Selective Reset 4-26
status initial selection 4-26
System Reset 4-25
Stop Display Program structured field 4-19
definition of use 2-4
description 4-19
display program termination 3-10
display storage address register 3-4
format 4-19
GBGOP order 5-9
operation 4-19
Store Attribute Register order (GSAR)-32 50 A-21
address word variables A-21
code values A-21
Store Attribute Register order (GSATR) 5-43
code values 5-44
format 5-43
GPATR order 5-64
variables
address word 5-44
MC extension words 5-44
Store Clipping Boundaries order (GSCB) 5-94
address word variable 5-94
code values 5-94
format 5-94
Store Configurati on Data order (GSCONF) 5-83
address word variable 5-83
code values 5-83
configuratio n parameters
EC level 5-87
frame buffer characterist ics 5-86
graphics system configuratio n 5-84
graphics system display characterist ics 5-85
graphics system features 5-86
graphics system storage size 5-85
reserved 5-86
terminator 5-87
format 5-83
GBPAGE order 5-56
page numbering 3-2
Store Device Input order (GSDEVI) 5-45
code values 5-45
condition code settings 5-49
device types 5-48
dials feature 3-18
display program termination 3-10
format 5-45
permit branch indicator 3-22
single detect indicator 3-22
tablet user control mode 3-16
tip switch indicator 3-23
variables
address word 5-47
flag word (MC extension) 5-45
X-Y-Z position registers 3-6
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Store Stack Register order (GSSR) 5-61
code values 5-61
format 5-61
variables
address word 5-62
MC extension words 5-61
Store Transforma tion Matrix order (GSTM) 5-92
address word variable 5-92
code values 5-92
format 5-92
Store Viewpoint order (GSVPT) 5-95
address word variable 5-95
code values 5-95
format 5-95
Store Viewport Boundaries order (GSVB) 5-97
address word variable 5-97
code values 5-97
format 5-97
Store X-Y Position Registers order (GSXY) A-22
code values A-22
Select Write Memory Area command 4-9
target location field format A-22
X-Y-Z position registers 3-6
Structured Field Error sense bit (byte 4, bit 0) C-5
Load Blinking Patterns structured field 4-22
Load Line Patterns structured field 4-23
Set Cursor Address Register structured field 4-21
Set Display Storage Address Register structured field 4-18
Write Structured command 4-13
structured fields
Define Memory Area 4-14
Delete Memory Area 4-17
Load Blinking Patterns 4-22
Load Line Patterns 4-23
Rename Memory Area 4-16
Reset Cursor Address Register 4-22
Set All Indicators 4-20
Set Cursor Address Register 4-21
Set Display Storage Address Register 4-18
Set Selected Indicators Off 4-20
Set Selected Indicators On 4-20
Sound Alarm 4-19
Start Display Program 4-18
Stop Display Program 4-19
Subtract Data order (GSUB) 5-68
code values 5-69
condition code settings 5-69
format 5-69
variables
address word 5-69
data word 5-69
Swedish graphics mode 1/0 interface code E-7
Swedish 3270mode 1/0 interface code E-8
switch/nons witch buffer mode (GBGOP order function) 5-9
symbol drawing order A-17
system-defi ned memory areas 2-7
system memory, graphics processor 1-5
system software support 1-11
System Reset request
graphics·sys tem base
description 4-25
operation 4-25
status initial selection 4-26
3250-compa tible A-10
Systems Network Architectur e (SNA) 3270 feature
bind parameters D-32
commands D-30

notes D-34
sense codes
path-error D-42
request-error D-40
request-reject D-38
state-error D-41
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Tab key 3-12
tablet 1-7
description 3-15
support modes 3-16
tip switch indicator 3-23
tracking symbol
contrast 3-18
destructive 3-17
frame buffer nonswitch mode 3-19
nondestructive 3-18
update 3-17
TCF (see Transformation and Clipping Feature)
TCF Matrix Element Overflow sense bit (byte 4, bit 4) C-6
Test 1/0 instruction
graphics system base, description 4-25
sense 4-29
status interrupt conditions 4-28
3250-compatible A-10
test manual input (GBGOP order function) 5-10
Test under Mask order (GTM) 5-74
code values 5-7 4
condition code settings 5-7 5
format 5-74
variables
address word 5-7 4
data word 5-7 4
32-bit lamp specification 4-21
description 4-21
format 4-21
Set All Indicators structured field 4-20
Set All Indicators On structured field 4-20
timeouts, RS232C attachment
external status change 6-14
reads 6-14
writes 6-14
tip switch indicator (TSI) description 3-23
GBDD order 5-51
GBGOP order 5-9
GBGSEG order 5-30
GBND order 5-52
GBSO order 5-50
GDCIR order 5-28
GDPXL order 5-17
GEAF order 5-81
GESEG order 5-30
GLATR order 5-35, 5-43
GSDEVI order 5-46
interaction with pick indicator 3-24
operation 3-23
transfer control command operation, RS232C transmission
control 6-12
Transformation and Clipping Feature (TCF) 1-11
area fill 3-45
description 3-3 7
error conditions 3-45
functions 3-38
mathematics of transformation process B-2
modes
clipping 3-43
mapping 3-43
no-clipping 3-43

no-mapping 3-43
no-perspective 3-42
no-transformation 3-42
perspective 3-42
three-dimensional 3-41, 3-42
transformation 3-41, 3-42
two-dimensional 3-41, 3-42
number representation B-1
operation 3-41
pixel arrays 3-45
scenario 3-44
3D world coordinate space 3-40
2D world coordinate space 3-39
three-dimensional assumptions 3-38
Transformation and Clipping Feature modes attribute
register (register 19) 5-41
transformation and viewing orders 5-88
transmission control, RS232C 6-6
TSI (see tip switch indicator)
2-Byte No-Operation order (GNOP2) 5-79
code values 5-79
format 5-79
GPSMC order 5-65

u
Unit Check status bit (bit 6) C-2
display program 3-3
GEOP order 5-12
GLTM order 5-90
graphics channel controller parity check 4-2
GSDEVI order 5-46
Read Memory Area command 4-5
Select Read Memory Area command 4-8
Select Write Memory Area command 4-9
sense 4-29
Set Mode command 4-11
status initial selection 4-26
Write Memory Area command 4-12
Unit Exception status bit (bit 7) C-2
status interrupt conditions 4-28
Unit Specify sense bit (byte 5, bit 7) C-6
status interrupt conditions 4-28
user-defined memory areas 2-7

v
virtual image space 3-27
programmable character set descriptor record

3-34

w
Wait on Timer order (GWAIT) 6-14
code values 6-15
format 6-14
world coordinate space, X-Y-Z position registers 3-6
Write Buffer command A-2
display storage address register 3-4
Set Display Storage Address Register structured field 4-18
status ending conditions 4-27
write command operation, RS232C transmission control 6-12
Write Memory Area command 4-11
definition of use 2-3
description 4-11
display storage address register 3-4
memory management 4-11
operation 4-11
programmable character set descriptor record 3-34
status ending conditions 4-27

Index

X-15

Write Structured command 4-12
definition of use 2-3
descriptio n 4-12
display program
initiation 3-10
terminatio n 3-10
display storage address register 3-4
GBGOP order 5-7
memory area 4-1
operation 4-13
permit branch indicator 3-22
pick indicator 3-21
regenerati on address register 3-5
single detect indicator 3-23
status ending conditions 4-27
structured field
descriptio ns 4-13
formats 4-13
tip switch indicator 3-23

X-Y-Z values (see coordinate s)
X-Y-Z - X LSB sense byte C-7
X-Y-Z - X MSB sense byte C-7
X-Y-Z - Y LSB sense byte C-7
X-Y-Z - Y MSB sense byte C-7
X-Y-Z - Z LSB sense byte C-7
X-Y-Z - Z MSB sense byte C-7

3
3250 compatibi lity 1-12, Appendix A
3258 compatibi lity 1-12
3270 and RS232C attachmen t feature 1-8
3270 APL mode 1/0 interlace codes E-17
3270 feature 1-12, Appendix D
3270 feature software support 1-12
3270 mode feature 1-8, Appendix D
5

x
X-Y-Z position registers
descriptio n 3-6
operation 3-6
X-Y-Z positions, Select Write Memory Area command

5081
5083
5085
5088

Display (see display)
Tablet (see tablet)
Graphics Processor (see graphics processor)
Graphics Channel Controller
(see graphics channel controller )
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